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WORLD BANK DISCLOSURE POLICY AND
INSPECTION PANEL

TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on International Development,

Finance, Trade and Monetary Poucy,
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

2128, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Barney Frank [chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Chairman Frank, Representatives Kennedy, Waters,
Watt, Bereuter, Huffington, and Nussle.
Also present: Representative Wynn.
Chairman Frank, The hearing of the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Development, Finance, Trade and Monetary Policy will

now begin.
This is an oversight hearing on the results of the efforts of the

U.S. Treasury Department and others to persuade the World Bank
to make changes, changes that I think are important in two
respects.

First, intrinsically, they are logical developments that are impor-
tant to the Bank if it is to perform its function well.

Second, they are important if we are to maintain within the

country and the Congress representing the country support for con-
tinued appropriations for the Bank.

I think many people—and I include myself in this—face a real
dilemma when we evaluate the Bank.
On the one hand, the work it is now doing, fostering economic

development in the poorest parts of the world, is as important as

anything that can be done. Alleviating poverty, promoting economic
growth, dealing with the years and years of abuse and neglect and
the misery in which so many people are condemned to live—no
human task seems to me more important.
On the other hand, if the Bank and other institutions don't go

about this in the right way, the support won't be there. And so we
have been trying very hard, through our Treasury Department, to

encourage the Bank to make some changes.
I want to be clear. The standard by >^ich we measure them has

to be a realistic one. One of the great problems with critics in the

public policy area is that they are not as smart as judges at the

Olympics. Judges at the Olympics, when they are judging gym-
nastics or diving, take into account the degree of difficulty. And
critics sometimes do not do that.

(1)



When you are judging an institution which is trying to deal with
thousands of years of problems in a very complex situation, the de-

gree of difficulty of that task has to be taken into account. What
the World Bank is undertaking is both morally very important and
very difficult.

But that does not mean there are no criticisms at all. And par-
ticularly, I think when we talk about the kinds of things that many
of us have focused on, we are not asking for miraculous results. We
are asking for some basic procedural safeguards with regard to in-

formation policy and with regard to independent review that ought
to be simply and easily implemented.
And I regret there appears to be on the part of the Bank resist-

ance to these. I also think that some of the donor countries are

making a mistake if they think they can present the American peo-
ple with a choice, either put up all the money and shut up, or else.

We may tragically find "or else" as the chosen alternative. I don't
want to see that.

And the effort of this subcommittee is not to make such a choice
but to avoid it having to be made. And that is the status in which
we find ourselves.

I will now recognize the ranking minority Member.
Mr. Bereuter. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. This is an

important oversight hearing on the implementation to date by the
World Bank on reforms that were adopted in August and Septem-
ber 1993, to have a much more open policy of disclosure of informa-
tion and to set up an independent Inspection Panel.

I would say that one of the difficulties we have in assessing the

progress of the World Bank and to some extent the other multi-
lateral development banks is the fact that we have an information

gap. The critique is often of efforts that began more than a decade

ago and finally are finding their way into Reader's Digest and other

publications that periodically like to run comments on the terrible

abuses of the World Bank.

Many of the difficulties that we have seen in the implementation
of the World Bank efforts have, in fact, been corrected. But others

are there that need to be addressed, and I do think that the U.S.

Congress—I know this is self-congratulatory—but I do think the

U.S. Congress has had more impact upon reforming the multi-
lateral development organizations, especially the World Bank, than

any other entity on earth. In fact, it has been this subcommittee,
in a bipartisan effort over the last decade, that has been the driv-

ing force in these reforms. It has been this subcommittee that has
had the major impact. So I am pleased that we are continuing that

oversight role.

I am particularly pleased to have our colleague, Congressman
Kasich, here with us today. For several years, I think it is clear,
he has had a very lively interest in the subject of reforming the
World Bank, which has, as a result, contributed to greater aware-
ness and, frankly, greater concern, too, among our colleagues on
these issues. But it has also had the result already of more serious

attention to progress in implementing reforms in the Bank itself.

So I look forward to his testimony and the testimony of the Treas-

ury Department and the witnesses from the environmental commu-



nity who have put a lot of time and effort into serious advocacy of

meaningful reforms.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Frank. Thank you. The subcommittee has, I think,

been able to have an impact in substantial part because we have
functioned in this area in a totally nonpartisan way. I hope the

people at the Bank and elsewhere who watch understand the depth
of the consensus that we have here. It is a two-pronged approach
which is supportive but also insistent on improvement. We have
been able to hold together a bipartisan coalition to do that.

As Mr. Bereuter has said, one of those who has been a leader in

focusing attention in this area, and it is an area that is not often
at the top of people's agenda here, so I am very grateful to our col-

league, Mr. Kasich, because he has, out of his concern that this

very important job be done right, focused a lot of his energy and
attention to this. And we are delighted to have him testify.
He is one of the first, for instance, in Congress, no one was more

prompt than he in understanding the Wapenhans Report and the
need for implementing it and for becoming an advocate of that. So
we are delighted to have him testify before us.

Mr. Kasich.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN R. KASICH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. Kasich. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bereuter.
I would like to commend you for holding this oversight hearing

and for your work to reform the multilateral banks. Although there
is still a long way to go, I am pleased that the World Bank appears
to be moving toward greater accountability. And I underscore the
word "appears." Much of what is now being discussed is consistent
with proposals that I have worked on and have supported.
Mr. Chairman, many Americans have deep misgivings about U.S.

foreign aid programs. With repeated reports of corruption, waste,
and mismanagement, they understand that efforts to bring relief,

prosperity, and security to impoverished peoples in other countries
have gone seriously wrong. For this reason, I believe that Congress
must move quickly to achieve meaningful reform.

Several years ago, former Representative John Miller and I de-
cided to evaluate all of our foreign assistance programs. When John
Miller left Congress, his able assistant, Wayne Struble, who sits be-
hind me, who really was the driving force behind this effort at re-

view, and I continued on the project and made it one of my top pri-
orities with Wayne riding point on this effort.

Over the past several years, I have met with many thoughtful
people who supported foreign assistance, but who were becoming
increasingly frustrated and concerned about the ineffectiveness of
our aid programs. These people included former bank employees, as
well as individuals from the environmental, human rights, and de-

velopment communities.

They told me about the Bank's many shortcomings. These short-

comings can be broken down into four areas: Environmental de-
struction. The best example, of course, is the destruction of the rain
forest. These have been outlined in a Time magazine, April 1, 1991



article. Believe it or not, the World Bank was involved in a project
that ended up destroying a significant portion of the rain forest.

And, of course, Sardar Sarovar, which is a dam project located
in India, which has been an environmental disaster, it took an
awful long time for the Bank to withdraw its support. This was
outlined in a number of articles, including the New York Times, in
a 1990 article, and just this Sunday in a Washington Post article.

The first problem we think, then, is environmental.
The second one is forced resettlement, a situation where projects

have actually been funded, where projects have started and people
found themselves without any place to live, and have been placed
in a situation of experiencing forced resettlement.

Third, administrative costs of the Bank that were growing be-
tween 12 percent and 15 percent annually.
And finally, making loans that did not meet the Bank's own

standards. The Wapenhans Report noted poor project design and
inadequate management, poor implementation, and a culture that
rewarded new loans rather than effective management of existing
loans.

So, Mr. Chairman, I noted problems with environmental destruc-

tion, forced resettlement, skyrocketing administrative costs, and
the fact that the Bank was more interested in making loans rather
than figuring out whether the loans could perform.
Based on these discussions, the revelations in the Wapenhans

Report and the Morse Report on the project in India did not come
as a surprise. I became particularly concerned by the apparent in-

ability to modify or terminate harmful projects early in the plan-
ning process before any harm was done.
Mr. Chairman, you may recall that during the markup of the

President's fiscal year 1994 budget in the Budget Committee, I

read from a Time magazine article titled "Good Intentions, Woeful
Results." The article allowed that an ambitious environmental pro-
gram at the World Bank ended up damaging the tropical rain for-

est that I referred to earlier. This, obviously, should not occur.

To address these problems, we worked with our colleague, Tom
Ridge, a member of the full committee, in June 1992, to strengthen
H.R. 3428. That bill authorized capital contributions for several
banks. Mr. Ridge offered six amendments on our behalf.

We called, for example, on each bank to make available timelv
and useful information concerning projects, and to work witn
affected people in designing projects. We called for the development
of strict environmental standards. And we sought to establish a

truly independent body in the banks to perform oversight respon-
sibilities.

Last year, as part of the Forei^ Operations, Export Financing,
and Related Programs Appropriations bill, Chris Shavs, the famous
partner in the Frank-Shays effort to try to increase burdensharing
in the world, that famous Congressman, Chris Shavs, and I, offered
an amendment withholding funding for the World Bank. We took
this step afler meeting with former Bank employees who stated
that this was the only way to get the Bank's attention concerning
the need to reform. The fact that I am testifying before you today
seems to indicate that our action, coupled with your actions, Mr.

Chairman, have moved the issue.



As you know, the amendment came within six votes of passing.
Because of our tough-minded approach, however. Treasury had the

leverage to say to the Bank that the Congress was serious about

reform. And 1 will say that the article on Sunday—and I don't

know if you happened to see it—where you state "we will just have
to start cutting off money," I think underscores the fact that the

Treasury had better understand how serious we are about this, and
the fact that we don't want talk, we want to have action, and the

World Bank should understand that this funding is in jeopardy.
Much has changed at the Bank, fortunately, since the amend-

ment was offered. First-class travel has been greatly restricted, and
the Bank has moved to control its administrative costs. The Bank
has adopted a new disclosure policy. They have established an

independent Inspection Panel to address concerns about the Bank's

policies and procedures.
Talking about the design, appraisal, and implementation of its

operations—and I have got to commend the Bank for their good-
faith effort—they have taken just the first step toward reform. Un-

fortunately, much more remains to be done.

It is one thing to announce a change in policy. It is another thing
to actually implement needed reforms. Changing the culture and

operations of a large institution will require the strong and contin-

ued commitment of Bank officials, officials at the Department of

Treasury, and the Congress. It has been my experience, and prob-

ably yours as well, tnat these bureaucracies are resistant to

change.
Probe International, a Canadian-based environmental group, has

sent me material criticizing the early implementation of the new
disclosure policy and the accountability of the independent Inspec-
tion Panel. In a May 17 letter, they indicated they are going to

focus on these issues over the next year. I plan to follow their work

very closely.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make sure that you have full ac-

cess to this information. As we get it, we will share it with you and
Mr. Bereuter and the staff.

Likewise, I believe it is important that Congress create a process
to monitor the implementation of the reforms. And, of course, this

oversight hearing is critical. The reforms should not be taken as

trivial procedures by the Bank. They must permit broad access to

information by outside groups. The review panel must be truly

independent. And both of these reforms must be implemented so

that harmful projects, like the ones I already mentioned, could ei-

ther be dropped or restructured early in the process.
I have been involved in several interrelated activities that should

assist Congress in monitoring the reform process. During the de-

bate on the 1995 Foreign Operations bill, I offered an amendment
to fence off money. The money that was fenced off was the re-

quested 1995 increases for IDA, the International Finance Corpora-
tion, and GEF. Until the problems with environmental destruction,
forced resettlement, administrative cost, and noncompliance are

corrected, I don't think we ought to provide the funding increases.

Under this amendment, you would then be in a position, the

Banking Committee, to review this along with the Appropriations
Committee.



And I think this was the one stick we had. We were trying to

figure out how we would be able to keep their feet to the fire. And
if, in fact, we fenced off money until you could have another review
of the progress that is being made, I think it does mean there will

be accountabiHty, and if they are not doing what we think they
ought to do, we could come in on a bipartisan basis.

I have asked the GAO to monitor the performance of the Bank
and provide a snapshot assessing the implementation of the re-

forms. I am going to be meeting with Mr. Bowsher tomorrow to

talk about this very issue.

I plan, Mr. Chairman, not only to ask him to teike a look at the
World Bank, but I am convinced that these foreign aid projects
have become corporate welfare overseas, these large corporations

wanting to get their snout in the trough where the public money
is. And what happens is they are just simply interested in making
profits and frankly not that interested in what the results are. And
this is a terrible situation.

As you know, I have been—I know Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Kennedy,
and Mr. Frank—^you, Mr. Chairman, we have all been supporters
of foreign aid. We believe it is an important part of U.S. foreign
policy. But to consider the fact that we would send any money
overseas that would be designed to simply allow some corporations
to make profits, to literally disrupt activities and operations and
people's ability to be successful in foreign countries, is not

acceptable.
I have argued to many of the groups out there who have been

strong proponents of foreign aid, including AIPAC, that we are

going to undermine the ability to have true foreign aid policy. If we
are going to be funding projects like we do through the World
Bank, the Agency for International Development, they are just a

story—^the Agency for International Development, where they took

money designed to help people in Rwanda—and I had been point-

ing this out before the tragedy—some of the AID workers took the

money and built tennis courts in Rwanda, they built the courts

east-west, but that doesn't work because in the morning when they
were serving the ball the Sun got in their eyes, so they tore the
courts down and built it north-south. These kind of programs just
undermine our ability to build a good, strong consensus for foreign
aid.

And I think, Mr. Chairman, this kind of a hearing is iust so im-

portant. I think that with you and Mr. Bereuter, members of the

Budget Committee, working together, and also these environmental
and human rights groups—they are very important, because they
are on this thing and they are looking, they are studying this stuff

every day, and uiey are getting good information, they are sending
it to us, it is a nonpartisan, bipartisan operation—we have got a
chance to really strike a blow for those people who believe that it

is proper to—and clearly right to help people overseas, but boy, it

is absolutely wrong to send taxpayers' money overseas if it is going
into the pockets of some corporation that is interested in making
money, or going into nations where political leaders use it in a way
that ultimately damages the lives of the people who live within
those borders.



So, Mr. Chairman, I am very excited that we could take the time
this morning to do this. I know you have got a chorus of witnesses
from Treasury that indicates they are serious about this, and the
environmental groups and the human rights groups. And maybe we
could really change this bureaucracy.
But I would argue that if we—we, you and Mr. Bereuter £ind

members of this subcommittee and the members of the Budget
Committee—do not continue to threaten to eliminate this funding,
we are not going to get the changes we want. With the pressure,
I think it is possible that we could change the attitudes of these
international bureaucrats.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear this morning, Mr.

Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kasich can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Frank. Thank you, Mr. Kasich. I have no questions.

I appreciate your making clear what I think the situation is. If the
international institutions respond appropriately, they will find

themselves supported. If they don't, they will not.

I hope everybody understands, there is no great political push in

their favor. What is in their favor is the willingness of the Mem-
bers in this place, a greatly underestimated willingness in general,
to be responsible and to do what we think is the right thing. So
the institutions really are going to have to show that.

I would just add one note, because you talked about working in

the future, given the turnover that takes place here, I probably will

not be chairing this subcommittee next year, but I do plan to be
on it, and I don't plan to be any less interested in this activity next

year than I am this year. So if people thought they could outwait
some of us, they are wrong.
And I think it is very useful to have Mr. Kasich here, a ranking

member of the Budget Committee. We have a pretty broad consen-
sus here. If anyone thinks this is somehow some temporary expres-
sion of interest, that individual is wrong. You are going to see a

continuing thrust that crosses party and ideological lines.

Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. Kennedy. I appreciate it, Mr. Chairman. I think you are to

be commended for holding this hearing. And I think Mr. Kasich
has done important work at bringing out some of the shortcomings
of the institution.

I know that Mr. Kasich has in the past been very critical of the
World Bank, and the other associated institutions, in addition to

the IMF, as other members of this subcommittee have.
I am concerned from time to time—and my staff tells me, I am

sorry
I didn't hear all of your presentation, John, that you in fact

did have some nice things to say about the institution as well—I

get concerned from time to time that we—I remember the debate
that we had in the Congress on the stimulus package early on,
where it was brought out, I think there was a swimming pool spent
by some CDBG funds. I don't know if it was in New Haven or

someplace like that. This was identified as being one of the reasons
for the downfall of the stimulus package. And I am concerned that
we somehow can go through the multibillions of dollars that the
World Bank and the IMF and others have utilized over the years
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and find some outrageous examples of real ineptitude and terrible

policy.

John, I think your work in bringing out some of the problems
that have existed with the dam in India, I think the specific provi-
sions of the staff appraisal reports amd your followup in terms of
the Morse Commission, your advocacy of a much greater role by
the GAO, are all positive responses.

I am concerned that in the political atmosphere that exists today
where we are cutting domestic programs, as you and I are aware,
it becomes very easy to target any kind of foreign aid for significant

budget cuts.

And I just want to point out that, in fact, I think I read through
some of your past testimony in the Congressional Record on the

way down this morning, and I am concerned that we end up sort

of throwing out the baby with the bathwater.
Some of your statements in the past have been very, very tough

on the institution, and I am, basically, someone who believes—at
least maybe it was just in a fit of hyperbole on the House floor, my
God, John isn't

Mr. Kasich. Who, me?
Mr. Kennedy. Your condemnation here is really quite something.

Anyway, all I am pointing out to you is that this is an organization
that has in fact done a great deal of good around the world over
the course of the last 20 or 25 years. It has lifted a great many
people out of poverty. It has not done it with anywhere near the

oversight that it should have been. Your specific ideas are ones I

agree with in terms of how to create some reforms within the
institution.

But I do think that it should be said that this is overall an effort

that first of all makes money for our country, and second, and per-

haps most importantly, has done a great job at raising the overall

level of economic activity throughout the world and has helped
bring a great many people out of poverty.
So I just wanted to go on record as saying that I think these in-

stitutions are well worth supporting. I think we have got to get rid

of the waste and the abuse that takes place, and some of the inad-

equacies in terms of the way they actually monitor existing

programs.
But I do think that overall they have done an enormous amount

of good and should be supported.
Mr. Kasich. Let me, if I might, Mr. Chairman, just make a com-

ment about that. I get concerned too about when we mark up cer-

tain bills and people pick on items that—they ask you to draw a
conclusion about something from one little tiny item. You know, I

am convinced that if we had known that the CEOs of these S&Ls
were flying around first class and eating at fancy restaurants, it

would have gotten our attention a lot quicker than the fact that

they all went down the drain.
Aiid the reason is, Mr. Kennedy, when you talk to people about

nonperforming loans, they say, "would you wake me up after you
have finished that particular subject." But if you talk to them
about eating in some fine restaurant in Boston or sitting in the
owner's box for the Red Sox game, you have got their attention.

They understand it.



The problem with the World Bank doesn't have anything to do,
in my judgment, with the problem of first-class travel or adminis-
trative costs being 12 or 15 percent. I don't like that, but that is

not a reason to throw it out.

The problem with it is that the World Bank has a portfolio of 37
percent nonperforming loans. And none of these countries ever get
accused of having a nonperforming loan because what we do is we
take foreign aid money from other operations and we give it to
them and then they take that monev so they can meet some obliga-
tions because the money is all fungible.
My problem is, with 37 percent nonperforming, they are not

doing a good job of lending the money.
Mr. Kennedy. But the fact is, having worked extensively

throughout Third World countries before I came to the Congress,
the fact is, John, these are not easy organizations and countries to
work in. And they do fail. And they are in very tough economic
straits.

And we have people on this subcommittee, as the chairman is

well aware, that will attack the hell out of the IMF for being so

stringent in terms of how the countries have to live up to certain
kinds of conditions in order to pay back the loans that we do make.
Mr. Kasich. I am a supporter of foreign aid. I have supported it

12 years here. I voted for it 11 times. But let me give you an exam-
ple.

In the 1970's and 1980's, the Bank lent $770 million to support
a project in Indonesia that moved 2.5 million people out of where
they live, somewhere else. I am not saying we should throw the
baby out with the bathwater. I want to fix this.

My approach is the only way we could get people's attention. I

know that Mr. Frank has worked hard on this subcommittee to try
to get their attention. I think what got most of their attention is

when we offered the amendment on the floor last year to cut off
the increase in funding, it got within six or seven votes, and they
said, wait a minute, they are serious about this, this thing might
pass next year.

I don't want to shut this down, and I don't want to cast asper-
sions on some of the fine work they have done internationally. I

know about your work in the Peace Corps, and you are to be com-
mended. I just don't want—what I believe is if this stuff continues,
it is going to imdermine our ability to really have foreign aid and
to be able to have these institutions work.
That is my only purpose in this. I don't want to kill the Bank.

I don't want to close it down. I just want it to be fixed.
I appreciate your comments as a truly constructive criticism.

Sometimes, though, you have to use examples that wake people up.
Mr. Kennedy. I will yield back the balance of my time, Mr.

Chairman. But I appreciate the opportunity to work with the gen-
tleman from Ohio.
Chairman Frank. Thank you, because I think this is a very im-

portant discussion. We have two points we are trying to keep in
mind simultaneously.
Mr. Kennedy. The only thing I do recall, Mr. Chairman, is for

the few years we had Mr. Reagan and Mr. Bush in power, how
many Republican votes did we used to get for the replenishment
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of either of these funds, do you recall? If Mr. Kasich gave us a vote,
he was one of maybe about three that we got out of the Repub-
licans for last year.
Chairman Frank. Let me call on one of the other regular sup-

porters of foreign aid—^the gentleman from Nebraska.
Mr. Bereuter. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Your numbers are a little bit off. It wasn't anything to brag

about.
I wEint to thank the distinguished gentleman from Ohio, Mr.

Kasich, for his positive contributions to the oversight of the multi-
lateral development banks, and for his statement today.
As a person serving on the authorizing committee for bilateral

assistance programs on the Foreign Affairs Committee, I can tell

you that I believe our bilateral programs are in greater disarray
than the multilateral development banks. But what we do in devel-

opmental aid, that is so meager today in a bilateral sense that the

impact of policies and programs that are not working well at the
World Bank and the other MDBs has a greater detrimental or posi-
tive effect.

So if you want to focus on where you do the most good in terms
of reform or where you get the greatest bang for the buck, you
focus on the multilateral development banks. So I think the gentle-
man's priorities are right.

I notice that you have your meeting with Mr. Bowsher tomorrow,
according to your testimony, and you can tell him I will be there
to offer another budget cut on the House floor, a 5-percent cut next

year, unless we get some improvement in the quality of their work.
We have had shoddy work from the GAO for this subcommittee,

in my judgment, but on domestic issues, and it has tended to be
a bit partisan. But I am hoping that we can continue to have good
work from them on international efforts. And we will be watching
with considerable interest as well as concern about the product
that they give to you.

I would ask you, Mr. Kasich, have you got any particular areas
where you have asked them to focus, and is your work with the
GAO exclusively directed at the World Bank or is it all the MDBs?
Mr. Kasich. Well, at this point, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Struble back

here, I imderstand they have a dart board in some of these admin-
istrative agencies out there with Wayne's picture on it. He has
been working closely with the GAO and a lot of these outside

groups. They have kind of—^he has been kind of a magnet for them.
What we have done with the GAO in terms of the World Bank

is they have looked—they are studying all of these different issues

related to the World Bank. They are becoming involved, at our re-

quest, in the Asian Development Bank and all of these others, as

they have been involved also with some of the multilateral reviews
as well.

What they are focusing on are these four areas: What is happen-
ing on the administrative cost; what is happening on the perform-
ance—that is what we are most interested in; the nonperforming
loans; and then what is the process, if they are going to build a
dam in some country, what is the process for people who live in

that area to be able to come in and impact the Bank's decisions.
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They have kind of looked at the creation of the independent body,
and we are going to have them continue to look at that. But then
I also want to ask Mr. Bowsher to have the GAO take a look at

both the multilateral and the bilateral foreign aid operations, and
let's get some kind of a mark up there, some kind of a measuring
stick to figure out how these things are working and what improve-
ments can be made.

I am just going to meet with him tomorrow because I want to

emphasize to him how important we think this area is. And I

would also urge you to meet with him. I am going to bring up what

you just told me.
If a Member like Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Chairman, is starting to won-

der about the quality of work from the GAO, we have got a real

problem.
Mr. Bereuter. I said to the gentleman, I have never offered an

amendment on the Legislative Appropriations bill before, in the 16

years I have served, but I feel so strongly that it is an agency that
has exceeded its size, and it really needs to refocus on quality.

I thank the gentleman for his testimony. I look forward to work-

ing with him.
Chairman Frank. Mr. Wynn.
Mr. Wynn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to sit in. I just had a couple of brief questions for my
colleague.
You said you viewed part of the problem as the fact that the

portfolio contains such a high percentage of nonperforming loans.

You believed the problem was in the basic origination of loans and
perhaps loans that should not have been made.
Can you elaborate a little bit as to what is wrong with these

loans? Are the ideas bad? Is it some sort of collusion? What is going
on? Why do we have bad loans being made in the first place?
Mr. Kasich. I think the problem is, in a lot of these institutions,

these international institutions, you know, there is a sense that if

we can just loan more—the emphasis is on loaning, get it out the

door, rather than analyzing to figure out whether the loans make
sense. And when you are in a mindset of you want to get loans out
the door, then you end up supporting some projects that don't work
to the benefit of the people who you are trying to help.
So what we have suggested is that trulv the creation of an inde-

pendent body within the World Bank that would sit down and
make sure that the World Bank loans reflect the criteria that the
World Bank has established for itself.

What the Wapenhans Report indicates is that the Bank has
made loans and violated their own criteria for loaning money. We
are not interested in trying to establish exactly what the criteria

is. But we would like them to make sure their criteria is rigorous,
that it makes sense, and that they follow their own internal re-

quirements, which they haven't done.
This independent review panel, if in fact it is independent, that

is really the question, if it is independent, then they are going to

be there in a position, that along with the public information office,

to hear from people from these countries who would be affected,
who would say, wait a minute, you want to put this dam in, do you
know what this is going to mean for the people in this region?
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And so there is also an independent group that not only looks at

the project from that point of view, but also says, we don't want
to make this loan because this doesn't make sense and violates our
own criteria. I think the sense is, though, get it out the door. And
that is what we have to slow down.
Mr. Wynn. Would the primary sanction for violation of these

loan criteria being withholding our aid or our contributions?
Mr. Kasich. I think all the chairman and I would like to see hap-

pen is a true independent review panel, some improvement in this

portfolio, changes in the administrative costs, making sure that
human rights concerns are adhered to in these countries. You don't

want to be resettling poor people from—^uprooting them and mak-
ing them move 50 miles to some other—we wanted that to stop.

I think we have enough ways to have oversight over that to be
able to have this Bank function successfully. If it doesn't, then we
don't have any choice but to move to reduce the funding or not re-

plenish the funding of the Bank. I think if they know we are seri-

ous, and if we have to do it for a year or two, they will change.
Mr. Wynn, Thank you.
Mr. Kasich. Thank you.
Chairman Frank. Mr. Watt.
Mr. Watt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any questions

of this witness.
Chairman Frank. Thank you. I just would note that the length

of time Mr. Kasich was here after his statement is indicative of the
fact that he is seriously engaged on these issues. Sometimes Mem-
bers come and make pro forma statements, but Mr. Kasich's in-

volvement in this goes far beyond that. We look forward to working
with him.
Mr. Kasich. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Frank. Next we will have our panel. Deputy Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury, Susan Levine; Lori Udall, Washington
Director, International Rivers Network; and Durwood Zaelke,
President, Center for International Environmental Law.

Please come forward. I want to reiterate my appreciation of the

Treasury Department's—and particularly Ms. Levine's—willingness
to be completely cooperative with us in all these efforts. We will

begin with Ms. Levine.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN B. LEVINE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT, DEBT, AND ENVIRONMENT POLICY
Ms. Levine. Mr. Chairman, you have asked us to testify on the

implementation of the World Bank's new initiatives, on information

disclosure, and the establishment of an Inspection Panel. Before

commenting on the implementation, I believe it is important to

stress that the adoption of these initiatives, which occurred less

than 1 year ago, is a great accomplishment.
The leadership exercised by this subcommittee, in close coopera-

tion with Treasury and nongovernmental organizations, was essen-
tial to these efforts, as well as those of Mr. Kasich's. His comments
were well heard, and I believe the establishment of these policies
will go a long way to address the concerns he has raised.
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While we know there have been problems in implementation, we

quite frankly expected this. These new initiatives will bring a dra-

matic change to the culture of the development banks. And such

change does not come readily.

Today, I know you will hear a number of complaints about prob-
lems in implementing these initiatives. I will touch on some of

them myself. However, it is premature to draw conclusions on their

success, based on the short history to date.

What is clearly important is that the Bank has adopted these ini-

tiatives and is in the process of implementing them. We have as-

surances from the highest levels of bank management that they are

committed to this process. And in this context, Treasury is working
to make sure that the Bank develops clear guidelines for staff to

assist them in implementing the Bank's policies.

I will spend some time in my testimony discussing what steps

management is taking and what steps we will encourage them to

take to ensure that these ground-breaking initiatives will be

implemented.
First, the information policy. The policv states, and I quote, that

"there is a presumption in favor of disclosure outside and within

the Bank in the absence of compelling reason not to disclose." The

challenge facing an institution such as the World Bank, which en-

gages in ongoing sensitive negotiations with governments, will be

to manage me dynamic tension between the presumption in favor

of disclosure and the compelling reason not to disclose.

Some of the things the Bank is doing or has plans to do we ex-

pect will mitigate this tension. To facilitate access to information,
the Bank this year opened its Public Information Center in Wash-

ington, DC. The Center publishes monthly a complete list which

specifies all documents available and describes how to obtain them.
While the NGO community has had the greatest interest in the

successful adoption of an information policy, it is noteworthy that

the majority of users of the Public Information Center, 70 percent
in fact, have come from the private sector.

Businesses interested in World Bank contracts have recognized
the value of having information early in the project cycle. In its

first 5 months of operation, the Public Information Center received

over 5,400 requests for information from visitors, by telephone,

mail, fax, and on the Internet.

In addition, the Bank has set up information centers in London
and Paris, and a center in Tokyo is expected to be fiilly operational

by the end of this month. World Bank resident missions in borrow-

ing countries also serve as contact points for information. And, in-

creasingly, documents will also be available online through the

Internet system. We think this is an exciting opportunity and hope
to expand this trend dramatically and to see more documents on

the Internet. Already, early Project Information Documents can be

accessed electronically for all projects in preparation.
We know there have been difficulties in getting information from

the Public Information Center. In a number of cases, information

has been placed in the Information Center late. And in our work
with management, this point is a priority for improvement.
As for the Project Information Documents, it must be remem-

bered that these documents did not exist prior to the adoption of
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the new disclosure policy and must now be written for all projects.
At this point, we are comfortable that these documents are in place
in the Center. The focus now should be on ensuring they have ade-

quate coverage and quality.
We urge the NGOs to assist us in determining where serious

gaps in substance exist. The main issue we seem to face with im-

plementation is difficulty in determining what information is to be
released on projects which the Board has not yet approved. Many
requests for factual technical information on

projects
under prepa-

ration have been refused, and we think, incorrectly.
To a large extent, the non-release of certain types of factual tech-

nical information comes from ambiguity in the information policy
itself. And we are currently working with Bank management to

clarify this.

As you may recall, there were serious efforts by NGOs to have
the Bank make available the early versions of the appraisal re-

ports, the so-called yellow and green cover staff appraisal reports.
This was not supported by most of the Board, which did not want
to make available early decisionmaking documents.
The United States took a strong position in the negotiations that

if the entire draft staff appraisal report could not be released be-

cause of potential sensitive judgments, or other information that

might impinge on loan negotiations, then certainly the factual tech-

nical information which provided the basis for these reports should
be released.

The United States, with the support of senior management, con-

vinced the Board that all non-judgment information, that is, so-

called factual technical information, should be made available.

The rationale for this seems clear to us; namely, that informed
consultation can only happen if those being consulted have ade-

quate information. Bank policy clearly states that such factual

technical information should be made available. And I quote from
the policy itself, "There will be instances where the availability of
factual technical documents on projects under preparation can fa-

cilitate consultation. In such cases, upon requests for additional

technical information about a project, the country department di-

rector responsible will, after consultation with the government to

identify any sections that involve confidential material or com-

promise government-bank interactions, release factual documents
or portions thereof that provide inputs in the project preparation."
The problem, of course, which I am sure will be highlighted by

others on the panel, is that many Bank managers have so far re-

sisted providing the factual technical information on which early

project documents are based.
I should point out that the requests the Bank has received for

factual technical information have oftentimes been much too

broadbased. They have been blanket requests. I would advise those

seekinjp^
information in the future to be specific about the nature of

the information that they are seeking, for example, background in-

formation on the implementing agency, alternative energy analy-
ses, and the like.

It is my view that many of the problems will be addressed as the
Bank addresses the guidelines for release of project documents, and
the Bank has already made progress in developing these guide-
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lines. After going through several months of difficulties in imple-
mentation of the information policy, the Arun Hydroelectric Project
in Nepal is perhaps the best known case where information did not

flow on a timely basis. Senior Bank management issued several

advisories to staff about the need to implement successfully the in-

formation policy.
The latest, dated June 10, advised country department directors

that—again, I quote—^"since the disclosure policy emphasizes that
the Bank has a presumption in favor of disclosure, I urge you to

encourage staff to be as constructive and transparent as possible
in responding to requests for documents, particularly in regard to

factual technical information."
It is critical that the Bank live up to all the commitments con-

tained in the new policy, because determining release of factual

technical documents has proven to involve a set of difficult judg-
ments. The Bank is currently preparing an operational memoran-
dum setting out in more detail its procedure for dealing with such

requests.
And I should add, a draft of that has just been released late last

night, which some members of this subcommittee and some mem-
bers of the environmental community do have, but we have not had
much discussion on that. But Bank management has determined
that factual technical annexes will be made available, as well as a
wide variety of stand-alone documents, including, for example,
prefeasibility studies, cost-benefit analyses, historical financial

statements, and technical studies underlying environmental impact
analyses.
We believe that management is working to set the right tone and

process for this policy. Bank management will have to continue to

be vigilant in seeing that its policy is implemented. These guide-
lines will hopefully resolve outstanding issues and facilitate full im-

plementation.
I do want to point out that while there have been lapses in the

implementation of the new disclosure policy, increased access to in-

formation has begun to serve its most important purpose, which is

to enhance participation by beneficiaries; that is, those who are af-

fected by a project in preparation. This is complemented by work
under way to ensure public participation in project development
and implementation.
Turning briefly to the Bank's Inspection Panel, I am pleased to

note it will become operational on August 1. The creation of such
a panel has been heralded by many, including NGOs, as a remark-
able advancement. Members of the Panel have been selected. They
are Ernst-Giinther Broder from Germany, who will be chairman;
Richard Bissell from the United States; and Alvaro Umafia
Quesada from Costa Rica.

Mr. Broder brings to the Panel extensive institutional experience
from his work at the World Bank and the European Investment
Bank. Mr. Bissell has an extensive background in both academia
and development. And Mr. Umafia brings to the Panel an impres-
sive history of involvement in environmental issues. Among his
most recent accomplishments, he was responsible for the independ-
ent evaluation of the Global Environment Facility.
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The Panel's budget has been set currently at $1.5 million for fis-

cal year 1995. The Panel has an executive secretary who is an at-

torney and is in the process of drafting administrative guidelines
for the Panel. The Panel itself, however, will have final approval
of these guidelines and in fact may revise them if they so choose.

We have early assurances that the Panel understauids the im-

portance of consulting with the public on the administrative

guidelines.
Some have expressed doubts about the Inspection Panel's inde-

pendence, accountability, and potential effectiveness. We believe,

however, that as long as the spirit as well as the letter of the reso-

lution establishing the Panel is adhered to, it will fulfill its impor-
tant purpose.
As we have seen from implementation of the information policy,

it is important early on to set the right tone for how the Panel will

conduct its business. The Panel has clearly been set up as the last

stop, not the first stop, in bringing complaints to the Bank, and we
expect that there will be very clearly defined procedures for bring-
ing complaints to the Panel.

Complainants must first attempt to resolve their complaints

through normal communication with the Bank. However, we be-
lieve it will be very important that potentially aggrieved parties
not be prevented from bringing complaints to the Panel, and there-

fore we will urge the Panel to be liberal in determining who has

standing to address complaints to it.

As we move into the next phase of implementation of the Bank's
initiatives on information policy and the Inspection Panel, Treas-

ury will continue to monitor progress closely. As you have already
seen, we are strongly committed to these initiatives, and know they
must be successfully implemented.
We appreciate the close partnership of this subcommittee and the

NGO community in working with us to realize the successful imple-
mentation of these initiatives, and look forward to a continuation
of that partnership.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Levine can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Frank. Thank you. I am glad they got those guide-

lines out yesterday, but I can't call a hearing every time we need

guidelines out. So I hope we will find a way to break that linkage.

Next, Ms. Udall, this will be one of the rare times when you will

come next under alphabetical order, so why don't you go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LORI UDALL, WASHINGTON DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL RIVERS NETWORK

Ms. Udall. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to focus my
comments today on an issue just discussed by Susan Levine, on a

major problem with the Bank's new information policy, the failure

to release factual technical information, and then I will go on to

cover a couple of recent developments around the creation of the

Inspection Panel.
One of the barriers to obtaining project information, timely infor-

mation, before project approval is the failure of the Bank to adhere
to provision 5 of the Bank procedures. This was meant to provide
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interested and affected people with more information between the

time that the Project Information Document is issued and project

approval when the final staff appraisal report is released.

NGOs have been denied critical information contained in early
project documents, such as executive project summaries, green and
yellow staff appraisal reports, and their annexes, feasibility stud-

ies, baseline data, and studies on alternatives.

The best example of this failure is the case of the Arun III hydro-
electric project. I don't think we should lose sight of our goal. We
are not talking about Washington-based groups getting informa-
tion. What we are talking about is people on the ground who are

adversely affected by projects who are trying to promote alter-

natives and trying to have control over their own development at

the critical stage of project planning and design.
For the last 2 years, local Nepaiese groups have been opposing

the Arun III project, a massive hydroelectric project in a pristine
remote valley. Local NGOs have promoted alternatives to the

project that they believe are much more appropriate for Nepal.
They have been requesting basic information from the Bank for

over a year, especially the Bank's analysis on alternatives.

While they have put out their own studies and documentation on

alternatives, they were consistently at a disadvantage because they
had no access to World Bank documentation, either on finances, al-

ternatives, or the cost-benefit analysis. Accordingly, it was difficult

to counter the Bank's arguments that it had considered alter-

natives to the projects when all Bank documents on alternatives
were withheld.
As the loan negotiations grew closer, in early April, in support

of Nepaiese NGOs, Washington-based groups sent several letters

requesting early project documents and a study on alternatives.
After 2 months of letter exchanges, on June 9, one day before a

briefing on Arun III, the Bank publicly released its study on
alternatives.

To illustrate the absurdity of the failure to release information,
several times during the briefing when questions were asked, the
task manager would look for his answer through the very docu-
ment that we had requested, the green cover staff appraisal report.
Because of Arun III, and because this hearing was approaching,
the Bank has issued guidelines covering the provision on factual
technical information, and we just got a copy of them yesterday at
6 o'clock, so we haven't had very much time to review them. We
would like to submit detailed comments.
Chairman Frank. Let me just say, for the witnesses here and

anyone else, the record will certainly stay open so that we would
solicit from anyone who is interested written commentary on the

guidelines. Obviously, that would be an essential part of this

process.
Ms. Udall. I have reviewed them on a preliminary basis. Pre-

liminarily, I believe they are inadequate, because they don't allow
for the release of green or yellow staff appraisal reports, or alter-

native analysis, economic analysis, or financial and institutional

analysis of implementing agencies. They are actually weaker than
an earlier version that was put out on June 3.
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There is very little, if any, confidential information in the green
and yellow stfdflf appraisal reports. What is confidential should sim-

ply be excised and then the document should be released. Nor is

there a compelling policy reason to withhold this information.

The information that is listed in the guidelines cannot substitute

for the information that is in a staff appraisal report. The staff ap-

praisal report is the main technical document of a project.

Combined in this document is the basic justification for the

project, as well as the Bank's involvement in it. It contains infor-

mation on the overview of the sector, institutions in that sector, the

Bank's experience, lessons learned from past lending, the bene-

ficiaries of the project, the rationale for Bank involvement, the

project's objectives, the project description, physical components of

the project, cost estimate, financing plan, financial analysis, mon-

itoring and evaluation, and so on. All this information is critical for

local people who want to have timely input into a project or to chal-

lenge or ultimately oppose a project.

Moving on to the Inspection Panel, when setting up a mechanism
to increase the Bank's public accountability, we believe it is impor-
tant to have a process which is transparent and independent. Un-

fortunately, since the resolution was passed, many developments
related to the Panel have not been independent. In fact, at times

it seems that Bank management is intent on interfering in every

aspect.
For example, during the final stage of the selection process for

the Panel, one of the finalists expressed concern regarding a provi-

sion in the resolution which imposes a lifetime prohibition on work-

ing at the World Bank. The finalist was hesitant to accept the

Panel position because he was interested in securing future em-

ployment with the Bank.
Bank management then went to some Board members to query

whether the resolution could be changed from a lifetime prohibition
to 5 years. Eventually, it was changed so that a Panel member
could work as a consultant but not a permanent employee of the

Bank after 5 years.
In principle, we are not opposed to revisiting provisions in the

resolution, at some point when the Panel is established, and there

are clear procedures for changing the resolution. But revising the

resolution to accommodate the needs of an individual Panel mem-
ber is a dangerous precedent.
As a matter of policy, it was an unfortunate development and we

question whether the person going into the Panel seeking future

employment in the Bank is sufficiently independent to serve on the

Panel.
Another development is that the Bank recently hired a lawyer to

write draft procedures for the Panel. In our view, this is an unnec-

essary interference from Bank management. If Inspection Panel

members are to maintain independence from Bank management
from the beginning, then a task as important as drafting proce-

dures imder which they are going to operate should clearly be initi-

ated by the Panel itself.

In a related development, the Bank is currently in the process
of revising its system of operational directives which are state-

ments of Bank policy and mandatory procedures for Bank staff.
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There is concern among NGOs as well as people inside the Bank
that in this revision process Bank policies and procedures are being
weakened and that stronger parts of the policies are being turned
into advisory material which is not binding on Bank staff. This

could result in claimants having far fewer standards to hold the

Bank to, and ultimately will greatly lessen the scope of the Inspec-
tion Panel's mandate.
We strongly urge the U.S. Treasury and this subcommittee to re-

quest that when these policies are being revised, drafts be released

to executive directors £ind the public for comment.
Based on the evidence we presented today, both in written and

oral testimony, we urge the subcommittee to continue to withhold
authorization of the U.S. contribution to IDA for the third year and
to continue vigorous oversight in 1995.

We would like to thank you and the subcommittee for your ex-

tensive work in these areas and the crucial role you have played
bringing about the reforms.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Udall can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Frank. Thank you. Mr. Zaelke.

STATEMENT OF DURWOOD ZAELKE, PRESmENT, CENTER FOR
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Mr. Zaelke. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join in

the testimony of Lori Udall. Thank you, Lori.

My testimony focuses on the Inspection Panel and starts with

several problems in the resolution establishing the Panel, prin-

cipally things we hope could be fixed with strong administrative
rules.

As it exists, the resolution is a half step. Jt is not enough on its

own. We have far too great a distance to go to achieve environ-

mentally sustainable development, especially in developing coun-
tries. Tnese, of course, are the countries the Bank is supposed to

serve.

Among the problems and ambiguities that must be addressed
when drafting Panel procedures are the following. First there are
the threats to the independence of the Panel, many of which Lori

has already noted. We have also seen in the initial phases restric-

tions on access to the Panel by claimants, limits on public scrutiny
of Panel operations, limits on the Panel's authority to investigate

claims, and finally, restrictions on the policies and procedures of

the Bank that form the basis for filing the claims.

We do understand, again, as Lori mentioned, there are efforts

under way to streamline or, in our opinion, possibly gut the policies
and procedures and to move the few standards that do exist into

ancillary documents that explicitly cannot be the basis for claims.

These are some of the problems we are left with after our half

step. But we are really here to talk about taking the next step to

address these ambiguities and oversights of the resolution. This is

the step of writing the administrative procedures for the Panel.

The Panel may yet live up to its billing if it develops the right ad-
ministrative rules, and if it follows the right process in developing
these rules.
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This means writing administrative procedures that actively £ind

aggressively promote openness and transparency as well as public

participation and, ultimately, accountability. And it means follow-

ing a process in drafting those procedures that itself is open and

transparent, a process that allows public participation and that is

itself accountable.
Without waiting for the Panel to take the initiative, we in the

NGK) community nave started the process of drafting procedures.
We have attached a set to our testimony. These are now being cir-

culated among the NGO community for further comment and will

be resubmitted to the Inspection Panel.

Based on this draft, there are several
points

we wish to high-

light. First is the need to ensure increased transparency. The pro-
cedures that are being developed must ensure that important as-

pects of the investigation are made public as soon as possible.
These include the basic nature of the claim when it is filed. They
also include the schedule for investigating a claim, any information

supporting potential recusal of a Panel member, and interim find-

ings of fact. Making interim findings of fact public could be critical

for ensuring that a claimant and the public have a chance to pro-
vide supplemental information.
Second is the need to ensure increased accountability. Here the

procedures must ensure that Panel decisions are based on a record

that is available to the public, that the decisions are based on a
consideration of all relevant facts, that the decisions include the

legal reasoning behind the outcome, and that the decisions are is-

sued in written form.
Third is the need to ensure increased effectiveness. The Panel's

procedures should reflect progressive approaches to investigate
each individual claim, and, as well, to improve Bank operations
and policies on a more general level. To this end, the Panel must
ensure that it is given maximum cooperation from Bank staff* and

borrowing governments.
One technique the Panel should consider is to state as its policy

in the administrative procedures that it will assume facts in favor

of the claimant where the borrowing country or Bank staff" inter-

feres with the Panel's ability to investigate those facts. This would

include, for example, a country refusing access to the project site

where such access was necessary for a thorough investigation.
On a general policy level, the Panel should also use its annual

report to make recommendations for improving the Bank's oper-
ational policies and procedures. An example here might be that the

Panel could recommend to the Bank that in future loan applica-

tions, borrowing countries would be required to agree to cooperate

fully
with Panel investigations.

The fourth point that we wish to highlight is the need to ensure
an open process for developing the procedures. It is not just the

substance of the procedures that is important, but also the process

by which the Panel procedures are adopted. This could be the best

demonstration that the Panel has taken its job seriously and will

be open and trsmsparent and encourage public participation.
The specific recommendation here is that the Panel issue its own

draft administrative procedures and allow the public ample oppor-

tunity to review and comment. This basic notice and comment pro-
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cedure is an element of all good administrative process and should

be routinely expected by me U.S. Government in international

rulemaking.
Moreover, the Panel should announce now that the original pro-

cedures will be revisited after the first year's experience with var-

ious claims. If the Panel follows an
open

and transparent process
and allows public participation, and it the procedures address the

problems and ambiguities noted above, the Panel may yet be very
successful.

This will be a challenge, however, a challenge that is even more

important than Treasury may recognize. It is important not onlv

because the World Bank could and should, as the chairman noted,
be one of the most important institutions in the world for alleviat-

ing poverty, and not only because the Panel may be our best hope
for making the Bank accountable, it is also important because it

will be the model for other MDBs, starting with inspection panels

planned for the ADB and the IDB,
But even beyond this, the administrative procedures and the

Panel itself could also be the model for international institutions

other than banks, I would start here with the trade institutions, in-

cluding the new NAFTA institutions. I would put at the top of this

list the World Trade Organization, one of the most powerful inter-

national institutions we nave ever contemplated creating, £m insti-

tution that should scare the bejesus out of us. It is powerful and
it is not democratic—a bad combination, a combination that threat-

ens U.S. laws for protecting the environment and other social val-

ues.
As a general matter, we are giving more and more power to our

international institutions, and we now must ensure that our ad-

ministrative controls over these institutions keeps pace with the

power we are giving them. We must move our democratic checks
on power to the international level. Otherwise, we will continue to

see our democratically set standards at every level of government.
Federal, State, and local, overruled by the undemocratic inter-

national bureaucracies of international governmental organiza-
tions.

Ultimately, I would suggest that we would benefit from an inter-

national framework agreement on administrative procedures for all

international organizations. The best way to get from here to there
is to start with the best possible procedures for the Inspection
Panel.
The Panel is one of the most important advances, environmental

or otherwise, in international government, but it is still an experi-

ment, and it will only succeed if it starts now with the best possible

procedures.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zaelke can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Frank. Thank you, Mr. Zaelke, Let me say, particu-

larly, I would hope, Ms, Levine, we could get some interaction

today, but also because the guidelines will be circulated, we will be
asking for further comments. I don't know the protocol here, but
I would be interested in the Bank's responses, not to us but to you.
So we have some time here, we are going to be aroimd for several
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more months. If you could undertake to get us some Bank re-

sponses to these comments, I think that would be useful.

Let me just say
at the outset—and I want to note that we have

also been joined by Ms. Waters, who is one of the members of the

subcommittee, along with Mr. Watt, who has had the most interest

in the multilateral institutions, especially with regard to Africa but
not just there—^it does seem to me that there is a tendency some-
times to focus on the negative. I think both witnesses have noted
that we have moved some. The grade is more incomplete than fail-

ure. What I am hoping is that in recognition that some steps have
been taken, we could look at some other areas and go back to it.

For instance, Ms. Udall's suggestion that if there are confidential

things in the yellow and green documents, you just cross them out
and send out the rest of the document. That would be the way I

would be predisposed; I need to have somebody give me a good rea-

son why this couldn't be done. As anybody who has ever gotten his

or her FBI report or other documents knows, those people are very
good at crossing out. If you cross something out and then xerox,

you can't read it. So that is not a problem.
I hope you will be able to facilitate that kind of a discussion proc-

ess, and in the end we will see where we are. But let me just in

the beginning ask you if you had any response you wanted to make
to some of the comments of Mr. Zaelke and Ms. Udall.
Ms. Levine. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I do. It is a debate that

is nonending about whether or not
Chairman Frank. Not as long as I am chairman, it isn't

nonending.
Ms. Levine. That is right. Sorry. That is continuous.
And the issue is, quite frankly, do we reopen a negotiation that

concluded, or do we make sure that we can get sufficient factual

and technical information so that there can be constructive input
into projects. And while many wonder why can't we just take the

yellow and greens and X out the confidential material, the fact is

that was not a route that was supported by the Board. I know that
is what Lori wants and what many want. The answer is these are

early documents where a task manager is writing their assessment
of a government, a project, and it is—it is as if we were writing
memos, we think there are some problems here with the imple-

menting agency, we think this, we think that, it is a lot of
subjec-

tive information that even senior management is not yet aware has
been written.

And asking for that to be released is a nonstarter. However, we
got around that debate by saying what we are really after is the
factual technical information that is necessary to enable people to

have input into projects. And the answer we have gotten, and what
these guidelines are attempting to do and what the policy does is

say that any factual technical information, it might not even be in

the yellow and green documents, should be made available.

Now, a lot of that information belongs to the government, and
there is a process where governments will be consulted, but man-
agement has stated clearly in their contacts with governments, it

will be made clear, there is a presumption of disclosure so if you
are going to deny us making this information available, there bet-

ter be a good reason.
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The presumption is disclosure. And it is our sense that to date

even that information was not made available. And I will be frank,
there are a lot of inquiries for yellow and green documents, which
were not covered by the policy, and for all relevant factual tech-

nical information. They were blanket requests.
And the responses were not handled well, which is why—and I

thought that was good to get this kind of process going, so that

management could see that, unless they in fact had guidelines that

made it clear to staff, that you must release information, and that

this is the type of information you must release, we wouldn't make
much progress.
And now people will be able to get prefeasibility studies, and fea-

sibility studies. In the case of Arun, which was a problem, manage-
ment prepared a document in response to requests by NGrOs and
the government. This was an analysis of alternatives and it was
made available to the public. We are sorry it took so long, but they
did do that.

So I think we will have to see over the next 6 months whether,
with these guidelines and with requests for information, people in

fact can get sufficient factual technical information that will allow

for constructive input; they will not get the yellow and greens.

Maybe over time the documents will evolve in a way, as has hap-
pened in our own situation with Freedom of Information, that peo-

ple know documents are going to be made available publicly, and
the way they are constructed makes it easy to keep the confiaential

stuff back.
Chairman Frank. A couple of points. I appreciate that. At some

point I think I am probably going to ask for my own edification if

I can go over with some of you the varieties of these documents.
Mavbe you could let me see a yellow and a green report and I can
make my own comparison, almost randomly selected, because obvi-

ously if you know what you are going to be asked to produce, you
produce it differently, so at some point I will want to deal with
that.

The other thing, I do want to acknowledge, I realize it is a frus-

tration for you to sit here and be told that this isn't enough and
then go to meetings where everybody thinks you are an exhibition-

ist for doing what you are doing.
One of the things I hope to do is to convene a meeting of par-

liamentarians from democratic societies who have oversight respon-
sibilities for these institutions. I am going to try to organize a little

lobbying on your behalf so you are a little less alone there. That
is, we are going to try to get the NGOs to help us try to mobilize
a parliamentary constituency so that some of the other EDs will be
more supportive of these efforts. Because we do appreciate you are
here as a proxy for the Bank, and you are not the Bank, we under-
stand that. You are trying to move the Bank. And we will be doing
that. But I think we do nave to get down to some hard cases on
this.

Mr. Bereuter.
Mr. Bereuter. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think a good followup on what the chairman has said—and this

is the first time I've heard about those plans, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Frank. We talked about them yesterday.
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Mr. Bereuter. Over what extent are U.S. concerns over imple-
mentation of the policy and the operating procedures of the Panel
shared by other countries, by other executive directors? Speak can-

didly about what kind of reactions you are running into, without

naming names.
Ms. Levine. Yes, Mr. Bereuter, I will try to be as candid as I

usually am, I think we are in many ways going this alone. We are

working very closely with Bank management, and in fact I suspect
if some of the other Board members, you know, get wind of how
closely Bank management is working, not just with us but with the
NGOs as well in terms of early release of guidelines, early discus-

sion, there may be some repercussions.
Chairman Frank. We will find that out.

Ms. Levine. We certainly will. So we are not getting any vocal

support at all.

I think that, if anything, the Board is quite pleased with the pol-

icy and thinks we might be making too much of a fuss. So it is not

something where we are out there with many others. It is really
us, with the cooperation, I must say, of Bank management, to try
to make sure we have procedures to implement this policy.
Mr. Bereuter. Thank you.
By the way, I wish to apologize to the panel. I had to step out

to meet with Ambassador Kantor and listen to him about the Ex-

port Enhancement Program and its vulnerability for budgetary rea-
sons under the Uruguay Round.

Apparently, though, in the testimony offered by you, Ms. Udall,
at least in the written testimony, you have a discussion about the
Panel and the lifetime prohibition of participants there, which you
say that management has then attempted to move to a 5-year limi-

tation upon employment in the Bank, if I understand your testi-

mony correctly. And I sense that there may be some disagreement
on that subject. Can you enlighten me? And then perhaps Ms.
Udall can have a chance to respond to that, if she wishes.
Ms. Levene. First, before I continue, we have our new Executive

Director here, Jan Piercy, she let me know in her courtesy calls

with EDs, she is encountering great support for the information

policy, back to your previous question.
Ms. Udall is correct, there was such an attempt to respond to—

in particular one of the panelists' concerns, and that was Mr.
Umafia, quite frankly, who is a good, strong environmentalist—his

concern was that at some point in his life he might like to do some-

thing for the Bank, recognizing it should be far enough away, and
there was an attempt to revise those procedures.

It is my understanding, however, that that raised new issues

with the Board and that some of the Board members who weren't

pleased that the Panel was composed of whom it was, that there
were other members who were going to use that as an opportunity
to reopen the whole issue. So it is my understanding that that reso-

lution in the end was not changed, and that there is still currently
such a prohibition on returning to work for the Bank even as a
consultant.
We will verify that, but it is my understanding that there was

an attempt to do so, that it was ultimately not done. [The Treasury
Department later confirmed that this understanding was correct.]
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Mr. Bereuter. My reaction, first of all, is that is a decision of

the Board, and management could not set it aside unless some-

thing is strange there in the first place.
Ms. Levine. It would have to be with the Board's approval

regardless.
Mr. Bereuter. Ms. Udall, you wanted to say something?
Ms. Udall. My understanding is it was changed to allow for

someone to serve as a consultant to the Bank but not a permanent
employee. And our main complaint about that was that we thought
it was highly unusual and set a bad precedent to change part of

the resolution to accommodate the needs of an individual nominee
to the Panel. Not even to someone who is on the Panel, but a nomi-
nee.
Mr. Bereuter. Yes, I understand your concern. I think it is

unusual.
Chairman Frank. Maybe whether or not it was changed is still

a secret.

Mr. Bereuter. Mr. Zaelke, you in your written testimony, but
then departing from it in your oral presentation, you spoke about
the WTO as ominous, and argued that the international institu-

tions are given power which increasingly threatens U.S. standards
for environmental and other social protection.
Could you explain the nature of your fears and how your pro-

posal for a new international regulatory mechanism could allay
some of those fears?

Mr. Zaelke. Yes, thank you. Those fears are based on, for exam-

ple, the list that the European Union has put together of United
States Federal and State laws that would be in conflict, in their

opinion, with the GATT, and that would ultimately be overruled by
the WTO.
We have seen this already as well. This is not just a future-

looking threat. We have seen this in the past from the current
GATT's tuna-dolphin panel report. This is one very good example
where our Marine Mammals Protection Act has been threatened.
There are two separate issues here; one, whether we want to give

this amount of power to international institutions. This is very im-

portant question. The second is, if we give them that power, it ap-

pears to me that we should make sure that we have democratic

procedures so that citizens can participate in these institutions, so

that institutions make decisions in a transparent way, and so that
these institutions are ultimately accountable.
We have not had the success yet that we have had with the

World Bank's Inspection Panel, with the World Trade Organization
or any other trade institution. The Panel can be a beginning of

democratic accountability for international institutions. And I

would say that we should push for democratic accountability in

trade institutions as well.

Mr. Bereuter. Thank you.
I won't argue with your concern about transparency and partici-

pation. It is, of course, too early to assess the WTO, since it doesn't

actually exist yet. But it will be coming into existence soon. And
I want to say this to sort of set my own views on record without
in any way labeling you, because I respect your testimony and the
contribution that you are attempting to make.
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But I do think we have a strange coaHtion of extreme right and
extreme left coming together to oppose the WTO. And I think
Americans need to understand that ultimately the decision about
whether or not the WTO finds our laws to be in contradiction to

the Uruguay Round or any of the other findings or procedures or

programs of the GATT is the Congress.
If we choose not to change the law, even though it is said to be

GATT-violative, that is our prerogative. We don't lose any sov-

ereignty. The United States pushed very hard, harder than any
other country, for an effective dispute settlement mechanism, and
we got it, the WTO.
Ajnd I would think that if we put together a list of things that

we believe that the European Union member States do or have on
the books that are GATT-violative, it would be much more lengthv
than their list for America, although obviously they are not as ad-
vanced on most areas of environmental protection, and our list

would cover more subjects other than environmental than perhaps
theirs would.
But ultimately, if we decide that our procedures, which are

deemed to be GATT-violative, are going to stay on the books, that
is what happens, and they can bring retribution against us, but

they cannot remove our ability to exercise sovereign power through
enactment or sustaining legislative acts.

So I just wanted to say that. I do think that some people suggest
there is a threat on our sovereignty, and I really think that is not
the case, because the Congress ultimately makes the law, and if we
choose to say we want a higher environmental standard or a higher
labor standard, we can sustain that.

I do think one thing should be reassuring to the environmental

community, and that is that based upon past recommendations of
the GATT before we had the new WTO coming on line, their rec-

ommendations tended to be science-based as opposed to emotional
kind of responses from the European Parliament or other places.
And as long as they are science-based, we should come out of the

dispute settlement mechanism sustaining our environmental laws
if in fact, as is generally the case, our environmental laws are
science-based.

So I think the science-based kind of finding record of the GATT
should be viewed by the American environmental community as a

very positive and favorable sign that the dispute settlement mecha-
nism will work to our advantage.
Thank you for listening. If you have any reaction, I would be

happy to hear it, but
Mr. Zaelke. Just briefly, you are certainly correct that the GATT

and the WTO are not going to change tne laws of the United
States. They will make us pay a penalty, and that is important,
and may put sufficient pressure on us to force us to change our
laws.

Regarding the science-based decisionmaking in the GATT, I wish
I could share your optimism. What I have seen so far is this: They
do pav lip service to the science, but they seem to ignore it in the
actual decisions.
Mr. Bereuter. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman Frank. Let me just say, because this is an extraor-

dinarily important discussion that you gentlemen have been hav-

ing, the only point I would like to add is that my own view of this

changes if that organization and similar organizations can become

two-way rather than one-way. One of the problems I have is that

I don't want to see an operation that can strike you down for hav-

ing environmental standards that are too high if it can't also get

you for having them that are too low.

I think from a lot of Americans' standpoint, that changes the sit-

uation very drastically. If we are talking about an organization
that can talk about things that are unfairly restrictive but also un-

fairly low, in both environmental and competitive effect, and that

is true both for labor standards and the environment, we get a dif-

ferent situation and that is what we are going to be looking for.

Those who are trying to frame such an international operation
should understand, that for many of us, nobody expects to get per-
fect results. I would expect any organization will from time to time

make a decision I don't like, but if there is a possibility of also rais-

ing up standards as well as leveling them off, then it is a different

story. And that is something we will be continuing next week.
Mr. Watt.
Mr. Watt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to go back a little bit to more basic discussion of the

process of getting transparency on the information that is there

and make sure I understood the process that one goes through, an

NGO, for example, goes through when they are trying to get some
of this information.
Do I understand that the first recourse is to a manager or a staff

person for a specific piece of information, and then—just run

through that process, if you can.

Ms. Levine. Yes, Mr. Watt. The first stop for information request
would be at the Public Information Center, and initially what
someone would be referred to would be the Project Information

Document, which is the PID, which would be a two- or three-page

explanation of a project to give enough general information. In

many cases, for many people this may be siSficient.

If then one wanted more information, again, since these are

projects
—we have to distinguish between projects that have not

gone to the Board for approval and projects that have already been

approved. I think the bulk of the attention, quite frankly, will be
on projects that have not yet gone to the Board, for the early

project documents.
If someone would then like more information on that project, the

person would then go back to the person in the Public Information
Center who will know whom to contact in the Bank, and quite

frankly, any seriously interested person will also know whom to

contact in the Bank. But this will not be a list that is made ran-

domly available.

The Public Information Center person would then contact the

task manager or the country director of the project, and say, "We
have a request for more technical factual information" and would

explain the type of information.

Now, to give you a sense of magnitude, in any given year the

Bank is working on roughly 200 projects. There are probably 10 to
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15 that are the most controversial, that will attract the most atten-

tion.

What the Bank is intending to do with these just-released guide-
lines is to apprise the staff working on those projects that they
should compile a list of all the technical and factual documents
that are associated with the project, and which of those documents
can be released, which portions can be released. That list would
then be given to the Public Information Center so that they
wouldn't have to, every time there is a request, for example, on

Arun, which was clearly one that was heavily requested, they
wouldn't have to go back to the country department to see whether
there is information, what is available, and what could be released.

For the other 180 or 190 projects, it would be case by case. But
for most of the time, what we expect to see and what management
is working to develop is there could be a list, it could be 250 docu-

ments, depending on the magnitude of the project. And, moreover,
we have asked management to be explicit about what those docu-

ments are, so that when somebody is looking at a list of documents,
that person will know, well, this is a feasibility study, this is a soil

analysis, even potentially this is part of an annex. So that will be
the process.
Mr. Watt. Let me hear from Ms. Udall, because I think she has

a different perspective. Then I want to go up the line further to the
next step in the process, and to the Panel ultimately. I am just try-

ing to imderstand the process.
Ms. Udall. One point I would like to make is that the policy that

we are talking about is not retroactive. So, basically, you have
about $140 or $150 billion portfolio that does not apply under this

pohcy, the policy does not apply to those projects. And that is a

very serious problem, because there is extensive interest in ongoing
projects that are not covered under this policy, and there are no
clear guidelines for releasing that type of information, and there
have been several arbitrary refusals for information on those

projects as well.

So one of the things that we have recommended in my written

testimony is that the Bank also establish clear guidelines for the

ongoing portfolio, because the actual number of projects we are

talking about that are covered under this new policy are really

quite small.
The other issue is the FVoject Information Documents that are

available in the Public Information Center are actually almost com-

pletely useless for anybody who wants to have input into a
project.And what we have found is that they are not being updated or ex-

panded and they don't contain basic technical project information
that people need in order to have input. And that is why this whole

provision around factual technical information is so important.
We do not agree that the topic of release of yellow and green ap-

praisal reports is closed. We believe that under this new provision
that it could be construed that those documents could be released.

Mr. Watt. The reason I wanted to go to the next step was be-

cause it sounds to me like the first step probably is very super-
ficial, the information you can get. So if you are looking for any-
thing in depth, you are going to have to go to what the next step
is.
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Ms. Levine, were the policies intended to apply retroactively, or
were they intended to apply retroactively, and what are we doing
about the transparency of all the things the institution has been
involved in to this point?
Ms. Levine. The policy was not applied retroactively. It is part

of an issue of doability. The Bank has thousands of projects. I think
the way they are handling requests and the way they will continue
to handle requests for projects that are not covered by the policy
is case by case, goin^ to the country
Mr. Watt. But using the same guidelines?
Ms. Levine. The guidelines we are talking about are applying to

projects affected by the new policy.
Mr. Watt. What guidelines would they apply retroactively in

evaluating case by case if they are not applying the guidelines
Ms. Levine. Again, one would have to consult with the country

director, consult with the government to see about the govern-
ment's willingness to have information made available that at the
time
Mr. Watt. We are not driving those, the country
Ms. Levine. The country is the owner of a lot of information, and

the information was provided at a time when all information was
to be kept confidential. Then the policy was changed. It is very
easy to make it clear in negotiations that new information will be
made publicly available, but applying the new policy retroactively
is difficult.

Mr. Watt. Take me to the next step.
Ms. Levine. To the

Inspection
Panel?

Mr. Watt. No, it sounds to me like there is a step between this

supervision level.

Ms. Levine. That is right. Then the next step is, as I elaborated,
one would request additional technical factual information, and
that could be—^again, we recommended that one be specific. The
specificity will be helped if in fact the Bank makes available lists

of documents.
And there could be
Mr. Watt. Who makes that decision about whether that informa-

tion

Ms. Levine. This will be part of the guidelines. If the informa-
tion is deemed technical and factual, in other words, it is not

judgmental, it doesn't involve projections about the future, but is

more technical, even consultants' reports
Mr. Watt. Who is making the decision?
Ms. Levine. The country director will list what the information

is, based on g^delines that have been provided by senior manage-
ment, and in the guidelines that have just been released
Chairman Frank. Susan, answer the question. ''Who?" "Who" is

not "what." Guidelines is "what." "Who" is like Joe, Mary.
Ms. Levine. The country director.
Mr. Watt. Or is it the manager that
Ms. Levine. No, no, it is the country director. The manager in

the Public Information Center is merely a conduit. It would be the

country director responsible for the country.
Mr. Watt. Not even senior management?
Ms. Levine. Country director is pretty senior.
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Mr. Watt. So the country director is a staff person of the Bank,
not of the country, then.

Ms. Levine. That is right. Country directors are senior Bank
staff members.
Chairman FRANK. Would you yield?
Is there an appeal? Whom do you appeal to? Because the country

director is pretty much
Ms. Levine. Yes, you would then go to the person who has been

drafting the guidelines, Jim Adams, who Lori mentions in her writ-

ten testimony, and he in fact in the first 6 months, is saying, keep
sending all your requests to us, we will try to make it clear what
is factual technical information and what is not. So you will have
recourse to the people drafting the guidelines, as well as to the

Treasury which is heavily intervening, and of course, to the Board.
Ms. Udall. Can I make a comment?
Mr. Watt. Quickly. I am sorry, I am running out of time.
Chairman Frank. No, this is very useful.

Ms. Udall. The process is the country director is supposed to

contact the borrower government and the government is supposed
to identify portions of the document that they consider to be con-
fidential. And if there are sections that are confidential, then those
sections are supposed to be excised and then the document can be
released.

I think whom you go to, when you are denied a request, whom
you go to is really kind of open to question right now. We find the
fastest way to get information is to write a letter to Lewis Preston,
rather than contact another midlevel bureaucrat.
Mr. Watt. That is fine for the time being, but on a long-term pol-

icy basis, I mean, I can't imagine that we will continue to leave
whoever is drafting these guidelines as the focal point in this proc-
ess. There has to be some kind of long-term vision for where this

thing goes.
Ms. Levine. As I said in my testimony, Mr. Watt, part of the

challenge here is we are convinced—senior management is con-
vinced of the importance of this policy. You have to get the policy
and its implementation down the line. And that is the reason we
need these guidelines.
Mr. Watt. Senior management
Ms. Levine. Senior management
Mr. Watt. Is above country
Ms. Levine. That is correct. And the country directors have now

all been instructed.

Mr. Watt. Are they on board?
Ms. Levine. They have all been instructed there is a presump-

tion of disclosure and that technical factual information must be
made available. And the guidelines that are being provided are to

them.
Mr. Watt. Are they on board? Are they supporting this?
Ms. Levine. We hope so. They had better be. It is the policy, and

we are here to make sure the policy is implemented.
Mr. Watt. I have gotten as frustrated as I can get, and I didn't

get my documents out of either the bureaucrat or the country direc-
tor or whatever informal process. Where do I go next?
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Ms. Levine. Come to the U.S. executive director's office and

say—anybody, actually, will come to the U.S. executive director's

office £ind say—"Now, I have been bugging them on Arun, I haven't

gotten what I have wanted."
And we will pick up the phone and call the country director and

say, "Why hasn't this person gotten what they want." And they will

say, "Well, I don't think it is technical factual, I think it is judg-
ment." And we will say, "Why do you make that determination?"
And then if we don't like his answer, we will go right to Jim
Adams, and if we don't like Jim's answer, we will go to one of the
three managing directors.

So we know that this policy must be implemented. We have been

pushing the management, as have the NGOs, to get their guide-
lines out. So over time, when this becomes institutionalized, we
hope to have fewer and fewer problems.
Mr. Watt. And then you finally get to the Panel, if I run out of

patience with you all?

Ms. Leveste. The Panel has been set up to make sure the Bank
follows its own policies and procedures. And if a complainant
through their normal course of communication with the Bank still

feels the policy wasn't followed and there has been damage as a re-

sult, they will certainly get a hearing from the Panel.
Mr. Watt. Now, the members on that Panel, is that a full-time

job or part-time job? It just convenes periodically, or what is the
deal on that?
Ms. Levine. There are three members of the Panel. The first is

now full time. The chairman, Mr. Broder, is full time. The other

two, Mr. Umana and Mr. Bissell, are technically not full-time, but
could become full-time depending on the workload of the Panel. We
expect that they will very quickly be full-time.

Mr. Watt. I think I will quit, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Frank. Thank you. I thought that was a very useful

line of questioning.
What I would like is, if you could just submit, if the Bank would

give this to you to submit to us, an organization chart of where you
would go with the appeal. You gave us some names, but it would
be good for us to have the titles, too, what Mr. Adams' title is, just
what that chart looks like.

Ms. Levine. Sure.
Mr. Watt. There is no recourse beyond the Panel?
Chairman Frank. Us.
Mr. Watt. We don't have jurisdiction over these institutions.

Chairman Frank. No, we have jurisdiction over the money.
Ms. Levine. And there is always the Board of Directors.
Mr. Watt. I apologize for being so basic about this, but if in fact

this is in some measure precedent setting, as Mr. Zaelke has indi-

cated, it seems to me we need to be step by step analytically under-

standing what these processes are, if this is the trial nm and we
are going to take it and translate it over to NAFTA and GATT and
all these other processes.
Do you agree that this is precedent setting?
Ms. Levine. Absolutely. And by the way, that is why implemen-

tation is the toughest part of this.
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Chairman Frank. Let me say, the gentleman should not apolo-
gize. These questions, we should have asked them earlier. This
shows people undervalue sometimes what a lawyer's mindset can
do. In this case, it was important.
Mr. Watt. Is that a lawyer's mindset? Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.
Chairman Frank. Mr. Bereuter.
Mr. Bereuter. Mr. Chairman, I have two things I wanted to

make sure the record reflects.

First of all, Mr. Castle, who is a member of this subcommittee
who participated all the way through the debate on H.R. 4587,
which is our authorization bill for the MDBs, had to leave 5 min-
utes before the end of the markup. He left a proxy which specified
that he wanted to be voted in favor of the legislation, but it was
inadvertently mislaid here. I wanted to make the statement that
it was his intention that his proxy be voted aye.
Chairman Frank. We will make sure the record reflects that.

Mr. Bereuter. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, very importantly, for anyone in attendance here,

especially members of the news media, I think there may be some
confusion about the testimony or comments, ad lib comments, per-
haps, of Mr. Kasich in one respect, and he is repeating something
that I think deserves to be clarified.

The Wapenhans Report, it was said, shows that there are 37 per-
cent nonperforming loans. And that is very misleading. Non-
performing loans have special meaning for members of the Banking
Committee who have oversight over a variety of financial institu-

tions like the RTC. And nonperforming to us means that they are

financially not meeting their loan repayments.
Now, that is not the case with respect to almost all of the 37 per-

cent of loans that are listed as being by some nonperforming. In

fact, what it means is that the loans are not performing up to the
standards that the World Bank had established, that they are
not—and in few, if any, of those loans are they in financial default
or not meeting their repayment schedules. It is simply that they
are not performing up to tne standards planned or expected by the
World Bank. But they are being made, and it is a positive state-

ment.
So it is a very different situation than saying there are 37 per-

cent that are nonperforming. In fact, there are few, if any, losms
that are nonperforming in a financial sense, in the usual sense that
the Banking Committee uses that term.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Frank. That is a very important clarification.

I appreciate this. We are going to be talking more about this

among ourselves, and I thank you all for participating. The hearing
is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was adjoumed.l
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STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE JOHN R. KASICH BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, FINANCE, TRADE AND MONETARY POLICY

JUNE 21, 1994

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bereuter:

I would like to commend you for holding this oversight hearing and for

your work to reform the multilateral banks. Although there is still a

long way to go, I am pleased that the World Bank appears to be moving
toward greater accountability. Much of what is now being discussed is
consistent with proposals that I have worked on and support.

Mr. Chairman, many Americans have deep misgivings about U.S. foreign
aid programs. With repeated reports of corruption, waste, and
mismanagement, they understand that efforts to bring relief,
prosperity, and security to impoverished peoples in other countries
have gone seriously wrong. For this reason, I believe that Congress
must move quickly to achieve meaningful reform.

Several years ago, former Representative John Miller and I decided to
evaluate all of our foreign assistance programs. When John Miller left
the Congress, I continued this project as one of my top legislative
priorities.

Over the past several years, I have met with many thoughtful people
who supported foreign assistance, but who were becoming increasingly
frustrated and concerned about the ineffectiveness of our aid
programs. These people included former bank employees, as well as
individuals from the environmental, human rights, and development
communities .

They told me about the bank's many shortcomings. These shortcomings
can be broken down into four areas: (1) environmental destruction, (2)

forced resettlement, (3) administrative costs and (4) making loans
that did not meet the bank's own standards.

Based on these discussions, the revelations in the Wapenhans Report
and the Morse Report on Sardar Sarovar did not come as a surprise.
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I became particularly concerned by the apparent inability to modify or
terminate harmful projects early in the planning process, before any
harm was done. Mr. Chairman, you may recall that during the mark-up
of the President's FY 1994 budget in the Budget Committee, I read from
a Time magazine article titled "Good Intentions, Woeful Results." The
article allowed that an ambitious environmental program at the World
Bank ended up damaging the tropical rain forest. This should not
occur.

To address these problems, we worked with our colleague Tom Ridge, a
Member of the full committee in June, 1992 to strengthen H.R. 3428.
Mr. Ridge offered six amendments on our behalf. We called, for
example, on each bank to make available timely and useful information
concerning projects, and to work with affected people in designing
projects. We called for the development of strict environmental
standards. And we sought to establish a truly independent body in the
banks to perform oversight responsibilities.

Last year, as part of the Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and
Related Programs Appropriations Bill, Congressman Chris Shays and I

offered an amendment withholding funding for the World Bank. We took
this step after meeting with former bank employees who stated this was
the only way to get the bank's attention concerning the need to
reform. The fact that I am testifying before you today seems to
indicate that our action, coupled with your actions, Mr. Chairman,
have moved this issue.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the amendment came within 6 votes of
passing. Because of our tough-minded approach, however. Treasury had
the leverage to say to the Bank that the Congress was serious about
reform.

Mr. Chairman, much has changed at the Bank since that amendment was
offered. First class travel has been greatly restricted and the Bank
has moved to control its administrative costs. The bank has adopted a
new disclosure policy, and has established an independent inspection
panel to address concerns about the Bank's policies and procedures. I

must commend the Bank for their good faith effort. They have taken the
first step toward reform.
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Unfortunately, much more remains to be done. It is one thing to
announce a change in policy; it is another thing to actually implement
needed reforms. Changing the culture and operations of a large
institution will require the strong and continued commitment of bank
officials, officials at the Department of the Treasury, and the

Congress. It has been my experience, and probably yours as well, that
bureaucracies tend to be fairly resistant to change.

Probe International, a Canadian-based environmental group, has sent me
material criticizing the early implementation of the new disclosure
policy and the accountability of the independent inspection panel. In
a May 17 letter, they indicated that they are going to focus on these
issues over the next year. I plan to follow their work very closely.

Likewise, I believe it is important that Congress create a process to
monitor the implementation of the reforms. The reforms should not be
taken as trivial procedures by the Bank. They must permit broad access
to information by outside groups. The review panel must be truly
independent. And both of these reforms must be implemented so that
harmful projects, like the ones I mentioned earlier, can be either

dropped or restructured early in the planning stage.

I have been involved in several inter-related activities that should
assist Congress in monitoring the reform process. First, during the
debate on the FY 1995 Foreign Operations Appropriations Bill, I

offered an amendment to "fence off" the requested FY 1995 increases
for the International Development Association (IDA), the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) , and the Global Environmental Facility
(GEF) . Until the problems with environmental destruction, forced
resettlement, administrative costs, and non-compliance with the Bank's
own standards are corrected, it is not appropriate to provide funding
increases . ,

My amendment prevents the obligation of these funds until April 1,

1995. At that time, the Congress will have the opportunity to review
and evaluate the progress the bank is making.

To assist with that evaluation, I have asked the General Accounting
Office (GAO) to monitor the performance of the Bank, and provide a

snapshot assessing the implementation of the reform proposals prior to

April 1, 1995. In fact, I will be meeting with Mr. Bowsher tomorrow
afternoon to discuss this very issue.
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I plan to ask him for a long-term commitment to look at not only the
World Bank, but also the Regional Development Banks and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) .

If these institutions are not committed to implementing the reform

proposals, if timely and useful information is not being made
available, if harmful projects continue to move forward, the Congress
can and should withhold future funding. Doing so would, I believe,
send an unmistakable signal to both the U.S. Department of the

Treasury and the Banks .

I would also like to offer a suggestion to the environmental, human

rights, and development groups (especially those who will testify
today) who are interested in these reforms. Your work to expose the

problems within the bank has been essential. Over the next year, I

would strongly encourage you to let Members of Congress know whether
the Bank is implementing its promised reforms.

In closing, I would like to underscore a very important point. The
fact that we have bipartisan agreement on how to reform the Bank
indicates that this is not a partisan issue. It indicates that a

consensus is forming in Congress. It indicates that failure to

implement reforms will have significant consequences.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to address your subcommittee.

You have asked us to testify on the implementation of the World Bank's new initiatives

on information disclosure and on the establishment of the Inspection Panel Before

commenting on the implementation, I believe it is important to stress that the adoption
of these initiatives, which occurred less than one year ago, is a great accomplishment
The leadership exercised by this committee, in close cooperation with Treasury and non-

governmental organizations, was essential to these efforts.

And while we well know that there have been problems in implementation, we quite

frankly expected this. These new initiatives will bring a dramatic change to the culture

of the development banks. Such change does not come readily. Today I know you will

hear a number of complaints about problems in implementing these new initiatives I will

touch on some of those myself. However, it is premature to draw conclusions on their

success, based on the short history to date. What is clearly important is that the Bank
has adopted these initiatives and is in the process of implementing them. I have

assurances from the highest levels of Bank management that they are committed to this

process.

In this context Treasury is working to make sure that the Bank develops clear guidelines
for staff to assist them in implementing the Bank's policies. I will spend some time in

my testimony discussing what steps management is taking, and what steps we will

encourage it to take, to ensure that these ground-breaking initiatives will be

implemented.

Our discussion needs to be divided between the information policy, which has been in

effect since August 26 of last year, and the inspection panel, which will not be

operational until this August 1. I will therefore first discuss the information policy.
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The information policy states that "there is a presumption in favor of disclosure, outside

and within the Bank, in the absence of compelling reason not to disclose." The challenge

facing an institution such as the World Bank, which engages in ongoing sensitive

negotiations with governments, will be to manage the dynamic tension between the

"presumption in favor of disclosure" and the "compelling reason not to disclose." Some
of the things the Bank is doing or has plans to do we expect will mitigate this tensioiL

To facilitate access to information, on January 1 of this year the World Bank opened its

Public Information Center at its Washington, D.C headquarters, as required under the

new disclosure policy. The information center issues monthly a "Complete List of

Documents" which specifies all docimients available and describes how to obtain them.

While the NGO community had the greatest interest in the successful adoption of an

information policy, it is noteworthy that the majority of users of the Public Information

Center have come from the private sector. Businesses interested in World Bank
contracts have recognized the value of having information early in the project cycle. In

its first Gve months of operation, the Public Information Center received over 5400

requests for information from visitors, by telephone, mail, and fax, and via the Internet

In addition, the Bank has set up information centers in London and Paris; a center in

Tokyo is expected to be fully operational by the end of this month. World Bank resident

missions in borrowing countries also serve as contact points for information.

Increasingly, documents will also be available on-line, through the Internet system. We
think this is an exciting opponunity and we hope to expand this trend dramatically.

Already, certain early project information documents (the PEDs) can be accessed

electronically for all projects in preparation. There have been 322 electronic inquiries

through May 31.

We know that there have been some difficulties in getting information from the Public

Information Center. In a number of cases, information has been placed in the

information center late. This can preclude fully-informed public consultations at a point
in the projea cycle when they could have a substantive impact on the project In our

work with management this point is a priority for improvement

Regarding the Project Information Documents, it must be remembered that these

documents did not exist prior to the adoption of the new disclosure policy and must now
be written for all projects. At this point I ani comfortable that these documents are in

place in the center. The focus now should be on ensuring that they have adequate

coverage and quality. I urge the NGOs to assist us in determining where serious gaps in

substance exist.

The main issue we seem to face with implementation is difficulty in determining what

information is to be released on projects which the Board has not yet approved. Some

requests for faaual technical information on projects under preparation have been

reftised, we think at times incorrectly. Management has advised that the information
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center staff will start providing names of contacts for those seeking additional

information not filed in the infonnation center.'

To a large extent, the non-release of certain types of "factual technical information'

comes from ambiguity in the information policy itself. We are currently working with

Bank management to clarify this.

As you may recall, there were serious efforts by NGOs to have the bank make available

the early versions of the appraisal reports, the so-called yellow and green cover staff

appraisal reports. This was not supported by most of the Board. The U.S. took a strong

position in the negotiations that if the entire document could not be released, because of

potential sensitive judgements or other information that might impinge on loan

negotiations, then certainly the factual technical information which provided the basis for

these reports should be released. We succeeded in convincing management and the

Board that all non-judgement information, that is so-called facmal technical information,

should be made available.

The rationale for this seems clear to us, namely that informed consultation can happen

only if those being consulted have adequate information Bank policy clearly states that

such faaual technical information should be made available. I quote from the policy

itself: There will be instances where the availability of facmal technical documents on

projeos under preparation can facilitate consultation. In such cases, upon request for

additional technical information about a project, the Country Department Director

responsible will, after consultation with the Government to identify any sections that

involve confidential material or compromise Government/Bank interactions, release

factual documents, or portions thereof, that provide inputs in the project preparation."

The problem, of course, which I am sure will be highlighted by others on the panel, is

that many Bank managers have so far resisted providing the factual technical information

on v/hich early project documents are based. I should point out that the requests the

Bank has received for factual technical information have often times been much too

broad-based. I would advise those seeking information in the future to be specific about

the nature of the information that they are seeking (for example, background of the

implementing agency, alternative energy analyses, etc.).

It is my view that many of the problems will be addressed as the Bank produces its

guidelines for the release of early project documents.
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The Bank has already made progress in developing such guidelines. After going through
several months of glitches in implementation

- the Arun hydroelectric project in Nepal is

perhaps the best-known case where information did not flow on a timely basis - senior

Bank management issued several advisories to staff about the need to implement

successfully the information policy. The latest, dated Jime 10, advised Country

Department Directors that "Since the Disclosure Policy emphasizes that the Bank has a

presumption in favor of disclosure, I urge you to encourage staff to be as constructive

and transparent as possible in responding to requests for documents, particularly in

regard to factual technical information. It is critical that the Bank live up to all the

commitments contained in the new policy....Because determining release of factual

technical documents has proven to involve a set of difficult judgements, we are currently

preparing an Operational Memorandum setting out in more detail the Bank's procedures
for dealing with requests for such information."

I believe that management is working to set the right tone and process for this policy.

Management will have to continue to be vigilant in seeing that its policy is implemented.
These guidelines will hopefully resolve outstanding issues and facilitate fiill

implementation.

I do want to point out that while there have been lapses in the implementation of the

new disclosure policy, increased access to information has begun to serve its most

important purpose, which is to enhance beneficiary participation in the development of

Bank projects. This is complemented by other work underway to ensure benefidary

participation in project identification, development, and implementation.

Turning to the World Bank's Inspection Panel, I am pleased to note that it will become

operational on August 1. The creation of such a panel has been heralded by many,

including NGOs, as a remarkable advancement Members have been selected: they are

Emst-Gunther Broder (Germany), who will be chairman, Richard Bissell (U.S.), and

Alvaro Umana Quesada (Costa Rica). Mr. Broder brings to the Panel extensive

institutional experience from his work at the World Bank, the Kreditanstalt fur

Wiederaufbau (Germany's foreign aid agency), and the European Investment Bank. Mr.
Bissell has an extensive background in the academic and development fields. Mr.

Umana brings to the Panel an impressive history of involvement in environmental issues;

among his most recent accomplishments, he was responsible for the independent
evaluation of the Global Environment Facility.

The Panel's budget (%15 million for FY95) has been set. The Panel has an Executive

Secretary, who is a lawyer and is in the process of drafting administrative guidelines for

the Panel. The Panel itself, however, will have final approval of the administrative

guidelines. I have early assurances that the Panel understands the importance of

consulting with the public on the administrative guidelines.
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Some have expressed doubts about the Inspection Panel's independence, accountability,

and potential effectiveness. I believe, however, that as long as the spirit, as well as the

letter, of the resolution establishing the Panel are adhered to, it will fulfill its important

purpose.

As we have seen from implementation of the information policy, it is important early on

to set the right tone for how the panel will conduct its business. The panel has clearly

been set up as the last stop, not the first stop in bringing complaints to the Bank. And
we expect that there will be very clearly defined procedures for bringing complaints to

the Panel. Complainants must first attempt to resolve their complaints through normal

communication with the Bank. However, we believe it will be very important that

potentially aggrieved parties not be prevented from bringing complaints to the Panel

And therefore we will urge the Panel to be liberal in determining who has standing to

address complaints to it

As we move into the next phase of implementation of the Bank's initiatives on

information policy and the inspection panel. Treasury will continue to monitor progress

closely. As you have already seen, we are strongly committed to these initiatives, and

know they must be successfully implemented. We appreciate the close partnership of

this conmiittee and the NGO community in working with us to realize the successful

implementation of these initiatives and look forward to the continuation of this

partnership.
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I. Introduction

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the House Banking Subcommittee on

International Development, Finance, Trade and Monetary Policy. I am Lori Udall,

Washington Director of International Rivers Network (IRN). Today, I am testifying

on behalf of IRN, Friends of the Earth, Bank Information Center, Sierra Club,

Greenpeace, and the Environmental Defense Fund.

For the last ten years our organizations have worked with a network of NGOs
worldwide who are trying to reform the projects, policies and programs of the World
Bank and other multilateral development banks. This is part of a global NGO
movement to promote development alternatives which are socially just and

environmentally sound. At the heart of the campaign to reform the World Bank is an

attempt by citizens groups, NGOs and local communities to force the Bank to become

more publicly accountable and transparent in its operations. Around the globe. World

Bank projects and programs have been planned and designed in secrecy with little

opportunity for public input or scrutiny. In the Bank's borrowing countries, local

communities that are directly affected by Bank financed projects have often been

denied access to the most basic information, particularly at the time that it is most
crucial--at the stage of project planning and design. At the same time, taxpayers in

the World Bank's major donor countries whose money supports and underwrites the

Bank also have little knowledge of how their money is being used.

The lack of timely information about World Bank projects, among other things, has

contributed to a growing number of unsustainable and unsound projects. The most

famous of these is the Sardar Sarovar (Narmada) dam and power project in western

India. The grassroots opposition to Narmada is rooted in support of the basic human

right of indigenous and rural poor people to have control over their own future and

development underpinned by democratic processes. Narmada has come to symbolize
worldwide a destructive and outdated development model which is still being

promoted by the World Bank.

Over the last ten years, NGOs in the Bank's donor and borrower countries who share

a common vision of community-based development have forged partnerships to force

major changes in the World Bank. NGOs believe that if project planning and design

were open and transparent, and if there were mechanisms to challenge projects,

fewer disastrous projects would be approved and a greater opportunity to promote
alternatives would exist.

Last year, many of our organizations testified before this Subcommittee that we were

opposed to a three year authorization of the U.S. contribution to IDA ($3.7 billion)

because despite public pressure on the Bank to increase access to information and

public accountability, concrete reforms had not been put into practice.
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Under pressure from donor governments, NGOs, and the U.S. Congress led by this

Subcommittee, in August and September 1993, the World Bank Board of Executive

Directors approved a revised information policy and a resolution establishing an

Inspection Panel. We would like to thank you for the crucial role this Subcommittee

has played in these developments and we hope the Subcommittee will continue to

vigorously monitor and influence implementation of the reforms.

My testimony today will cover our analysis of the progress the World Bank has made
in implementing the new information policy and estabhshing the Inspection Panel,

as well as setting out recommendations.

II. The World Bank's New Information Policy

A. Background

The battle over access to information is underscored by the need for people to have

a voice in their own development and control over their own lives and future. While

the World Bank has stated its public commitment to public participation in its

projects and policies, community participation in development decisions and planning
is meaningless without access to basic information, especially information on a timely

basis.

Since 1989, the World Bank has had an information policy that states the general

principle of the presumption in favor of disclosure of information in the

absence of a compelling reason not to disclose. Despite this presumption, in

practice the Bank has consistently restricted almost every type ofdocument regarding
Bank projects, policy based lending, economic programs as well as much
environmental and social information. Attempts to gain access to information by the

public and particularly by people directly affected by Bank projects and programs
have been and are being met with arbitrary refusals and red tape. While there may
be reasonable grounds to restrict a small body of documents which contain

confidential or sensitive information about the Bank's borrowers, most information

has not been legitimately withheld.

In many cases, the failure to disclose information on a timely basis resulted in a total

lack of local consultation and public participation at the project level, ill-conceived

and poorly planned projects, and deteriorating project quahty. Intense local opposition
to projects such as Narmada, the Kedung Ombo Dam in Indonesia, the Pak Mun Dam
in Thailand, and more recently, the Arun III Hydroelectric Project in Nepal is a stark

reminder of this problem. Intense and growing public pressure from local and
international NGOs, donor governments and legislators resulted in the World Bank

finally agreeing to reassess its information pohcy and in October 1992, the Bank
convened an internal working group to study and make recommendations regarding

proposed revisions to the information policy.
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In March 1993, the working group issued weak recommendations regarding changing
the policy which would have Httle practical effect ai the project level in increasing

transparency or openness. However, inside the working group, a dissenting group of

Bank staff issued an "alternative view" which recommended far-reaching changes in

the Bank's policy. If followed, the alternative view would have resulted in the timely
release of almost all project documents and all environmental and social information.

The alternative view recommended the public release of project documents such as

the initial executive project summary, the executive project summary, and green and

yellow cover staff appraisal reports. According to the alternative view, the small

amount of confidential information contained in those documents could be instead put
in the Memorandum to the President or the final Executive Project Summary.

In spite of this, the mainstream working group recommendations formed the basis

for the policy revisions which were sent to the World Bank's Board of Executive

Directors and eventually approved on August 1993. The one provision in the new
policy on factual technical information which was promoted by the U.S. Treasury
in the Board was, at the time, an attempt to incorporate some of the alternative view

proposals, particularly the release of early World Bank project documents.

The two documents that describe the new information pohcy are Bank Procedures on

Disclosure of Operational Information (BP 17.50), and a booklet issued by World
Bank external relations entitled 'Policy on Disclosure of Information". My testimony
on factual technical information refers to implementation of point 5 in Bank
Procedures (BP 17.50) which are mandatorjPprocedures for Bank staff

B. Implementation of New Information Policy

1. Public Information Center

The Public Information Center (PIC) has been open since January 1, 1994. Since the

policy is not retroactive, the only information available in the center are on projects
which were approved after October 1, 1993. The main documents available from the

center are Project Information Documents (PIDs), Environmental Assessments,
Environmental Analyses, National Environmental Action Plans, final StaffAppraisal

Reports, Environmental Data Sheets, Precis (summaries of project evaluation

reports), final Country Economic and Sector Work Reports; and loan and credit

agreements. More detailed factual technical information is not available from the

PIC, but should be available upon request from the country director or task manager.

The information available in the Public Information Center is also supposed to be

available from the World Bank Offices in Paris, London, Tokyo and in field offices.

Information on projects and programs in specific countries is sent only to the relevant

country field office.
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2. Availability of Information In Borrowing Countries

NGOs in the Bank's borrowing countries are supposed to be able to obtain

information on projects and programs from field offices in the country in question. If

the information is not available in the field office, then the field office is supposed to

order it from the PIC. Reports from India and Indonesia indicate that this is not

occurring. Instead NGOs are getting referred to the PIC in Washington. The Bank
needs to inform its field offices about the new information policy and how to handle

requests for information. It would be most effective ifinformation officers were placed
in each field office. It is critical that people in borrowing countries get timely
information about projects.

3. Timeliness in Answering Information Requests and Making Documents
Available in the Public Information Center

There is evidence that information requests are not being handled in a timely
manner. Attached for the record is a series of correspondence between NGOs and the

Bank on the Nepal Arun III Hydroelectric Project (see Appendix III and
discussion below) and the Mexico Northern Border Environmental Project (See

Appendix II). In both cases, repeated requests for information were either denied,

delayed or responded to improperly. The timely release of information is critical in

order for affected people and the public to have a voice in the design and planning of

projects.

Mexico Northern Border Environmental Project-the need for timely
responses to information requests.

Following is background and a brief chronology of events supplied by Bank
Information Center:

Background: The Northern Border Environment Project is a $368 million loan to

Mexico to strengthen institutional management of hazardous materials and to

improve environmental services linked to sector-wide programs at the national level.

The project was assigned an environmental category "A" which would require a full

environmental assessment (EA) to be completed, with public consultation and access

to the EA. However, instead of conducting an EA, the World Bank and Government
of Mexico decided that the EA requirements were "covered" under other proposed
World Bank projects (The Second Solid Waste Project, Water Supply and Sanitation

Project and a Transportation Project). Two of these loans were not category A, which
means full environmental assessments were not completed. The relationship between
the EA for the Border Project and other loans was not readily apparent to NGOs who
were looking for information about the Border Project.
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Chronology

1) In February 1994, the Texas Center for Policy Studies (TCPS) began requesting
information about the Border Project and the SoHd Waste Management Loan. The

first request for the EA was by phone from Cyrus Reed of the TCPS to Jegajothy

Vythilingam of the PIC. TCPS received a copy of the PID, but not the EA. In a follow-

up letter to the World Bank dated February 15th, the TCPS again requested the EA
and received no reply (See Appendix II).

2) On March 18, 1994 the TCPS again sent a request to the Public Information

Center and the center responded stating "The documents you requested do not seem
to be readily available, but we are locating them" (attached in Appendix II). On May
18, less than one month prior to the Board date, the PIC faxed a letter to the TCPS
stating that the EA had been sent.

3) On May 25th, Bank Information Center sent a request to the country department
for early project documents such as the initial executive project summary, the

executive project summary and the yellow and green cover staff appraisal reports

(Appendix II). On May 31st, the Bank responded by sending the PID which did not

contain a sufficient amount of information about the project. The Bank Information

Center repeated the request and since then has not received a reply (Appendix II).

4) On June 1st, 30 environmental and public health NGOs from Mexico and the U.S.

sent a letter to Executive Directors asking for a delay in the Board vote until there

was adequate public consultation with access to information. The Bank's response
dated June 7th, (but not received until June 14th after the project was approved)
stated that the EA had been in the Public Information Center since February 2nd
and other documentation had been available in Mexico City at a location accessible

to the public. The Bank had not previously indicated the availability of the

information in Mexico, nor had NGOs been able to obtain the EA in the PIC in

February. NGOs were also not aware that the EA for the solid waste loan applied to

the Border Project.

The Border Project task manager later admitted in a press interview that "public

access to documents had been difficult" and apologized "for the problems that they
have had in getting documents. I personally found the document in the Public

Information Center but with difficulty" (Appendix III).

As underscored by NGO requests on the Border Project, the issue of timely release

of information is critical if the Bank is serious about public consultation and local

involvement. It should not be a mystery concerning how to obtain information
from the Bank, nor should answers to requests be delayed until just before
the Board date.
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Early Availability of Environmental Assessments

There is evidence that EAs are not sent to the PIC or available in the field offices in

a timely manner. Some EAs have not been available until the project has reached the

negotiation stage, which is far too late in the project for public input. For example,

in the $256 million IBRD loan to the Indonesia Outer Island Power Project, an EA
was completed in April 1994, but was only released from the PIC in late May 1994

and the Board date was in early June. This does not allow enough time for public

input and consultation.

4. Project Information Documents (PIDs)

The Bank's Information policy creates a new category of document called project

information documents (PIDs). PIDs should contain the same information as early

project documents such as the initial executive project summary and final executive

project summary. When it is first created a PID should contain information on the

main elements of the project, including the project's objectives, expected or probable

components, costs and financing, environmental issues, status of procurement and

consulting services, studies to be undertaken, implementing agencies and relevant

contact points.

PIDs are supposed to be expanded and updated as the project progresses. However,

many PIDs we reviewed contain only the most basic information about a project and

most are not updated or expanded even as tlfe project progresses towards appraisal.

This mean that local people interested in haying input in or challenging project

planning and design have very httle information to work from. This type of document

is not useful to cultivate public involvement. Some of the PIDs we reviewed do not

even include the location of the project or who the contact person for the project is.

The PID for the Nepal Arun III Hydroelectric Project is an example of how
information contained in the PID is not sufficient for NCOS who are interested in

promoting alternatives.

Arun III PID

The PID for Arun III was prepared on January 24, 1994 and has not been updated
since then, despite the fact that the project has progressed to the green cover

appraisal stage. The Board date for the project is now set for July 26, 1994. Despite
a high level of interest by Nepalese and international NGOs in the project, the PID
contains only the most basic information. The Arun III PID does not contain precise
information on where the project is located, nor does it list a contact person in the

Bank.
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The Arun III PID does not contain any of the following critical information:

1) background description of the country, region or the Arun Valley;

2) justification for Bank involvement;

3) background on the sector and sector strategy and how this project fits into the

overall planning for the energy sector in Nepal;

4) information on project sustainability or lessons from previous experience of large
scale dam projects in Nepal;

5) information on the Arun Valley and its unique ecosystems;

6) information on the 450,000 indigenous people living in the Arun Valley;

7) information on project benefits or risks;

8) project alternatives which were considered; or

9) a discussion of issues and actions.

5. Factual Technical Information

Under the new pohcy there has been very little release of factual technical

information to NGOs. To date, one of the feain barriers to obtaining project

information before project approval is the failure of Bank staff to adhere to provision

5 in Bank Procedures 17.50. The provision reads as follows: "If an interested

party requests additional technical information about a project under

preparation, the country director (CD) releases factual technical documents,
or portions of such documents, after consulting with the government to

identify any sections that involve confidential material or that could

compromise relations between the government and the Bank".

This provision was meant to provide interested people with more factual technical

information between the time the Project Information Document (PID) is released and

project approval, when the final staff appraisal is released. While the project is in

preparation is an important time for NGOs and affected party to have input in the

design or promote alternatives to the project.

The provision, which is based on the alternative view mentioned above, is seen by
NGOs as the main avenue for information about projects in preparation other than

the Environmental Assessment. Without the information contained in early project

documents and their annexes, public participation in project planning and design can

8
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only be superficial. Public scrutiny and debate about a project is also less likely. Yet
the way requests are being handled under the provision has not set a good precedent
for information release. Attached for the record in Appendix II is a series of

correspondence between NGOs and the Bank on several projects, including the

Mexico Northern Border Environment Project, Indonesia Java Water Management,
Indonesia Integrated Swamps, and Indonesia Dam Safety, and the China Liaoning
Environment Project. This is only a selection of the requests which were rejected; we
are continuing to receive evidence from NGOs and we are awaiting documentation

on request rejections from NGOs in the Bank's borrowing countries.

NGOs have been denied technical information contained in World Bank early projects

documents such as executive project summaries, and green and yellow staff appraisal

reports and their annexes, feasibility studies, baseline data and studies on

alternatives.

To date, guidelines have not been issued to Bank staff on how to handle requests
under this provision. As a result, requests under the provision have been dealt with

in a broad range from blanket refusals, referrals to the public information center, or

no response at all. Unfortunately, this has resulted in the unequal treatment of

those requesting information and the unequal application of the

presumption in favor of disclosure. It also constitutes a failure to release

information at critical stages of project planning.

We have reviewed a set of draft guidelines which were issued on June 3, 1994 by
James Adams, and we believe they are completely inadequate because although they
do allow the release of some technical information, they do not allow the release of

any early World Bank project documents or portions of documents, which are also

covered under provision 5. There is very httle, if any, confidential information in

these documents as was recognized by the authors of the alternative view. Nor is

there a compelling policy reason to withhold the information. Information which is

confidential should be excised and the rest of the documei t and annexes should be

released. We would like to emphasize that the Report of the Committee on
Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs that accompanies H.R. 3063 which
authorized the U.S. contribution to IDA for two years, clearly states "in

evaluating the experience with the new policy, the committee would expect
to find that technical information from draft staff appraisal reports is being
routinely and uniformly released upon request".

Factual Technical Information-The Case of Arun III

The recent developments around the Nepal Arun III project underscore that

information access is essential to public participation in project design and planning
and without it the Bank can only pay lip service to public and NGO involvement in
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its projects. The Arun Hydroelectric Project also underscores the urgent need for

Bank management to release early project informavion through provision 5.

For at least two years, local Nepalese and international NGOs have been opposing
the Arun project as currently designed. NGOs such as Alliance for Energy (Nepal)
and Intermediate Technology (IT) have proposed alternatives to the project which

they believe are much more appropriate for Nepal's long term energy needs, and
which focus on plans that develop the country's existing capacity, both in the public

and private sectors, move toward decentralization, promote local management and
control of projects as well as provide electricity to local and rural people. These

groups believe that Arun III is an unnecessary commitment for Nepal as the total

project cost is $764 million which is one year's national budget for Nepal.

While Alliance for Energy and IT and others have put out their own studies and

documentation, they were consistently at a disadvantage, because they had no access

to World Bank documentation either on finances, alternatives or cost^enefit analysis.

Accordingly it was difiicult to counter the Bank's arguments that it had considered

alternatives to Arun III, when all Bank documents on alternatives were withheld.

Recently, the Bank did hold some discussions with NGOs who were promoting
alternatives, yet the Bank continued even in those cases to withhold studies on

alternatives and financial analyses of the project.

As the loan negotiations and the Board date grew closer, several letters requesting

early project documents and alternatives, studies were sent to the Country
Department and South Asia Vice-President from International Rivers Network (IRN)
and Bank Information Center (BIC) (See Appendix III). Previous information requests
had been sent by Nepalese groups but with no response. The letters requested factual

technical information on Arun III such as initial executive project summaries,
executive project summaries, green and yellow cover staff appraisal reports, analysis
of alternatives and feasibility studies. After repeated information requests involving
an exchange of six letters (see Appendix III) and denials from Bank staff, on June

9th, one day before a "briefing" on alternatives, the Bank released publicly a study
on alternatives by Argonne National Laboratory with annexes and a short note

entitled "Justification for Selection of Arun Hydroelectric Project". Other technical

information requested related to the feasibility of the project has not been received,

although a list of documents on file was sent to IRN.

The Argonne National Laboratory Report admits on page 35 of the report that

compared to the currently designed program, alternatives have not been adequately
studied:

"Several of the Projects exclusive to Plan B [the alternative analyses] have not been

studied sufficiently to place them side by side in credibility to the projects that are

further along in investigation."

10
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When questioned about this in the briefing, Bank staff stated that some alternative

projects had been studied, but they were vague about where the information on these

was located. To illustrate the absurdity of the failure to release information-several

times during the briefing when questions were asked, the task manager would look

for his answer through the very document we had previously requested be publicly

released--the green cover staff appraisal report.

The Bank now proposes to hold "consultations" on alternatives and other issues with

Nepalese and International NGOs on June 28th. However, loan negotiations between

the Bank and the Nepalese Government for the project have already begun and will

be finished or nearly completed by the time of the NGO consulutions. The Bank has

already told NGOs that it is "unlikely" that they will take into account the evidence

that NGOs are presenting. Consequently, NGOs view the consultation as little more

than a public relations exercise, rather then a serious effort by the Bank to consider

alternatives being proposed (see IRN Letter to Joe Wood, Appendix III).

6. Retroactivity

A majority of projects that NGOs are interested in--such as all projects which were

approved before October 1, 1993--are not covered under the new information policy.

Requests for these documents are handled on a case-by-case basis by the country

director. They are handled in the context of the information policy that was in effect

at the time the project was negotiated. This has resulted in the unequal treatment

of those requesting information and an unequal application of the presumption in

favor of disclosure. There should be a set ofprocedures for handling requests which

are not covered under the new policy. This is .particularly important because most

projects and programs that are of concern to the public at this time fall in this

category.

7. Charges for Information

A problem which has restricted access to information is the $15.00 charge on all

documents currently available in the Public Information Center. Only Project

Information Documents (PIDs) and Environmental Data Sheets are free of charge.

Nationals of borrowing countries do not have to pay for information on projects and

programs in their own country. However, all other NGOs must pay $15.00 per

document. It may be reasonable to charge consultants and governments for

documents, but many NGOs do not have the resources to pay $15.00 for every

document they request.

One way to circumvent this problem would be to make all documents that are

currently available in the Public Information Center also available on Internet. This

way, people seeking information can simply retrieve it from Internet and print it in

hard copy.

11
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8. Summary of Recommendations

a. The Bank must ensure that the presumption in favor of disclosure of information

is operationalized.

b. The Bank must ensure that all information covered under the new policy is

released in a timely manner. Replies to information requests should be sent within

14 days.

c. The Bank should inform staff in field offices and in the Tokyo, London, and Paris

offices how to handle information requests. Information regarding projects and

programs in the Bank's borrowing countries should be readily and promptly available

to the public in field offices in the relevant country.

d. All documents available in hard copy under the new information policy should also

be available on Internet.

e. Project Information Documents (PIDs) must be expanded and updated as the

project progresses. PIDs should contain the name, phone, and fax number of the

contact person at the World Bank.

f As the project progresses, PIDs should contain a list of all World Bank and country

generated documents contained in World Bank project files.

g. The Bank must issue guidelines on releasing factual technical information which

includes the release of early project documents or portions of documents such as the

initial executive project summary, the executive project summary and green and

yellow staff appraisal reports with all technical annexes. Draft guidelines should be

circulated to the public for comment before becoming final.

h. The Bank must issue guidelines on the release of information not covered under

the new policy. These draft guidelines should be circulated to the public for comment.

III. World Bank Inspection Panel

A. Background

On September 22, 1993, the World Bank Board of Executive Directors passed a

resolution (Resolution No. 93-10) which created an independent inspection panel. The

panel is empowered to investigate complaints from people directly affected by Bank

projects regarding violations of World Bank policy, procedures and loan agreements.
The only World Bank precedent for the inspection panel is the Morse Commission,
an Independent Review Team which was established by Barber Conable (at the

request of several Board members) in September 1991. The Morse Commission was

12
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hired to investigate violations ofWorld Bank environmental and resettlement policies

and procedures, and loan agreements during the implementation of the Sardar

Sarovar dam and power project in western India. Several Board members requested

that the Morse Commission be set up because there was discrepancy between the

information they were receiving from NGOs and grassroots activists about Sardar

Sarovar and information from the Bank India operations staff.

The Morse Commission was viewed as independent and credible by the public, but

for the Bank it was also a source of embarrassment because of its severe indictment

of Sardar Sarovar, the Bank's appraisal process and a wide range of other Bank

projects involving forcible resettlement in India. For Bank critics, the extensive

findings of the Commission, as well as attempts by Bank management to

misrepresent the findings in its response to Executive Directors, confirmed the need

for a permanent independent mechanism. The Morse Commission established a

precedent for a body operating independently from Bank management and Executive

Directors, and working on an independent budget.

Much of our evaluation of the resolution and developments around setting up the

panel is based on our experience with the Morse Commission and Bank

management's interaction with Morse Commission members. If there is one lesson

to be learned from that experience, it is the importance of the Commission's

independence from Bank management and its willingness to openly and publicly

confront the Bank with misrepresentations made to the Board. The October 13, 1992

letter from Bradford Morse and Thomas Berber to Lewis Preston is a good example

(Appendix I).

The fact that the Morse Commission was independent was no accident. Aside from

the fact that the members themselves were of an independent character, there were

several features of the Commission that the members negotiated in the beginning

which added to its credibility. A key element was an independent budget of $1.2

million which allowed the team an extensive travel budget and capability to hire

consultants and researchers and support staff. Another key element was the fact that

the report was published independently of the Bank and made available to the public

at the same time it was made available to the Executive Directors and Bank

management. The Morse Commission holds the copyright for the report. The

Commission also had access to all Bank information on the project and the

cooperation of all parties concerned including Bank staff, local NGOs, the Indian

government, and international NGOs. The Commission was not based inside the

Bank and after the terms of reference was agreed upon and a contract was signed,

the Commission did not take instructions from Bank management or Executive

Directors.

With the exception of having access to all Bank information, the Inspection Panel, as

currently codified in the resolution, has almost none of the features of the Morse

13
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Commission. The test of the panel will lie to a certain extent with the new panel
members and their ability to establish a solid set of procedures and to maintain

independence from Bank management.

On a positive side, the creation of the Inspection Panel is a step forward for the

World Bank and a progressive advancement in international law. It is the first time

any public international financial institution has created a mechanism to receive

complaints from citizens' groups and affected people. It has also set an example for

the regional development banks, who are estabhshing their own independent panels.

The panel is slated to be set up on August 1, 1994. This testimony will cover: A)

shortcomings in the resolution B) recent developments since the resolution was

passed, and C) recommendations for addressing shortcomings in the resolution and
for establishing procedures.

B. Shortcomings in the Inspection Panel Resolution

The World Bank resolution provides a broad framework for an appeals process which

allows NGOs, grassroots movements and associations, who are directly affected by
Bank projects, to send complaints to an independent body for investigation. However,
the Resolution as currently drafted is quite vague in many regards and also has

major shortcomings which may ultimately affect the panel's independence and

credibility.

1. Executive Board Can Block a Claim

The first area of concern regards the cases the panel chooses to investigate.

Currently, there is an opportunity for Board members to block the panel from taking

up a claim. After the panel receives a claim and management responds to the claim,

it makes a recommendation to the Board about whether it wants to accept a specific

claim If a Board member objects to the panel taking up a claim, then the case is

presumably taken up in the full Board. The Board can then decide that the case

should not be taken up, thereby blocking it. This means that the panel ultimately
does not have independence to determine what cases it will take up.

Since Board members from the Bank's borrowing countries often feel that scrutiny

of projects is an infringement on their countries' sovereignty, many of these Board

members will possibly object to cases which originate in their country being brought
to the panel. As a result, decisions about whether to take up a complaint may not be

based on the merits of the case itself, but on the whims or biases of individual Board

Members. Depending on how the Board's involvement develops, this could adversely
affect the independence of the panel. Other independent offices inside the Bank do

not have this constraint. For example, the Operation Evaluations Department (OED),

14
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which conducts independent post-mortem evaluations of Bank projects reports to the

Board, but is free to make decisions about which Bank projects it will evaluate.

2. Budget of the Panel is Limited

The budget for the Panel is currently set at $1.5 million for FY95. Based on the

actual experience of the Morse Commission this is a very small budget which will

likely constrain the Panel in its activities and scope. The Morse Commission

investigated only one project for a ten month period and spent $1.2 million. That

budget was for four people, plus consultants, and extensive field trips. The Panel is

likely to have several projects to investigate in its first year. Starving this new

mechanism of funds will only ensure its failure. Panel members should not have to

go back to the Bank for reimbursements after their funds have run out; the panel

should also have a separate budget to publish its reports independently of the Bank.

NGOs originally recommended that the annual budget should be at least $10 million.

3. Public Release of Panel Reports is too Late

Perhaps one of the most serious flaws in the current resolution is that there is no

provision for the public release of the report at the time that the panel sends the

report to the Board and Bank management. In fact, the report is not made public

until 2 weeks after the Board considers it, which leaves little room for public input

or scrutiny. The claimant also does not receive a copy of the report until after the

Board considers it. This leaves room for. Bank management manipulation or

misrepresentation of the report. It also meahs that Bank management will be able

to influence the Board with their version of events without the public knowledge of

what they are saying or without the public or the claimant having any opportunity

to influence the Board member representing their country.

The experience with the Morse Commission can illustrate the problem with this

aspect of the resolution. In June 1992, the Morse Commission released its report to

the Board of Executive Directors, Bank management and the public all on the same

day. Shortly after the release, Bank management issued a response to the Board

entitled "Next Steps" that completely misrepresented what the Morse Report said.

Since the Morse Report was over 300 pages long, management safely guessed that no

one on the Board had read the entire report. It was not until NGOs and members of

the Morse Commission-through letters and a conference call-told the Board about

the misrepresentations in the document, that 42% ofBoard members were influenced

to vote for suspension of the project. All of this occurred even though the document
was publicly released. The likelihood of misrepresentation or manipulation when the

panel reports and management's response to reports are withheld from the public is

clearly much greater.

15
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One of the key avenues for NGOs to influence decisions at the Bank is to contact the

Executive Director representing their country. Without knowing the outcome of the

report there is no way for the public to interact on the issue. For the claimant, this

lack of due process causes them to remain in the dark, both about the report and

management's response to the report, until after their chance to influence the

outcome or refute it has passed.

4. The Role of The Claimant and The Public

The rights and role of the claimant and the public in relationship to the panel are not

clearly defined in the resolution. For example, the claimant should have a right to

know what recommendation the panel sent to the Board regarding the claim. The
resolution is silent on this issue. The claimant should also have a way of learning
what Bank management's response is to the claim.

Additionally there should be avenues for public involvement in the claims process.

For example, the panel should accept evidence or opinions from outside parties

regarding whether a claim should be accepted or on the specific issues being

investigated by the panel, similar to an Amicus brief filed with a court of law. The

panel should also publicly release its recommendation to the Board about whether it

will investigate a claim. This lack of clarity can be easily improved through a good
set of procedures.

5. Blocking Claims in Which the Bank's, Legal Responsibility Still Exists

Currently the resolution contains a provision -which states that the panel will not

accept claims which are filed "after the closing date of the loan financing the project
with respect to which the request is filed or after the loan financing the project has

been substantially disbursed" (page 6, point 14 (c). We believe this provision will

result in blocking valid and relevant claims, particularly those in which the Bank's

legal responsibility is still in effect. The best example of this is the Sardar Sarovar

(Narmada) dam project. Mr. Ibrahim F.I. Shihata, World Bank General Counsel

issued a memorandum in 1993 which stated that the legal agreements on the project

between the World Bank and Government of India are still in effect. However, the

Government of India is violating at least three sections ofthe loan agreement dealing
with resettlement and rehabilitation of the affected people to be displaced by the

project. As the waters rise behind the partially constructed dam, people in the

villages closest to the damsite are threatened with losing their houses, crops and

belongings as a result of the failure of the government to offer them rehabilitation

consistent with the loan agreements. To date, the World Bank has not attempted to

enforce its loan agreements, and as a consequence the affected people should have

recourse to send a claim to the panel.
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C. Recent Developments

1. Nominations of Panel Members

The nomination process sUrted in November 1993. Names of potential candidates

were sent from a variety of sources to Managing Directors in Lewis Preston's Office.

NGOs, donor and borrower governments, Executive Directors, Bank staff, and

individuals sent in nominations and it is our understanding that over 100 names

were collected. For a period of several months, the names of nominees were kept and

considered secretly by the President's office and high level Bank management without

releasing the names to the Board of Executive Directors or the public. From a

practical standpoint, obviously it would be unreasonable to expect the Bank to

publicly release all names they received. However, as the process developed and the

list was narrowed down, the secrecy continued. Even when the nominee list had been

narrowed down to under 15 names, neither the public or the Executive Directors

could get the names. Finally, under pressure from NGOs, the Bank released the

names to Executive Directors and thereafter NGOs received them.

This process was problematic for several reasons. Aside from the vague criteria in the

resolution itself, there was no way of knowing what selection process or criteria was

being used by Bank Management to sift through the names. There were several

highly qualified nominees that were dropped from the list for no apparent reason.

The nominations process which was just completed should not be repeated. Included

in a set of procedures should be steps to make the nominations process more

transparent, the selection criteria clearly defined, and include more involvement and

interaction in the process of the Board and the panel.

Since the Panel's job will be to review the performance of Bank management in

regards to specific actions and omissions regarding violations of the Bank policy,

procedures and loan agreements, it seems highly unusual that management so tightly

controlled the nomination process, or even had a stake in the final decision.

2. Attempting to Tamper with the Resolution

One ofthe key provisions in the resolution which helps to safeguard the independence
of the panel is the provision which prohibits a panel member from ever seeking

employment at the Bank after his/her tenure on the panel (point 10, page 4). This

provision will ensure that decisions made and reports issued by panel members,

particularly ones of a controversial nature, are not colored by an attempt to influence

or impress Bank management while paving the way for future employment. Panel

members should be unconstrained and uninhibited in theirjudgements and criticism

of the Bank.
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During the finalist stage of panel selection, one of the finalists expressed concern

regarding the provision in the panel which imposes a lifetime prohibition on working
at the World Bank. The finalist was hesitant to accept the panel position because he

was interested in securing future employment with the Bank. Bank management
then went to some Board members to query whether the resolution could be changed
from a lifetime prohibition to five years. Aside from the obvious inappropriateness of

management seeking to change the resolution, revising the resolution to accommodate
the needs of any individual panel member would set a dangerous and unusual

precedent. As a matter of policy it was an unfortunate development, and we question
whether a person seeking future employment with the Bank is sufficiently

independent and appropriate to serve on the panel. Ultimately, the resolution was not

changed because several Board members expressed concern over changing the

resolution at that time.

In principle, we are not opposed to revisiting provisions in the resolution at some

point when the panel is established and there are clear procedures for changing the

resolution (see draft procedures in Appendix IV). In order to maintain independence
and integrity, proposals to change the resolution should come from the Board, the

panel and the public, not Bank management. The Board should make the final

decision to change the resolution.

3. Setting up the Panel

On April 22, 1994 the World Bank announce^d the three panel members

approved by the Board of Executive Directors. They are:

1) Ernst-Gunther Broder, a German National who served as President of the

European Investment Bank and as Governor of the European Bank for

Reconstruction and Development. Broder is the Chairperson and will serve a five year
term.

2) Alvaro Umana Quesada, a Costa Rican National, who was Minister of Natural

Resources for Costa Rica and a member of the boards of several environmental and

research institutes. Umana is appointed for four years.

3) Richard Etter Bissell, a U.S. National, who served for several years with the U.S.

Agency for International Development, and has taught and overseen research at

several American universities and research institutes, is appointed for three years.

Since the appointments, it has been announced that the Panel will be open and ready
to receive complaints by August 1, 1994. There have been two developments which

are a cause of concern to us. First the panel secretariat who is a Bank employee, Mr.

Eduardo Abbott, from the legal department has been appointed not by the panel but

by Bank management. We believe the panel should interview and hire its own staff
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and that persons working for the panel should not be Bank employees or owe

loyalties to the Bank. Secondly, we understand that Mr. Abbott is writing draft rules

of procedure for the panel, which will then be circulated to the panel members. This

process is an unnecessary interference from Bank management. If Inspection Panel

members are to maintain independence from Bank management from the beginning

then a task as important as drafting procedures under which the panel will operate

should clearly be initiated and written by the panel. These developments should be

clarified immediately and we urge this Subcommittee to monitor the development of

the procedures closely.

4. Weakening Bank Policies

Although not directly related to the inspection panel, a recent development inside the

Bank is the revision and shortening of Bank Operational Directives. Operational

Directives are statements of Bank policy and procedures which Bank staff are

required to adhere to. Currently the World Bank's Operations Policy Department is

revising the system of operational policies and procedures. As part of the revision,

existing Operational Directives will be replaced by three categories of documents:

A) Operational Policies: a short focused statement of policy;

B) Bank Procedures: a common set of mandatory procedures for Bank staff to

observe, and

C) Good Practices: advisory material for Bank staff.

There is concern among NGOs, as well as among some Bank staff, that in the

revision process, Bank policies and procedures are being weakened, and that stronger

parts of the policies are being turned into good practices which are advisory material

rather than mandatory procedures. This could result in claimants having far fewer

standards to hold the Bank to and ultimately will greatly lessen the scope of

Inspection Panel's mandate.

NGOs have spent the last several years, commenting on and improving
environmental and social Operational Directives as they were being written,

including the World Bank's resettlement, environmental assessment, and indigenous

people's policies. We are deeply disturbed that the directives are now being revised.

We strongly urge that when environmental and social policies are being revised,

drafts be released to Executive Directors and the public for comment and input. We
hope this Subcommittee will monitor this situation closely.
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5. Recommendations

Transparency and Independence: The Key to Credibility

When setting up a mechanism to increase an institution's public accountability, it is

critical that from its inception a process is established which is independent and

transparent. Unfortunately, since the resolution was passed on September 22, 1993,

many developments related to setting up the panel have not been transparent or

independent of Bank management. Indeed, at times it seems that Bank management
is intent on interfering in every small development.

In order to increase public confidence in the panel, panel members need to make it

clear to the Bank that they are in charge and will take control of drafting procedures
and accepting claims. Panel members should be as open, publicly accessible and

transparent as possible in their operations. We urge this Subcommittee to monitor

the developments around the establishment of the panel closely.

The Need for Clear Procedures

There is an urgent need for the panel to develop clearly stated, effective procedures
which are user-friendly and help to overcome the weaknesses in the resolution. The

panel needs to establish a clear set of procedures which define the following areas:

1) the nominations process 2) the role and rights of the claimant 3) the role and

rights of the public 4) the process by whicl)^ the panel will accept a claim 5) the

panel's interaction with Executive Directors, and 6) revising the resolution.

Attached for the record are a set of draft procedures written by International Rivers

Network and Center for International Environmental Law (Appendix FV). We are

circulating these draft procedures to panel members and other interested parties. We
believe that in developing their own procedures, panel members should interact with

the public and receive comments from the public.

III. Conclusion

Based on the evidence we have presented today, we urge the Subcommittee to

continue to withhold authorization of the U.S. contribution ($1.25 billion) to IDA for

the third year and to continue vigorous oversight of the implementation of the

information policy and the creation of inspection panel in 1995. We thank you and
the Subcommittee for your extensive work in these areas.
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SAAOAR SAROVAR PKUECTS

INDEPENDENT REVIEW

APPENDIX I

Ocober 13, 1992

Mr. Lewis T. Ficstoo

Fresideiu

The Wodd Bank
1818 H. Street, N.W.

Waahlngton. DC 20433

USA

Detf Mr. Resident:

BYFAX

On June 18, 1992 we delivered Uie report of our Independent Review to votL This

completed oar tuk. As we said in our report, the fotnie of the SardAr Sarow Projects is

for India to decide; whether the Bank continues lo support Saidar Sarovar Projects is for

the Bank to decide.

Nevenfaeless, we fed that we have an interest in seeing that our tepott is not

ffiisiepcesented. We have been deeply concerned, therefore, on reading the Revinv of
Current Staaa and Nat Sups document, dated September 11, 1992, sent to the Execntive

Directors. We believe this Next Steps docoment. uong with its Annexes, is misleading. It

ignores q: misTEpitsents tiie main findings of our Review.

Our report is extensive, detailed tod technical Gives the many projects
before the Bank.

we cannot expea yon or the Executive Diiectoi? lo have the familiarity witt the Sardar

Sarow Projects issues that we gained during the coarse of oor work. But we do want to

ensure thai the senior decision-maken at the Bank are not left with an account of oor

findings that is at variance with what we wrote.

U wooid. therefore, be a disservice to you and to the Execodve Directors to allow ATes

Supi to pass without appropriate comment.

Rfc^ntetnent & RehahiHtatinn

Hie Next Stept document ignores our eoodusicn diet the Bank's incitmental strategy

greedy andetmines prospects for achieving soccessful resettlement and lehabilitation (for

example, see oor repon p.
xxiv and p. 331). This conclualoo i< ceatral to ourrepoit and

bears on many of its findings. A^exr Steps not only ignores our coochisian on the More of

the inoemeotil strattgy, bot even seeks to enlist our report in fdnlKrmg the strategy. We
believe that waless the Bank rsccgnizes the fallun of its incremeatal stia»gy, dw weE being
oftensof thousands of people will continue to be at risk.

tM»tOa, OMN(tM(MS»ML

1

K1N7B7 FiK(ll3)H»47n 01S)a»«1B
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Our repon pays careful aiienrion to the very real dlfferencea between reaettlemcnt, on the

oae hand, and rtb&biliution on the other. A ruettleneat time tsble does not constitulB a

fch&bilituion plan. Tliia iuue is disitgarded in the tftxi Sups useasment

TMa U tiot the pl&ce (o go into the subjea of reaeitlenieat ud tefiabSitadoa at leagth, bat it

may be lu^ful to illiutnte the vny in which NusSupi purporB to deal with mv.trlwnait

issoes without addressing the problem obscured by its incremental atrategy, Lc, ibe

Basic's Caliure to atihere to its own requiremeots as set fiortb in Its OperaHonal drectl^rcs

and in the credit and loan agreemeals.

Gujarat The Canal

Next Sup: Mis to maioe reference to the Oujarat lovemment's lehtctance to deal faiity with

the problem of canal oustees. Next Sups sayi thai "only abom 24,000 will lose more than

23% of their land" (paragraph 2.07 and Anoe:i I p. 3); but 24,000 families comes to at

least 120,000 people. To assess the nature of this problem, and how to deal widi it. is not

a question of doing a quick survey between now and March 31, 1993 and proposing that

the new survey will be usetl to devise a sound policy. Appraisal
of the canal impacts has

not been done; it need.'^ to be done and it will t^ time. Meanwhile, the impacts of the

conscructioD of the cannl continues without adequate compensation for those displaced
This was cur point, and it seems to have been Ignored.

Madbya Pradesh: Land

^ezi Sups identifies some of the Modhya Pradesh problems of bodi policy and

Implementation. Madhya Pradesh is said to have come up with plans to deal with these

problems. These include provision of one hectare of lard to landless oostees and prtrrision

of mosey in controlled bank accounts thai can oolv be used for land purchase. In this way,
a basis for lehabUitation Is supposed to be put In place, and the gi^) between Madhya
Pradesh and Gujarat policies is said lo be sufficiently narrowed.

Our report explains that one hectare of land is inadequate; in 1979 in India the Naonada
Water Disputes Tribunal itself found two hectares to be a minimum (see, for example p.

XV). Ourrepon also points out that cash cannot provide altemaiivecompensadon. Madhya
'

Pradesh has been reluctant to makt limd available fbr its oustees, if only because it hopes
that they will go to Gujarat Undertakings set out in A^exx Sups and designed to meet the

Bank's concerns, offer no more land and indicates tbat the hope cocuioues to be that

Madhya Pradesh oostees who Qualify for land will go to Gtijarat. We believe that the gap
between Madhya Pradesh and Gujaral policies is condnning, and Aat. as car report

explained, this erodes the right to choice by oustees in Madhya Pradesh.

There are many other examples we could give ofways in which the resettlement and

refaabilitatian findings of our reftort are being miaiepnscnted or diaregarded ]nN*xtSmpt.

Envimnment

Next Sups omits any reference to those pans of onr repon describing how the project

continoes to disregard the environmental requireroests of both India and the Baiik. Most of

these have been in place for a decade or more. To condnue to ignore these standards places

the environment ai risk. The risk becomes greater the fnrtber along constiucilos proaeds.

It is a non sequitur to suggest, as Next Sups does , that delays in atudiea have not yet
resulted in "dire ecaloKlcaJ irapaci^' or "severe eirvironmental consequences" as implied
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[sic] by oar repoa (paragraph 3.01 and 3.02) Of course, theit has so far been no "dire

ecolo^cal impact", and "no severe environmenud coosequeaces". The Sardar Saiovar dam
hB5 yet to impound zsr/ water and the canal Is not yet funcdooaL Next Sups

'

indifference

to the proper place and utility of environmental work is astonishing, especially givea the

Bank's own oodeitaldngsu set out in the project docuiDeots and the Bank's Operadnnal

Oiiecdves.

Pari-Passu and the EnviroomentalWa± Plin

On die environmental side, we found thai the pari pcasu pcinciple
• the idea that

eovironmental imparr soidies would be done as construction proceeds
• undfinninei the

prospea for actueving environmental protectiaD.(p. S52) Yet the substantive issues of
environmental pluming and impact have been reduced In AZ&s Steps to yet another listing

of studies •
someihiag that our review found was never lacking and nrety meaningfuL Tbe

Executive Directors are invited to continue tlie pari passu approach, without any mention in

Nixt Steps of the fact that we found ±td. the pari passu approacb had frustrated the

meaningful definition of environmental impacts and the implemenution of appropnatt
mitigative measures. You will note that even something as basic as the Envtfonmmtal
Work Plan is still unavailable (legally required by the Bank befbn; the end of 1985 and by
India's 19S7 condidonal environmental clcanocc and discussed in our report from page
226 to 230). Next Sups indicate thai something will be available by January 1, 1993. It

says that a plan b "under consideration by tbe Environmental Sub-Group of the Namuula
Control Authorii/' (paragraph 3.04) This kind of "conaideratlon" baa been underway in

one way or another to no avail for the last six years. The "key" elements of tbe plan,
wmmaiircd ia AnneTt m to Nejt Sups, consist almost entirely of "studies" and "action

nUns" thai we considered very carefully. As our report makes cleir, most of tbese were
found to be seriously flawed. Many were only marginally relevanL Few will be of

significance in de\Tloplng and Implementing proper measures to protect the environmeru.

The way in which these now are
placed

before the Executive Direoon falls to take into

account the substance of our woix and is misleading as to almost ever^ component of the

envuonmental preparznons in all three statea. The hydrology and sedimentation issues aa

they are presented in Ntxi Steps illustrate the point

Hydrology

Hie Executive Directors are given the assurance In Next Steps that the hydrology issues

raised In onr report have been addressed. This ia not true. The data. It is said, were
"discusaed at length with specialists from the Independent Review". TTiese "at length"
discussions consisted of three telephone converutions from July 30th to Aogtut 17Ul

During tbe fint calls it was apparent that the Bank staff pci^n making the call had no

pitvioos {amlUariiy with the soidiea for the Sardar Sarovar Projects, that he had not read
the summary report prepared by our consultant and was unaware how our analysia had

incorporated duly streamflow data in a computer assessment. In the second ohone call

(August 14] he said thai he was working on a written reply for the Director ot the India

Department to be sent to us on this subject (which we never received). He had, by then,

read ottf consultant's report but be still did not have any daily sveamflow datam work
with. He bad made incorrect assampdoiu baaed on monthly or ten day avenges and was

speculating about the possibility of leaving spillway gaies open as one way u> meet some of

the concerns raised by previous oversights in the calculationa. He was told by our

coosuUanl thai the assumed power and inigation benefits would be shown to be wrong if

the proper calculatioas were made and be was directed to the relevant secQOOS of oux

consultant's summary repoa Duting the third phone call (Angnst 17) he agreed ttiai he
could not get to the bean of the maser without more data. He still did not have the daily

bydrologlc daa Um we had uaed Frem what ha aald. It was dear the Bank still had not
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dose its own calculations. Our ctmsulont told the Bank staff penon that the data and

detailed Infamiaxion upon which we relied was available if he coatacted the office of the

Review. We never heard from him again.

Next Sups says that it agrees with the view in oar lepoit that the hydiobgical infjaimafion

needs "to be updated periodically to reflect changing conditiou In the Naimada Basin".

Oparagrapb 3.14) ITuj b trri.ileading. What our tcpott do«s uy in the hydrology chapter la

mat there are problesu with data, that there are problems witii the analyses done to dale

Mch that "there is no appropriate understanding of Q\t hydrology of Sazdar Sarovar vi± or

without NannadA Sardai". (p.223} This has nothhig to do with a periodic update. Oar

repon says "a compiehessive evaluation is needed, incbding a complete systems analyiis"

(p. 222) On these substantive matteis. Next Sups is silent

Next Sups disagrees with our concIosioD that the water delivery system will not function

as planned. It says this Is not supported by the analyses dooe in India, and thai the Bank
Stan concurs with these analyses. These are the very analyses that we reviewed; we fooad
that they misconsuve the way in which the project will funcdoa Without their own
assessment how can Nux Steps dismiss what has been docomented in oar icpon?

Two sedimentation problems are raised in our report (pp. 269-274) The fint Issue has to

do wilb the deposition tn the reservoir generally. The second and more serious problom
deab with the build up of sediment which would fom a delta at the tjpstxeam end of the

reservoir.

Next Steps mentions only the sedimentation in the reservoir, (paragraph 3.09) It says that

"Bank staff levictved the Independent Review's claim that the rate of ^wtimw^f depletion

[sic] in the reservoir had been underestimaied". It goes on to say that the Bank does not

know if the "claim" was based on any detailed review of the data and methodology of

India's Central Water Commission. Yet in the phone call to our consultant on or about

July 30th, the Bank soif person was told that we hud done the calculations ourselves baaed

on the daily screamflow and raw dau on sediment provided to us by India. Oar report also

stales that wc not only obtained the data and analyses firom India's Central Water )

Commission, but that we also went to the Nigaro and the Ministry of Water Resources for

the best Informadon they bad. (p. 272) As noted in our report, the experts we engaged
were unable to replicate the results djimed by the project nroponents. (p. 273) We
describe why there is an enor in what had been done by ooiore and suggest the likely order

of magnitude of the underestimatian. We said, "Because there is no ccmprebensive
environmental assessment we are not In a position to Judge the significance, if any, of tfaia

nnderestmiation."(p. 273)

Oar report emphasizes that there is another compelling and imme^iatB prnMem related to

sedimentadon - the backvmer effect thai will be caused by the build up of sediment in a

delta at the upstream end of the reservoir, (pp. 273, 274) This tedlmentadon problem is

not mentioned at all in Next Supx. We had calculations done to establish the general

magniade and location of this delta-related sediment problem. There is nothing that the

Bank or India, is proposing that will address this Issue.

Neja Steps igoores the fact that there haa never been a proper environmental impact
assessment of the Sardar Sarovar Projects. Because diere was no impact assessment we
had to do an enormous amount of woik that was not originally seen 0} be part of oui ems
of leftreoce la order to cieaie a '1'"'«^«<^- In the process wc uncovered data thai had been

overlodfsd or misr«pr«s«ntid in the woik done before for the Bank and India.
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Conclnrtlnr Ot?RryatiQn.i

We uc concened th&t it hu become necessary to write ihi3 letter. The Bank rosy cbooae to

reject our findings. India may choose to igntirt our report It is clear, however, that the
Banlc's Next Supj doasneat has sought to present a veraioQ of ooi report that is at

vuiance wioi Ok icpon itself.

The findings in our repon aie^ed on project appraisal requirements as wcU as human
rights and eavinximenal sxandards to which the Bank and India have both sobsciibed. Yet
Nex: Steps purports to give an account of our report without referring to the central place of
these requirements and standards in our findings.

The Bank may rejeu our finding that its incremental strategy has failed. The Bank may
reject oar finding that tiie pari pauu appruach is tinsound. The Bank may dedde that

ovemding political and economic consideration! are so compelling that its Opcraaonal
Directives are irrelevant when decisions have to be made about the Sardar Sarovar Projects.
But it should not seek to reshape our report to support such decisions.

To properly address and conrct l^es S:eps is a large undertaking becauie ii is so
inaccurate in many rtspeccs. The examples provided above are ifiuiirative only. To set all

this right on paper is a task that would take more timt than is available. And it may not be
efficient or effective to do so if it were to perpetsaie a paper chase as a substitute for a frank

dialogue sopporxed by die careful ai^yses with which we sought to inform our report.

We find it stuprising that, apart from the phone calls on hydrology mentioned earlier, no
one &Qm the Bank has called or whiten to obtain any of ttie submissions, analyses or other

docun^ents refiexred to in our repoa

We are
prepared

to meet with you and the Executive Directors if you wish to discuss our

repoiL We think it would greatly assist if Mr. Gamble and Mr. Brody, who worked

closely with us. and whose contribution we acknowledged in our leport were CO attend

inch a meeting.

Our Review no longer has any formal existence. All of us have temmed to our private
lives. We make this suggcition, however, because we wish to preserve the integrity of the

Independent Reviews Scdings.

Yoins sincerely,

C^/^ i^s£^y^
Braxlferd Morse Thomas Berger
Chairman Deputy

^h«irm«fi

cc Executive Directors

The World Bank
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THE BANK INFORMATION CFNTFR
A Geahn(house For EnvironmenuJ tnfomuiion On MDB Funded Projects

May 26, 1994
APPENDIX II

ADVISORY
BOARD

Charles Abugic

Iqbal Asarii

Uniud Kingdom

Robeno Bissio

Uruguay

Virgima Frobes

Vnutd Suuei

Gustavo Gonzalez

Fcundp^

Evaiisto N. Dunin

ten .

ArifJamal

Sudan

Maximo Kalaw

Philippines

ManinKhor

Malaysia

Yoichi Kunida

Japan

Aihenon Manin

Dominica

Vandana Shiva

India

tndro Tjahjono

Injonesia

Geoflrey Read

EA2EU
The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Mr. Read,

I am writing in regard to the World Bank's Liaoning Environment project in China

(Project ID No: 4CHAPA192). Specifically, I would like to request the following

information:

1. The full Environmental Impact Assessment for the proposed project

2. The Yellow and Green Cover Staff Appraisal Reports

3. Any other related factual and technical information about this project.

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this request.

Sipcerely,

Chad Dobson

Secretary

2025 I Street. N.W.. Suite 522. Washington. DC 20006

Tel: (202)466-8191 Fax: '(202) 466-8189

ECONET: BICUSA

frautd On 100% R«ycl«d Paper
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M>y 26, 1994

Geoffrey Sod

PirUBaak

S0«et.NW

poo, DC 20433

Dear Mr. Sead.

1 UB wriiia* in ntna to the WorUJ B«k*s If«^^^^'4|,
dSJeT© No; ^APA192). SpeafiaUj. I wouUJ Uto to rtfo.

laformition:

1 -ntM Envireamtnul tapKt Aiieumeat for the propowJlprpject

1 The YeUowindGwen Cover Stiff Awalul Report* I

3. Any other reUtaJ fcctuil ind technical inforiMiloa ibont Itdk prqecL

ThMk you in »dv«aee far your prompt utendon ID thij request.

retueit

project is China

the following

Slpcerdy,

Chad Dobion

Secrcary

^^JM^ ~PlrVO^i^'

(Wp
S'^C) (&9ohl

JOa I SuwL N.W.. $<ilv S2i Wahlnjum- DC M0B6

T.t(3ffl)*66-»19I P«:(30J)4«Ml»»

eCONET: BICL'Sa

n, ¥l ^ I^S^,J
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The"World Bank ibu h str««. n.w. (202) 477.123*

WTEWNATIONM. BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT WuhiriBton, O.C. 2M3J Csbl* Addru*: IMTBAFRAO
WTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.SA CabltAddrtu: INOEVAS

June 8. 1994

Mr. Chad Dobson

Secretary
The Bank Information Center
2025 I Street, N.W. , Suite 522

Vashington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Oobson:

I aa writing in response to your Kay 26, 1994 letter addressed Co
Mr. Read of ny office requesting inforaatlon on the Liaoning Enviconaent Project In
China. First, 1 would like to apologize for the poor handling of your request.
Eleoents of a draft response to your letter, noted on your incoaing, were sent to

yoy by nistake rather than being routed through ne. This was Indeed unfortunate.
Our office has received nany requests for information in recent weeks, which have
strained our capacity. Nevertheless, we all agree that procpt and full attention to

such requests is extremely iaportant, and I am reviewing the Division's internal

systems to ensure that we will be more responsive in the future.

On the specifics of your request, I am attaching a copy of the Environfflental

Impact Assessment report for the proposed project. Normally, we would ask that the

Bank's Public Information Center handle the dissemination of this type of document,
but considering the delay since receiving your letter 1 thought it appropriate to

send you a copy directly Unfortunately, I am not in a position to provide the

Yellow and Green Cover Staff Appraisal Reports. As you know, the World Bank Policy
of Disclosure of Information provides, in its paragraph 13, for the disclosure of
the Staff Appraisal Report once it has been approved by the Executive Directors.
Since the Govemnent has agreed to the release of the final version of the SaR. you
will be able to obtain a copy through the Public Information Center once it has been
considered by Che Board. Board discussion is currently scheduled for July 26, 1994.

Finally, In your letter you ask for copies of any other related factual and

technical information about this project. Chapter 9 of the Environmental Assessment

provides a list of references and working papers for the project. Please let me
know if any of these are of particular interest, and I will seek che Government of

China's agreement to provide copies. t

We believe that che proposed Liaonlng Ervironnenc Project includes many
innovative features which will have an important impact on improving environmental
conditions In Liaonlng Province, and we chank you for your interest.

Sincerely yours.

Katherine Sierra
Chief

Environment and Urban Development
Operations Division

China and Mongolia Department
East Asia and Pacific Region

RCA 240423 • WU1 6414S • FAX (202) 4774391
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INTERNATIONAL
RIVERS
NETWORK

May 27, 1994

Mrs. Marianne Haug
Director

Country Department III

World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433

By Fax: (202) 447-1629

Dear Mrs. Haug,

I am writing to request project documents on the Indonesia Java Water

Management, Indonesia Integrated Swamps and Indonesia Dam Safety

projects.. I would like to request the following documents for each

project:

1) Initial Executive Project Summaries;

2) Executive Projert Summaries;

3) Yellow and Green Cover Staff Appraisal Reports and all annexes;

4) Baseline Data and Feasibility Studies; and

5) Studies on Project Alternatives.

I am submitting this request under the World Bank's new information

policy which allows for the release of documents or portions of

documents which contain factual technical information on projects in

preparation (BP 17.50, point 5). If you do not release these documents in

full, I still expect to receive all portions of these documents that contain

factual technical information about the aforementioned projects.

Thank you for timely response to this important matter.

Sincerely,^

.Af,

"^^
"^Oe Karten, Campaign Coordinator

1847 Berkelev Wav, Berkeley, California 94703 USA
Tel: (510) 848-1155 / Fa.x: (510) 848-1008 / Econet: irn
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Tha World Bank iiit h ttrMt. n.w. oou 477-iu4
MTEHNATIONAl lANK fM MCONrrRUCTION ANO DCVEIOPMENT WMMngten. D.C. 30*U MM* AddrcM: MTBAPRAO
rCRNATieNAl, BevCiePMCNT AMOetATION u*J^. CMMAMtM*: INDEVAS
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Kr. Je« Xurtsa

Caaptlgn Coordlatter
2Bt*raatienal ltlv*«a V«t«a«k
1S47 Bwrkalsy Way
••rlnlay, Califexaia •4703

^yPOKtll* - J«T« Irrigation laprpTiBBt ana Wafr Kaaenrcai

fUn.aaaant. latagrated I»«ap«. aad a«» tafaty proiaeta

Titask y«u for yeux •omnunlaation •< Hay 87 > 1994. Zn aeoertfanea with

tba BanX'a policy en Slicletur* ef Znfenutlon, w« tuggftit tbtt you eont*et

tb« Bank's Public XnferiMtloa Cantar (PIC) and raquaat tor tha Indoaaalan

pxejacta sisntleaad 1« your lattar (Java XrcigatloA ZmpreTaaant and Watac

Xaioureaa Managasant, Sam tafaty and Zntagrated Swanp Oovelepaiant) tha

following doeuaantatieai

(a) Tha Projaet infematlon oeeuaant (FZD); and

(b) Tba ataff Appralaal tapcrt (Mft) .

Plaaaa nota that tha abora thraa prejaeta ara aehadulad for cenaldoratloa

by ztM BanX's Boar« of Bxaeutlva Plraetora In May/Juna i»»4 ana tha wuu,
tharafora, nay net ba avallabla bofora and-Juna 1994. Should you ragulra
additional taehnlcal information, aftar having aaclys4d tha above doeuaantai
we would be pleaaed to eonaidar auch a raquaat m conaultatien wita tne

Cevernaent of Zadonesla.

rianae Baug
Director, ''

Country Department XZI
xaat Asia and Pacific Beglen

RCA 24«4U • WUI M14« • FAX (202) 477>*}91
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4. lostitutional Streagtheniiig. This component would fund technical assistance and related

activities lo: (i) improve the capabilities of federal, state, and municipal authorities for effective

environmental management, and (ii) accelerate progress in certain key areas (hazardous waste

management, protection of biodiversity and endangered species, and planning and preparation

of future activities).

Federal Level Strengthening. The chief environmental enforcement agency (the

Procuradurfa Federal de Protecci<5n al Ambiente -- PFPA) would be extensively strengthened

through training and equipment of inspectors, through improvements in their existing

programs of environmental audits and identification and analysis of contaminated sites and

through improving the public complaints system. The PFPA expects to increase the number

of its inspectors and environmental lawyers almost threefold under the project.

State Level Strengthening. The environmental authorities of four border statu would be

strengthened, through improving staff capabilities, equipment for assessing and controlling

environmental pollution, and strategy development. An existing Bank project is

strengthening environmental management capabilities in the other two border states.

Municipal Level Strengthening. The project will strengthen the newly created

environmental departments in the border municipalities. It will also address performance-
related issues in municipal finance through measures to enhance revenue, improve cost

control, and saengthen financial management. In all, ten cities would be assisted.

Hazardous Worre Management. Support would be provided for: (i) studies and other

activities to help the government implement its hazardous waste management policy, (ii) a

treaLment needs analysis, to identify the border area's requirements for off-site hazardous

waste treatment, recycling, and disposal facilities through the year 2005; (iii) technical

assistance linked to PFPA's environmental audit program to help firms implement the audit's

recommendations, and some financial assistance to help small and medium industries meet

the cost of the audits; and (iv) a pilot program for mobile hazardous waste treatment, under

which specially equipped trucks would treat some wastes on site.

Protection of Biodiversity and Endangered Species. Support would be provided for (i)

development and implementation of management plans for the protection of three

ecologically important areas in Mexico which are contiguous with national parks and

protected areas on the US side (Alto Golfo and H Pinacaie, Sierra del Carmen and Maderas

del Carmen, and Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas); (ii) studies to identify the needs and options

for protection of endangered species in the border area; and (iii) training in protected area

management.

Planning and Preparation for Future Initiatives. Support would be provided for

development of the next phase of the border improvement effort, since the actions covered

under this proposed project will meet only a fraction of the total needs.

Note: 7hi5 document provides informatioB on u ovolvinj project. Certain eooponenu may sol

neces3z;:!y be included in Che f<ci! project
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S. Environmental Services Improvement. This component would consist of a line of credit

available for subprojecu in five oi six qualifying border cities to finance their most urgent
environmental infrastructure needs at non-subsidized interest ntes.

Water Supply and Sanitation. The project would provide (i) technical assistance to help the

National Water Commission (CKA), the sutes, and local Water Utilities (WUs) manage
water resources and to develop cost-effective pollution control policies; and (ii) funds to

suppon water supply, sewerage, and wastewater treatment investments within the framework

of master plans prepared by the WUs with the assistance of CNA. The sub-component
would also include assistance to develop and implement a system to control wastewater

discharges to the sewer system and to collect pollution fees. All the activities will be

consistent with a countrywide sectoral loan under preparation.

Solid Waste. Municipalities will have access to funds to increase their municipal solid waste

collection, recycling and disposal syiitms. The investments will be based on master plans

they have prepared. Again, the investments will be entirely compatible with a countrywide
loan for solid waste management, under preparation. The project includes provisions to

improve the living conditions of waste pickers affected by the project, and to rehabilitate

and, if necessary, resettle, the affected populations.

Air Quality, Urban Transport, and Paving. Support would be provided for traffic

management, road maintenance and rehabilitation, paving in pooir neighborhoods,
environ.mental assessment and pollution control measures, including vehicle inspection and

maintenance, and institutional strengthening. These measures will also conform with an

existing sectoral loan.

Implementation

6. BANOBRAS, the borrower, would also be the executing agency responsible for carrying out

the project. BANOBRAS will review and approve investment sub-loans and technical

assistance/training proposals and will also be responsible for the financial aspects of

procurement. BANOBRAS will also process and negotiate sub-loan agreements.

7. SEDESOL will be responsible for overall monitoring of the project's progress, setting up

a Project Analysis.and Monitoring Office.

8. Technical agencies will implement the project in their respective areas of responsibility:

SEDESOL (for solid waste and urban transport/paving), INE (for protected areas, hazardous

waste management strategy, municipal environmental management strengthening and studies),

PFPA (for PFPA strengthening and hazardous waste management). CNA (water supply and

sanitation) and BANOBRAS (for municipal finance strengthening).

Costs and Financing

Note: Tlu» docuaest provjdei infonnation oa an evoWiai project. Ceruin eompowau mtjr sot

aectuarily bo included io itie nnaj project

/
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9. The prpjcct will cost an estimated $760 million, of which some $370 million would be

financed by the Bank. Some 26% of the total costs will be for institutional strengthening and

hazardous waste management, with the remainder for environmental services improvement.

Environmental Aspecis

10. The environmental assessment (EA) category is A. £As for the solid waste investments

will be completed prior to appraisal.

Consulting Services

11. Consulting services will be required under the project.

Contact: Public Information Center

Telephone: (202) 458 4433

Fax: (202) 477 2127

s:\fflxbarder\pid

Jisuary 13. 1994

Note: TIjU documesi provide* informttios oo as svolviat project. Cenaia coopoBeau oay not

oecestarily be iocluded in ihe fiul project
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Texas CenierforVolicyShidies
February 15. 1994

Julia Bucknall

Vorld Bank

1818 H Street. NW
Washington. DC 20433

Dear Julia Bucknall.

ThanJc you for speaking vitn me about the Northern Border Environmental

Project. As a non-profit environmental research organization working on

environmental issues in the Tesas/Mesico border region, we are seeking to

stay ini'oroied about the progress of the program. 1 wanted to make sure

that I understand correaly ihe information thai you provided. If my
understanding is not correct, or you have any additional information you
would like to add. please let me know.

1. Details of the Northern Border Environmental Project. Besides the

currently available "Eiecutive Project Summary.' you st.ited that until

negotiations are completed in March with the Meiican government, it is not

possible 10 see a more detailed break-down of funding needs. However. 26

percent of the funds would be used for technical assistance, including

institutional strengthening and planning and management, while 74 percent

of the funding is earmarked for sectoral proiects like solid waste

management, water supply and wastewater treatment, air quality proieaion,

transport and paving.

2. Role of Non -Governmental Organizations, ^ou stated that the money
would be distributed on a first-come, first-serve basis, with each

municipaliiy applying for the funds, and the World Bank and Mexican

government deciding whether to approve individual projects. Within that

framework. NGOs could be contracted to conduct research and provide

technical assistance. In addition, the technical assistance component of the

project (institutional strengthening) would involve community outreach

which would involve NGOs. Nonetheless, there is not a more formal role

within the projea envisioned for NGOs, either in its planning or

implementation.

3. Environmental Impact Assessments. The World Bank will follow all

regulations of
thjf JV^c^i^ aPXcr^fliS^larC^gyi^/l^.jSfijVironmental impact

lOOr, Rsc-jc'.ed Piper
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assessments od profeas. The only required environmenial impaa
assessmeni initialed by the World Bank is for the Solid Waste compoDent of

the Northern Border Environmental Project, vhictj has been completed. This

document, under ihe Bank's more open rules, is available for the public.

4. Coordlaation vith NADBank and BECC. The World Bank has
conducted informal meetings vith the Treasury Department about its

Meiican projects mainly for informational purposes and a smoother

operation of the NADBank. In addition, the Bank would likely share

inl'ormation vith the future BECC to avoid duplication of efforts. Hovever.

none of the funding that the World Bank is providing in the Northern Border

Projea would be subjea to oversight by the BECC. They are entirely separate

institutions.

Please Jet me know if there is any additional inl'ormation that you would like

to add. AJso. the Public Information Center has not been able to locate the

Environmental Impaa Assessment on the solid waste component. Could you
help us obtain a copy?

Sincerely.

Cyrus Reed
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Cvru3 Reei
Texas Center For Fclicy Studies
Fax (512)478-3140

Dear Cyrus .

We received your fax cf Mar^ib 18 rsquestir.u a number of

environnen" ,
dccumer.zs. 1, apologize fcr gect.ir.g back to you' with

such delay. The dccuments yoc req-jested do not- 'seem to be

readily' available in our Center, but we are locating them.

As scon as possible, we will get back to you.

Sir^cerzly,

K. A. DiTullio
-read, Public' InforT.aticr. Center
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-T
THE WORLD BANK/EFC/M.I.G.A.

Hculquutcn: W»),ini;i«>n. D.C. 20433 U.S.A. Qj]
Tel. No. (20:) 477-1234 // Fix Tel. No. (202) 477-6391 // Telex No. RCA 2««423 ^"^

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET AND MESSAGE

DATE: May 18. 1994 NO. OF PACES: 4 MESSAGE NUMBER:

TO
Name: Mr. Cyrus Reed

Organization: Texas Center for Policy Studies

FwTei. No. 512-*78-8140

City: Austin, Texas

Country: U.S.A.

Fax Tel. No. 202-473-8169

Dcpt/DivNo. 87107

Tel. No. 202-;73-0O28

FROM /^S~->
Name: Kathleea A. DiTullio , /r 7 y .

Depi./Div. Public Information
Cy>i?f

Room No. J-20009 ,.^-

SUBJECT: Mexico - Environment Reports

MESSAGE:

FoUcwir.g our telephone conversation this afternoon, we arc sending you the following

environment assessment documents related to the Mexico Second Solid Waste Management

Project:

1. Tcrreon (Coah)

2. Tijuana (BC)

3. Matamoros Programa Social

4. Ntanual Cuia

5. Pepenadores en CiudadtfS Froiittfrizas

6. Repone de EvaJuacion Ambicnial

(I did not find the report on Juarez. Tijuaru is the substitute.)

Also, attached to this fax is the PID for the Mexico Aquaculcure Project.

Please let me kjtow if we can be of fucher a.uistance.

Transmission authorized by: K»iMern A. DiTuMin

If you experience my prublem in receiving this truumission, inform (he sender u the Iclephooe or fax number listed itxjvc.

iMJ.-zC)
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THE BANK INFORMATION CHNTFR ©
A Oeannghoiuc For Environmental Infoinuiion On MDB Funded Prejecu

May 25. 1994

ADVISORY
BOARD

Charles Abugre

Unanda

Iqbal Asaiii

L'nued Kingdom

Roberto Biuio

Uruguay

Virginia Frobes

CnuidStatts

Cusuvo Gonzalez

Ecuador

Evaristo N. Dcanin

Peru

Arif Jamal

Sudan

Maximo Kaiaw

Philippines

Manw Khor

Mataysia

Yoichi Kuroda

Japan

Aihtnon Manin

Dununica

Vandana Shiva

Jnjta

Chuong Ngoc Phung
Task Manager
LA2C1
The World Bank

1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Mr. Chuong,

I am writing in regard to the World Bank's Northern Border I Environment project in

Mexico (Project ID No: 6MXCPA215). Specifically, I would like to request the

following information:

1. The Initial Executive Project Summary
2. The Yellow and/or Green Cover Staff Appraisal Reporu
3. Any other related factual and technical information about this project.

I would also like to know when this project will come before the Board of Directors for

a vote.

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this request.

Sincerely,

s^K^^tjejL
KayTre
Coordinatbr, Latin American

and Caribbean Program

Indro Tjahjono

indonesia

20:J I Sueet. N W . Suiie j;:. Washington, D C 20006

Tel:(20:)466-8I91 Fax; (202)466-8189

ECONET BICUSA

Prwitcd On 100% IUC7C<«d Paper
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FAX TRANSMISSION
May 31, 1994

NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING COVER SHEET: _5_

TO: KAY TREAKLE
BANK INFORMATION CENTER
FAX (202) 466-8189

FROM: C. PHUNG
WORLD BANK - WASHINGTON. D.C. (USA)

USA (202) 473-9037/FAX (202) 676-1464

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR INFO. RE. NORTHER BORDER
ENVIRONMENT PROJECT.

MESSAGE:

Attached is a copy of the above mentioned project's Project

Information Document. This is being supplied to you in response to

your May 25, 1994 correspondence to this office.

Please contact Lily Pranchini at (USA) 202-473-8835 should

there be any problems with the attached FAX.
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THE BANK INFORMATION CENTER
A Gearinghouse For EnvironmenuJ Infonrurion On MDB Funded Projects

-FAX-

May 31, 1994

ADVISORY
BOARD

ChariaAbatTC

Uganda

iqbal Asaha

Umied Kingdom

Roberto Bissio

Uruguay

Virginia Frobes

Uniied Stales

Gustavo Gonzalez

Ecuador

Evaiuio N. Ikanin

Ptru

ArifJamal

Sudan

Maximo Kalaw

Uttlippina

MaitiniOior

Malaysia

YokhiKunda

Japan

AthenonManin

Dominica

Vandana Shiva

India

bidro Tjahjono

Indonesia

Chuong Ngoc Phung
Task Manager
LA2C1
The World Bank

1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Mr. Chuong,

We just received a copy of the Public Information Document for the Northern Border

Environment Project (6MXCPA2 15). Thank you for sending it to us. However, this is

not the documentation we requested (please see our earlier fax to you, attached). Again,

specifically we would like to request the following documents:

1. The Initial Executive Project Summary
2. The YeUow and/or Green Cover Staff Appraisal Reports

3. Any other related factual and technical information about this project.

Our staff member, Deborah McLaren, said she discussed the loan approval date for this

loan with you on the telephone this afternoon and that you indicated the Board was

scheduled to ^>prove this loan on June 9, 1994. We would appreciate your help in

obtaining the above documentation. Thank you.

Sincerely,''

KayTreakl/ /

CoordinatorVy

Latin American and Caribbean Program

2025 I Soect. N W.. Suite 522. WajJiinjton. DC. 20006

Tel; (202) 466-8191 Fax; J202) 466-8189

ECONET; BICUSA

fnmd On lOW Recycled Piper
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June 1. 1994

Ms. Jan Piercy Sr. Angel Torres

Exec. Dir. Designee for U.S. Executive Director for Mexico
The World Bank The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W. 1818 H Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 Washington, D.C. 20433

Re: Proposed iVortbern Border Eaviroomental Project Loan to Mexico

Dear Ms. Piercy and Sr. Torres:

: We write as organizations dedicated to protection of the environment, public health and worker
health in the U.S. /Mexico border region, as well as within Mexico in general. We have

reviewed both the Public Information Document and the Staff Appraisal Repon (SAR) for the

World Bank's proposed S 368 million first-phase of the Northern Border Environmental Program
(NBEP) loan, and we urge the Bank's Board of Directors to postpone a vote on the proposed
loan. This loan will come before the Board of Directors for decision on June 9, 1994.

This lener sets out our serious reservations about the design of this large loan. We are

e.vtremely concerned about the failure of the Bank and the Government of Me.xico to follow

the Bank's own poUcies, particularly World Bank Operational Directive 4.01 (relating to

Environmental Assessments and Public Consultation/Participation) in designing the loan

program.

The Northern Border Environmental Project Phase I was appropriately assigned an

Environmental Assessment Category A (requiring an environmental assessment, through a

process that is supposed to include the panicipation of affected people and non-governmental

organizations). However, no Environmental Assessment has been done for this project. The
Bank and the Government of Mexico have apparently decided that the environmental assessmeiv

requirement can be fulfilled by EAs prepared under other "related" loans being made to Mexicot
such as the Mexico Solid Waste Management Project.' However, as far as we can determine

only a few EAs have been prepared under the solid waste loan, and funding would be available

for up to six or seven border cities under the NBEP.

In addition, the £A for Matomoros under the Solid Waste Loan seems to have been

prepared without any effort from the Government of Mexico to secure participation of a

broad range of affected persons or NGOs in Matomoros. In fact, after literally months of

requests, the final versions of these EAs are just now being provided by the Bank's Public

'The S 200 million "Second Solid Waste Project" will provide
financing for about 30 medium-size cities, including three or four
in the northern border area covered by the NBEP.
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Information office, at the request of the Texas Center for Policy Studies.

Given the large amount of money that is proposed to be targeted toward border environmental
issues under this loan and Phase II of the NBEP (S 350 million), the scope and complexity of

environmental issues along the Mexico/U.S. border, as well as the shear number of persons
. potentially affected, it is unacceptable that there has been no environioeotal impact

assessment procedure or meaningful public consultation process to develop tbe components
of this loan. Until such an EA is completed, in full consultation with Nfexican border

communities and Mexican NGOs. the Bank's Board of Directors should oostpone a vote on
this proposed loan.

We want to emphasize that we understand, all too well, that SEDESOL, the Procuraduria

Federal de Proteccion Ambiental (PFPA) and the Instituto Nacional de Ecologia (INE) do need
additional resources to develop meaningful regulatory and enforcement programs. However, it

is probable that the onlv option Mexico really has for developing a self-sustaining, strong
environmental program is the institution of a permit/user fee structure for industry. As you
know, many government environmental programs in the U.S. are funded through such

permit/user fees. In a country like Mexico, where there are substantial competing demands on

the general revenue fund, compounded by a low wage/tax base, it is critical that such a fee

system be developed and implemented very quickly. Yet, the loan does not contemplate or

require development of such a system.

We also recognize that establishing an effective environmental protection .structure in Mexico

depends on building capacity to deal with environmental regulation and infrastructure at the state

and local levels. W-V understand tha: the proposed NBEP loan is an anempt to deal with these

issues.

Nevertheless, we believe that the loan, as currently proposed, is seriously misguided. The Bank

staff is proposiiig to fund a dizzying array of activities with little inter-agency coordination or

evaluation. More importantly, however, as currently structured the loan docs not include

conditions which would foster involvement of the public or local governments or public

accessibility to documents and data. Nor does it address key failings of the current Mexican

environmental regulatory scheme.

As far as we can determine from the SAR /which we understand is not publicly available), the

Bank staff seem to be ignoring inherent problems and past failures of Mexico's environmental

protection programs. A few select examples of past problems include: an historical lack of

willingness to follow-up on public complaints about pollution; refusal to make even basic

documentation on polluting facilities or air and water quality monitoring data available to the

public; and use of World Bank funds to train almost SO inspectors in-Jamaulipas, who the

n had to try and find jobs with industry because the state government did not have jobs for them.

During 1993, many inspectors in border states went without pay or were considered to be

consultants with no permanent contract.

Rather than evaluating why these problems have occurred, the Bank seems to be proposing to

"throw more money" ai them as a solution. This approach ignores fundamental factors and
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conditions that must be changed if Mexico is to develop an open, responsive and effective

environmental regulatory program. We wonder whether this loan is a serious anempt to solve

problems, or, rather, an effon to bolster claims of environmental progress in Mexico.

We believe that the failure of the Bank to enforce its own Operational Directive 4.01,

which, among other things, requires the borrowing country take into account the views of

affected groups and local NCOs in project design [and implementation], has resulted in the

Bank staff proposing a large, unwieldy loan that may not really improve environmental

protection in the border region.

In some cases within the SAR, the lack of inter-agency coordination combined with the "border"

focus will actually hamper regulatory efforts to address problems that are national in scope. For

example, the current failure to track cross-border movement of hazardous waste may be linked

to the lack of a national program to track and regulate all hazardous materials. Such a program
could also be coordinated with the creation of a pollutant release and toxic transfer registry

program that, in turn, could form a basis for pollution prevention, emergency resp)onse and

worker and community right-to-know programs. (See also OD 4.01, Para. 18 regarding

Interagency Coordination).

Finally, disbursements of certain elements of the loan (hazardous waste facility siting,

transportation and wastewater infrasmicrure projects, in particular) should not proceed without

a full Environmental Assessment—either for the project component as a whole or for particular

sub-projects, as required by the Bank's own policy under OD 4.01. Many elements of the

institutional strengthening component of the loan will also require full assessments of their

environmental impacts.

Apparently, the Bank staff has failed to learn anything from the negative environmental impacts

of past Bank loans to Mexico, including the Cbihuahua/Durango forestry loan (work begun

before required environmental assessments were completed; lack of instinitional coordination;

loan now pending cancellation); the mining loan (streamlining the mining sector without

simultaneous environmental safeguards); and the Mexico Environmental Project (MEP) (Izck

of accountability and other problems).

Given the enomious social and environmental impact of this and other World Bank loani

to Mexico, we urge the Bank to develop means for ensuring full public participation in the

implementation of Bank-supported projects in Mexico by (1) ensuring its policies are

followed; (2) engaging in frequent consultations with affected communities; and (3)

publishing mid-term reviews of loan progress.

Attachment A to this letter, which was prepared by several border groups, provides a more

detailed analysis of the proposed NBEP loan. This analysis is still under review, but many key

concerns are set forth. We would be happy to meet with you to discuss concerns related to the

NBEP and other proposed environmental loans to Mexico. Of course, without a substantial

postponement of the decision on this proposed loan, the time for revisions or additions is very

short. Nevenheless, please do not hesitate to conuct any of us if you have questions

or would like further elaboration on any of the points we are raising. Please feel free to contact
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Dick Kamp or Geof Lznd, Border Ecology Project ® (602) 432-7456; Kay Treakle, Ea;ik

Information Center ® (202) 466-8191; or Rosa Delia CaudilJo or Catalina Denman, La Red
Fronteriza de Salud y Ambiente, A.C. ® (011-52) 626-02250.

Thank you very much for your consideration of our views, and we look forward to your
response as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Alen Citizens for Environmental Safety, El Paso, Texas
" Arizona Toxics Project, Bisbee, Arizona

Bank Information Center, Washington, D.C.
"
Bioconservaci(5n, A.C, Mexico, D.F.
Border Ecology Project, Bisbee, Arizona

Center for International Environmental Law, Washington, D.C.
" Comisidn de Solidaridad y Defensa de Derechos Humanos, A.C, Ciudad Chihuahua
Comit Ci'vico de Divulgacidn Ecoldgica, A.C, Mexicali, Baja California Norte

Debase, A.C, Mexico, D.F.

Enlace E^oldgico, A.C, Agua Prieta, Sonora
' Environmental Health Coalition, San Diego, California

Equipo Pueblo, Mexico, D.F.

Development Gap, Washington, D.C.

Fundacidn Ecologica Mexicana, A.C, SaJtillo, Coahilla

Friends of the Eanh, Washington, D.C.
"
Greenpeace Mexico, Me.xico, D.F.

"
Grupo de Cien, Mexico. D.F.

"
Grupo de Esrudios Ambientales, Mexico, D.F.

Institute for Policy Studies, Global Economy Program, Washington, D.C.

Interhemispheric Education and Resource Center, Albuquerque, New Mexico
"

International Environmental Alliance of the Bravo, El Paso, Texas

International Rivers Neraork, Berkeley, California

Northeast Sonora Cochise County Health Council, Douglas, Arizona/Agua Prieta, Sonora
^

Pacto de Grupbs Ecologistas, Mexico, D.F. *. At

Proyecto Fronterizo de Educacidn Ambiental, A.C, Tijuana, Baja California None jk

Red Fronteriza de Salud y Ambiente,' A.C, Oficina de Enlace, HermosilJo, Sonora
• Red Mexicana de Accidn frente al Libre Comercio, Mexico, D.F
' Santo Tomis Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo, Tabasco ltd

•
Sierra Club, Washington. D.C

• Texas Center for Policy Studies, Austin, Texas

cc: Mr. Lewis Preston, President

Mr. Ismail Seregeldin, Vice President, Environmentally Sustainable Development

Country Directors, World Bank, Austin, Tjjxas

Coi

Ann

a-:

11

I
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ATTACHMILNT A

ANALYSIS OF STAFF APPRAISAL REPORT FOR
NORTHERN BORDER ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT:

GENERAL CONCERNS

A. There are many elements of the proposed loan where public panicipation (through

community hearings, notice and comment procedures or other means) should be required of the

Government of Mexico as a loan condition. In other elements, the loan conditions should

guarantee that documents produced by PFPA, INE or other agencies are available to the public.

(See Specific Comments on SAR Paras. 3(a)(i), 3(a)(ii). 3(a)(iii), 3(b)(iii), 3(c)(i). 3(c)(ii); 5-9,

10-17, 18(a)).

The Bank and the Govemment, in preparation of this proposed loan, bare failed to

comply with several provisions of OD 4.01, including Paras. 19 and 20 (related to

Involvement of Affected Groups and Non-Govemmental Organizations); Paras. 21 and 22

(providing relevant information to affected groups and NGOs before consultations begin;

making EAs available at locations accessible to local NGOs; conditionality of proceeding
with loan without an EA). In addition, new Bank Procedure 17.50 (Disclosure of

Operational Information) (EAs must be made available in tbe borrowing country at places

accessible to local groups and NGOs).

B. Disbursements under several elements of the proposed loan should be withheld until

full environmental assessments (with public input) are completed by the Govemment of Mexico.

(See Specific Comments on SAR Paras. 18(a), 35-^6).

C. There are many aspects of the proposed loan which should include conditions for

interim evaluations or specific procedures to make sure the intended results are achieved and that

loan monies are allocated efficiently. (See Specific Comments on SAR Paras. 3(a)(ii), 3(a)(iii),

3(b)(i), 3(b)(iii),.3(c)(i). 3(c)(ii), 3(c)(iii), 5-9, 10-17. 18(a)). In addition, an Environmental

Advisory Panel, as provided for in Para. 13 of OD -t.Ol, may be appropriate for this complex
loan.

D. The SAR fails to propose sufficient inter-agency coordination provisions for the loan

and to integrate this coordination with necessary public participation opportunities (See Specific

Comments on SAR and Para. 18 of OD 4.01).

E. Certain elements of the proposed loan related to infrastructure development should

be coordinated with the Border Environmental Cooperation Commission (BECC) and the North

American Regional Development Bank (NADBank). (See Specific Comments on SAR Paras.

23-26 and 27-34).
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SPECinC CONCERNS (BY SAR SECTION)'

I. iNSTmrriONAL strengthening and
HAZARDOUS NUTERIAL MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

Section A: Federal Authorities (PFPA)

para. 3(a) (D Containinated Sites: First, the SAR does not distinguish between using World
Bank funds for evaluating contajninated sites where there is a responsible party and those sites

for which no responsible party can be located. Except for initial site inventorying, and,

possibly, preliminary evaluations, we believe Bankjunds should be used siriatyfor those sites

where no solvent responsible parries can be located.

Second, there do not appear to be any conditions in the loan that would require PFPA
or SEDESOL to make readily available to the public and to local residents the list of

contaminated sites and basic information about those sites. This is a necessary minimal

condition for public involvement in this element of the loan.

Third, the loan should require some sort of mechanism for PFPA to gather information

from and analyze and interpret all data gathered to the public on the location of potential

contaminated sites. Obviously, it is often the neighbors of these sites that have significant

information about past practices that might have resulted in contamination.'

Fourth, coordination between PFPA, INE, Secretaria de SaJud and Comision Nacional

de Aguas (CNA) will be essential whenever facility permitting could taken place in the vicinity

of a contaminated site, as well as when trying to assess past actions that could have resulted in

contamination.

Para. 3(a) Hi) Environmental Emergencies Programs : First, this does not appear to be a

strictly "border" component. The SAR seems to indicate that this element applies to all of

Mexico. While an emergency response system is needed throughout the country, and it is valid

to fund such a system as a whole, there are very different conditions and opponunities for rapid*

emergency response on in the immediate border area that should have been considered in

structuring the border segment of this loan component. For example, there has been some limit

ed progress between sister cities along the'border in setting up communication for emergency

response action and dealing with cross-border impacts of emergency releases. PFPA should be

required by loan conditions to build on these border efforts and not stan trying to impose new

procedures from a clean slate.

Second, the SAR fails to make clear who will be "surveyed" to determine existing

emergency response capabilities-the survey that seems to be the basis for this whole project

'Based on limited available time for review. Other concerns
aay arise as further review of the SAS and any available background
documents is conducted.
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element. Who is surveyed is critical to determining both actual needs and how well the existing

emergency response structure has worked. Without surveying the right groups of people (local

governments, neighborhoods that have weathered environmental emergencies, hospitals, etc.),

the funds for this element are not likely to be put to effective use. This is consistent with Bank
directives for public participation in the implementation of the loan.

Essentially, the emergency response program is one element of a right-to-know program.
To be effective, it needs to be integrated with other data gathering and dissemination strategies

that can protect health and the environment (medical response, toxic release inventories, worker

hazard communication programs, etc.). While ensuring general public access to data,

coordination of this program must include state and municipal emergency responders and federal

Proteccion Civil authorities.

Para. 3(3) fiu) Environmental Audits : Again, it is not clear that this element applies only to

the border-it appears to suppon audits nationwide. The SAR should clearly designate the

geographic priority areas for expenditure of funds under this element. Also, this element should
' include a provision (implemented as a loan condition) that environmental audits be made

available to the public, with appropriate protection for trade secrets. This is especially true for

those large, high risk industrial plants located near residential neighborhoods or sensitive

ecological systems. Third, for those firms that receive financial assistance for the audits, it

should be clear that they will be subject to reimbursing the full cost of the audit should they fail

to carry out necessary remediation or other measures identified in the audit. Otherwise, the

audit funds will have been wasted.

Coordination between INE (permitting and monitoring data) and PFPA is critical in

determining the factors that an audit should address and in updating normative acaons to be

taken by INE.

Para. 3(b) (D PFPA Enforcement Staff Expansion : The SAR states that no Bank monies would

be used to fund salaries of the new inspectors; the loan would only pay for recruitment, training

and office and field equipment. Unfominately, it does not appear that the SAR requires that

Mexico guarantee that monies are in place to pay for salaries for these new inspectors before

disbursement of this element of the loan. Available information indicates that experience in

Tamaulipas under the Bank's existing environmental loan, where inspectors where trained an4

then no funds were available to hire them, justifies addition of such a condition. Otherwise, the

Bank funds end up being used for free training of qualified personnel for industry, as the

unemployed trainees seek jobs elsewhere.

INE/PFPA have both suffered from a lack of coordination of information between them.

Stories abound of PFPA inspectors having no current permits available during insjjcctions of a

facility and of having to ask the facilities to make copies of the permits supposedly on file at

INE. Permits should also be made available to the public through regional INE libraries, public

reports and other regional means of dissemination.

Para. 3(b)(ti) Lab Oualitv Assurance Program : Due to limited resources, guarantees of inter-

and intra-agency training at state and federal level^ as well as joint usage of labs should be a
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priority for strengthening the lab network. QA/QC should be coordinated between all these

entities.

Para. 3fb)(iii) Ha2ardous Waste rnfftrmation Svstcms : This is one of the elements where

public participation in both the dssign and implementation is absolutely critical. Yet, as far as

can be determined, the Government of Mexico did not seek input from NCOs or border
residents in the design of this element, and the Bank suff has failed to require Mexico to seek
such input, despite its own Operational Directives.

Moreover, the SAR does not indicate that Mexico will be required to provide for public

participation in the implementation of this aspect of the loan. Given that the Bank has already
failed to require the Mexican government to implement OD 4.01 in guaranteeing public

participation in loan design, then it is absolutely critical that the Bank require a specific
enforceable loan condition requiring extensive public participation in the implementation of the

.
loan. Such conditions are not without precedent-for example, under the GEF component of the

• MEP (Ln3461-ME), public participation in the development and implementation of management
plans for protected areas in Mexico was expressly required. The industrial inventory proposed
under the present element is equally deserving of such an express condition.

(SEE ALSO comment to Paia. 3(b)(i) regarding lack of INE/PFPA informadon

exchange.)

Finally, it is questionable whether a program tracking maquiladora wastes can be

implemented without having the capacity to track the flow of hazardous materials into Mexico.

It is important the "toxic waste problem* be addressed nationally and transnationally

simultaneously. This is especially true with entry into force of the North American Free Trade

Agreement. NAFTA requires the elimination of Mexico's duty-drawback expon incentives (the

basis for the maquiladora industry) over the next eight years. When the maquiladoras cease to

exist as legally distinct entities, the law requiring them to return hazardous wastes to their

country of origin will lose all relevance.

With resp^t to the establishment of the hazardous waste tracking system under this

element, it is curious to note that both Mexico and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agtnc^
claim this system is already up and running. Maybe the Bank is providing for retroactive"^

financing for Mexico's costs, but that should be made clear. Moreover, this is an area where

SEDESOL has refused to make the data gathered available to the public (See Attachment B,

a request for this data, which has received no response from SEDESOL to date). This is a good

example of why a specific loan condition for public participation/access is necessary.

Para. 3(c)fn Informal Environmental Education : First, the SAR is silent on what procedures
will be used by the Government of Mexico to select the employee members of the "local mixed

committees" in the border cities. There should be a loan condition requiring that Mexico set out

its selection procedure for comment by the public and approval by the Bank to ensure a fair

representation of workers on these committees. Second, this element of the loan should be

conditioned on providing the "risk assessments" firtanced by the loan to the public, wit

h appropriate protection for trade secrets. Finally, it appears from the SAR that Bank funds may
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be used to pay for environmental, safety or industrial hygiene consultants for industry.' Given
the wide range of immediate threats to health and the environment along the border. Bank funds

should not be used for such purposes absent a strong showing of need and conditions for

demonstrable environmental improvements from the use of loan monies.

Although it is laudable to utilize occupational health Comites Mixtos to 'attend to and

prevent environmental problems', some of these fund should be utilized to integrate these

committees into the existing public municipal and binational environmental committees and

councils that have been established in the Mexican border region. The education program as

described could increase consciousness of hazards within industry, but to effective and to truly

encourage public participation in the regulatory process, the program must also expand public

accessibility to the same resources.

Para. 3fc)ru) Community Participation : This element proposes preparation of a

"state-of-the-environment" repon for the border in collaboration with 'federal and state

; environmental agencies, universities and the private sector." The term 'private sector" is

-

generally used throughout the SAR and other Bank documents to refer to private industry, not

the public at large. If that is the intended use, then this element appears to comple'^Iy exclude

the public and NGOs from participation in the state-of-the-environment repon, something we

strongly oppose. If that is not the intended approach, the SAR and loan conditions should

expressly state that Mexico is required to allow full public pardcipauon in preparation of this

repon.

The proposed "media campaign" would seem to be a dubious use of funds, given the

wide range of imminent health and environmental threats in the border. It is our experience

that communities tend to be far more aware of both the general problems and strategies and

- funds would be put to far better use by institutionalizing the inclusion of community members

in the regulatory process and providing agency assistance to the local communides to monitor

and regulate their own problems.

Para. 3(c) niD Public Complaints Svstem : While the SAR states that SEDESOL received over

4,000 environmental complaints between July 1992 and August 1993, it fails to discuss how

many, if any, of.these complaints were resolved to the satisfaction of the persons lodging the

complaint. Information and experience indicates that many complaints to SEDESOL either are-

not responded to at all or are not responded to in an adequate manner. The Bank staff seems

either unaware of this problem or unwilling to acknowledge it.

The Bank staff solution seems to be to throw almost S 3 million U.S. at the complaints

process, rather than understand the factors that have undermined its effectiveness and attempt

to remedy those factors. Moreover, the SAR does not propose any evaluation or phased

distribution of the funds under this element which would allow the Bank or the public to

determine whether, in fact, the additional funds had made SEDESOL's complaint response

The element includes funds for "the services of environmental
experts to the local multi-disciplinary team that advise industry
and the local mixed committees..."
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process any more effective. Such conditions are absolutely critical to ensuring efficient use of
Bank funds in this element. Also, the loan should require that SEDESOL publicly issue a
semi-annual compilation of complaints and response actions.

Finally, it is our experience that state and municipal authorities have not participated in

responding to SEDESOL-PFPA complaints and that common strategies to respond are

non-existent, a condition that should be remedied in this 'strengthening element."

Para. 3(b(U) Management Information Svstem : This proposal for integration of databases,

coordinating site inventories, audits, etc. is an appropriate component in which to create

retrievable public access to data-a general concern in all of these comments. The information

should be assembled in a manner that allows public access by personal computer (i.e. some sort

of bulletin board system).

Section B: State and Municipal Authorities

Paras. 5-9 : The SAR touts the approach used in the MEP loan for strengthening environmental

management at the state level, referring in particular to Tamaulipas. Yet the SAR ignores what

are apparently significant problems with the MEP's implementation in Tamaulipas-lack of

salaries for inspectors trained with World Bank funds, lack of salaries for qualified personnel
to staff brand new environmental analysis labs built with World Bank funds and total lack of

public participation in loan implementation, to name just a few. Without an analysis
of why these problems occurred, it is difficult to suggest Bank loan conditions that could prevent
them from occurring under this new loan, but it something that the Bank decision-makers should

investigate and remedy be/ore approvingJunds/or this element. The loan should contain specific

conditions for public participation in implementation of this element. In addition, it would be

extremely useful for the Bank to require a periodic (annual) review of implementation
of this section of the loan, with copies of the review being made available to the public in the

states receiving loan monies.

The Bank should have required that Mexico begin development, in concen with state and

local governments, of a pcmit/user fee structure to provide an on-going source of revenue for

local and state environmental regulatory efforts. Many U.S. states and localities are using suchv

fees to fund their environmental programs. Without this option of generating revenue, it is"

unlikely that municipalities can offer a real 'guarantee of sustainability of project activities" as

required by Para. 9 of the SAR. In addition, the state/local element is an appropriate avenue

for fostering development and implementation of right-to-know programs.

Paras. 10-17 Infrastructure Finance and Administration : The goals of this element of the

loan are laudable: municipal finance in Mexico is in great need of improvement. However, this

is also an area where the loan should provide specific procedures (as loan conditions) to ensure

that Mexico gathers a wide range of public input. The public response to the imposition and

collection of user fees is likely to be significantly more positive if there has been an effort

to involve them in understanding why user fees are necessary; in understanding what procedures

will be put in place to ensure the fees actually will go to suppon necessary services; and in

demonstrating that industrial users will pay their fair share of user fees under a progressive
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structure that recognizes their heavy contribution to infrastructure stress in the border region and

that recognizes industry's potential disproportionate benefits from installation of new
infrastructure.

In addition to specific conditions for public participation, the Bank should pilot this

element of the loan in one or two border municipalities, and then make public a full evaluation

of the success of this approach before full disbursement of the full S 18 million.

The need for pilot projects at the municipal level which include public participation is

especially important given the Bank's plans for issuing a subsequent state and municipal

development loan.

Section C: Industrial and Hazardous Waste

Para. 18fa) National Strategy for Hazardous Waste : The Bank must not support any program
to address treatment and disposal of hazardous waste facilities until it has been preceded and

accompanied by the development of a dear national hazardous waste strategy involving full

public participation and comprehensive, publicly accessible, cradle-to-grave inventory and

tracking systems for hazardous wastes. There are several other specific concerns related to tins

element.

First, this is clearly an area where public participation should have been sought in the

loan's design phase, but was not. Second, the need for strong and meaningful public

participation in implementation of this element cannot be over-emphasized i Mexico can avoid

the mistakes made in the U.S. by involving the public and key NGOs early on in the

development of national hazardous waste policy.

Specific loan conditions for public participation, including notice and opportunity for

written comment and well-publicized, accessible public hearings, should be added for this

element.

Second, while the general hierarchy of waste management set out in the policy statement

in Para. 18 seems reasonable, it is hardly a sufficient guide for implementation of hazardous
waste f)olicy at a 'national level. For example, while "source reduction" is stated to be the first

preference, there is no elaboration as to what criteria will be used to in determining when other

options can be used. Is it technical feasibility, economic feasibility, or a combination of both?

Third, the proposed inventory of industrial wastes generated by border industries and the

capacity assessment should both be made available to the public in Mexico, under a specific loan

condition. In addition, the proposed process to "determine the . . . location for [hazardous

waste] off-site recycling, treatment and disposal facilities" should be a public and open process.

This element dearly warrants a Category A Designation and a full EnvironmeDtal

Assessment before implementation begins. Because this element does not appear to be

scheduled to begin until at least after the project's first annual review, there is sufficient

time for an EA to be prepared and for NGO and public involvement in the EA process.

Failure to require an EA for this element would very obviously violate the Bank's
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Operational Directive 4.01.

Finally, the inventory process and the determination of locations for hazardous waste
facilities require a coordinated effort, both in the border region and throughout the country.
This is necessary to a serious evaluation of sute-of-the-an hazardous material management
opdons, rather than just trying to find the sites for large-scale hazardous waste disposal sites.

Available capacity at U.S. facilities to manage waste from Mexico could also be considered i

n the assessment process (for example, Texas has a large excess of capacity in injection wells).

Para. 18fb) Technical Assistance to Industrv : See comments on Paia. 3(a)(jii), above.

Para. 18fc) Mobile Hazardous Waste Treatment : While this sounds like an appealing idea,

it appears from technical sources in the United States that mobile treatment units have generally
not been successful, unless designed for one or two specific waste streams. The technical

feasibility of this element is doubtful and it may keep small and medium industries from

'. focussing their attention on source reduction or recycling alternatives.

SectioD D: ProtectioD of Ecological Areas and Biodiversity

Para. IPCa) Protected Areas ; While we generally suppon this element, we are concerned with

the sentence that states that 'the Government and the Bank have agreed that there would be no

conditions of disbursement for the preparation of decrees, management plans, operating plans

or interim plans. "While the wording is less than clear, we are concerned that this means no

public participation is required in this element. If so, that is directly contrary to the Bank's own

Operational Directive. Also, the GEF component of the MEP expressly required public

participation for the preparation of management plans for the 17 protected areas under that loan.

Moreover, while the SAR identifies such areas as the Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas for

protected area status, there is no analysis of whether this status is actually being considered by
Mexico. In fact, the state government of Tamaulipas is currently promoting an intracoastal

barge canal and massive tourist and industrial developments along the Laguna Madre, something
that is clearly inconsistent with protected area status. Information indicates that the Mexican

federal government has given its tentative approval for Tamaulipas to proceed with the canal

project.'

There has not been sufficient time 'to thoroughly review this element of the proposed

loan.

/'

Section E: Analysis and Coordination

Paras. 20-22: .Analysis and Coordination : It is nor enough for the Oficina de Analisis y

Seguimiento del Proyecto (OASP) to coordinate between SEDESOL and BANOBRAS when, in

*Texas Center for Policy Studies, Preliminary Report on t.he

Proposed Mexican Intracoastal Waterway (April 1994).
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reality, it is difficult to arrange coordination between SEDESOL's own INE and PFPA. A key

element of any efforts to coordinate the development of pilot projects and implement the

institutional strengthening components of the NBEP must involve coordination between the loan's

technical and regulatory elements and the general public, especially the communities affected by

proposed projects. Specifically, project coordination must involve public reports and reviews

concerning pilot projects, full environmental assessments, and comprehensive information

storage and dissemination systems which are accessible to all governmental agencies at the local,

state and federal levels as well as to the general public. (See Bank Operational Directive OD
4.01, Para. 18).

n. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES IMPROVEMENT

Section A: Water Supply and Sanitation

Paras. 23-26 Water Suppiv and Sanitation : The primary concern in this area is that the

World Bank and the Government of Mexico should coordinate use of loan monies under this

component with the activities of the new Border Environmental Cooperation Commission

(BECC) and the North American Regional Development Bank (NADBank). This coordination

is essential to the wise use of the limited NADBank resources and to achieving a consistent

approach to border infrastructure development.

Section B: Solid Waste Management

Paras. 27-34 Solid Waste Management : There has not been sufficient time to review this

component in detail. Moreover, after literally months of requests, the environmental

assessments for some of the individual solid waste projects are said to finally be "in the mail.
"

Once these EAs have been circulated and evaluatad, more detailed comments will be provided.

Section C: Air Quality, Urban Transport and Paving

Paras. 35-46 : Again, lack of sufficient time prevents detailed comments on these aspects of the

proposed loan. However, the general comments above (regarding the need for explicit loan

conditions on public participation and public access to information) apply equally to this element.

In addition, many of the sub-elements appear to require Environmental Assessments under
Ba^k

guidelines (see, e.g.. Paras. 35(a) road construction; 35(b) preparation of transportation pi

ans; and Para. 35(c)(ii) traffic management measures.
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The World Bank isisHsirMtN.w. (202)477-1234
NTCKNATIOfMLMNKFON RECONSTRUCTION AND OeVELOPME»n- WMNn0lon. DC. 20433 Clblt Addrtw: INTBAFRAO
MTERNA-nONM. OEVELOPkCNT ASSOOATION U.SA CabK AddTM*: INDEVAS

June 7, 1994

Ms. Kay Treakle

The Bank Information Center

2025 I St NW, Suite 522

Washington D.C., USA

Dear Ms. Treakle:

Mexico - Northern Border Environment Project

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the proposed Mexico Northern Border

Environment Project (NBEP).

I am pleased to respond to the questions and concerns you raise, and attach a note

that addresses them in detail. We prepared this note in response to the more detailed

letter that your organization and others sent to us June I on the same subjea.

One ofthe principal points of emphasis in the note is that Bank procedures have

been properly followed. We agree that public consultation is important and anticipate that

substantial additional consultation will take place before specific subprojects are approved
and funded under the project (see attached note, para. 4). But on the question ofwhether

Bank procedures have been followed, it is clear that yes they have.

In that regard, it might be also helpful for you to note the following. (1) The

border cities to be funded under the project will be selected during implementation of the

projea based on thorough evaluation ofthe detailed plans and proposals, including

environmental assessments, that eligible cities must prepare and submit. (2) Thus, no city

or investment has been seleaed or approved yet and there will be ample opportunity for

public scrutiny ofproposed investments before they are approved. (3) This type ofproject

design is well-established practice in the Bank and the Bank's environmental assessment

procedures allow for it (O.D. 4.00, Annex A, para. 14). (4) The required appraisal of

implementing agencies' capabilities for EA was performed. (5) Three cities (Tijuana,

Matamoros, and Reynosa) were examined in more detail to assess the sorts ofproblems
that would be encountered; but if any of these cities is among those finally selected,

significantly more analysis would be done. (6) This sample ofthree cities is adequate

given that only five or six cities in total will receive investment subproject funding under

the project.

RCA 20423. aWU (4145 Ca PAX (202) 4TT.C3S1
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Ms.KayTreakle '2- June?. 1994

I would also like to express our gratitude for your attention to this project. Your

letters helped us focus on an area where we could improve our operations so that the

interests of broad public access to information on our projerts wil] be better served. We
are now taking steps to operationalize these improvements.

This relates to the environmental assessment work done so far for the NBEP being

undertaken in conjunction with similar work for the related Second Solid Waste

Management Project. From the outset we were carefiil to ensure that we met the

requirements for both projects, and that the advantages of doing the two in conjunction

(more in-depth analysis more cost-effectively) were realized. The results have shown that

this approach does indeed have merit. However, in the final writing up ofthe findings, the

group of outside expert consultants that helped in the assessments prepared only one

Executive Summary (ES) document for the two projects together and, in the title ofthe

ES, inadvertently included only the Second Solid Waste Management Projea and omitted

reference to the NBEP. (The fact that the ES and supporting detailed documents were

clearly intended fi'om the outset to apply to both operations is indicated fi-om the sentence

to that effect in para. 2 ofthe ES and in projea preparation documents since mid-1993 —
all ofwhich were written before February 1994.) Nevertheless, the inadvertent omission

ofthe NBEP fi-om the title would understandably make it more diflBcult for interested

parties to grasp quickly the full nature and extent ofthe work that has been done, and

locate the materials in the Public Information Center. To address that issue, we have now

placed in the Bank's Public Information Center a second ES that is identical to the first one

but specifically refers to the NBEP in the title. In addition, we are ensuring that similar

problems do not arise in other situations in fiiture.

Once again, thank you for your interest and for sharing your concerns with us.

Sincerely,

'^'

David de Ferranti

Chief

Country Operations I and Environment Division

Country Department 2

Latin America & Caribbean Repon

'^ ŷ^/^i^i^^t^
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Worid Bank Comments on Letter of June 1, 1994
from a Group ofNGOs Concerning the

Proposed Northern Border Environment Project (NBEP) for Mexico

1. The World Bank welcomes comments and suggestions from all sources and

appreciates the input provided by this letter. A number of the points made in this letter arc

points that the Bank and the Mexican authorities agree with and have taken into account in

the design ofthe projert. The following comments seek to correct some factual errors and

clear up some misinterpretations.

2. First, it is important to stress that all World Bank policies regarding environmental

assessment have been followed in the preparation of this projea. The procedures require,

first, that all projea components be screened at identification to determine the nature and
extent ofthe environmental work required (O.D. 4.01, para. 17). This was done. The Task

Manager should then screen each component and then determine the environmental

screening category* for the project as a whole, with the concurrence ofthe Regional
Environment Division. This too was done, and the project was rated "A", due to the solid

waste component. The subsequent Environmental Assessment work has focused primarily

on this component, which is entirely consistent with the O.D. relating to environmental

assessment (O.D. 4.01, Annex E, Para. 2). The remaining components were considered to

be either "B" or "C". The procedures also note that coordination among government

agencies is crucial to ensure that all relevant entities collaborate effectively (O.D. 4.01, para.

19). Extensive interagency meetings were held during project preparation with all pertinent

authorities at the federal, state, and local level, and provisions have been included in the

project to facilitate continued coordination during project implementation (for example,
establishment of a coordination unit is a condition for project effectiveness).

3. The procedures fiirther require that affeaed groups and non-governmental

organizations be consulted (O.D. 4.01, paras. 19 and 20) in the case ofcomponents

requiring a full EA (i.e., rated "A"). Consultations have been held with over 20

organizations and citizens' groups, and extensive fiirther consultations will be held before

individual investrnents are approved. We understand from the letter that the authors feel that

consultations should be held with a larger number of organizations and community groups,
and in more depth. We are sympathetic to the view that increased public consultation is

beneficial, and anticipate that substantially more will be sought during project

implementation. With regard, though, to the narrower question ofwhether Bank procedures
have been followed thus far, the answer is emphatically yes, they have. In addition, the

procedures regarding disclosure of information (O.D. 4.01, paras. 21 and 22) have also been

followed (see para. S below).

' For category "A", a fiill EA ii required For category '^", envuDunental analysis is required, although full EA is not For

category **C", no EA is required
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4. Further, h is important to underscore that the appropriate level of environmental
assessment (for "A" rated proje«s) or analysis (for "B" rated projects) will be undertaken

for each investment subproject before the Bank and the Mexican authorities approve it for

funding. The investments in this project follow what is known as the sectoral approach'.

Subprojects (a typical example might be a proposal to improve a water treatment facility in a

specific city along the border) will be identified during the project's implementation. Local

authorities interested in receiving project support will prepare detailed proposals based on

thorough evaluation of the problems, options, and effects ofreconunended actions. Such

proposals will have to be approved by the World Bank and by relevant Mexican agencies at

the central and state levels, including SEDESOL. Those approved will have to meet the

most stringent environmental standards applicable for that locality and complete whatever

environmental assessment or analysis is required in compliance with Bank procedures as

described in O.D. 4.01. The project will provide technical assistance and financial support to

the cities for this planning and proposal preparation process. Public consultation will be held

as soon as possible, as part of the assessment process for particular investments, once the

specific proposals have been developed.

5. In addition, we have taken, and will continue to take, fiirther action to comply with the

conditions of the "A" rating for the solid waste component. The Bank and the Mexican

goverrunent conduaed a series of environmental studies prior to project appraisal. An

independent consulting firm assessed the capadty ofthe Mexican institutions to undertake

these site-specific environment dl assessments for individual investments. In addition, master

plans were prepared for three cities along the border (Tijuana, Reynosa and Matamoros),
and a further three (Juarez, Ensenada and Piedras Negras) are close to completion. These

master plans consist of (i) a diagnostic; (ii) an analysis of alternatives; (iii) an outline ofthe

proposed investments, and (i\) an environmental assessment ofthe master plan. They
involved a series of meetings with local groups. These studies were reviewed by the Bank's

regional environmental division, revised where necessary, and then approved as meeting the

requirements of the Bank Operational Directives. A summary ofthe environmental

assessment was provided to the Board ofDirectors on February 2, 1994 and has been

publicly available in the Public Information Center (PIC) since then (although there appears

to have been some confusion related to the newness ofthe PIC that delayed their sending

this document to the public in some cases). The detailed supporting documentation has been

in a special public access location in SEDESOL 's documentation center in Mexico City since

February 1 1, 1994. This summary covers the requirements for the solid waste component of

the Northern Border Environment Projea, as well as those for the Solid Waste Project with

which it is closely linked. We apologize for any confusion caused by the fact that the cover

page of the summary inadvertently omitted reference to the Northern Border Environment

This project follows the sectoral approach, which involves defming t univene ofpossible beneficitries, then estAblishing

iterii for access to the fimds In the NBEP, the universe of beneficiaries consists of the 30 municipalities within the 100 Ian

via zone of which ^^proximately one third could meet the various eligibility criteria for investmeni subprojects in water

pply and sanitation, solid waste, air qualityAirban transport. The project has funds for infrastructure investments in all three

ctors for some i-6 municipalities. The Bank has used this approach in many previous projects
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Project. However, the fact that the summary and supporting detailed documents deariy
were intended from the outset to apply to both operations is evident from the sentence to

that effect in paragraph 2 ofthe summary.

6. To address other spta&c points raised. The letter states that the loan does not

contemplate a permit/user fees system. On the contrary, this project does address user fees

for infrastructure investments. The water supply and sarutation and solid waste management
components do consider pricing issues, and the use ofuser fees, in line with the requirements
ofthe corresponding sectoral projects. The Bank is assisting BANOBRAS in formulating a

policy for increasing private sector participation in the water sector. Investments in water

supply and sanitation have to adopt a tariff system that will cover at least operating and

maintenance costs (excluding depreciation) and debt service (p. 21 ofthe Second Water

Supply and Sanitation Sector Project SAR). A criterion for eligibility for funds from the

solid waste sub-component is that the municipality has committed to service charges that

will achieve full cost recovery (p. 62 ofthe SAR). See also the policy letter from the

Mexican government (p.76 of the NBEP SAR).

7. The letter mentions that the project does not involve sufficient inter-agency

coordination. We agree that coordination is crucial, which is why we made the

establishment of the Project Office ofAnalysis andFollow-up (OASP) a condition of

effectiveness ofthe project, and vAiy we paid great attention to the establishment of a

Management Information System.

8. The letter states that the project does nothing to foster involvement ofthe public or

local governments, or public access to dociunents and data. On the contrary, the project

includes several specific activities to address these issues specifically:

• The subcomponent for the Office ofthe Deputy Attorney General for Community

Participation contains Bank financing ofUSS3.7 million for informal environmental

education through mixed committees of employers, employees and government

representatives; USS0.68 million for a media campaign about environmental proteaion
and preparation and publication of a "State of the Environment" report; and USS2.9

million for strengthening the public complaints system (p SO of the SAR).

• the subcomponent designed to strengthen environmental management of the state and

municipal authorities aims directly at increasing local governments' capacity for and

involvement in environmental management (p. 52 ofthe SAR).

9. Although the letter states that the project does nothing to address failings in Mexico's

regulatory regime, the project does include such provisions. The project supports

preparation of state and municipal environmental regulations and standards (p. 52 ofthe

SAR). The project also supports activities to help develop Mexico's hazardous waste

management policy (p. 56 of the SAR). Moreover, the Bank currently has a project under
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supervision, the Mcmco Environment Project Ln. 3461-ME, designed specifically to support

strengthening the regulatory regime, amongst other things.

10. The letter mentions a previous incident (unrelated to the NBEP) where Tamaulipas
state counterpart funding was unavailable for inspectors' salaries. For the NBEP, the

Government ofMexico has committed USS60 niillion to pay salaries ofnew staff, including

an additional 630 inspectors. In addition, one ofthe agreements reached for this project are

semi- annual reviews that will include formalizing arrangements for counterpart fUnding (p.

32 ofthe SAR). Through this project, the Bank and the Government ofMexico have

explicitly incorporated lessons from past projects and are attempting to address some ofthe

problems that have hampered environmental management in Mexico in the past.

1 1 . The letter points out some areas in which the authors consider the project may hamper
efforts that are national in scope. It refers to a system to track cross-border movement of

hazardous waste (p. 49 ofthe SAR). This program is to bolster an existing system that the

Mexican authorities have developed in conjunaion with the US EPA to address the specific

issue of maquiladora wastes. The project will also assist the Mexican authorities develop an

effective national program to track and monitor all hazardous wastes (p. 54 of the SAR).

12. With regard to the comment about the loan's hazardous waste aaivities,' we would

like to stress that the loan does not involve hazardous waste facility siting or hazardous

waste transport. The hazardous waste component of this project provides for a series of

studies to help the government augment its national hazardous waste policy process, for

technical assistance to industry to help them install pollution prevention and control

equipment and a pilot program of transportable hazardous waste treatment units. The

projea will not support any hazardous waste transport. The letter also suggests that the

institutional strengthening aspects of the loan should be subject to EAs. These parts of the

projea involve training, technical assistance and studies. As part of project preparation, the

Bank examined the implications ofthe strengthening activities proposed and found them not

to cause significant environmental damage.

13. In response to additional points raised in Attachment A to the letter:

Section A: Federal Authorities

14. Contaminated Sites. The projea will not fiind any clean-up of contaminated sites.

The authors feel that Bank funds should not be used for detailed analysis of sites where

financially solvent responsible parties can be located. The projea will fund an inventory and

preliminary analysis of contaminated sites in the area. Twenty sites will then receive detailed

analysis of clean-up options. Criteria such as that suggested will certainly be taken into

account when seleaing these sites. Issues of public involvement in information gathering

and the list of sites will be finalized during projea implementation. Clearly, local residents

will be a crucial source of information. The fourth point mentions institutional linkage for

facility permitting in the vicinity of contaminated sites. This will be considered during

projea implementation.
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15. Environmental Emergencies. The lener states that this does not seem to be a border

component. They are right: the PFPA component is national in scope. It will build on the

successful experiences in the border cities to strengthen emergency preparedness systems in

border cities and replicate relevant aspects on a national basis. The municipal strengthening

component has provisions for financing equipment and technical assistance for handling local

environmental emergencies at the border, subject to requests fi'om local governments. The

PFPA will coordinate with local officials in planning emergency responses.

16. Environmental audits. The letter is unsure ofthe scope of this program. Small and

medium enterprises will receive partial funding for environmental audits if they are in one of

ten priority industrial sectors and are in one of the border states or Veracruz, Jalisco, Estado

de Mexico or Guanajuato (SAR p. 57). Environmental audits are carried on the

understanding of confidentiality. For this reason it will not be possible to make them public,

but the aggregated results may be published at some future stage. The letter suggests that

the industries should be liable to repay any subsidies they received for the audit if they fail to

implement its recommendations. Tlie PFPA plans to ensure that its inspection program
includes firms that have undergone these audits to ensure that they implement the results and

apply penalties to any that remain out of compliance with Mexican law.

17. Enforcement StaffExpansion. The Government ofMexico has conunitted USS60
million to finance salaries ofnew inspectors. This will be monitored through the semi-annual

reviews (see para. 10 above). In this and the preceding points the letter states that

coordination between INE and PFPA is crucial. This is highly important and both

institutions are continuing their efforts to improve coordination. Some activities ofthe

KBEP, such as the information system, will support these efiforts.

18. Lab Quality Assurance Program. The letter states that inter- and intra-agency training

and joint use of state and federal labs is vital to ensure efficient use ofresources. QA/AC
should be coordinated between these entities. This valid point will be considered.

19. Hazardous-Waste Information Systems. The project supports studies to augment the

government's hazardous waste policy. The public will be consulted in the course ofthese

studies and once a draft policy has been developed. With regard to the hazardous waste

tracking system for maquiladora wastes, the Bank project will support the expansion and full

operation of a system that INE and US EPA have already developed.

20. Informal Environmental Education. The project will follow the existing criteria for

selecting representatives on the mixes committees. The letter asks whether Bank funds will

be used to provide industrial hygiene, environmental or safety consultants to industry. Bank

funds will be used for suitable experts to provide training to these conunittees.

2 1 . Community Participation. The term "private sector" is intended here to mean

industry, universities and NGOs. Any relevant infortnation will be considered in the

preparation ofthe State of the Environment repon. The letter's authors believe the media

campaign to be an inefficient use of funds. The Bank, however, believes it to be important
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to involving the communities in local environmental initiatives, and consistent with many of
the ideas regarding public participation expressed in the NGOs' lener.

22. Public Complaints System. The project will suppon PFPA's capacity to receive and

resolve public complaints. The Bank will be tracicing the rate of satisfactory resolution of

complaints in this project (SAR p. 133). The project's state and municipal environmental

strengthening subcomponent is expected to include provisions for improving these entities'

capacity to respond to public complaints.

23. Management Information System. The possibility that the letter suggests for

electronic access to data through the MIS will be considered.

Section B: State and Municipal Authorities

24. Environmental Management. The letter suggests that the project should learn from

problems with the implementation ofthe Mexico Environment Project (MEP). The Bank
and the Government ofMexico have both taken the lessons from the MEP into consideration

in the design of this project. Particular attention has been paid to the issues of counterpart

funding and the mix of resources As mentioned above, the project does explicitly require

user fees to ensure cost recovery for infrastructure projects.

25. Finance and Administration. The letter commends this initiative, yet suggests that the

efforts be piloted in two municipalities before disbursement of the full amoum We feel that

the needs in the border cities are immediate and there is no need to pilot activities of this

type. Public consuhation will be considered in implementation of this subcomponent.

Section C: Industrial and Hazardous Waste

26. National Strategy for Hazardous Waste. The authors are concerned that the Bank will

finance programs to address hazardous waste facilities before the government has developed
a clear national strategy for these materials. Development of such a strategy is precisely

what this subcomponent was designed to finance, and the project does not provide financing

for any hazardous waste facilities. The letter asks which criteria will be used in detennining

which options (source reduction, recycling, treatment, disposal) will be used. We intend the

studies to help define these criteria. We understand that the Mexican Government is

planning to publish the inventory. Contrary to the letter's assertion, this element does not

require a category "A" rating for environmental assessment, because it is financing a series

of studies.

27. Mobile treatment. The letter states that mobile treatment is an appealing idea but has

been unsuccessfiil in the U.S., except for one or two specific waste streams. We intend the

mobile treatment to be used for a few specific waste streams generated in the border area,

and are financing a study to determine, amongst other things, which wastes these shall be.

The projea will support a pilot program of mobile treatment, with the precise aim of testing

the technology's feasibility and cost-effectiveness. Furthermore, we understand that the ,
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technology has been used successfully in California and in Europe, and we expect demand to

be high in Mexico, given the lack of existing treatment ^cilities.

Section D: Protection of Ecological Areas and Biodiversity

28. The letter is concerned that the Bank requirement ofa decree conferring protected

area status, and that therefore no public participation may be required in this element. This

is not the meaning of the sentence the letter refers to (pS9 ofthe SAR). In fact, it means

that the Bank will financing decree preparation, which is by law a participatory process.

29. The letter also states that there is no analysis ofwhether Mexico is considering the

Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas for protected area status. The Government ofMexico is

considering this, which is why they asked us to include the Laguna Madre in this

component.

Section E: Analysis and Coordination

30. The letter states that the project's provisions to ensure interagency coordination are

insufEcient. The projea has been designed to maximize coordination within agencies (e.g.

project units in DJE and PFPA) and between agencies (OASP). Agency coordination will

also be maximized wherever relevant to public participation and consultation.

Environmental Services Improvement

Section A: Water Supply and Sanitation

3 1 . The letter suggests that the Bank and the Government ofMexico should coordinate

with the NADBank and the BECC for this component. The Bank does not believe it is

necessary to wait for these institutions to become fully operational before beginning these

urgent investments. Local authorities, the Government ofMexico and the Bank will,

however, operate in close contact and cooperation with the NADBank and the BECC.
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Activists

An Inter Press Service Feature

By Pratap Chatterjee

WASHINGTON. Jun 6 (IPS) - A Ucrld Bcnk loan to clea^ up toxic
waste on the U .S . -^^•^x lean border, to be approved Thursday, needs
more public consultation ar.d better envi ronmer't al study,
according to 30 activist groups from both sidos of the border.

The Joan Is part of a 9ie million dollai^ packase to treat

waste, help cities design environmental action plans, Improve
water supply end sanitation as well as strengthen SEDESOL , the
Mexican environmental agency. The Northern Border Environment
Project, as the loan is called, totals 368 million dollars.

The 30 g'oups, who sent a letter to the Bank's executive
directo'S ten days aj)o, include the Arizona foxics Project,
Greenpeace, Proyecto Fro'^te'^iTO de Educacion da Edu sooion-

Ambiental in Tijuana, and Red Fro-^teriza de Salud y Ambiente in

Hermosillo. German and Australian groups have also sent letters
of protest to their government's r eC'resentat ives at the Bank.

They charge that the Bank has not provided adequate
information to the people affected by the project and that proper

environmental assessments have not yet been conducted.

U.S. Congressional representatives Joseph Kennedy and Nancy

Pelosi are also drafting a letter to the Bank on the same matte".

Dick Kemp of the Border Ecology Project in Blsbee, Arirona,

said he tried to obtain the appraisal r©po't for the loan but was

unable to get -it from the Bank. He said his group received a copy

of the report 'from Mexican officials concerned about the project.

Kemp told IPS this week that the project document fails to

address key problems at the border, including the absence of an/

PLiblicly available data on the extent of the problem and the

failure of Mexican officials to follow up on public complaints.

He also charged that Mexico's failure to adequately tax

industrial polluters along the borde'' Is also not addressed In

the loan.

The 30 ©roups are now asking the Bank to delay approval of the

loans until these and other questions can be addressed.

'"It is unacceptable that the'e has been no environmental

Impact assessment procedure or m-janlng'ul public consultation

process to develop the components of the lean,'* they wrote.
^
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Actlvists(2)

Th« l*tt«r MAS taK«n up by Jore Luis Samanleso, tb« director
of •nvlronmental planning at SEDESOL . and the Bank's task (nanagar
for tha project, Chuono nqoc Phuno et a weetino In Me«lco City
last weak.

At that meeting, the two men agreed to strengthen the
consultative process. Chuong told IPS Uednesday that public
access to key documents had been difficult but said that all

operational manuals for the project will from now on require
consultation with local groups.

•'I apologise for the problems that they have had in getting
documents. X personally found the document in the Public
information document centre but with difficulty. The centre,
which is very new, was not ></»ry well organised as it was Just
being set up,*' Chuong told IPS.

'; While gratified by the new policy. Kamp tcld IPS that he still
wants a delay in the project's approval.

••The way they proceeded was neither intelligent nor

democratic .•
• he tol<3 IPS uednesday. * 'Ue do not oppose the loar

and we would work to improve It, but it was \/mry difficult to gat

any information .•
' he told IPS uednesday.

The issue has been raised with U.S. government officials and

sources told IPS that Jan Plercy, the U.S. representative at the

e«nk, will make a statement at the Thursday meeting emphasising
the need for proper consultation with local groups.

Kemp cays that he still has problems with the loan because It

does not appear to be self-sustaining, instead, it appears to be

politically motivated, he said.

The package was flrgt announced l^st September as the

administration of President Bill Clinton tried to drum up support

in Congress for the North American Free Trade Agreer.ent (nafta),
which was approved in the face of significant opposition.

•'It's no coincidence that this loan was put together weeks

before the NAFTA vote in Congress.*' said Geof Land of the Border

Ecology Project.

In the united States, environmental clean-up is funded, in

part, throuoh fees paid by industry. But the loan does not

mention epoclfic ways of ta«ing large polluters who benefit most

from NAFTA. Meanwhile, the loan will be added to Mexico's 113

billion dollar debt -- already double the level in 1980.

Chuong says that the loan will only be available to those

cities that can demonstrate that they have adequate ways to repay

the loan. Poor regions will have to be funded through Mexican '.

government grants, he added.
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This poeltion wot1©s the QrokiPS who say thsy believe that the

••polluter-pays'' principle which prevails in the United States
should apply as well in Mexico.
(MORE/IPS)
fcOS*SB2'>3MEMTCB98exlCS: Delay World Bank Cl©an-Up Plan. Say
Activists( 3-E )

••The only option Mexico really has ^or developine a self-

sustaining, strong environmental p'-og'amme is thi» institution of

e permit/user fee structure for industry,*' the letter says.

The activists tire also concerned that the project has been put

together in too hasty a manner without adequate assessment of Its
environmental effects.

•'We understand the need for access to capital.'* says Enrique
Medina, an environmental advisor for several Mexican non-

oovernmental groups.

"But the loan unfortunately could negatively Impact the

environment through hasty Implementation of the hazardous waste

facility siting, transportation and wastewater Infrastructure

projects. •• Medina says.

But Chuong told IPS that only the solid-waste treatment part
©1* the loan — which will cost 14 mllj'ion dollars -- is likely to

have a major environmental impact warranting a full-ecale
review .( END/IPS/PC/OC/94 )
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• A miJ-tenn review shoulJ be conducieJ in order lo evaluate implcmenution aiiU

guaraniee puhlir invoKemeni in further planmnc and ujiplcmentati.in Mrcomptmem

proiects.

As provided for m ihe Bank's environmeotal asbessinent p.->lioy (O.D. 4.01). dje Bank

should consider establislung an independent Advisor}' Panel of experts, inciudmt

leproentatives of non-governmental organizauons, lo develop ihe temic of reference

for sub-projeci enviionmcntaJ asjessnieuli and advH<ic i.n aspects of public participation

and implementation of ND£P-Phasc I loan and other World Bank loans which aflect

the northern border regions.

1 appreciate your attenlion to tlie.se wnccms and look forward to working wiUi you on

this and other project* to address the enviionmcntaJ challenges facing the northern border

areas.

Sinccrelv,

MEMBER Oh CONGRRS

JPK/'was
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APPENDIX III

Mr Lewis T. Preston
President
The World Bank
1818 H Street N.W.

Washington, D.C.

By Fax : +1 202 477 6584

From : +977 1 22C161 (fax) +977 1 220572 (tel)

May 16, 19S5

Dear K^ Preston,

The Kathmandu-based 'Alliance for Energy' is an alliance of professionals
committed to helping to find answers to Nepal's energy crisis. We are

concerned that the proposed 'Baby Arun' hydroelectric scheme 1s not the most

approf.ate approach to providing for Nepal's current and future energy needs.

We would like to articulate our concerns about the Baby Arun scheme and

outline the alternative approach that we espouse.

CONCERNS AcD'JT THE 'BAEY ARUN' SCHEME

« With a current price tag of $764 minion, the scheme will cost one and
a half time? the national budget. This is a major financial commitmeni-^
way beyond Nepal's limited resources.

Although much of the loan is being made available on concessionary terms, it

is still a huge burden for a country with such a limited budget. One third

of the country's national revenue' already disappears into loan repayments.
Since only 9X of the population has access to electricity, the whole country
will subsidise the benefits enjoyed by a few. Large, centralised power
schemes like Arun will not help the remaining 90% gain access to electricity.

Even to those who will benefit from Arun, the cost will be very high. Despite

concessionary terms on the loans from the World Bank and Asian Development
Bank to His Majesty's Government of Nepal (HMG/N), the Nepal Electricity

Authority will be required to make payments to HMG/N for the loan at an

interest rate of 10.25\. This cost will ultimately be borne by the consumer,
who will pay very high electricity tariffs.
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» Constructing Aran means depriving the other parts of the country of

hydropower development.

Constructing 10 schemes to generate the 201MW that the single 'Baby Arun' Is

designed to, would allow for regional balance In the development of

hydropower. The creation of Infrastructure, jobs and overall economic

development that the advent of hydropower can have in a rural area would be

distributed to a number of districts In the country.

If it goes ahead, Arun will use up all the resources that Nepal can gain

access to for hydropower development for the next decade to the exclusion of

smaller schemes.

* Public participation in the scheme has been Inadequate.

Descite requests to the Bank and to the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), no

Nepali NGO, other than those commissioned by the Bank or the NEA to undertake

work for the project, has been able to gain access to the environmental Impact

assessment or other relevant documents. Only two NGOs were consulted about the

scherre, and their participation was limited to investigating means of

mitigating the iniC'act of the scheme, not as to whether or not the scheme was

appropriate. No public hearing has been held by the Bank or the NEA. The

negctiatio's on Arjn m between Government and the donors have been shrouded

IP secrecj. These procedural omissions contravene the Bank's own guidelines.

The local population has been 'sold' the project on the understanding that

they will ha>'e a road and electricity. In reality, they will get neither, now

that the road alignment has been changed and NEA has deemed that rural

electrification is net cost-effective.

« Given Nepsl's current development status and priorities, Arun could do

more to damage than enhance the country's overall development prospects

Nepal is one of the 10 poorest countries in the world. Its most urgent needs^

are for the basic services of clean water, sanitation, health and education.

While electricity Is high on the list of priorities for Nepal's rural

communities (which represent 90X of the population), they stand little chance

of gaining access to Grid electricity even In the long term. Stand-alone

mini- and micro-hydro schemes offer the only realistic option for many of

these communities ever to benefit from electricity.

Given the Bank's emphasis on 'poverty alleviation' strategies for development

and the recent concerns raised in the Wappenhams Report about the 'sustainable

development impact' of its projects, how does it justify the construction of

Arun, which will benefit so few, generate no Income for the country and

Increase its burden of debt?

I
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The scheme yill cost $3,800 per installed kW. Private companies In

Nepal can and are building snail and meditm hydro schemes (up to 60HW)
at half that rate.

In the light of the high cost of power production. It seems surprising to us

that Arun came out as the best option for Nepal to pursue In the Least Cost
Generation Expansion Plan (LCGEP). It is our Impression that the LCGEP did
not consider all the possible options for hydropower development In Nepal, and

largely Ignored the small/medium scale sector. We would appreciate
clarification about the scope of the options considered In the LCGEP and the

justification for pushing Arun forward.

The LCGEP considered the larger scheme of Arun III rather than the scaled-dcwn
version which is now been pursued. In view of the fact that it will now only
produce 20iMW instead of 402MW, surely the assumptions made in the LCGEP which
led to the choice of the Arun scheme need to be reconsidered?

Local private sector intiatives are consistently building schemes for less

than $2,000 per kw installed in the small (1-15MW) and medium (1-100MV() hydro
ranges, and $1,500 per kW in the mini/micro-hydro range.

t The engineering and management capability to build a large project like

Arun does not exist in the country, which means that the entire scheme
will be built by international contractors.

Previous experience with large hydro projects in Nepal managed in this way

(the Marsyangdi and Kulekhani schemes) demonstrates that such dependence on

external technologies and expertise does nothing to help local capability grow
and mature - in fact, the reverse is often the reality. While there were

token provisions made for local capability building in the two projects named

above, they never developed into genuine capability building. It is hard to

see how Arun will enhance the hydropower capability of Nepal.

Local capability in hydropower has been growing and maturing rapidly over the

last 10 yea'-E, particularly in the private sector. Local companies are now,
taking on 50-60Mft schemes, which are plenty big enough to meet Nepal's-

relatively modest energy needs. However, local initiatives require support
rather than competition frorr. schemes like Arun.

« Investing in Arun means putting all Nepal's hydropower eggs in one

basket. This makes it a high-risk option and provides no answer to the

current load shedding problem.

Investing in more, smaller schemes would spread the risks of investment and

ene'-gy provision. If anything goes wrong with Arun, the country will have no

alternatives to fall back on. Costly thermal schemes are being recommended

as an interim measure until Arun comes on line. The start date for the

construction of Arun has already been shifted on and is likely to be further

delajeci. Shorter-gestation projects will relieve load shedding much sooner.
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The Alternative Approach

The alternative approach to hydropower development focuses on a sectoral

approach to hydropower generation that recognises the complementarity of

private and public sector elements. It also acknowledges the Interdependence
between, and complementarity of, the large, medium/small and mini/micro
sectors in the Industry. It is a process-oriented rather than product-
oriented approach, which places equal importance on the establishment of

greater hydropower capability as on Increased power capacity per se.

The aim of this approach Is to plant Nepal firmly on the path to self-

sufficiency in hydropower generation, and to reduce the country's dependence
on foreign aid and technical assistance In the long term.

The essential characteristics of this approach are:

» Focusing on schemes that use and enhance the country's existing
capability

» Investing in building up local capability, in both the public and

private sectors

« Switching to a decentralised model of power production, which ensures
a sharing of risks among a number of schemes, and promotes local

management and control of projects

« Removing the barriers to private sector investment, and creating an

environment which is conducive to growth, maturation and expansion of

private industry

« Adopting an evolutionary approach to hydropower development, whereby
the industry moves ahead in manageable steps, taking on larger and more

ambitious projects as its capability grows and matures.

This approach is realistic. Nepal has the technical capability to take it on,

though it will still require support for some years before it is totally self-

reliant. Financial and institutional arrangements, however, require serious

consideration, as the current mechanisms cannot provide he necessary support.
These problems are certainly not insurmountable. The Alliance is currently,
exploring possible scenarios that would present workable models for supporting
the provision and development of hydropower In this way.

We would very much appreciate your response to our concerns and proposals,
particularly to the questions we have raised about the practical and economic

viability of Arun.

Many thanks for your attention.

Yours sincerely.

Bikash Pandey
Alliance for Energy
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Name: Joseph D Wood
Company: Vice President, South Asia, World Bank
Fax No: 0101202 4776050
Sender: Alex Bush. IT UK Date: 8 March 1 994

Number of copies (including this sheet): Charge to IRU

Dear Mr Wood,

Thank you once again for making time to attend our recent meeting on Arun. This

letter is intended to follow up some of the points raised there.

We feel that the meeting was very useful in terms of reaching a better

understanding of the view of His Majesty's Government of Nepal., It also gave us

an opportunity to repeat our line directly to an offical of HMGN. However, we are

not sure that it progressed our understanding of where the Bank stands on these
issues and how Bank practice relates to its avowed policies of human resource

development and labour intensive economic growth.

Given the debate that has been going on between us, we were a little surprised to

learn, for the first time, of the existence within the Bank of a study of the smaller

scale alternatives to Arun, which you referred to as 'Plan B'. We were particularly

interested in your comment th^t the cost difference between Plans A and B was
only in the order of 3%. At the meeting you emphasised that relevant documents
would be made available and we would therefore like to see the study as soon as

possible.

In the meeting, you mentioned that the Bank does not feel that the debate has

moved forward in certain areas. In particular, you referred to our persistent use of

cost per installed kW figures rather than generation cost figures. In order to move
the debate on, we need two things. Firstly, a satisfactory answer to the question
of the high capital costs of Arun. Secondly, In order to debate generation costs

in a constructive fashion, we need to know how these have been calculated in the

LCGEP (in order to have any chance of producing comparative figures).

Despite the useful discussions at the meeting, it has to be said that we are still

unclear on several points. Firstly, there is the question of the damage which Arun

might do to the other options. You seemed to be suggesting that this was not a

real concern and we wondered if you might expand on that view a little. In

particular, you intimated that the Bank would not be able to offer any finance for

the alternatives once Arun was approved.

Secondly, there is the issue of local capability building and the negative impact
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there are a significant number of man months of consultancy open to local

companies but gave no Indication of the nature of these or how the Bank expects

these to develop local capabilities.

Finally, there did not seem to be a clear answer to our question of how the

proposed IT Consultants study of local capability feeds in to the approval process.

We look forward to hearing from you on the above points.

Yours Sincerely

Alex Bush

Policy Researcher

cc Dr Bhadra, UPC, Nepal

Barry Hefferon, ODA
John Clark, World Bank NGO Section

Aid and Environment UK NGO Group
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April 15, 1994

Mr. Alex Bush

Policy Rcseureher
Zntermediat* Technology Development Orot^
Hyson Eouae, Reilwey Terrece

Rugby CV31 3BT
T3NITED KZHGDOM

Dear Mr. Bueh: -

Mr. Wood has asked me to respond to your letter of March 8, 1994 in
relation to the Arun project. Be also asked me to say how much he appreciated
the opportunity of discussing the Arun project with you and your ITDO
colleagues as well as other members of the NGO community based in London.

Turning to the questions raised in your coonunieation, I believe
that thsy could be sunmarized as follows:

(a) availability of the Bank's study eonparing plans 'A' and
"B";

ih) procedures for the develogpment of the costs of generation
projects;

(c) impacts of the Arun project on other hydropower options;
(d) impact of the Arun project on the Hepali hydropower

industry; and
(e) follow up ^ the proposed XT Consultants study on local

capability and how it feeds into the approval process.

Concerning (a) , although we are not in a position to release the

specific documents you request, we do intend to cover all the relevant topics
in the Staff J^praisal Report and its Annexes. Once that is available, we
would be happy to share it with you.

In the meanwhile, we would be happy to discuss and describe our

thinking on any particular issues which may be of interest to you. Please do
aot hesitate to get in touch with me if you would like to meet.

In relation to point (b) , the preparation of cost estimates for the
varioxis options studied in the least cost generation expansion program, these
have been prepared following normal engineering practice using the latest
information available. For example, the Arun cost estimate is based on the
results of the bid evaluation for the combined civil works (con^rising the
access road, the can^ facilities, the dam and desanding basins and the
headrace tunnel) ; detailed engineering for the other hydroelectric conponents
(including the construction power supply) ; preliminary engineering of the
transmission line and substation, a feasibility study of the Arun Basin RAP;
detailed estimates of the project construction supervision; and technical
assistance for training and instituting the private sector and hydrofacility
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fund. The cost estimates for the other projects are based oa the latest study
available (prefeasibility, feasibility or detailed engineering) .

Points (c) and (d) have been debated over the past year, and Z

believe that Sr. Binayak Bhadra of the National Planning Commission explained
well in your meeting the Government's multipronged strategy for the

development of Nepal's power sector. Zn particular, given the number of small
and medium faydropower projects under inplementation (Jhimruk, Khimti Xhola)

and under preparation (Modi Khola, Kali Sanda3ci 'A*) in Nepal in addition to

the Arun project, we do not believe that Arun is crowding out other hydropower
projects in Nepal. As three of these projects will be implemented by the

private sector, we consider the Arun project as part of an integrated strategy
Involving the private and public sectors to meet Nepal's power generation
needs.

Concerning Arun's ioqpact on the Nepal hydropower industry, this is

expected to be a favorable one. First, as you know, the major project
environmental assessment study was conducted by a Nepali NGO, the King
Kahendra Trust for Nature Conservation, which also identified a regional
action program (RAP) that has been fully incorporated into the Arun project.
This is the first time that the Norld BanX has entrusted such an in7>ortant
endeavor to a local NSO. Second, 75% of the 5,850 staff months of consultant

supervision are expected to be provided by Nepalese staff. This will provide
an opportunity to Nepalese engineers and other technical experts to obtain
invaluable experience managing a challenging project. Third, it is also

anticipated that the project will provide many opportunities for local

contractors to wor)c with seasoned international contractors. Fourth, the

project includes a consonant to establish a private sector hydro facility to

strengthen local capacity to prepare and inclement micro/mini hydro projects.

Finally, in reference to (tt) . the proposed XT Consultants Study, we

feel that it would be very useful ^ sensitizing 'Nepal ^s private sector to the
benefits of using the hydro facility to prepare micro- and mini -hydroelectric
projects. He would hope to launch this study in conjunction with the next

power sector mission to Nepal.

Sincerely yours,

Harie Garcia-Zamor^
Chief

Energy and Infrastructure Division

Country Department Z

South Asia Region
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Name: Joseph Wood. Vice President South Asia

Company: The World Bank
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.Dear Mr Wood.

We have received your reply to our letter of 8th March signed by Marie Garcia-

Zamor. Whilst we believe that you have correctly identified the questions in our

letter, we have to say that many of these remain unanswered. Taking the points
In order:

8) Availability of plans A and B .

As we stated in our original letter, we were surprised to learn of the existence of

plan B after several months of debate on this subject. We are disappointed that the

Bank Is not prepared to make this study available and thus to make a real

contribution to an informed debate on the issue. We also wonder how this squares

up with your assertion at the meeting that relevant documents are being made
available to interested parties and that all documents are available for inspection
within Nepal. « >

b) Generation costs

In our March 8th letter, we responded to your criticism of us for comparing unit

capital rather than generation costs In our letters and published materials. We
requested that you make clear the basis on which you have calculated generation
costs in order that we might produce comparative figures. Unfortunately, your

reply simply contains a list of the items making up the overall cost of the project.

You have still not clarified the basis on which you transform this figure into a cost

for generated power. For example, what are the loan amortization calculations,

what allowance Is made for operation and maintenance, what treatment is given
to firm power, secondary power and peaking power?

c) Impact of Arun on other hydropower options

You are correct to say that Dr Bhadra gave us an exposition of the Government's

strategy for the power sector. However, he actually focused his presentation on

the non-hydro elements of this strategy. The point we have repeatedly made is that'

the NEA investment plan which is predicated on their agreement with you, will not

Allow for any significant future work on schemes such as those you have

nDentioned. One potential scheme has already been turned down on this basis. I am
afraid that vour letter fails to address this point.
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d) Impact on Nepali hydropower industry

Your reply also misses our point about the consultancy/contracting element of the

project. We were seeking an assurance that the Bank could see the Arun project

as an opportunity to proactively implement its policy of human resource

development rather than simply making a series of contracts available for

competitive tendering. Your letter really does not address this issue.

e) Study on local capability

You are aware that we originally proposed this study to shed some light on the

existing capability in Nepal and that it was to be carried but as part of a larger

study on potential alternative schemes. We felt that both of these were essential

to a balanced view of the hydro sector in Nepal before the Arun project came up
for approval. Whilst you have encouraged us to develop the local capability

component of this work, you have refused to answer our question as to how such

a study might be fed into the appraisal and approval process for Arun. I am afraid

that your letter does not cast any further light on this subject despite a very

specific request in ours of 8th March.

Following our meeting in London, we had thought that you were prepared to

engage in an open dialogue on these various points. I am afraid, however, that

after a wait of nearly six weeks, your reply does not cast any additional light on

the issues. We would still appreciate some clear answers to the following

questions: .!

•

1. Is a copy of plan B available in the Arun 'library' in Kathmandu?

2. How exactly does the Bank calculate generation costs?

• '• * f.

3. Is the Bank prepared to allow NEA to invest in new small and medium

hydropower schemes in the! next few years?

4. Does the Bank intend to tin^nce any elements of the study proposed in our

paper last July? If so, when and how will the results of such work feed into

the appraisal/approval process of Arun?

5. We would also appreciate any further information as to when the Arun

project is likely to be presented to the board.

We would greatly appreciate your earliest response to these questions.

Yours Sincerely

/A^^
cc Barry Hudson, Mike Power ODA

Dr Bhinayak Bhadra, National Planning Commission, Nepal
John Clark, NGO Unit World Bank
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Mr. Alex Bush

Policy Kesearcber
latennediate Technology Development Qrovp
Hyson Bouse, Railway Terrace
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Q&ited Kingdoot

Dear Mr. Bush:

Mr. Wood has asked me to reply on his behalf to your letter of
April 18. As was stated in my letter to you of J^ril 15, we are also looking
forward to working with IT consultants, probably in the late suirener, on local
capabilities, especially in relation to drawing on the Private Sector Hydro
Facility that would be set up under the Arun project.

For your information, X am enclosing a copy of a booklet entitled "

"Nepal's Arun Hydroelectric Project" prepared by the South Asia Region of the
World Bank that answers some of the questions frequently raised in relation to
the Arun project. I address below the specific questions reiterated in your
letter of April 18.

.' '
""

A. Availabilitv of Plans -A' and »B'
'

]

All the source material
. used for planning the expansion of Nepal's

grid is available in Xathmandu, -either in the Ministry of Water Resources or
the Nepal Electricity Authority.' The Arun Information Center is a repository
of documentation related to the project that was generated and/or financed by
EMG/NEA. Although I now realize that my previous letter may have misled you
in this regard, there is no formal Bank study of a Plan "B", so no such study
is available in Kathmandu. As mentioned in my J^ril 15 letter to you, we
intend to discuss the alternative investment programs we considered in the
Staff Appraisal Report (and its Annexes) which %*e would be happy to share with
you once it is available.

.1. Oeneration Costs

In my letter of April IS, I responded to the question in your March
• facsimile in relation to the high capital cost of Arun by explaining to you
how these costs were estimated. In translating these costs into the average
costs for generated power from hydroelectric projects, the procedure is

straightforward. First, it develops the sequence of project capital costs as
well as operations and maintenance costs (estimated annually at 1% of the

project's capital costs) over the 50-year lifetime of the project. Salvage
value is estimated at 10% of the project's capital cost. I«cal costs are .'

aiultiplied by a shadow price of 0.9. Second, the present value of all these
costs is calculated based on Nepal's opportunity cost of capital (OCC) of 10%.
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Third, the preaeat vmlue of average energy ia then calculated based on the
' OCC. Fourth, the average cost of generated power is estimated by dividing the

present value of the project's cost by the present value of average energy. A
similar procedure is used to calculate the project's cost of firm and peaking

power.

C. T"T*7^ "^ Arua en Other Hvdroaleetric Options

As Z nentioned to you in my previous letter, four other

mall /medium hydroelectric projects are in the advanced inplementation or

planning stages is Nep«l. Two of these are under inplementation (Jhimruk and

Khimti Khola) and another two are under preparation (Modi Khola and Kali

OandaU 'A'). Three of these schemes will be undertaken by the private
sector. The fourth scheme, the Kali Gandaki "A" project, is vmder preparation

by the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) . This includes finalization of the

ongoing detailed engineering study as well as construction of .the access road.

This demonstrates clearly that the World Bank 1a prepared to allow NEA to

invest in new small and medium hydropower schemes in the next few years.-

Indeed, I am concerned by your statement that -- 'the NEA investment plan
which is predicated on their agreement with you tthe World Bank] , will not

allow any significant future work on schemes such as those you have mentioned".

.. and I would welcome more specific information in support of that .

allegation. • -.

B. Irrr-^ Vi *run en the Nepali gvdropewT Industrv

Zn addition to providing major opportunities to 'learn by doing",
the Arun project will also enable Nepal'a contractors and consultants to learn

from experienced expatriate contractors and consultants on how to manage a

complex project. The project will provide training for the NEA staff.

Training will occur in project management, and operations and maintenance of

the Arun scheme as well as upgrading NEA's technical, financial,
administrative and managerial capabilities.

It also bears noting that the Arun project would support an
effective public resource management strategy to ensure that Nepal's overall

development program will be contained within manageable limits and that within
such a program, priority investments In other sectors (especially rtiral

infrastructure and social sectors) will continue to be adequately protected.

B. Board graeantatien of the Arun Project

As Mrs. Hamilton mentioned to you is her letter of September 15,

1993, authorization to appraise the project %«as provided by the Bank's Loan
Cofmittee. During the appraisal mission, ADB, Kfw and World Bank staff met

with Mr. Prank Almond of ITDG and Mr. Bikasb Pandey of the Alliance for

Energy. The dialogue was continued in Iiondon in Pebruary when Bank staff met

with you and other ITDG st«ff . Ne believe that these meetings, as well as

correspondence with you ever the last year, have enabled us to fully

appreciate- and understand ITDO's views in relation to the development of

Nepal's power sector. Ne remain interested in the ITDG study on existing
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priv«t« ector capacity in Nepal, *rtiich could uaefiilly contribute to the
Private Sector Hydro Facility we intend to support under the proposed project.
It has never been our underatanding that auch a atudy wQuld "feed into the
appraisal/approval process of Arun*.

We are now in the process of finalizing the appraisal report and
the review thereof, with the expectation that project negotiations will take
place in June and Board presentation later on in the sunoner.

Sincerely yours.

Marie Oarcia-Zamor
Chief

Energy and Infrastructure Division

Country Department'!'
. South Asia Region

Enclosure
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-Dear Ms Garcie-Zamor

Thank you for your letter bf May 6th. You will by now have received from us a

paper on financial costings of alternative hydro schemes in Nepal, which apparently
crossed your letter in the post. This paper argues that the inclusion of a range of

smaller schemes in the LCGEP would have significantly altered its findings. In your
letter you provided some further details of the costing methodology applied in the

LCGEP M^ich we were obviously not able to build in to our paper. We believe,

however, that these will not significantly change the conclusions of'that paper.

There are one or two other points that I would like to raise at this time.

1. Availability of Plans 'A' and 'B'
:

•

f{

We were disappointed to hear that it is not possible to make available any
documentation on Plan 'B\ As you have suggested, it was certainly our

expectation, following our meeting with Mr Wood, that some documentation
existed. Mr Wood was sufficiently precise about the findings of that study to

suggest that the Bank had investigated the issue in some depth.

We are also a little unclear about the issue of access to the Staff Appraisal Report.

Your letter states that you will be happy to share this with us once it is 'available'.

We are aware that the Bank's new policy on access to information makes such

reports widely available aftertfiB Board has considered them. Given the importance
of an informed debate about the alternative investment programmes, could you
clarify for us what is meant by 'available' in your letter?

2. Impact of Arun on other Hydroelectric options

( apologise if the wording of our previous letter was unclear. We do realise that the

four schemes you have mentioned are progressing. Our letter was simply drawing
anention to the investment plan that NEA has published for the years 1993-2007.
This makes it clear that there is no planned investment in any other smaller hydro
schemes during that period.

80-543 0-95-5
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3. Board Presentation of the Arun Project

Thank you for making it clear that the studies we have proposed on private sector

capacitY will not be part of the appraisai/approval process of Arun. We are

naturally disappointed that the Bank does not see this issue as central to the

debate. We remain convinced that a programme of development of Nepal's already

substantial indigenous capability that is fully integrated with the construction of

hydropower schemes offers the best long-term prospect for sustainable and cost-

effective development in this sector. As yet, we do not see that the Private Sector

Hydro Facility is going to meet this rteed.

in addition to these points we would obviously be grateful to receive any

comments you might have on our recent paper.

Yours Sincerely

^^•^

Alex Bush

Policy Researcher

cc John Clark, World Bank NGO Section

Barrv Hudson, ODA
Or Binayak Badra, NPC
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Director
Country Department I

South Asia Region
The World Bank
1818 B Street
Washington, D.C.
20433

By Fax: 522-1775

Dear Ms. Hamilton,

I an writing to request project documents on or related to the Arun
III project that are not available in the Public Information
Center. I would like to request the following documents:

1) Amn III Initial Executive Project Summary;

2) Arun III Executive Project Summary;

3) Arun III Co-financing Brief;

4) 1989 Staff Appraisal Report for the Arun Road Project;

5) Any feasibility studies or baseline data on Arun III; and

6) A World Bank study of alternatives to Arun III
entitled "Plan B".

As you know, the World Bank's new information policy allows for the
release of all documents or portions of documents containing
factual, technical information on projects in preparation (BP
17.50, point 5).

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Lori Odall
Washington Director

cc: D. Joseph Wood, Vice President, South Asia
Susan Levine, U.S. Treasury

Washington DC Office

e. NW, #300, Washingt(
Td: (202) 879-4280 / Fax: (202) 879-4293 / E-mail imdc@igc.apc.org

1025 Vermont Ave. NW, #300, Washington, DC 20005 USA XJX
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Aprils. 1994

Ms. LoriUdaU

Washington Director

Inteniationa] Rivers Network

1025 Vennom Ave.. N.W.
Suite 300

WashiQgtoD. D.C. 2000S

Dear Ms. UdaU:

Tliis is in response to your letter of April 5, requesting documents on or related to

Nepal's proposed Arun m Hydroelectric Project, that are not available in the Public

Information Center.

Although we are not in a position to release the specific documents you request, we do

mtend to cover all the relevant topics in the Staff ^>praisal Report and its Annexes. Once
that is available, we would be happy to share it with you.

In die meanwhile, we would be happy to discuss and describe our diinking on any

particular issues which may be of interest to you. Please do not hesitate to get in touch with

me if you would like to meet.

Sincerely yours, v

Ann O. Hamilton

Director

Country Dqurtment 1

South Asia

cc: Mr. D.J. Wood, Vice President, SAS
Ms. Susan Levine, U.S. Treasury

RCA 24S423 • WUI 6414B • CABU INTBAFRAD • PHONE (2021 477-1234 • FAX 12021 477-6391
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Ann 0. Hamilton
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South Asia
The World Bank
1818 H Street
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Ms. Hamilton,

1 received your response regarding my April 5th information request
on the proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project, including a request
for "Plan B" the World Bank study of alternatives to the project,
:and all factual technical information and annexes.

As you know, my request is covered under the World Bank's new
information policy which states that factual technical documents
(or portions of documents) about a project in preparation are
supposed to be released upon request after the Country Director
consults with the borrowing country to identify any confidential
portions of those documents (Bank Procedures 17.50, point 5). This
provision allows interested parties to obtain detailed technical
information before the staff appraisal report is final . The fact
that you intend to make the staff appraisal report available is not
sufficient to allow for meaningful public input in the project at
a critical stage of project planning and design.

Moreover, the basis of the World Bank's information policy is that
there is a presumption in favor of disclosure in the absence of a
compelling reason not to disclose. After a revj.ew of BP 17.50, if

you still do not intend to release Plan B, the initial executive
project summary and other factual technical information and annexes
on Arun III, then please send me a written explanation detailing
the compelling policy reason my information request is being
denied.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

SincMely,

Lori Udall
Washington Director

cc: D. Joseph Wood, Vice President, South Asia
Susan Levine, U.S. Treasury
Congressman Barney Frank

Washington DC Office

e. NW, #300, Washingtc
Tel: (202) 879-4280 / Fax: (202) 879-4293 / E-mail imdc@igc.apc.org

1025 Vermont Ave. NW, #300, Washington, DC 20005 USA gZk
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May 12, 1994

H*. Lorl Odall

Waabington Director
International Rivera Network
1025 Vermont Avenue, NH

Haahington, DC 20005

Dear Ms. Odall:

This is in response to your letter of April 18, following up on
mine to you of J^ril 6, reiterating your request for certain information

regarding the proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project. The aituation with

respect to the specific documents you request is as follows:

1) The Initial Executive Project Summary (lEPS) and the Pinal
Executive Project Summary (FEPS) were iasued in 19B7 and 1993,

respectively. They are internal documents, and as provided in
our disclosure policy, not to be made public.

2> As far as I am aware, there «ras no Co-financing Brief for this

project.

3) The 19B9 Staff J^praisal Report for the Arun Road Project
(Credit 2029-KEP) is quite out of date, and describes a road
with a different alignment from that now propoaed, so it is

not likely to be of much use to you. However, we are

contacting the Government to aee if, in their view, there are

any sections that involve confidential material. In the

meantime, you might be able to obtain the document through the

United States Executive Director's Office.

4) The request for 'any feasibility studies or baseline data" is

not specific enough to permit us to identify what topics you
might be interested in. There are many studiea, dating from

1967 to the present, and occupying some tens of linear feet of

shelf space, which constitute the technical analyaia of the

project. Moat of these are available at NBA' a Public

Information Center in Xathmandu. Me do not have copies of all

of them here. However, if you could let me know irtiat specific

questions you would like to address, I would be glad to try to

identify the relevant documents and seek the Oovemment's
concurrence to the release of any iriiicb we do have. As

background information for the project, I am encloaing the

project Environmental Assessment Suimnary as well as the

Initial Project Information Document.

RCA24M23 • WU164145 • FAXO02) 477-6391
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S)
~ There aeems to be aome miaunderatanding about the exiatence of

•a World Bank study of alternatives... entitled 'Plan B' .
" In

fact, 'Plan B" is a generic term which we use to describe numy
alternative acenarios which we have considered from time to
time. Several different veraions of 'Plan B" have been
discussed in internal memoranda tnritten by one ataff member to
another. The latest version of "Plan B' ia l»eing reviewed by
the Argonne National Laboratories, and we expect to reflect
the outcome of that review in the Staff Appraisal Report.

We remain interested in your views on the proposed project, and, aa
I said in my previous letter, happy to discuss and describe our thinking on

any particular issues which may be of interest to you. This would probably be
more useful than review of outdated and often-cumbersome documents you have

requested. Please let me know if you would like to meet.

Sincerely yours,

Ann O. Hamilton
Director

Country Department 1

South Asia Region

Enclosures

ec : Ms . Susan Levine
O.S. Treasury
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Ann Hamilton

Director

Country Department I

The World Bank
1818 H Street

Washington, D.C.

20433

May 31, 1994 By Fax: 477-8217

Dear Ms. Hamilton,

Tm writing in response to your letter of May 12. 1994 regarding my information request on the

Aran Hydroelectric Project Concerning my request for the Initial Executive Project Summary
and Executive Project Summary-under the new policy, country directors must release

documents or portions of documents containing factual technical information about a project in

preparation, after the borrower government has identified any sections which are confidential (BP
17.50, point 5). It would follow that if there are no confidential sections in the document, then

the full document should be released. This is relevant for the Initial Executive Project Summary
(lEPS), the Executive Project Summary (EPS) and yellow and green cover SARs and all annexes.

I, therefore, reiterate my request for the EPS and EPS. Additionally, I understand that the project
is now at the yellow cover stage, so I would like to request a copy of the yellow cover Staff

Appraisal Report and all technical annexes.

Regarding my request for the 1989 Staff Appraisal Report for the Arun Road Project, I ^
realize this document is not covered under the new information policy. However, the fact that

it is outdated is not, in my view, a compelling policy reason to deny the request You also

suggested that I request the document from the U.S. Executive Director's office. As a matter of

procedure, I do not see why NGOs and the public should be forced to obtain documents through
Executive Directors. This is not indicated in the information policy. It seems more appropriate
for the Bank to establish uniform guidelines for handling information requests which do not fall

under the new policy, especially since a majority of the Bank's portfolio does not fall under the

new policy and requests handled on a case-by case basis by country directors are likely to result

in arbitrary refusals and the unequal application of the presumption in favor of disclosure.

Additionally, many NGOs, particularly those from the Bank's borrowing countries, do not fmd
their Executive Directors forthcoming in releasing project information, so this approach would

set an unsatisfactory precedent. I continue to expect to receive this SAR.

Washington DC Office
'

^.^
1025 Vermont Ave. NW, #300, Washington, DC 20005 USA ^

Tel- (202) 879-4280 / Fax: (202) 879-4293 / E-mail imcic@igc.apc.org
%*•
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Concerning the request for the feasibility studies and baseline data, I ana interested in receiving

the foUowing information on the Arun Hydroelectric Project:

o cost/benefit analysis;

o economic analysis;

o topographical surveys and maps of the road and damsite;

o hydrological studies and data, including data on streamflow and floods;

geological studies of the region and the damsite; and

the power transmission system.

1 understand there is a feasibility study which was published »n December 1991 by the Morrison

Kriudsen Corporaiion, Lahmeyer Iniemational, and Tokyo Electric Power Services. I would like

to receive a copy of this study.

Finally-regarding the study on alternatives entitled "Plan B"-the request for studies on

alternatives is one of the most urgent and critical since NGOs in Nepal and England have

developed concrete alternatives to the project which may be far more appropriate for Nepal's

long term energy and development needs. It is difficult for NGOs to have a meaningful

discussion with the Bank and donor governments on this topic when the Bank continues to

secretly covet its own studies on alternatives. If the Bank is to credibly implement and enforce

its many policies which require meaningful public consultation and involvement, then it is

essentia] that all information on alternatives be released immediately. If Plan B does not exist,

then please release all information and studies regarding the Bank's position on alternatives to

the Arun Hydroelectric project as currently designed.

In my view, failure to release information containing the Bank's view on alternatives to the

project constitutes a violation of the new information policy since this information is in the

category of factual, technical information. This information should also have been fully disclosed

to the public during the environmental impact assessment process in order to allow for

meaningful public consultations. Releasing this information in the final (buff cover) staff

appraisal report is far too late for public input and scrutiny of the project

Thank you for your attention to these urgent matters.

Sincerely.

Lori Udall

Washington Director
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The World Bank leiSHStrMt. n.w. (2021477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Wuhington. D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAO
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

June 9, 1994

Ms. Lori Udall

Washington Director

International Rivers Network

1025 Vennont Ave., N.W.
Suite 300

Washington, D.C. 20005

bear Ms. Udall:

I am writing further to our earlier correspondence, in which you have indicated your

interest in the Arun III Hydroelectric Project. Among other things, you requested

information on the analysis of various power expansion scenarios for Nepal, including what

has come to be known as "Plan B."

As you know, the various concerns regarding the Anm project
--

including

macroeconomic and institutional risks, uncertainty regarding the load forecast, and the

possibility that Aran would so dominate the future power investment program in Nepal that

other smaller projects in which Nepali engineers and contractors could play a more

prominent role would be crowded out - led us to consider alternative generation expansion

plans, including some deferring the commissioning of Aran to a later date and introducing

first a series of smaller investments in the 30-80 MW range. Although we received many

requests for documents describing this version of "Plan B," consistent with the Bank's

information disclosure policy, we declined to release the internal assessments and

argumentation that -were part of our internal decision-making process. We did, however,

offer to provide a technical report providing in deuil the assimiptions and the analysis

underlying our view of the alternative investment programs, as soon as it was available.

The draft final technical report, prepared by the Argonne National Laboratories, was

received by the Bank last week. Although it is still subject to revision, I am please to

enclose a copy of that report. Its conclusions are in line with our earlier evaluation, but the

Argonne report is more transparent in the specification of the assumptions and contains a

richer set of sensitivity analyses. Also enclosed is a staff paper, "Justification for Selection

of Aran Hydroelectric Project by Nepal," explaining why we decided to support the Aran

project, and to do so at this time, which draws upon the technical work done by Argonne.

The purpose of this advance distribution is to provide maximum transparency regarding the

technical basis for the conclusion that the Aran project does indeed form part of the Least

Cost Power Generation Expansion Plan for Nepal.

RCA 248423 e WUI 64145 • CABLE INTBAFRAD • PHONE (2021 477-1234 • FAX (2021 477-6391
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Also enclosed are a copy of the Project Information Document and a list, prepared by
the National Electricity Authority of Nepal, of the large number of reports related to the

project and available in Kathmandu. Many, but not all, of them are also available in this

Department, in Washington, and you are welcome to come in and look at them.

The feasibility study to which you refer in your letter of May 31, by Morrison

Knudsen, Lahmeyer International and Tokyo Electric Power Services, is available here, in

three volumes, and you are welcome to look at it. However, it refers to the Upper Arun

Project, not to the Arun III Project that we are proposing to finance. In any event, I am
enclosing a copy of the Executive Summary of that study. I also enclose a copy of the 1989

Staff Appraisal Report for the Arun III Access Road Project. Finally, although we no longer

prepare "cofinancing briefs," I enclose the description of the Arun project from our

publication on Projects with Potential for Cofinancing.

Given the extensive public interest in the Arun project, indicated by correspondence

going back at least four years, we are taking the somewhat unusual step of distributing

materials and holding seminars for interested NGOs. I hope you realize that we are

committed to broad disclosure under the Bank's new policy, since we recognize that the

sharing of relevant information can be beneficial to the Bank and its borrowers, as well as to

the interested public. It is for this reason that we have had a large number of consultations

with interested parties outside the Bank. These have included meetings since 1989 with the

Woodlands Mountain Institute (WMI), which is encouraging the environmentally sustainable

development of the Makalu Barun National Park and Conservation Area in the upper reaches

of the Arun valley; frequent meetings with Nepali NGOs, including the Alliance for Energy
and the King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation (which conducted the Arun Basin-

wide Assessment), by Bank missions and during the January 1994 visit to Nepal of our Vice

President for Environmentally Sustainable Development; meetings in Washington and London

with the Intermediate Technology Development Group; and special consultations in

Switzerland and the U.K. with interested and knowledgable NGOs, under the leadership of

the member of the Nepal Planning Commission responsible for power and infrastructure

investments and our Regional Vice President. We have also prepared a booklet on the most

frequently asked questions about the project, and we supervised the preparation, by the

Anthropology Department of UCLA, of a video entitled "Sustainable Development in the

Arun Basin." Of course, we have also met frequently with the office of the U.S. and other

Executive Directors, and with the staff of many embassies and their aid agencies in

Kathmandu, to respond to questions raised indirectly by various NGOs, and we have engaged
in extensive correspondence on the project with NGOs and individuals in many countries.

You are invited to attend a preliminary briefing on the enclosed technical materials

which has been arranged for interested NGOs on Friday, June 10, at 4:30 p.m. at the World

Bank (Room E-1136). This briefing is being provided to clarify any definitional and

methodological questions on the Argonne report or the staff paper. We are also planning to

hold follow-on discussions with interested NGOs on June 16 and a more strucmred seminar

on June 28 (when ITDG representatives are available); we will be back in touch with you to

confirm the time and place.
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-3- June 9, 1994

Please do not hesitate to let me know if we can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely yours.

Ann O. Hamilton

Director

Country £>epartment 1

South Asia Region

Attachments

cc: Mr. Alex Bush, ITDG
Mr. Bikash Pandey, Alliance for Energy
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D. Joseph Hood
Vice-President
South Asia Regional Office
The World Bank
1818 H Street
Washington, D.C.
20433

14 June 1994 By Fax:477-6050

Dear Mr. Wood,

We are writing to you concerning the upcoming meetings on Arun III
scheduled for June 16th and 28th in Washington. We are very
concerned that these meetings are being planned primarily as a

public relations exercise rather then a serious effort by the Bank
to consider project alternatives. The alternatives which are being
proposed by Nepalese NGOs, Intermediate Technology (IT) and others
deserve serious consideration. In a real sense, the alternatives go
to the heart of what "sustainable development" means in practice,
including key questions about who participates and who benefits.

We understand that loan negotiations between the Bank and the
Nepalese Government on the project are already underway and may be
finished or nearly .completed before the meeting on June 28th, when
Nepalese NGOs and IT will be in Washington to meet with the Bank.
We also understand that despite the many questions and concerns «

raised by NGOs regarding the economic soundness, and unaddressed <*'

environmental and social impacts of the project. Bank management is
still planning to send the project to the Board for approval on

July 26, 1994. In our view, this calls into question the
credibility and the purpose of the meetings being planned.

Therefore, before we participate in another meeting on Arun III
with the Bank, we request a written assurance that:

1) ongoing negotiations will not result in the project, as

currently designed, becoming a fait accompli before the meeting,
and

2) before the project is sent to the Board, Bank management will

fully respond to all questions raised on a) alternative analyses

Washington DC Office :

1025 Vermont Ave. NW, #300, Washington, DC 20005 USA
^SK

Tel: (202) 879-4280 / Fax: (202) 879-4293 / E-mail irndc@igc.apc.org \i>f
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and economic, environmental and social issues, and b) the Bank will

publicly release all factual technical documentation on the

project, including the green cover staff appraisal report and
technical annexes.

Additionally, we will not attend a meeting on Arun III without
Nepalese NGOs present because we do not feel it is appropriate or

necessary to have a separate meeting between Washington based NGOs
and the Bank on the project. Therefore, we suggest that the two

meetings on June 16th and 28th be combined.

Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Sincerely,

Lori Udall
Washington Director
International Rivers Network

on behalf of:

Chad Dobson
Secretary
Bank Information Center

Jim Barnes
Director
International Program
Friends of the Earth

Larry Williims
Director
International Program
Sierra Club

cc: Jeffrey R. Sbafer, U.S. Treasury
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Much 2, 1994

ADVISORY
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Mr. D. JbMph Wood
Vice Fmideot, South Aiii Xcfiooal QfAoe

•Tlie World Bink

Boom B l(Hni
1818 H Street, KW
WaihinftoD, DC 20433

. Dew Mr. Wood, /
'

Ai you know, we tie plinnlng to meet with Dr. Phedra from the Nepal Planning

Commlaiion thii Friday at 10:00 am. We're hoping to have u useful a diieuition ai

pouible about the technical iisuei related to Arun m. la order to do thii, I fsel it would

be very uieftil to have all the tnateriali related to the study of altemativei to thii large

dam.

It it our understanding that at a recent meeting with ODA and NOOs in the U.K. you
stated that the World Bank bad done a study of altemativei called 'Plan B* which

Showed that the Arun in wu 3% leu expensive than an alternative i^^proach for die

generation of power. In order to have an intelligent discussion with Dr. Phadn, we
think it's essential that we have acceu to the Plan B files as well as the initial Executive

Prt^ Summary and any other technical prt-apprsiia] documents related to this project

We would appreciate your help in making this nuterial available.

Tliaak you fbr your attention to this issue.

Sincerely,

Chad Dobton

Secntary

oe: Susan Levine. US Treasury.

Nancy Kaa, World Bank

Prisdlla Cobun, US Tteasury
IsmaU Sengeldin, World Bank

John dark, World Bank

.

3005 1 SB«n N.W. Sum S22. Wuhtafiea, O.C 30006

T«tan}4«6-ll»l ru: (202) 4664119

ICONET: BtCUSA

t«0tiotim*ntp»d*>r«
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fUiippixtt

MwinKhar
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Japan

AAtnoD Mvtin

VndvwShWt

Mr. D. Joiq>h Wood
>^ President, South Ada Rcfional Office

ne World Bank

Room E lCKr71

1818 R Street. NW
Waihlnfton. DC 30433

Dear Mr. Wood.

I am writinf u a follow-up to my March 2 letter to you requettini documents pertaining
10 Arun m.

As you know, we met with Dr. Pbadra but, unfortunately, die Bank did not provide the

Plan B material to us prior to that meeting. We were told informally that the reason it

was not made available to us wu because it had not been made available to the

government of Nqtal. In discussion with Dr. Pbadra, he said that although he may not

have the entire study, he may have portions, and that he had no objection to it being
made available to NGOs for discussion.

We've recdved the summary of the environmental usessment from the Bank but again

request that the Plan B material u well as the initial Executive Project Summary and

other related technical pr»>appraisal documents be made accessible to us. We foel that

tte Plan B materials should be made available since, according to our sources, at a recent

meeting in the U.K. you stated Plan B showed that Arun III was the least cost option for

Nepal.

We appreciate your attention to these issues.

Sincerely,'

ChadDobson ^^

Secretary

ec: Susan Levine, US lYniury

Nancy Xatr, World Bank

Ismail Sengeldin, World Bank

John Clark, World Bank

mi I Sawu N.W., Sttlit Sn. WuMaim. D.C XI006

M:(M2) 4664191 Vu: (202) 4664 1S»

ICONET:IICUSA

MH«OiieMli(KMHf«
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Th« World Bank iiii iii«««. n.w. (203)«77.iO4

BTERNATIONAIBAHIIKK UCOHmuCnoN ANOOIVSLOFMEKt V>wkl>f<aa, D.C. VMt CUkU A44rui; INTBAnLAD

INTBU<A310NAO>eveU>»aKTAMOeunON VIA. Cikl« AMiw. INDCVAf

May 19, 19»4

Mr. Chkd Dobven

••eratury
Th» Bank Infomatlen Center
3025 I Street, H.M., Suite 522

wethi.n9ten, D.C, 2000S

Dear Mr. Pobeoni

Ml WlfXti Arun Hvdroe leetrie Prelect

I «n respoadlng to year fecelmlle of April IS, 1994. Thu itituation with

ceepect te the apaelflc documenta yeu raqfueat ia aa followii

(a) The Initial taeeutlve Sutmtry ItPS la an Internal decuaent, and aa

provided In our dlacloaure policy, net te ba made public. Bswevar,

a Public Inferrtvation Oocuoent hae been iaauad for thia project and

ie available through the Bank's Public Information Center.

(b) There seems to be seme Blaundaratanding about the exlatenee ef

'flr.n B*. Over time, we have considered many alternative

generation expansion acsnarios. 'Plan B* la. In fact, a generic
tern vhleh va uae to daacribe the particular alternative accnarie.

Several different veraions of 'Plan B' have been diacuassd in

internal memoranda written by one ataff member to another. Saveral

alternatives ecenarloa or 'Plans* are being reviewed by the Argenna
tiatlonal Laboratories, and we expect to reflect the outcome cf that

review La the Staff Appraisal Report.

|c) Your rsqueat for ether 'factual taehnleal Infematien* is net

epeeifie enough to permit identifying what topica you might be

Interested in. There are many studies, dating from 19a7 to the

present, and eecupyiag some tens ef linear feet of shelf apace, and

whieh eonatltute the technical analyala of the project to data.

Meat of these are availtble at HKA's Public Information Center in

Xathmandu. He do net have copies of all of then here. However, if

you could let me know what specific questions yeu would like to

address, I would be glad to try to identify the relevant docunenta.

CAl«t41] • WUIM14S > FAXOR) 4T74»1
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THE BANK INFORMATION CENTER
A Qcmnihoaic Pot EnvironmennI Infontuiion On MDB FunJtd Prujnu

April 15, 1994

Maria Garcia-Zamor

Chief, Energy and Infrastructure Division

Country Department I, South Asia Region
The World Bank

1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Ms. 2Lainor,

I received your te^wnse regarding my March 2 information request on the proposed

Arun in HydroeJectric project, including the request for "Plan B", the World Bank study

of alternatives to the project.

My request is covered under the World Bank's new information policy which states that

faclual techjiical documents (or portions of documents) atwut a project in preparation are

supposed to be released upon request after the Bank consults with the borrowing country

to identify any confidential portions of those documents (Bank Procedures 17.S0. point

5).

Moreover, the basis of the Worid bank's information policy is that there is a presumption

in favor of disclosure in the absence of a compelling reason not to disclose. After a

review of BP 17.50, if you still do not intend to release Plan B, the initial executive

project summary and other factual technical information on Arun m, then please send

me a written explanation deuiling the compelling policy reason my information request

is being denied. v

Sifljierely,

Chad Dobson

Secretary

cc: D. loseph Wood

Uodersecretaiy Lawrence Summers

Senator Claiborne Pell

Senator Patrick Leahy

Congressman Barney Frank

Congressman David Obey

2025 I Sireei. N W . Siiiw 5:;. Wa»hui»ion, DC. 20006

Tel- 12021466-8191 Fm I ;u: 1466-1(1 K9

ECONET: BICl.SA

PliAHd 0« 1064 lUtrvisJ Pi|«i
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- 2 . Hay 19, iy94

N« ramaln Lnt«r«it*d In your vlawa on th« prepeted pro}act and would be

happy to diaeua* our thinking on any particular isaua which ia«y be oX Intaraat

to you.

Sincerely yeura.

Marie Carcia-tamoc
Chief

Energy a Infraatrvictura

country Oapartaent 1

South Asia Region
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DRAFT VERSION APPENDIX IV

PROPOSED RULES OF PROCEDURE
FOR THE WORLD BANK'S INSPECTION PANEL

June 17, 1994

Written by:

Lori Udall, International Rivers Network

David Hunter, Center for International Environmental Law

The World Bank Inspection Panel was created to give parties who are adversely affected

by Bank-financed projects a forum in which to hold the Bank accountable to its policies and

procedures. The three-member Panel will receive and investigate claims filed by citizens,

nongovernmental organizations and others who claim damages caused by the Bank's failure to

comply with its own policies, procedures and loan agreements. The following are proposed rules

of procedure for the Panel. Any comments on these proposed rules should be provided to Lori

Udall at the International Rivers Network or David Hunter at the Center for International

Environmental Law.

I. Who can file a claim

The following parties can file a claim before the Panel:

A. any group, nongovernmental organization, association or society representing themselves or

an affected party in the country where the project in question is located;

B. a representative group outside the borrower country if:

1) the claimant shows thefe is no appropriate local representation, and

2) the Executive Directors agree at the time they consider the claim; and

C. A single Executive Director or the Board of Executive Directors.

II. Claims That the Panel Will Not Accept

The Panel will not accept the following claims:

A. Claims which do not involve an act or omission on the part of the Bank;

B. Claims dealing with procurement issues, such as agreements between the World Bank and

commercial contractors;

C. Claims from a single individual;
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D. Claims on projects filed after the closing date of the loan or credit for that project or after

95% of the loan or credit has been disbursed for that project, unless the claimant gives evidence

that they are directly and adversely affected by the Bank's failure to enforce loan conditions that

are still in effect after project completion.

E. Claims relating to matters previously considered by the Panel, unless justified by new evidence

or changed circumstances not known at the time of the original complaint

m. Filing a Claim

A. In order to file a claim, a party should demonstrate all of the following elements:

1) The affected party's rights or interests have; been or are likely to be directly affected

by an act or omission of the World Bank as a result of a failure of the Bank to follow its policies

and procedures or loan agreements:

2) The failure to enforce policies, procedures or loan agreements was in the course of the

design, appraisal, or implementation of a World Bank financed project, and

3) The failure has had or threatens to have a material adverse effect on the affected party.

4) The claimant has brought the issue to the attention of Bank Management, and the Bank

Management's response was inadequate.

B. All claims must be submitted in writing to the Panel. Claims may be submitted in the local

language or any of the United Nations official languages.

C. Claimants who need advice en submitting a claim should contact the Panel, which will

provide information on how to file a claim and will meet with potential claimants to discuss how

to file a claim.

D. Claimants should prepare a memorandum containing the following information:

1 ) A description of the project, stating all the relevant facts including the harm suffered

by or threatened to the affected party;

2) An explanation of how World Bank policies, procedures or loan agreements were

violated, including citations to specific sections of the relevant policies;

3) A description of how the act or omission on the part of the Bank lead to a violation

of the specific provision;

4) A description of how the claiming parly was adversely affected or is likely to be
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adversely affected by the Bank's act or omission and what rights or interests of the claimant were

affected;

5) A description of steps taken by the claimant to resolve the violations through

correspondence and/or meetings with World Bank staff, including an account of how the Bank

responded to the claimant and what steps the Bank did or did not take to mitigate the situation;

6) In claims relating to matters previously submitted to the Panel, a statement specifying

what new evidence or changed circumstances justifies the Panel revisiting the issue.

E. To the extent possible, all correspondence with World Bank staff and officials should be

organized and attached to the memorandum.

F. To the extent possible, minutes of meetings with World Bank operations staff or task managers
should be written down and included with the complaints.

G. If the claimant cannot submit all the information above, the claimant should submit as much
information as possible about the claim and describe the efforts the claimant has taken to try to

obtain additional information, including attempts to correspond or meet with Bank management.

IV. Accepting a Claim

A. Within 42 days of receiving a claim, the Panel shall make a recommendation to the Board of

Executive Directors to investigate the claim. After a claim is received and sent to Bank

management. Bank management has 21 days to respond to the Panel with evidence that it has

complied or intends to comply with the Bank's relevant policies or procedures. After the Panel

receives management's response, the Panel has a total of 21 days to recommend to the Executive

Directors whether the matter should be investigated. All efforts will be made to handle the claims

expeditiously and efficiently in as short a time period as possible.

B. The Panel will comply with the following procedures for accenting claims:

1) Within two weeks of receiving a claim, the Panel shall send a written

acknowledgement to the claimant, expressing

(a) if the Panel needs more information or documentation regarding the claim, and

if so, the Panel will specify at that time what additional information is required.

(b) The Panel may refuse to consider a claim until all necessary information and

documentation is submitted, unless the Panel finds that such information or documentation is not

readily obtainable by the claimant and that it already has sufficient information or documentation

to evaluate the claim.

2) Upon receipt of the claim, the Panel will immediately notify the Office of the President

and the Board of Executive Directors of the claim.

(a) Copies of the claim and supporting documents will be sent to the relevant task
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manager, country director, and regional vice-president in the Bank.

(b) The Panel will request Bank management to respond to the claim with

supporting documentation in 21 days or less.

3) Upon receiving management response to the claim, the Panel may send management's

response or portions thereof to the claimant for comment before the Panel makes a determination

to investigate the claim.

4) The Panel shall submit its recommendation to the Board no later than 21 days after

receiving management's response. If management did not respond in the 21-day period provided,

the Panel can make its recommendation to the board at any time but no later than 42 days after

receiving the claim.

5) When deciding whether to investigate a claim, the Panel will have complete access to

all relevant Bank files and any Bank staff that are directly or indirectly involved in the project.

This includes access to relevant files other then those provided by Bank management in their

response to the claim. The Panel shall consult with the Executive Director representing the

Borrowing (or guaranteeing) country on the subject matter of the claim prior to submitting its

recommendation to the Board.

6) During the six week period when the Panel is determining whether to investigate the

claim, the Panel will accept outside pubhc opinions regarding the claim.

(a) Opinions should be a maximum of ten pages and information should either

directly support or oppose the subject of the claim.

7) The Panel will issue a public notice that a claim has been received.

(a) The notice will include the name of the project, the country where the project

is located, the name of the claimant and a brief description of the claim.

(b) The notice will be provided in the local language in a local newspaper or some

other similar method that ensures the public in the affected area has been informed of the claim.

8) If the claimant requests anonymity, the Panel will not release information about the

claim publicly. If the Panel has reason to believe that the claimant could be endangered for filing

the claim, the Panel can choose to keep the name of the claimant absolutely confidential.

9) If upon receipt of a claim or anytime during the investigation, the Panel determines that

affected parties may be adversely harmed during the course of the investigation, the Panel may
recommend to the Board and to Bank Management a temporary suspension of the project. Such

a recommendation shall be submitted to the claimant and made public at the same time it is

submitted to the Board and Bank Management.

10) At the same time the Panel provides to the Board its recommendation regarding

whether to investigate a claim, the Panel will also notify the claimant and the public of its

recommendation. Every recommendation must be accompanied by a clear explanation setting
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forth the reasons for the recommendation.

11) The Board's decision regarding whether the Panel can investigate a claim will be sent

to the claimant and made public within 24 hours of the decision, along with the name of the

Panel member who will take the lead in the investigation.

V. Investigating a Claim

A. The Panel may use a variety of methods to investigate a claim, including but not limited to:

1) meetings with claimants, affected people, local and international NGOs, World Bank

staff, borrower counu-y government officials, and project authorities;

2) holding public hearings in the project area;

3) taking site visits to project sites;

4) requesting written or oral submissions on specific issues by the claimant, independent

experts, affected people, non-government organizations, government officials or World Bank

staff;

5) huing independent consultants to research specific issues relating to a claim;

6) researching World Bank project files; and

7) any other reasonable method normally used for conducting such an investigation.

B. The schedule, including the length of time, for investigating a claim shall be determined by

the Panel members and shall be made public as soon as possible;

C. The Panel shall seek consent of the Borrowing Country prior to conducting any inspections

in its territory.

1) Any failure to provide such consent shall be made immediately know to the Bank

Management, the Board, the claimant, and the public.

2) To the extent that refusal of consent limits the Panel's ability to obtain all of the

necessary facts to evaluate the claim, the Panel shall assume any such facts in support of the

claimant.

D. During the course of the investigation, the claimant and any member of the public shall have

the right to provide the Panel with supplemental information that they believe is relevant to

evaluating the claim.

E. The Panel shall make available to the claimant as soon as possible any draft findings of fact
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and give the claimant an opportunity to respond to negative findings before the final report is

sent to the Bank Management and President.

VI. Panel Reports

A. The Panel will submit its report to the Board of Executive Directors and the President. Within

six weeks of receiving the Panel's report, Bank management will submit its response to the report

to the Board and the Panel.

1) After the Board considers the report and the management response, the report is

released to the claimant.

2) The claimant will also be informed of what action the Bank has taken, if any.

B. The public and the claimant will be notified when the Panel sends its report to the Board of

Executive Directors, and the Panel member responsible for writing the report will be available

to the claimant and the public to discuss the findings and recommendations of the report.

C. The Panel will include in its recommendations to Executive Directors a recommendation

regarding the urgency of the report in order to ensure its timely consideration by the Executive

Directors.

D. Panel reports shall include the following elements:

1 ) findings of fact and recommendations submitted to the Board of Executive Directors

on how the Bank should address the problems in the complaint, including any recommendations

on whether the project should be suspended, modified or canceled;

2) an explanation of why the Panel is making the recommendations it is making;

3) any response from Bank management regarding the recommendation to investigate the

claim or the recommendations made at the end of the investigation;

4) in the absence of unanimous consensus in the Panel, any majority and minority

opinions;

5) a detailed description of the steps taken to investigate the claim; and

6) a separable appendix including a copy of the claim and copies of all comments

received from the public.

E. No later than two weeks after the Board decision, the Panel shall release the report to the

public.
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1) All reports shall be made available at the Public Information Center, the Tokyo. Paris

and London offices of the Bank, the field office in the Borrowing country where the claim

originated, and a library at the Panel's secretarial.

2) All reports will be available at cost to the public.

VII. Annual Reports

A. Every year the Panel shall publish an annual report summarizing

1) the claims and their disposition,

2) identifying any trends in the number, content or scope of the complaints,

3) evaluating the role of the Panel,

4) and making any recommendations for improving the Panel's operations.

VIII. Nominating Panel Members

A. The Panel shall be made up of three members of different nationalities drawn from Bank

member countries.

B. The President, after consultation with the Executive Directors, shall nominate the members

of the Panel to be appointed by the Executive Directors.

C. At least three weeks before the Executive Directors vote on any Panel member, the name of

the nominee shall be made publicly available.

IX. Amendments to the Resolution or Rules

A. Any Executive Director or Panel Member may submit to the Board of Executive Directors a

proposal for amendment to the Resolutions creating this Panel (Resolution No. 93-10 and

Resolution No. IDA 93-6). At least three weeks before the Board votes on any such proposal,

the proposal shall be made available to the public.

B. These rules may be amended by majority vote of the Panel, provided that the proposed

amendments to these procedures have been made available to the Executive Directors. Bank

Management and the public at least three weeks prior to the Panel vote.
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L Introduction

During the past few years, in large part due to the efforts of this Subcommittee, the

World Bank has had to improve its pohcies for access to information, public participation

and legal accountability. These are important steps toward democratizing the World Bank
and improving its environmental and human rights record. They are also important steps

toward reforming and democratizing international institutions generally. Our testimony

places these recent World Bank reforms in the broader context of the need for uniform,

open and democratic procediu^es for all international institutions.

In short, we are asking the U.S. government and the Congress not only to continue

their efforts to reform World Bank procedm-es, but at the same time apply these lessons now
to develop uniform procedures for existing and forthcoming international institutions. We
believe the U.S. govermnent should take the lead in calling for a Framework Agreement on

Administrative Procedures for International Organizations, which would provide minimum
standards for international institutions' administrative procedures and would provide those

outside the institutions with benchmarks to evaluate the performance of international

institutions.

Such a framework agreement is important both because we are creating new
international orgzmizations, and because we are giving them new powers,

- sometimes

sweeping powers. The Bank's Inspection Panel is but one of the new institutions that would
have benefitted from the existence of a frzmiework agreement on international administrative

procedures, had one existed. Others include the new and potentially anti-democratic World
Trade Orgamization (should it finally be established), and the new NAFTA institutions,

including the new North American Development Bank, and the restructured Global

Environmental Facility. AH of these institutions are in the process of creating administrative

rules in what is essentially a vacuum, lacking the clear benchmarks a fi-amework agreement
would provide.

We would like to thank Lee Ondrejack and Amy Spence, CIEL siunmer associates, for their assistance

with the testimony and draft panel procedures.
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The need for a framework agreement is even more apparent when we consider the

new powers being given some international institutions, particularly in the area of

international trade, including the power to set international standards, which often may
replace democratically-set U.S. standards. The GATT and the WTO head the list with

NAFTA a close second. As we give these new institutions the power to challenge

democratically established U.S. standards - which we are indeed doing
- we must at least

ensure that they are transparent, open, and accountable. Our administrative procedures
must keep pace with the powers we are giving our international institutions.

Although the precise nature of a Framework Agreement on International

Administrative Procedures will require serious negotiation, some broad outlines can be

suggested, based on United States policies and international pronouncements promoting

participatory democracy and good governance. Such a framework agreement should

promote, among other principles: (1) independent, objective and non-arbitrary

decisionmaking based on all relevemt facts; (2) transparency with clear rights of access to

information (with circumscribed exceptions); (3) clear rights of citizen participation, including
notice and comment rulemaking; and (4) accountability to the public and the rule of law,

through mechanisms such as the Bank's Inspection Panel.

Put in this context, the importance of the World Bank's Inspection Panel and

information policies, and the U.S. governments' interest in monitoring them closely, should

be clear. Substantively, the Inspection Panel provides a critically important model for

ensuring the public accountability of all international institutions. The process the Panel

follows to promulgate its own procedures also provides an opportunity to set an example of

how to follow transparent, democratic, and accountable procedures.

This testimony focuses largely on the World Bank's Inspection Panel. The Panel is

important in its own right as a primary mechanism for increasing the accountability of the

World Bank and as a model for similar panels at the other multilateral development banks.

This, alone, should be sufficient to ensure close scrutiny by the U.S. Treasury. But the panel
also provides an important opportunity for the U.S. to advance the fundamental precepts
of participatory democracy and good governance for aU international organizations.

Success here could be critical for launching the broader effort necessary for the

Framework Agreement on International Administrative Procedures. At the same time that

we struggle to fashion the operating procedures for the Inspection Panel (and soon for the

panels at the Asian Development Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank), we also

should stop and think how much easier the task would be today if we had created

international procedural benchmarks yesterday.

IL World Bank Inspection Panel

For the past decade, the World Bank has been the target of increasing criticism di-

rected at systematic and pervasive problems in its loan portfoho. Of special concern is the
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lackluster environmental and social record of Bank projects and programs. Indeed, the Bank

has financed a seemingly endless line of poorly designed, environmentally damaging develop-

ment projects, including the Sardar Sarovar dam in western India, the Yacyreta water project

on the Argentine-Brazil border, the Pak Mun dam in Thailand, the Polonoroeste project in

the Brazilian Amazon, the Transmigration project and Kedung Ombo dam in Indonesia, and

severed forestry projects in Cote d'lvoire and Gabon. Many of these projects have provided
the facts for previous NGO testimony before this Subcommittee and rest assured that

similarly massive and potentially damaging projects continue today (for example, the Arun

III hydroelectric projects in Nepal),

Numerous case studies by NGOs and other researchers have documented the lack

of openness and accountability in the Bank's decision-making process that continues to

undermine the institution's abihty to promote environmentally responsible and socially

progressive projects. Various CIEL attorneys have come to refer to the Bank as a "lawless"

institution, because we found it impossible to identify even one set of rules or laws that the

Bank admits it is bound to follow. Even the Bank's own poUcies and procedures are

repeatedly sacrificed for poUtical expediency whenever necessary. For example, it appears

(although without an investigation from the Inspection Panel it is difficult to know for

certain) that the Bank failed completely to follow its environmental impact assessment

policies when preparing and approving its recent loan to Mexico.

The great vision and hope behind the Inspection Panel, of course, is that it will

provide a mechanism to hold the Bank accountable at least to its own poUcies and

procedures. In fact, if implemented correctly the Inspection Panel may be the first

mechanism ever to hold an international institution directly accountable to citizens. From
an academic point of view the terrifically exciting aspect of the Panel is that it provides

citizens and citizens groups with a process to complain directly to the Bank, without having

to go through state govenmients as unnecessary and often unworkable intermediaries. This

is not only an important effort to democratize the World Bank and improve its governance
and accountability, but it is also a great exercise in recreating and democratizing
international law generedly.'

This positive, almost poUy-annish, view of the Inspection Panel is premised on the

Panel being implemented through open, transparent and independent procedures. The

resolution sets out a basic framework that still leaves significamt questions about the

independence, and ultimately the credibiUty, of the Peinel. These criticisms have been well

documented in the testimony of International Rivers Network, which CIEL joins, and

elsewhere.^

^See Philip Aliott, International Law and International Revolution: Reconceiving the World (1985).

^See e.g. David Hunter & Lori Udall, Ctr. for InTl Envtl. Law, Issue Brief No. 1, The World
Bank's New Inspection Panel Will it Increase the Bank's Accountability? 1 (1994).
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A, Problems With the Inspection Panel Resoiution

1. The Inspection Panel may not be independent. The resolution creates the

potential for an unhealthy reliance on the Bank. Panel members are

nominated by the Bank President and approved by the Executive Directors.

Panel members are subject to the requirements of the Bank's Articles of

Agreement that demand exclusive loyalty to the Bank. The Bank has even

assigned the panel's executive secretary, and the Panel's budget though

required to be "sufficient" is not clearly protected from Bank Management
control. Much of the day-to-day operations of the Panel could still be

effectively controlled by Bank Management - everything from the President's

power to recommend salaries for the Panel members to Bank personnel

potentially determining whether or not to reimburse panel members for travel

expenses. Perhaps more importantly, the Executive Directors must decide on

every claim before the Panel is allowed to begin its investigations; this level

of micromanagement is particularly ironic given the hands-off nature of the

Executive Directors relationship to Bank Management.

2. The resolution unnecessarily tries to restrict access to the Panel Although
the resolution does aOow any group of more than one citizen directly affected

by a Bank operation to file a complaint, the resolution goes out of its way to

unnecessarily restrict the types of complaints that can be brought to the Panel.

For example, requests are not allowed if filed after the Closing Date of the

loan or after substantial disbursement, even if there are legal obligations

continuing in the loan agreements. Elsewhere, the resolution limits the Panel's

ability to investigate a claim until "the subject matter of the request has been

dealt with by the Management of the Bank...." This provision, if not

adequately circumscribed by the Panel's administrative procedures, could allow

the Bank to delay any claim from being investigated by simply telling the

Panel that it is or soon will be dealing with the claim. Although the

complainants are, appropriately, asked to seek Management's response before

filing a complaint, the Panel must be careful not to allow any slow

Management response to interfere with investigating an otherwise vaUd

complaint. The resolution also denies complainants the opportunity to choose

their own counsel or representation, by allowing non-local representation only
in "exceptional circumstances", a term which must be narrowly defined.

3. The resolution tries to shield the Panel and the Bank from public scrutiny.

In many instances in the resolution, the amount and timing of information that

can be provided to the public (or amazingly, even the complainant) is severely
curtailed. This threatens to undermine the Panel's credibihty even before it

gets started. The resolution only provides for the public release of a

complaint and the recommendation of the Panel after the Board of Executive

Directors have made its decision regarding whether to investigate. Similarly,
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the final report is released to the claimant and the public two weeks after

decision of the Board. Thus the public is excluded from the process at the

very stage where additional comment and information concerning Panel

findings could be most important to the Directors' decisions.

4. The Panel's actual authority to investigate may be unreasonably limited.

Even the Inspection Panel's investigative powers may be curtailed by the

Resolution. If the Borrowing Country does not give its consent, the Panel will

not be allowed to conduct on-site investigations, hold public hearings, or take

other steps in the territory of the Borrowing Country where the claim

originated. The Bank needs to ensure through its loan agreements and
otherwise that Borrowing Countries cooperate fully with the Panel.

Ultimately, the Panel's power is severely limited because nothing in the

Resolution commits the Bank to rectifying problems uncovered by Panel

investigations. The Bank President is only required to respond to Panel

findings by informing the Executive Directors of actions that she or he intends

to take, if any.

5. The Bank's operational policies and procedures are the basis for claims

before the Panel, and any effort to limit them wiD limit the Panel's power to

do its job. Current efforts within the Bank to "streamline" operational policies
and procedures must be monitored carefully by the Panel and the U.S.

Treasury to ensure that the standards for judging claims are not weakened or

lost. The Bank must not avoid accountability or circumvent the Resolution by
reducing operational policies and procedures to short two or three page
summaries, and shifting the standards to Guidelines and Best Practices, which

by the terms of the Resolution may not form the basis for a claim. Moreover,
the Bank's review of the operational pohcies and procedures should itself be

open to citizen and NGO participation, and should otherwise follow good
administrative procedures, including notice of the review, the opportunity to

comment, and to have the comments addressed by the Bank, and ultimately
the opportunity for review by the Panel. This will help stop any slight of hand
to move relevant standards outside the Panel's purview.
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B. The Inspection Panel's Operating Procedures: The First Test of Independence and

Credibility.

Despite the serious shortcomings in the resolution, our initial enthusiasm for the

Panel can still be vindicated if the Panel is allowed to develop and implement strong

operating procedures. Indeed, developing clear and effective procedures will be the first test

of the panel's willingness and ability to be a credible and independent force. The Panel

must establish a set of administrative rules that will guide potentizil claimants and bind the

Panel to a consistent, open and independent process. The Panel must promote the rule of

law, accountability and transparency as much by example as by its findings of fact and

recommendations it makes in specific cases.

In devising its administrative procedures, the Panel has the opportimity to correct

many of the deficiencies in the resolution by emphasizing openness and thoroughness in its

investigations. CIEL and the International Rivers Network have provided a draft set of rules

for the Inspection Panel; these rules would ensure that the Inspection Panel takes advantage
of the maximum amount of independence, credibility and transparency allowed under what
is admittedly a flawed resolution.

We ask today that the U.S. government follow the development of these procedures

closely and make sure that they fully reflect our concern with the standards of good
governance: openness, transparency, objectivity and accountabihty. The U.S. Treasury and

the Congress should ensure that the following features, among others, are included in the

procedures:

Increased Transparency. Although the Panel's final recommendations must go to the

Board before they are made public, there are other important aspects of the investigation
that should and must be made public as soon as possible. Examples include: the basic

nature of a claim when it is filed, the schedule for investigating the claim, any information

supporting the potential recusal of a Panel member, and interim findings of fact (so that the

complainant and the public can have a chance to provide supplemental information).

Increased Accountability. The Panel must compile a careful record of how it

conducts the investigation and what information it uses to make a decision. The panel must
consider all relevant facts, base its decision on the record of relevant facts compiled during
the investigation, and must set forth the reasoning of their decisions in writing. These aie

fundamental and proven procedures for limiting arbitrary decisions and ensuring that

objective facts and reasoning, and not pure political concerns, control the investigation and
the decision.

Increased Effectiveness. The Panel's procedures should reflect an aggressive

approach to investigating each individual claim and to improving Bank operations and

policies. To this end, the Panel should ensure that it is given maximum cooperation from
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Bank staff and Borrowing Country governments. One way we suggest to do this is by

announcing that the Panel will assume facts in favor of the claimant if the Borrowing
Country or any key staff member of the Bank interferes with the Panel's ability to investigate
those facts fully (for example, by refusing access to the project site). In addition, the Panel

should use the opportunity presented by the Annual Report to make clear recommendations
for improving the Bank's operational policies and procedures. For example, the Panel may
want to recommend that the Bank include a provision in all loan applications requiring
Borrower Countries to cooperate fully with the Panel, or to ensure that the public is

provided adequate notice before a Closing Date is set or loans are substantially disbursed.

Open Process for Developing the Panel's Procedures. It is not just the substance of

the procedures for the Panel that is important, but also the process by which the Panel's

procedures are adopted. The U.S. government should ensure that the Panel is implemented
in a way that reflects the goals of participatory democracy, good governance, and

accountability that underlie the foundation of the Panel. The Panel should issue a set of

draft procedures that allow the public ample opportunity to review and comment on them.

This "notice and comment" procedure is a basic element of good administrative process and
should be routinely expected by the U.S. government in international rulemaking. Moreover,
the Panel should announce now that the original procedures will be revisited in one year,
based on the initial experience in handling complaints. At that time, the Panel should

release a new draft set of procedures and provide an additional comment period for the

public.

The Congress and the Administration must follow both the substantive and

procedural development of the Panel's rules very closely, not only to ensure the success of

the Panel, but also because they can be an important precedent for all international

institutions. The Inspection Panel is really an experiment in increasing the public

accountability of an international institution. As such, its success would provide the U.S.

government with an important model for ensuring accountability in other international

institutions.

HL The Need for a Uniform Set of Administrative Procedures for Intematiooal

Organizations.

At the same time that the Inspection Panel provides a potentially positive model for

a mechanism to increase public accountability of international institutions, it also provides
a negative model of why we need to move this debate - the one we are having today

- to

a broader forum. The U.S. government and U.S. NGOs are continually fighting for open,
democratic rules of procedure in our international institutions. Today, we are discussing
minimal procedural rules for the Inspection Panel. But last year, we discussed procedures
for the World Bank generally and the Global Environment Facility; next we will be

discussing these same issues with regard to the World Trade Organization and the NAFTA
institutions.
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Rather than repeat these discussions over and over again, it is time for this Congress
and this Administration to recognize the need to make uniform international administrative

procedures a high priority of our international diplomatic efforts. The Congress and this

Administration need to push for a Framework Agreement for International Administrative

Procedures, which can then incorporate into all international institutions the basic principles
of public participation and good governance that underlie our conception of participatory

democracy.

It is important to develop such a framework agreement as soon as possible because

we are giving our international institutions more and more power - power which increasingly
threatens U.S. standards for the environment and other social protections. An intemationzil

framework agreement may be the only way to ensure that democratic principles of

accountability keep pace with these new powers.

A. Growth of New International Organizations

In the past few years we have seen a proliferation of international institutions. Since

1989, two new multilateral development banks (the EBRD and the NADBank) have been

created; the GEF, created in 1990, was restructured and made permanent this year. The
NAFTA created several important regional commissions and, perhaps most ominously, the

new World Trade Organization may yet come into being. In the environmental area, two
new secretariats (for the biodiversity and climate change conventions) and a new UN
Commission on Sustainable Development were created at the U.N. Conference on
Environment in Development in 1992, and another secretariat is expected from the

desertification negotiations now underway.

An international framework agreement for administrative procedures is not only

necessary to ensure openness, accountability and good governance at the World Bank and
the Inspection Panel, but also at these other international financial, trade and environment
institutions.

B. Expanding Powers of International Organizations as Threats to

Democraticalfy—Determined U.S. Domestic Environmental Standards

Some of the newer international institutions, including those in the international trade

jirea, provide particularly vivid illustrations of why uniform procedural standards are

necessary. These institutions are increasingly exercising powers that threaten our

democratically-determined domestic standards without the procedures we would demand

(indeed constitutionally require) in our domestic decisionmaking.^

^
See e.g., European Commission, Report on United States Barkers to Trade and Investment

(Brussels, April 1994), Doc. No, 1/194/94 (listing U.S. environmental and other laws the European Union
asserts are in violation of international trade laws and must be changed).

8
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For example, the recent GATT panel decision (now known as Tuna-Dolphin II'')

holding the U.S. Marine Mammal Protection Act inconsistent with the GATT, was severely
criticized by Ambassador Mickey Kantor, the U.S. Trade Representative, who suggested the

U.S. might appeal in part on the grounds that the GATT does not allow for sufficient public

participation.

Similar, perhaps even greater, powers as those exercised by the GATT panel
wil' now reside in the NAFTA commissions and the new World Trade Organization (if it is

ever established). As these international organizations reduce the barriers to international

economic integration, we must simultaneously develop the administrative procedures to

reduce the barriers to international public participation and accountability.

These international institutions are effectively moving much of the important

decisionmaking for sustainable development to the international sphere. We must at the

same time ensure that critical democratic checks on power are also moved to the

international level.

B. U^. Commitment to Principles of Participatory E>emocracy and Good Governance

The U.S. govenmient has repeatedly expressed its commitment to participatory

democracy in the international arena, both in its words and its deeds. One example is the

practice of including U.S. NGOs as observers on official delegations to international

environmental conferences and negotiations. Another example is the commitment of our

bilateral foreign assistance program administered by AID."* These principles would be

furthered tremendously by international Framework Agreement on Administrative

Procedures for all IGOs.

The United States also must get its own house in order, by readjusting the balance

between the rights of the public to participate domestically in international matters and the

^
See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), United States - Restrictions on Imports of Tuna,

Report of the Panel. GATT doc. no. DS291R, June 1994. See also, Donald Goldberg, GATT Tuna-
Dolphin II: Environment Protection Continues to Clash wrrn Free Trade, CIEL Brief No. 2 (June

1994) (analyzing the GATT panel reports in both Tuna/Dolphin I and II).

^ Ambassador Mickey Kantor, United States Trade Representative, USTR to Challenge GATT Panel's

Failure to Provide Open Hearings and Due Process Regarding U.S. Tuna Embargoes, Substantive Matters (Press

Release) May 23, 1994.

*
See e.g., mark up of Peace, Prosperity and Democracy Aa of 1994 (June 15, 1994); See also the draft

principles of the President's Council on Sustainable Development (June 9, 1994) (calling for open decision-

making regarding sustainable development with the participation of an informed public).
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current foreign policy exception in the U. S. Administrative Procedures Act, which severely

limits the public^ This will help us continue to lead by example.

C Iiiteniational Commitment to Public Participation, Information Disclosure, and Judicial

Accountability

The international community also supports public participation, information disclosure

and accountability. The Rio Declaration and Agenda 21 illustrate this commitment in the

environmental field. Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration is an example:

"States shaU facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by

making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and

administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided".*

Similarly, Agenda 21 states:

"One of the fundamental prerequisites for the achievement of sustainable

development is broad public participation in decision-making .... This includes the

need of individuals, groups and organizations to participate in environmental impact

assesment procedures and to know about and participate in decisions...."'

In the human rights field, the Convention on Civil and Political Rights guarantees

every citizen the right to "take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely

chosen representative and to have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in

his [sic] country."^"

These principles are today too often rhetorical, but they will be turned into reality by

an International Framework Agreement for Administrative Procedures for International

Organizations. Our international orgEinizations should lead the way towards democracy first

and foremost by their actions. And within the IGOs, the US should lead the way.

^ David A. Wirth, The International Trade Regime and the Municipal law of Federal States: How Close a

Fit, in Trade and the Environment: Law Economics and Policy (Durwood Zaelke et al. eds., 1993).

*Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, Principle 10, June 14, 1992, U.N. Doc.

AyCONF.1515/Rev.l (1992), reprinted in 31 I.L.M. 876 (1992). See also Hunter, et al., Concepts and
Principles of International Environmental Law: An Introduction, UNEP Trade and Environment

Monograph No. 2 (1994) (which includes a discussion of the right to public participation, and equal access

to administrative and judicial proceedings, with references to the appropriate principles from the Rio

Declaration, especially principles 17-22).

'
Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Chapter 23, at 23.2, U.N. Doc.

A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. Ill) (1992).

^° GA Res. 2200, Int'l Conv. on Civil ad Political Rights, 999 UNTS 171, Dec. 16, 1966.

10
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D. Benefits of Uniform and Open Administrative Procedures

Environmental protection and sustainable development must be built on the

foundation of good governance, and good governance in turn must be built on the rule of

law. This includes good administrative procedures and access to independent review and

redress.

Industry needs good governance and the rule of law, as do NGOs and citizens, and

industry can be expected to support such an effort as proposed here. The experience with

NAFTA suggests as much; one of the primary reasons multinational corporations supported
NAFTA was their interest in investment security, through transparent and accountable

procedures. NAFTA's intellectual property provisions provide a powerful illustration.

rV. Conclusion

In conclusion, the Panel's administrative procedures must be the best possible

procedures, so the Panel can succeed with its critical job. And they must be developed

through an open and democratic process, following the same spirit of openness and

democracy that inspired the Panel itself.

Moreover, the Panel's procedures must be the best possible, so that they can be used

as an example for other international organizations, demonstrating what good administrative

procedures should be like. All of the IGOs we have created need to improve their

administrative procedures to advance public participation and other aspects of participatory

democracy, as well as good governance generally, and accountability to those who created

them, to those who fund them, and to those they were designed to benefit.

Treasury should participate fully in this process, and carefully review the way the

administrative procedures are designed and adopted by the Panel, as well as the final

procedures themselves. Treasury should do this in coordination with other relevant U.S.

agencies, including the State Department, the Department of Justice, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Department of Interior, the Department of Commerce, and the

USTR, among others.

The Panel is one of the most important advances in international governance,
environmental or otherwise, but it is still an experiment. It must still be carefully guided by
Congress, by Treasury and other agencies, and by the international community of states, as

well as by NGOs and citizens throughout the world. The Panel is far too important not to

succeed.

11
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PROPOSED RULES OF PROCEDURE
FOR THE WORLD BANK'S INSPECTION PANEL

June 18, 1994

Written by:

Lori Udall, International Rivers Network

David Hunter, Center for International Environmental Law

The World Bank Inspection Panel was created to give parties who are adversely

affected by Bank-financed projects a forum in which to hold the Bank accountable to its

policies and procedures. The three-member Panel will receive and investigate claims filed

by citizens, nongovernmental organizations and others who claim that the Bank's failure to

comply with its policies, procedures and loan agreements have caused them harm. The

following are proposed rules of procedure for the Panel. Any comments on these proposed

rules should be provided to Lori Udall at the International Rivers Network or David Hunter

at the Center for International Environmental Law.

I. Who can file a claim

The following parties can file a claim before the Panel:

1) any group, nongovernmental organization, association or society representing

themselves or an affected party in the country where the project in question is

located;

2) a representative group outside the borrower country if:

(a) the claimant shows there is no appropriate local representation, and

(b) the Executive Directors agree at the time they consider the claim; and

3) A single Executive Director or the Board of Executive Directors.

n. Claims That the Panel Will Not Accept

The Panel will not accept the following claims:

1) Claims which do not involve an act or omission on the part of the Bank;

2) Claims dealing with procurement issues, such as agreements between the World

Bank and commercieil contractors;
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3) Qaims from a single individual;

4) Claims on projects filed after the closing date of the loan or credit for that project

or after 95% of the loan or credit has been disbursed for that project, unless the

claimant gives evidence that they are directly and adversely affected by the Bank'sfailure

to enforce loan conditions that are still in effect after project completion.

5) Claims relating to matters previously considered by the Panel, unless justified by
new evidence or changed circumstances not known at the time of the original

complaint.

EQ. Filing a Qaim

A. In order to file a claim, a party should demonstrate all of the following elements:

1) The affected party's rights or interests have been or are likely to be directly

affected by an act or omission of the World Bank as a result of a failure of the Bank
to follow its policies and procedures or loan agreements:

2) The failure to enforce policies, procedures or loan agreements was in the course

of the design, appraisal, or implementation of a World Bank financed project, and

3) The failure has had or threatens to have a material adverse effect on the affected

party.

4) The claimant has brought the issue to the attention of Bank Management, and the

Bank Management has failed to respond or its response was inadequate.

B. All claims must be submitted in writing to the Panel. Claims may be submitted in the

local language or any of the United Nations official languages.

C. Claimants who need advice on submitting a claim should contact the Panel, which will

provide information on how to file a claim and will meet with potential claimants to discuss

how to file a claim.

D. Claimants should prepare a memorandum containing the following information:

1) A description of the project, stating all the relevant facts including the harm
suffered by or threatened to the affected party;

2) An explanation of how World Bank policies, procedures or loan agreements were

violated, including citations to specific sections of the relevant policies;
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3) A description of how the act or omission on the part of the Bank lead to a

violation of the specific provision;

4) A description of how the claiming party was adversely affected or is Ukely to be

adversely affected by the Bank's act or omission and what rights or interests of the

claimant were affected;

5) A description of steps taken by the claimant to resolve the violations through

correspondence and/or meetings with World Bank staff, including an account of how
the Bank responded to the claimant and what steps the Bank did or did not take to

mitigate the situation;

6) In claims relating to matters previously submitted to the Panel, a statement

specifying what new evidence or changed circumstances justifies the Panel revisiting

the issue.

7) Where the complainant requests other than local representation, a statement

explaining why comparable local representation is not available.

E. To the extent possible, all correspondence with World Bank staff and officials should be

organized and attached to the memorandum.

F. To the extent possible, minutes of meetings vdth World Bank operations staff or task

managers should be written down and included with the complaints.

G. If the claimant cannot submit all the information above, the claimant should submit as

much information as possible about the claim and describe the efforts the claimant has taken

to try to obtain additional information, including attempts to correspond or meet with Bank

management.

H. Where other than a local representative is representing the complainant, the

representative shall submit a signed letter from the complainant or some other written

evidence that the representative is acting as the agent for the complainant.

rv. Accepting a Claim

A. Within 42 days of receiving a claim, the Panel shall make a recommendation to the Board

of Executive Directors to investigate the claim. After a claim is received and sent to Bank

management, Bank management has 21 days to respond to the Panel with evidence that it

has complied or intends to comply with the Bank's relevant policies or procedures. After the

Panel receives management's response, the Panel has a total of 21 days to recommend to

the Executive Directors whether the matter should be investigated. All efforts will be made
to handle the claims expeditiously and efficiently in as short a time period as possible.
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B. The Panel will follow the procedures below:

1) Within two weeks of receiving a claim, the Panel shall send a written

acknowledgement to the claimant. If the Panel needs more information or

documentation regarding the claim, the Panel will specify at that time what additional

information is required. The Panel may refuse to consider a claim until all necessary
information and documentation is submitted, unless the Panel finds that such

information or documentation is not readily obtainable by the claimant and that it

already has sufficient information or documentation to evaluate the claim.

2) Upon receipt of the claim, the Panel will immediately notify the Office of the

President and the Board of Executive Directors of the claim. Copies of the claim and

supporting documents will be sent to the relevant task manager, country director, and

regional vice-president in the Bank. The Panel wiU request Bank management to

respond to the claim with supporting documentation in 21 days or less.

3) Upon receiving management response to the claim, the Panel may send

management's response or portions thereof to the claimant for comment before the

Panel makes a determination to investigate the claim;

4) The Panel shall submit its recommendation to the Board no later than 21 days
after receiving management's response. If management did not respond in the 21-day

period provided, the Panel can make its recommendation to the board at any time

but no later than 42 days after receiving the claim.

5) When deciding whether to investigate a claim, the Panel will have complete access

to all relevant Bank files and any Bank staff that are directly or indirectly involved

in the project. This includes access to relevant files other then those provided by
Bank management in their response to the claim. The Panel shall consult with the

Executive Director representing the Borrowing (or guaranteeing) country on the

subject matter of the claim prior to submitting its recommendation to the Board.

6) During the six week period when the Panel is determining whether to investigate
the claim, the Panel will accept outside pubUc comments regarding the claim.

Comments should be a maximum of ten pages and information should either directly

support or oppose the subject of the claim.

7) The Panel will issue a public notice that a claim has been received. The notice will

include the name of the project, the country where the project is located, the name
of the claimant and a brief description of the claim. The notice will be provided in

the local language in a local newspaper or some other similar method that ensures
the public in the affected area has been informed of the claim.

8) If the claimant requests anonymity, the Panel will not release information about
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the claim publicly. If the Panel has reason to believe that the claimant could be

endangered for filing the claim, the Panel can choose to keep the name of the

claimant absolutely confidential.

9) If upon receipt of a claim or anytime during the investigation, the Panel

determines that affected parties may be adversely harmed during the course of the

investigation, the Panel may recommend to the Board and to Bank Management a

temporary suspension of the project. Such a recommendation shall be submitted to

the claimant and made public at the same time it is submitted to the Board and Bank

Management.

10) Panel members shall recuse themselves from the evaluation, hearing or

investigation of any request related to a matter in which the member has a personal
interest or had significant involvement in any capacity. Panel members shall disclose

in writing any prior interest or involvement in any case and may be disqualified by
vote of the other panel members or the executive director. Any such disclosure shall

be made immediately available to the complainemt and to the public.

11) At the same time the Panel provides to the Board its recommendation regarding
whether to investigate a claim, the Panel will also notify the claimant and the public
of its recommendation. Every recommendation must be accompanied by a clear

explanation setting forth the reasons for the reconmiendation.

12) The Board's decision regarding whether the Panel can investigate a claim will be

sent to the claimant and made public within 24 hours of the decision, along with the

name of the Panel member who will take the lead in the investigation.

13) Any Board decision regarding whether a non-local representative can represent
the complainant shall also be made public within 24 hours of the decision. Such

representation shall be made when the Board agrees the appropriate representation
is not locally available. The Panel shall reconmaend to the Board its opinion about

whether appropriate representation is available, based on the following factors: (1)
the relative availability, interest and resources of trained, local representatives versus

the representatives chosen by the complainant; (2) cost of local representatives versus

the representative chosen by the complainzint; and (3) the complainant's ability to

trust and depend on local counsel to pursue their case compared to the

representative chosen by the complainant.

V. Investigating a Claim

A. The Panel may use a variety of methods to investigate a claim, including but not limited

to:

1) meetings with claimants, affected people, local and international NGOs, World
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Bank staff, borrower country government officials, and project authorities;

2) holding public hearings in the project area;

3) taking site visits to project sites;

4) requesting written or oral submissions on specific issues by the claimant,

independent experts, affected people, consultants, non-government organizations,

government officials or World Bank staff;

5) hiring independent consultants to research specific issues relating to a claim;

6) researching World Bank project files; and

7) any other reasonable method normaUy used for conducting such an investigation.

B. The schedule, including the length of time, for investigating a claim shall be determined

by the Panel members and shaU be made public as soon as possible;

C. The Panel shall seek consent of the Borrowing Country prior to conducting any

inspections in its territory. Any failure to provide such consent shall be made immediately
know to the Bank Management, the Board, the claimant, and the public. To the extent that

refusal of consent limits the Panel's abihty to obtain all of the necessary facts to evaluate the

claim, the Panel shall assume any such facts in support of the claimant. To the extent that

any person associated with or employed by the Borrowing Country or the Bank refuses to

provide testimony when requested by the Panel and such refusal limits the Panel's abihty to

obtain all of the necessary facts to evaluate the claim, the Panel shaU assume any such facts

in support of the claimant.

D. During the course of the investigation, the claimant and any member of the public shall

have the right to provide the Panel with supplemental information that they beheve is

relevant to evaluating the claim.

E. The Panel shall make available to the claimant as soon as possible any draft findings of

fact and give the claimant an opportunity to respond to negative findings before the final

report is sent to the Bank Management and President.

VL Panel Reports

A. The Panel will submit its report to the Board of Executive Directors and the President.

Within six weeks of receiving the Panel's report. Bank management will submit its response
to the report to the Board and the Panel. After the Board considers the report and the

management response, the report is released to the claimant. The claimant is also informed

what action the Bank has taken, if any.
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B. The Panel's recommendations shall be based on a consideration of the facts in the record

and any presumptions required under Part V.C. of these rules.

C. The public and the claimant will be notified when the Panel sends its report to the Board

of Executive Directors, and the Panel member responsible for writing the report will be

available to the claimant and the public to discuss the findings and recommendations of the

report.

D. The Panel will include in its recommendations to Executive Directors a recommendation

regarding the urgency of the report in order to ensure its timely consideration by the

Executive Directors.

E. Panel reports shall include the following elements:

1) findings of fact and recommendations submitted to the Board of Executive

Directors on how the Bank should address the problems in the complaint, including

any recommendations on whether the project should be suspended, modified or

canceled;

2) a record of decision explaining why the Panel is making the recommendations it

is making in light of the facts;

3) any response from Bank management regarding the recommendation to investigate

the claim or the recommendations made at the end of the investigation;

4) in the absence of consensus in the Panel, any majority and minority opinions;

5) a detailed description of the steps taken to investigate the claim; and

6) a separate appendix constituting the record of the investigation, including a copy
of the claim; notes from any meetings or interviews that provided facts used in

making its recommendations; copies of all comments received from the public. Bank

Management, witnesses or other interested persons; and a copy of all documents

considered by the Panel in making its recommendations;

F. No later than two weeks after the Board decision, the Panel shall release the report to

the public. All reports shall be made available at the Public Information Center, the Tokyo,
Paris and London offices of the Bank, the field office in the Borrowing country where the

claim originated, and a library at the Panel's secretariat. All reports will be available at cost

to the public.

Vn. Amiual Reports

Every year the Panel shall publish an annual report summarizing the claims and their

disposition, identifying any trends in the number, content or scope of the complaints,
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evaluating the role of the Panel, and making any recommendations for improving the Panel's

or the Bank's operations, including any proposals for amendments to the resolution, the

Panel's budget, Bank operational directives, or the other operating policies and procedures
of the Bank.

Vni. Nominating Panel Members

The Panel shall be made up of three members of different nationalities from Bank

member countries. The President, after consultation with the Executive Directors, shall

nominate the members of the Panel to be appointed by the Executive Directors. At least

three weeks before the Executive Directors vote on any Panel member, the name of the

nominee shall be made publicly available.

EX. Amendments to the Resolution or Rules

A. Any Executive Director or Panel Member may submit to the Board of Executive

Directors a proposal for amendment to the Resolutions creating this Panel (Resolution No.

93-10 and Resolution No. EDA 93-6). At least three weeks before the Board votes on any
such proposal, the proposal shall be made available to the public.

B. These rules may be amended by majority vote of the Panel, provided that the proposed
amendments to these procedures have been made available to the Executive Directors, Bank

Management and the pubhc at least three weeks prior to the Panel vote.
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Memorandum

To: House Subcommittee on International Development, Finance, Trade and Monetary Policy

From: Lori Udall. International Elivers Network

Re: Comments Regarding World Bank Memorandum, Jan Wijnand, June 20. 1994 on Disclosure

of Factual Technical Information

Date: 25 August 1994

The World Bank Procedures (BP 17.50) on Disclosure of Operational Information contain a

provision which allows for the release of factual technical information which states:

If an interested party requests additional technical information about a project under preparation,

the country director releases factual technical documents or portions of such documents, after

consulting with the govenmient to identify any sections that involve confidential material or that

could compromise relations between the government and the Bank" (Bank Procedures 17.50,

provision 5).

The issue of what constitutes "factual technical information" has been in dispute since the Bank

approved its new information policy and procedures in August 1993. NGOs have asserted that

factual technical information means the release of all project documents or portions of documents

that are factual and technical in nature. Aside from documents such as feasibility smdies and

baseline data. NGOs believe this should include the release of early World Bank project

documents such as yellow and green cover draft staff appraisal reports. This view was also put

forward by some Bank staff in the "alternative view" which is discussed in my testimony (see

page 3). Other Bank staff have maintained that this provision means the release of background
documents upon which Bank staff appraisal reports are based.

Finally on June 20, 1994, one day before the special oversight hearing held by this Subcommittee

concerning the implementation of the new information policy and developments around the

Inspection Panel, the World Bank issued guidelines on disclosure of factual technical documents.

According to the June 20th guidelines, documents that may be made available to the public

include:

o prefeasibility studies

o feasibility studies, including cost/benefit analysis

site and soil investigations

o detailed design studies
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o financial statements of executing agencies for past fiscal years
o descriptive material on the institutional framework

o technical studies underlying environmental impact assessments

o project-related poverty analysis

This list does represent a positive step forward, but does not in itself guarantee that local

communities that want to influence projects will have the necessary information they need. The
Bank's analyses and/or synthesis of this data is also important. Consequently, NGOs believe the

list should also include World Bank project documents such as the initial executive project

summaries, executive project summaries and yellow and green cover staff appraisal reports, as

well as other important technical information regarding the project finances, and studies on

alternatives.

Why the Bank Should Release Draft Staff Appraisal Reports

Draft (yellow and green cover) staff appraisal reports are the most critical as these documents

contain the Bank's basic justification for its involvement in the project. Moreover, without the

draft staff appraisal reports it is impossible to tell how Bank staff manipulate/or synthesize the

background technical information to justify its involvement in the project and to support its

assertions. For example, there may be background technical documents that differ with each other

on facts or figures, it is essential for local people and NGOs to know which of those facts or

figures are used or left out by the Bank in its own pre-appraisal or appraisal documents.

For example, in 1991 a draft staff appraisal report on the Narmada Basin Development Loan (a

supplemental loan to ±e Sardar Sarovar Dam which was never approved), contained a project

component which involved the creation of a wildlife sanctuary. In the draft staff appraisal report,

there was no acknowledgement that 40,000 tribal people living in the area of the wildlife

sanctuary would most likely be displaced from their land. This was acknowledged however, in

some of the background reports.

There is very little confidential information in green and yellow draft staff appraisal reports.

Information that is confidential, such as the Bank's negotiating position, should be excised and

the rest of the document should be released. Nor is there a compelling policy reason to withhold

the information.

The release of information in the guidelines cannot substitute for the information that is in a staff

appraisal report. A staff appraisal report is the main technical document of a project. Combined

in this document is the basic justification for the project and the Bank's involvement in it.

The draft SAR contains information on:

Overview of the sector

institutions in that sector
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The Bank's experience in that sector, past lending, lessons learned from past lending;
who are the beneficiaries of the project

the rationale for the Bank's involvement

the Projects objectives

Project description

physical components of the project

cost estimate

financing plan

financial analyses

disbursement schedule

monitoring and evaluation

supervision arrangements

project benefits

project risks

legal arrangements

procurement

All this information is critical for local people who want to challenge, oppose or have input in

the design and planning of a project. Release of the final staff appraisal report after Board

consideration is too late for communities to have input into project design and planning.

Other Factual Technical Information Which Should be Released

Other types of factual technical information which should be released publicly in a timely

manner, includes but is not limited to, baseline data, in-depth economic analyses, complete

financing plan and analyses of financial conditions of executing agencies, timetables, institutional

analyses of implementing agencies, and detailed studies on alternatives.

In all cases, the presumption in favor of disclosure should be operationalized. If an information

request for factual technical information is denied, Bank staff should be required to provide
a compelling policy reason why the information is denied.
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THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE;

r TO

FSQM

EXTENSION

SUBJECT:

June 20. 1994

Staff Recipients of the Operational Manual

Jan Wijnand, Acting Director.

81490

Disclosure of Factual Teehniea.1 nflcmnen^

1. The Bank has recently received several external requests for technical infonnadoa on

projects thai have not yet been approved by the Board. It has also received requests for

infonnation contained in the Memorandum and Recommendation of the President (MOP), a

document that under The World Bank Policy on Disclosure of InfoTmniiori (the Disclosure

Policy) is not available to the public'

2. The Disclosure Policy provides for three types of project documentation' to be disclosed

prior 10 Board approval: (a) the Project Information Document (PID); (b) environment-related

documents—environmental data sheets, assessments (EAs), and analyses'—and (c) fectusJ

technical documents.' PlDs and environment-related documents are released through the Public

Information Center (PIC) according to procedures set out in BP 17.50, Disclosure of

Operational btfbrmation. The purpose of tliis memorandum is to clarify the procedures for

disclosure of factual technical documents and address the issue of the release of information

about projects tiiat do not have Staff Appraisal Reports (SARs).

Factual Technical Documents

3. The term factual lecknical documents refers principally to project-related technical

information gathered or received by the Bank from agencies or consultants associatsd with the

project, the borrower, or the goveiTunent of the country concerned. The following are examples

1. Wishinswn. D.C.: World Bank, March 1994.

2. Like iht MOF (which is used fe; investticnt projects), ibe Fresidtr.i's Repsrt for adjuioneni operations is

also ROI made av&ilible to Uie public. Sec Disclonjre Policy, para. 50.

3. Execuiive Projea Summaries OEPSs). whether in initial (JEPS), iLtennsiiijie (EPS), or final CFBPS) sages,

are not made available to 6x111.121 uje.-s. See Disclosure Policy, para. 53.

4. Borrower govenimants' Enviromr.sntal Ac:ion Plans (EAPs) are also aviilible to the public thicugh the

Public Ir.focmidoD Ce.-viej' once the Eani: his officially r;c:ived ihcm and has cbuined the gc\t.'ns-.c.-iis'

consent for release. EAs and environnt.nial analyses incorporate, whenever relevant, resewleT,i.it plans a.-id

i.idisenau3 peoples development pUns,

5. Para. 12 of the Disclosure Policy lates:

Should an interested party request mors technical Lifomaiicn about a project en which the

Banlt is working, Ihc Counsy Depirtmen; Director respo.-.sible may release fscnjal tschnicil

documents, cr psre thereof, after coniulQjioK with the government concerned.
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of factual technka} documents that may be made available to the public (according to the

procedures outlined in this memorandum):

prefeaiibilily studies

feasibility studies, including cost-benefit analyses
site and soil investigations

detailed design studies

financial statements of executing agencies for past fiscal years

descriptive material on the institutional fiamework

technical studies underlying environinenta] impact analyses

project-related poverty analyses

Given the Bank's limited experience with fte disclosure of factual technical documents, staff

may consider this list as indicative. It is important to bear in mind that the Bank has a

presumption in favor of disclosure; thus the only fectual technical documents the Bank does not

release aie those that (a) involve confidential material or material that could compromise

government/Bank interactions, or (b) are directly related to internal Bank decision making If

in doubt, staff may consult with OPRPG.

4. Our response to requests for specific project-related documents of the types listed in

para. 3 depends on their source and nature (e.g., who owns them and whether they have already

been made available to the public by the government concerned):

(a) Technical documents already made publicly available by the govenutient of the

country concsnied are disclosed without further consultation witii the government.

(b) Technical documents (or any parts of such documents) that are prepared by

project/bonower/govemment agencies or their consultants and are no: mzds publicly

available by the government of the country concerned may be disclcssd by the

countty department (CD) director after consultation with the counry official

responsible for Bank/country relations. Together, they identify any text or data that

are confidential or sensitive or that could adversely affea relations with the Bank.

Before releasing the technical documents or parts thereof, the CD director makes

any adjustments necessary to deal with matters of concern. In exceptional cases, if

extensive issues of confidentiality arise, exceptions to the policy of public release

may be authorized by the CD director for specific technical documents.

(c) Technical documents prepared by Bank staff using material provided by the

government may be disclosed by the CD director after consultation with the country

ofiicial responsible for Bank/counuy relations. Together, they identify any text or

data tliat are confidential or sensitive or that could adversely affect relations with the

Bank. Before releasing the technical documents or parts thereof, the CD director

makes any ac^ustments necessary to deal with matters of conesm. In exceptional

cases, if extensive issues of confidentiality arise, exceptions to the policy of public

release may be authorized by the CD director for specific technical documents.

Prccedures

. 5. Most external requests have been individual requests for specific project-related technical

information or for technical documents of the types listed in para. 3. Country department staff
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who receive such requests may release such documents (or parts of tlie documents) through the

PIC, after consulting the govenmient concerned as described in para, 4 (b) and (c). All such

documents sent to the PIC are accompanied by a cover sheet indicating the country, the project
name and number, and ^e names of the task manager and a back-up staff member on the

project team.

6- However, there have been a substantial number of blanket requests for project-related

technical information on a few specific projects. Since the quantity of factual technical

documents in these projects may be large, experience has shown that it is appropriate for

country departments to take the following steps upon receiving such requests:

(a) Staff prepare a list of the existing Actual technical documents (or portions of

documents) for a project

(b) Staff consult with tlie country official concerned to identify, from the list, the

documents belonging to categories (b) and (c) in para. 4 that can be released, in

whole or in part, to outside parties.

(e) "Die country department makes available to the PIC the list and the documents (or

parts of documents) available for release.
'

The documents are accompanied by a

cover sheet as described in para. 5.

(d) Outside parties that request technical information on the project are referred to the

PIC or the relevant resident mission; they may consult the list and request specific

documents.

(e) FIC staff make these documents available to the requesting parties for consultation

'eitlier at Bank headquarters or at the relevant resident mission. Users who wish to

obtain copies of selected documents (or parts of documents) may photocopy the

documents, at the PIC, for a fee.

Requests for Documents FoUovjittg Board Approval

7. Under the Disclosure Policy, the MOP is not made available to the public* After an

investment loan is approved by the Board, the SAR is made available through the PIC according

to the procedures set out in para. 14 of the Disclosure Policy.' For technical assistance loans

(TALs) and emergency recovery loans (ERLs), which do not have SARs, the technical annexes

to the MOP are no longer bound with the MOP but are instead prepared as a separate document

The prospective borrowing government is asked to identify during negotiations ar.y portion of

this technical annex that is confidential or sensitive or that could adversely effect relations with

6. Set Disclosure Policy, psri. f0.

7. Pjra. 1* of the Disclosure Pelicy staiis:

During negoiuuciu ihe prospective borrowing govennreni is asked to identify any text cr im in

Ihe SaR that ts conndefiiial or stAsiiive or could adversely affie: rcJitioos «ith the Bails. Aj

appropriiiE, adjustments would bi made 10 deal with matters of co3Ct.-n. If, in eicspsorjl

tises, extensive Issuss of confideniiality arise, the Country Direear ccn4;mcd may restrict

release of the SAR. Tt.t cover of any such SAR wjll carry a note su'.isg that te'.rue is

restricted.
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the Bank. As appropriate, country department staiF may modiiy this technical annex to deal

with matters of concern to the government Once the TAL/EBL is approved by the Board,

when an external party requests technical ioformatjon, the CD director makes the technical

annex available to the interested party through the PIC. As with SA^, if in exceptional cases

extensive issues of confidentiality arise, the country department director may restrict release of

this technical annex.

RoleofOfR

8. For the next six months, while we gain experience v^i'th the disclosure of factual technical

information, OPRPG is available to provide advice and guidance if staif requite assistance in

interpreting the rsquirements of the Disclosure Policy. Once we have gained sufficient

experience with the disclosure of fectual technical information, vk^e will revise and reissue

BP 17.50, Disclositre of Operational Information.

ce: MessrsTMmes. Karaosmanoglu, Sandstrom, Stem, McHugh, Kalantzopoulos (EXC);
Bruno (DECVP); Burki (LACVP); Choksi (HROVP); Eccles (CTRVP);
Husaia (MPSVP); Jaycox (AFRVP); Kaji (EAPVP); Kashiwaya (CFSVP);
Koch-Weser (MNAVP); Linn (FPRVP); Picciotto (DGO); Rischard (FPDVP);

Serageldin (jESDVP); Shihata (LEGVP); Thahane (SECVP); Thalwitz (ECAVP);
Wood (SASVP); Wijnand, Pommier, Data-Mitra (OPRPG)

Directives Manager's Files
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INTRODUCTION

On August 26, 1993, the World Bank Executive

Directors approved a new and expanded informa-

tion policy (Appendix I, World Bank Policy on

Disclosure of information)'. The new policy

expands public availability of Bank project and sec-

tor investment documents, environmental and social

information, and documents that contain informa-

tion on economic and country sector work. The

basis of the Bank's policy is that there is a presump-

tion in favor of disclosure of information in the

aSsence of a compelling reason not to disclose^.

On January 1 , 1994, the World Bank established

a Public Information Center at its headquarters in

Washmgton, DC that will contain most of the infor-

mation available imder the new poUcy. Information

available under the new policy can also be requested

from World Bank field offices in borrowing coimtries

and in the Bank's offices in London, Paris and Tokyo.

The establishment of both a new information policy

and the Pubhc Informauon Center was pardy in

response to NGOs, legislators and member govern-

ments lobbying for more transparency and public

accountability at the World Bank.

The purpose of this Citizens' Guide is to help

non-governmental organizations (NGOs), local

communities and people directly affected by Bank

projects to gain access to World Bank documents,

and to utiUze the new policy and the Public

Information Center to the fullest extent possible.

This guide describes what documents are available

under the new policy, where to find them, and con-

tains a glossary that describes what information is

contained in specific project documents. The infor-

mation provided in this guide pertains to the

information policy of the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the

International Development Association (IDA)

only. It does not review the information policy of

the International Finance Corporation (IFC). The

IPC policy is however reproduced in its entirety in

Appendix II for your informauon.

This guide is based on five documents, four of

which appear in the appendices:

1 . The World Bank Pohcy on Disclosure of

Information, March 1994 (Appendix I)

2. World Bank Procedures: Disclosure of

Operational Information (BP 17.50),

September 1993 (Appendix III).

3. World Bank Office Memorandum on

Disclosure of Operational Information, Jan

Wijnand, November 24, 1993 (Appendix IV);

4. World Bank Office Memorandum on

Disclosure of Factual Technical Documents, Jan

Wijnand, June 20, 1994 (Appendix V); and

5. Expanding Access to Bank Information

(August 31, 1993)5.

As a courtesy, the NGO Unit at the World Bank

provides a document called the "Monthly Operational

Summary of Bank and IDA Proposed Projects"

(MOS) to a number ofNGOs that are able to share

the information and resources of the MOS, such as

NGOs that participate in networks or coalitions or

provide information and services in the development

field. Such NGOs may apply to receive the MOS at

no cost by requesting to be added to the "MOS mail-

ing list." That request should be sent to: The NGO

Unit, Operations Policy Department, The Worid

Bank, 1818 "H" Street NW, Washington, D.C.

20433, USA. The fax number is (202) 522-3282. __

Individuals, consultants and other interested

parties may purchase an annual subscription to the

MOS (12 issues per year) for US$ 125.00 from the

following address:

Because the information poUcy is new, it may take some time for the 7,000 Bank personnel to become femiliar

with its implementation. Be persistent, always keep a copy of your communications, and don't become dis-

couraged in your approach to the Bank. Ifyou are unable to obtain die information that you are seeking and

feel diat it should be available under the policy, feel free to contact die Bank Information Center for support

A CiTZENS' Guide To the World Bank's Information Poucy
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World Bank Publications

P.O. Box 7247-7956

Philadelphia, PA 19170-7956

USA

INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM
THE WORLD BANK

A. Project and Sector Investment Docume>4ts

Documents for individual projects or for sector

loans (such as an energy or agricultural sector

loan), which should be publicly available, include:

Project Information Documents

Factual Technical Project Documents

Final Staff Appraisal Reports

Loan and Credit Agreements

Project Evaluauon Summaries (Precis)

Requests for these documents can be made

direcdy to the Public Information Center, the

London, Paris and Tokyo World Bank offices, and

field offices in borrowing countries. Field offices in

borrowing countries, however, will only have pro-

ject and sector information pertaining to that

country. (See Appendix VII for addresses of these

World Bank offices.)

1. Project Information Documents

Effective Date: Project Information Documents will

be available for projects and sector loans identified

after October 1, 1993.

The Project Information Document (PID) is a

new category of document created for the public. It is

the main source of public information about an indi-

vidual projea or seaor loan at an early stage of pro-

jea preparation and design. T^ie Project Informauon

DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FROM THE

The Public Information Center takes requests for

specific documents. It does not take blanket

requests for information. All documents released

since the implementadon of the new information

policy should be available iiroin the Public

Information Center, unless otherwise stated in

this guide. The main documents available from

the Pubhc Information Center are:

1. Project Information Documents

2. Factual Technical Projea Documents

3. Final Staff Appraisal Reports

4. Final Country Economic and Sector Work

Reports

5. Sector Policy Papers

6. Environmental Data Sheets

7. Environmental Assessments

8. Environmental Analyses

9. National Environmental Action Plans

10. Summaries of Project Evaluation Reports

(Precis)

1 1 . Loan and Credit Agreements

If you woidd like to receive the monthly "List of

Available Dociiments" fi-om the Public Information

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER
Center (PIC) in Washington, you may contact the

PIC and request that your name or organization be

put on the mailing list. (See section III.B for

address and phone number of the PIC.)

All documents that are available from the

Public Informauon Center in Washington, D.C.

can also be ordered from World Bank branch

offices in London, Tokyo and Paris and from

World Bank Held offices in borrowing countries.

Borrowing country field offices will only have

project and program documents pertaining to

that country. Most of the information is available

as ofJanuary 1, 1994, which is the date the

Public Informauon Center opened. Exceptions to

this are listed with the document description.

The following documents are also available on

Internet:

1) Project Information Documents

2) Environmental Data Sheets

3) Summaries of Project Evaluation Reports

(Precis)

A GrrzENS' Guide To the World Bank's Information Poucy
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Document should be a minimum of two pages and

give a brief factual summary of the main elements of

the evolving project. This should include: (a) the pro-

ject's objectives; (b) expected or probable components;

(c) costs and financing; (d) environmental issues; (e)

status of procurement and consulting services; (0

studies to be undertaken; (g) implementing agencies;

and (h) relevant points of contact. The Project

Information Document is supposed to be updated

and expanded as the project is developed.

2. Factual Technical Project Documents

Effective Date: ]3nM3iY 1, 1994

During project preparation, if more information is

needed than is contained in the Project Information

Document, requests can be made for Project or Seaor

Loan Documents contaming "factual technical infor-

mation". Factual technical doomients Stan becoming

available during project design and planmng.

The Bank has defined Factual Technical

Docimients to include the following types of docu-

ments:

prefeasibility studies

feasibility studies, including cost/benefit

analysis

site and soil investigations

detailed design studies

financial statements of the agencies responsi-

ble for implementing the project

a description of the institutional framework

technical studies that support the environ-

mental impaa analysis

project-related poverty analysis

Special Tips on Requesting Factual Technical

Documents:

1 . When requesting Factual Technical

Documents, first send requests to the Public

Information Center, or order the documents

through your field office or the Tokyo, London

or Paris offices.

2. If you do not get a timely response to your first

request, send your request direcdy to the Country

Director in the relevant Country Department.

3. The list of Factual Technical Documents

(above) is preliminary and could be expanded

later. If the information you want does not

appear on this list, don't be discouraged.

Request the information anyway and remember

to be as specific as possible about what type of

information or document you want. See docu-

ment glossary (Appendix IX) for names and

contents of other World Bank documents.

4. For more details on Factual Technical

Documents refer to Appendix V.

3. Final Staff Appraisal Reports

Effective Date: Staff Appraisal Reports are publicly

available for all projects and sector loans for which

an "invitation to negotiate" was issued after

October 1, 1993".

The Staff Appraisal Repon is the main technical

document of a project or sector loan. It is much more

extensive than the Project Information Document.

Staff Appraisal Reports may contain the follow-

ing information: (a) an in-depth description of the

project or the sector (such as the energy or agricul-

tural sector); (b) institutional issues; (c) the ratio-

nale for the Bank's involvement; (d) the goals and

strategy for a given sector; (e) project origin and

the status preparation; (0 details of legal agree-

ments reached between the Bank and the borrower

country; (g) monitoring and supervision arrange-

ments; and (h) the financing plan and the econom-

ic justification.

Final Staff Appraisal Reports for projects and

sector loans should be made publicly available after

they are approved by the Board of Executive

Directors.

A CrrzENs" Guide To the World Bank's Information Policy
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4. Loan and Credit Agreements

Effective Date: January 1, 1994

Loan and credit agreements are the legal agree-

ments between the World Bank and a borrowing

country on a specific project or sector loan. Loan

Agreements are legal agreements reached on loans

financed by the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (IBRD). Credit Agreements are

legal agreements reached on credits financed by the

Intemational Development Associauon (IDA). Loan

and credit agreements become public documents after

the loan negodations, when they are signed by the

Bank and the borrower government. Negotiations

occur right before the Board of Executive Directors

votes to approve a project or seCTor loan. (To find out

when a project is scheduled for board discussion, con-

tact the Bank Information Center)

5. Summaries of Evaluation Reports ("Precis")

Effective Date: January 1 , 1 994

A Precis is a summary of a Project Performance

Audit Report. A Project Performance Audit Report
is a project evaluation issued by the Operations

Evaluation Department after Bank financing of a

project has been completed.

B. Structural Adjustment Operations

1. Project Information Documents

Effective Date: ]^n\i3rf 1, 1994

Project Information Documents for World

Bank structural adjustment operations should also

be publicly available. These documents may con-

tain background information on objectives, previ-

WHEN DOCUMENTS BECOME
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ous Bank assistance to the country, poverty impaa,

and program implementation. Public Information

Documents for structural adjustment operations

should be available at the Public Information

Center and on Internet at an early stage m project

preparation.

2. Factual Technical Documents

Effective Date: ]an\iiry 1, 1994

Factual Technical Documents or information

on World Bank structural adjustment operations

should also be publicly available upon request. The

information policy states "for sector and structural

adjusunent operations, which do not finance physi-

cal investments, PIDs identify the areas being

examined" (para. 10). Interested parties should feel

free to request factual information that pertains to

those areas. The diversity of situations and scope of

adjustment operations however prevent the Bank

from defining more precisely the types of factual

information that may be publicly available.

C. Environmental and Social Information

Under the World Bank's Information Policy,

the environmental documents that should be pub-

licly available are:

1 . Environmental Assessments for IBRD and IDA

funded "Category A" projects

2. Environmental Analyses for IBRD and IDA

"Category B" projects

3. Environmental Data Sheets

4. National Environmental Action Plans

Social documents such as resetdement plans

and indigenous peoples plans should be available as

part of environmental assessments or environmental

analyses. These documents can be requested from

the World Bank Public Information Center, branch

offices and field offices.

1 . Environmental Assessments (EAs)

Effective Date: "Category A" IBRD Projects:

January 1, 1994

"Category A" IDA Projects: July 1,

1993

Project specific Environmental Assessments nor-

mally contain the following information: (a) exist-

ing environmental baseline conditions; (b) potential

environmental impacts, direct and indirect, includ-

ing opportunities for environmental enhancement;

(c) systematic environmental comparison of alterna-

tive investments, sites, technologies and designs; (d)

preventive, mitigatory, compensatory measures gen-

erally in the form of an environmental mitigation

plan; (e) environmental management and training;

and (f) monitoring plans.

Sector Environmental Assessments may con-

tain: (a) sector investment alternatives; (b) the

effect of sector policy changes; (c) institutional

capacities and requirements for environmental

review, implementation, and monitoring at the sec-

toral level; and (d) the cumulative impact of many

relatively small, similar investments in the sector.

Environmental Assessments for "Category A"

IBRD/IDA projects should be available in the Public

Information Center after the assessments are made

publicly available in the borrower country. A provi-

sion in the new information policy requires that, in

addition to requirements for environmental assess-

ments covered in Operational Directive 4.01, before

the Bank proceeds to appraisal, the EA must be made

available in some public place accessible to affectedgmups

and local NGOs. After it is released in the borrower

country and sent to the Bank, the Bank will make it

publicly available in the Public Information Center.

NGOs and interested parties in borrowdng countries

should request the environmental assessment from the

World Bank field office in their country if it is not

available in some public place near the project site.

A CiTZENs' Guide To the World Bank's Information Poucy
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NOTE: For more information about environmen-

tal categories and the World Bank's Environmental

Assessment Process see "A Citizen's Guide to World

Bank Envi'ormiental Assessment Procedures", pub-

lished by the Bank Information Center, 1992.

2. Environmental Analyses

Effective Date: IBRD "Category B" projects on

January 1, 1994

IDA "Category B projects since July

1, 1993

Environmental analyses are completed for pro-

jects that do not require a lull environmental impact

assessment These are called "Category B" projects.

An environmental analysis may contain the following

information: (a) identification and summary of all

anticipated significant adverse envirorunental impacts;

(b) a description of and the technical details for each

mitigation measure; (c) institutional arrangements; (d)

implementation schedule for mitigation plan; (e)

monitoring and reporting procedures; (0 int^ration

of mitigation plan into total project cost.

In IDA financed "Category B" projects, if the

environmental analysis results in a separate report,

the report must be made available in the borrowing

country at a public place before the Bank proceeds

with appraisal. After it is released in the borrower

country and sent to the Bank, it should be made

available in the Public Information Center. If the

environmental analysis does not result in a separate

document, the analysis will be included in the

Project Information Document, which should be

available from the Public Information Center.

For IBRD "Category B" projects, the environ-

mental analyses will be included in the Project

Information Document.

3. Resettlement Plans

Resetdement plans contain detailed information

about the resetdement of people who are being dis-

placed as a result of a projea. Resetdement plans will

be included in the environmental impact assessments

for "Category A" projects and for the envirorunental

analyses for "Category B" projects.

Resettlement plans normally contain the fol-

lowing information: (a) recent information about

the scale and impact of resetdement on the dis-

placed population; (b) a description of household

characteristics and a socioeconomic survey that

describes the magnitude of displacement; (c) the

resource base of the affected population; (d) the

extent to which groups will experience loss of

assets; (e) legal framework; (0 identification of

resettlement sites; (g) rehabilitation package

offered; (h) the value of lost assets; (i) a review of

the land tenure and acquisition process; (j) griev-

ance procedures; (k) infi'astrucnare and social ser-

vices offered; and (1) an implementation schedule.

4. Indigenous Peoples Development Plans

Indigenous People's Development Plans should

be available as part of the environmental assess-

ments in "Category A" projects, and in environ-

mental analyses in "Category B" projects.

Indigenous Peoples Development Plans may con-

tain the following information: (a) legal fi'amework;

(b) baseline data; (c) land tenure issues; (d) strategy

for local participation; (e) identification of develop-

ment or mitigation activities; (0 institutional capaci-

ty; (g) implementation schedule; (h) monitoring and

evaluation; and (i) cost estimates and financing plan.

5. Environmental Data Sheets

Envirormiental Data Sheets are one page papers

that normally contain the following information: (a)

major projea components; (b) major and minor envi-

ronmental issues; (c) proposed actions; (d) justification

for envirormiental category, (e) appraisal and board

date; and (0 total projea cost. Environmental Data

Sheets are completed for all "Category A" projects.
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They are available at the Public Information Center,

the I-ondon, Paris and Tokyo offices, and on Internet

4. Private Sector Assessments

5. Public Expenditure Reports

6. National Environmental Action Plans

Effective Date: ]zn\i.ary 1, 1994

National Environmental Action Plans (NEAPs)

provide an overview of a government's environmen-

tal priorities and programs. The World Bank infor-

mation policy encourages borrower governments to

make NEAPs publicly available. With government

consent, the Bank should make NEAPs available in

the Public Information Center. The list of NEAPs

that are available is on Internet.

D. Legal Opinions

Effective Date: January 1, 1994

Certain World Bank legal opinions that are pre-

pared for the Board of Executive Directors will be

made available if the Board decides to release them.

Release of legal opinions will be done on a case-by-

case basis. NGOs interested in obtaining a legal

opinion should request the opinion from the World

Bank General Counsel. Requests should also be

copied to the Executive Director who represents

your country. Legal opinions are not available in the

Public Information Center.

E. Country Economic and Sector Work
Reports

Effective Date: ]3n\i2ry 1, 1994

After approval by the Board of Executive

Directors, final Country Economic and Sector Work

Reports should be available from the Public

Information Center, branch offices, and field offices.

These reports include a broad range of documents on

borrower country economies and sectors. (Note: Field

offices only have reports relevant to their country.)

Documents available under this tide include:

1 . Country Economic Memoranda

2. Country Sector Reports

3. Poverty Assessments

F. Sector Poucy Papers

Sector policy papers outline Bank policy in specif-

ic areas such as resetdement or forestry. Draft sector

policy papers that are in process may be released before

a Board Seminar' by either Bank staff or by Executive

DireCTors to interested individuals or groups for com-

ment. However, the final eirafipolicypaper submitted

to Executive Directonfibr approval may not be released.

The rules of procedure for meetings of Executive

Directors prohibit documents that are sent to the

Board for consideration from being publicly released

prior to the meeting. These rules were implemented

to protect the decision-making process of the Board.

Although technically only those sector policy

papers approved by the Board afterJantmry 1, 1994

arc publicly available through the Public

Information Center, we strongly urge individuals

and organizations that need a sector poUcy paper

(or any information not necessarily covered under

the information poUcy) to request the information

in hopes that in the new spirit of openness this

information may be provided.

G. Information on Global Environment

Faciuty Projects

Effective Date: All GEF Documents issued after

October 1, 1993

Global Environment Facility (GEF)

Documents that will be publicly available include:

1. Documents for projects that are Bank financed

or co-financed from GEF Trust Funds

2. Montreal Protocol Projects

3. Projects financed through Ozone Projects Trust

Fund

NOTE: The other implementing agencies

under the GEF — the United Nations

Development Program (UNDP) and the United

Nations Environment Program (UNEP) — have

their own information disclosure policies*.
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1. Project Information Documents

Project Information Documents will be prepared
for all GEF projects, and should be available in the

Public Information Center and on Internet. The GEF

Projea Information Document should contain a fac-

tual summary of the key elements of the evolving pro-

jea and the environmental issues and concerns.

2. GEF Participants' Meeting Documents

When a GEF project is part of a GEF

Participants' Review, the documents listed below

will be made available in the
participants'meetmg.

The same documents will also be made available to

the Bank's Executive Directors, recipient countries,

development institutions, and NGOs, and will be

available in the Public Information Center, and in

the London, Paris and Tokyo offices:

1. A reference sheet outlining project selection

criteria and reviewers' opinions

2. A summary of the status of the projects previ-

ously reviewed by participants in earlier meet-

ings

3. Financial reports

4. Implementation Committee meeting minutes

for the program under consideration

5. An NGO statement to the participants.
"

After the participants' meeting, updates to the

GEF Project Information Document and technical

annexes to the Memorandum of the Direaor should

also be available in the Public Information Center.

3. Memorandum of the Director

After a GEF project is approved, the final

Memorandum of the Director together with the

technical annexes should become available in the

Public Information Center.

4. Evaluation Reports

The Annual Project Implementation Performance

Report on GEF projeas, and the GEF Project
Evaluation Report should be available m the Public

Information Center.

REQUESTING INFORMATION FROM
THE WORLD BANK

A. Tips on Requesting Information

Know What You Are Asking For. When

requesting information from the World Bank, it is

to your advantage to know exactly what you are

asking for. Be as specific as possible. Give the

names and dates and relevant country of all docu-

ments you are requesting. Remember that the Public

Information Center does not take blanket requestsfor

information; it only takes requestsfor specific docu-

ments. For more information on specific docu-

ments, see section II above, or refer to the

Document Glossary in Appendix DC

Information Requests Should Be In Writing.
Even if you are visiting the PubUc Information

Center, a branch office or a World Bank field office

in your country, it is to your advantage to make

your requests in writing. This will help create a

"paper trail" that you can use if your requests are

denied. You may also send copies of your informa-

tion requests to the Bank Information Center.

Ask For A Written Explanation. Remember
that the Bank's policy states there is a presumption
in favor of disclosure in the absence of a com-

pelling reason not to disclose. If your information

request is denied, ask for a wrinen explanation of

why the request was denied and identification of

the compelling reason used to justify the rejection.

Retroactivity. The policy is not retroactive.

This means it does not apply to projects that were

negotiated or approved before the new policy came

into effect. Check the date the project was

approved. If the approval date was before October

1, 1993, the documents will not be in the Public
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Information Center. However, don't be discour-

aged from requesting documents on older, ongo-

ing projects. You may still be able to get them

through the country office. (See section III.D

below on how to request older documents that are

not available in the Public Information Center).

The mailing address is:

Public Information Center

The World Bank

1818 H St. NTW

Washington, DC 20433

USA

Be Persistent. When requesting information

that is not available in the Public Information

Center or other World Bank field offices and is

handled on a case-by-case basis, you must be persis-

tent. If you don't receive a response to an informa-

tion request, send another request or a follow up

letter. You may also virant to copy your second

request to the Country Director or Regional Vice-

president. You can also alert the Bank Information

Center if you are having problems getting informa-

tion.

B. PuBUC Information Center

On January 1 , 1993, The World Bank estab-

lished a Public Information Center (PIC) at its

headquaners in Washington, DC. The PIC handles

requests for World Bank documents available under

the new information disclosure policy. Check the

World Bank Bookstore for other World Bank publi-

cations.

The PIC has documents available in hard copy.

It is open Monday through Friday from 10:00 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m. (U.S. eastern standard time). Requests

for information can be made in person, or by mail,

email, phone or fax.

The street address of the Public Information

Center is:

1776 G Street, NW (entrance on 18th Street)

Room GC 1-300

Washington, DC

E-mail: pic@worldbank.org

Telephone: 202-458-7334

Fax: 202-522-1500

Requests for information from the Public

Information Center can be made through the

World Bank's offices in Tokyo, London, and Paris,

and any of the field offices in Bank borrowing

countries (see appendix VIII for list of field offices).

The Public Information Center provides docu-

ments to field offices that are relevant to that coun-

try. PoUcy papers are also provided to field offices.

Charges For Information. Except for Project

Information Documents, Environmental Data

Sheets, and Precis, which are free of charge, all

other documents from the Public Information

Center carry a US $15.00 per document charge.

The Public Information Center takes Visa,

Mastercard, checks or money orders, but not cash.

Nationals of a country may obtain documents

pertaining to their own country five of charge

from their field office, or from the PIC if a field

office does not exist in their country. Field offices

may not immediately have all the information

available from the PIC; information services in

the field offices will be set up gradually.

A CrrzENs' Guide To the World Bank's Information Poucv
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WORLD BANK DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE ON INTERNET

1. Project Infonnarion Documents

2. Environmental Data Sheets

3. Project Evaluation Summaries (Precis)

Using the World Bank's Public Information Center on Internet, you can also access lists of documents that

are currently available at the Public Information Center.

HOW TO ACCESS INTERNET

1) If you are using NCSA Mosaic or other World Wide Web navigation tools, the universal resource loca-

tor to access the PIC is: HTTP://www.worldbank.org//

2) If you are using a Gopher tool, the host name fer the PIC is:gopher.worldbank.orgl.

C. Other World Bank Ofhces With Pubuc

Information

Paris Office

66 Avenue d'lena

75116 Paris

France

Telephone: 33-1-40-69-30-12

fax: 33-1-40—69-30-69

London Office

New Zealand House

1 5th Floor

Haymarket

London SWl Y4TE

England

Telephone: 44-71-930-8511

fax:44-71-930-8515

Tokyo Office:

Kokusai Building

1-1, Marunouchi 3-chome

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan

Telephone: 81-3-32144-5001

Fax: 81-3-3214-3657

D. Requesting Documents That Are Not
Available From The Pubuc Information

Center, Branch Ofhces or Field Offices

1. Documents For Projects or Programs Not

Covered Under the New Policy

Since the information policy is not retroactive,

documents for projects or programs that were

approved before the new policy came into effect

will not be available in the Public Information

Center. Ail requests for these documents will be

handled on a case-by-case basis in the context of

the policy that was in effect at the time the docu-

ment was either approved by the Bank (in the case

of Bank generated documents) or received from a

borrower government (in the case of country gener-

ated documents) 8.

Following is a list of documents and where to

go to request them:

1 . Requests for Staff Appraisal Reports and other

project documents not covered under the new

policy should be made direcdy to the task

manager or the country direaor.

2. Requests for country economic and sector

work reports and environmental reports not

covered under the new policy should be made

to the relevant countrv director.

10 A CrrzENs' Guide To the World Bank's Information Poucv
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3. Requests for G£F documents produced before

October 1, 1993 should be made to the Global

Enviromnent Coordinator Division.

4. Requests for legal opinions should be made to

the World Bank's Vice President and General

Counsel.

5. Requests for loan and credit agreements should

be made directly to the relevant country direc-

tor.

6. Requests for old summaries of project evalua-

tions (Precis) should be made to the Director

General of the Operations Evaluation

Department (DGO).

RKVIIW or THI INrOnMATION
POLICY

The new information policy will be reviewed

by the Executive Directors and Bank management
in January 1995. During 1994. NGOs who

encountered problems when requesting informa-

tion from the Bank should notify the Bank.

Interested NGOs should try to influence the review

process by requesting copies of the review docu-

ment and sending comments to the Executive

Director representing their country.

7. Requests for Operational Manual Statements

issued before March 1989 should be made to

the Direaor of Operations Policy.

A CiTZ£Ns' Guide To the Woruj Bank's Information Poucy II
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Foreword

The sharing of information is essential for effective and sustainable

development: it stimulates debate and broadens understanding of de-

velopment issues, and it facilitates coordination among themany parties
involved in development. It serves to strengthen public support for

efforts to improve the lives of people in developing countries. "Ilie World
Bank's experience clearly indicates that the quality of many operations
benefits when staff and government officials consult and share informa-

tion with participants in development programs.
In 1993, the Bank undertook a major review of its disclosure policy to

increase further the information made publicly available. Under the

revised policy, the range of documents released is expanded signifi-

cantly, and public access to those documents is made easier. The Bank
has established a Public Information Center through which much of the

material covered by the revised policy is available.

The expanded access to information will strengthen the Bank's links

with all its partners in the development community—and make an

important contribution to our joint efforts to reduce poverty and pro-
mote sustainable development.

Lewis T. Preston

President

January 1994
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I. Purpose

1 . This statement sets out ttie poliqr of the World Bank^ on disclosure

of information held by it and describes the materials available to the

public. It supersedes the Directive on Disclosure of Information dated

July 1989. The policy is effective immediately. Individual provisions of

the policy, respecting particular categories of documents, take effect on

the dates indicated.^

2. The Bank's disclosure policy is set out in Part II of this statement.

Part in describes the Bank's Public Information Center. Part IV indicates

the categories of documents and data available to the public generally

or to interested individueils or groups. Part V indicates the constraints

that, while kept to a minimum, preclude external dissemination ofsome

information.

1 . In this policy statement, "World Bank" or "Bank" means the IBRD and IDA.

The policy also applies to the disclosure ofdocuments prepared for projects

financed or co-financed from trust fimds under the Global Environment

Facility (GEF) and administered by the Bank, in particular the Global

Environment Trust Fund. Except as the Bank and the Executive Committee

of the Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal Protocol

may otherwise agree, this policy applies to operations financed through the

Ozone Projects Trust Fund (OTF).

2. Requests for a document produced within the framework of earlier, more

restrictive policy, or prior to the effective date of provisions related to

particular categories of documents, will be addressed on a case-by-case

basis in the context of the policy in effectwhen the document was prepared.
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n. Policy

3. The Bank recognizes and endorses the fundamental importance of

accountability and transparency in the development process. Accord-

ingly, it is the Bank's policy to be open about its activities and to welcome
and seek out opportunities to explain its work to the widest possible
audience.

• As a development organization, the Bcink wishes to stimulate de-

bate and broaden understanding of development, to facilitate co-

ordination with its partners
—governments and other

institutions—and to help create and nurture public support for

activities which promote the economic and social progress of de-

veloping countries. To the same end, it makes the results of its

research available to the development and academic communities

and brings the lessons of its experience to policy makers and

development practitioners. Dissemination of information to local

groups affected by the projects supported by the Bank, including

nongovernmental organizations, particularly as it will facilitate the

participation of those groups in Bank-financed projects, is essential

for the effective implementation and sustainability of the projects.

Experience has demonstrated that consultation and sharing of

information with co-financiers, partners, and groups and individ-

uals with specialized knowledge of development issues help to

enhance the quality of Bank-financed operations.
• As an organizationownedby governments, the Bank is accountable

for its stewardship of public moneys and has an obligation to be

responsive to the questions and concerns of its shcireholders.

• As a borrower, the Bcink has established that disclosure of informa-

tion concerning its financial condition and policies, additional to

that which it is required to publish, helps to attract purchasers to

its securities.

• As an employer, the Bank aims to ensure that staff receive the

information they need to carry out their responsibilities, to contrib-

ute to policy formulation and decision making, and to understand

the reasons underlying its policies.
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Policy 3

4. It follows that there is a presumption in favor of disclosure. While
in the past considerable information held by the Bank has been available

without restriction through a variety of Bank publications and docu-

ments, the Bank has recently further broadened the scope of information

about its activities that it makes publicly available. To facilitate the

acquisition of this information, the Bank has established a Public Infor-

mation Center (PIC) to serve as the central contact for persons seeking to

obtain Bank documents. The Pic, located at Bank headquarters, will

service the public inmember countries through the Internet and through
Bank field offices.
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III. The Public Information Center

5. Effective January 3, 1994, publicly available information about the

Bank's activities is available at the Bank's Public Information Center

(HC), 1776 G Street, N.W., Washington D.C. 20433. Requests to the PIC

may also be submitted through the Internet and the Bank's European
(Paris and London) and Tokyo offices and through other Bank field

offices, which are listed in the appendix.
6. The PIC offers, through the Internet network, a complete set of

Project Information Documents (PIDs) (see paras. 10-12) and a catalog of

Bank dociunents available to the public. Users of the Internet worldwide

may select and request the documents they need. PIDs are provided free

of charge, either in electronic form or in hard copy.
7. All docimients available in Washington will also be available on

request through the Bank's European and Tokyo offices and through
otherBank field offices. There willbe a standard charge for all hard-copy
docimients, other than PIDs, environmental data sheets (see para. 21),

and OED Precis (see para. 25).^

8. Field offices other than the European and Tokyo offices wiU have
available docimients specific to the coimtry inwhich the office is located,

and policy papers; each office will meet requests from users in that

coimtry. Users in a country without a Bank field office may obtain

doamients on that coimtry directly from the PIC Documents on the

user'scoimtry are provided free of charge;documents on other countries

carry the standard charge.
9. The PIC deals only with requests for specific documents, not blan-

ket requests for information. Its staff will direct individuals to other

sources of material available to the public.

As of January 3, 1994, the standard charge is US$15 or the equivalent for

each document. The charge may be revised from time to time.
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IV. Information Available

from the Bank

A. Operational Information

Project Information Documents

10. The Project Information Document (PID), a new Bank document,
is designed to make project information available to interested parties
while a project is still under preparation. The PID provides a brief

(initially two-page) factual summary of the main elements of the evolv-

ing project: objectives; expected or probable components; costs and

financing; environmental and other issues as appropriate; procurement

arrangements; studies to be undertaken; prospective implementing
agency and relevant points of contact. It clearly indicates that its contents

are subject to change and that the components described may not be

included in the final project. For sector and structural adjustment oper-
ations, which do not finance physical investments, PiDs identify the areas

being examined.

1 1 . The PID is prepared when the first review of a proposed project is

held by the Country Department (review of the Initial Executive Project

Summary (lEPS))'* and is updated and expanded periodically as project

preparation proceeds. In all cases, it is revised before formal project

appraisal; if changes are made after appraisal, a final revision of the PID

is prepared. All PIDs are available through the PIC.

12. Should an interested party request more technical information

about a project on which the Bank is working, the Coimtry Department
Director responsible may release factual technical documents, or parts

thereof, after consultation with the government concerned.

For each new project that reaches the lEPS stage after October 1, 1993. For

projects financed or co-financed from trust funds under the GEF and for

projects financed through the OTF, a GEF-PID is produced for each project

submitted to the GEF Implementation Committee after October 1, 1993.
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Policy on Disclosure of Information

StaffAppraisal Rqjorts

13. Once a project has been approved by the Executive Directors, the

Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) is available to the public.^ Summary
documentation on any subsequent substantial change to a project ap-

proved by the Board is also made publicly available after Board ap-

proval, subject to the qualification in the following paragraph.
14. During negotiations the prospective borrowing government is

asked to identify any text or data in the SAR that is confidential or

sensitive or could adversely affect relations with the Bank. As appropri-
ate, adjustments would be made to deal with matters of concern. If, in

exceptional cases, extensive issues of confidentiality arise, the Countr)'^
Director concerned may restrict release of the SAR. The cover of any such

SAR will carry a note stating that release is restricted.

Country Economic and Sector Work

15. Following consultation with the government concerned, country
economic and sector work (CESW) reports are publicly available once

they are distributed to the Executive Directors.^ These reports include

country economic memoranda, country sector reports and country re-

ports such as poverty assessments, private sector assessments, and

public expenditure documents.

16. Prior to the final review of a draft CESW report with the govern-
ment concerned, the government is asked to identify any confidential

information in the report. These comments are taken into account in

preparing the final report for distribution to the Executive Directors and
the PIC. In exceptional cases, if extensive issues of confidentiality arise,

exceptions to the policy of public release may be authorized, on a

case-by-case basis, by the Country Director responsible. The cover of

such a report carries a note indicating that release is restricted.

Sectoral Policy Papers

17. Sectoral policy papers are publicly available through the PIC

following their approval by the Executive Directors.^

18. Prior to submission of sectoral policy papers to the Board, Bank
staff may consult as appropriate with institutions and individuals out-

5. Effective with respect to SARs on projects for which the invitation to

negotiate was issued after October 1, 1993.

6. Effective January 1, 1994.

7. Effective for all such papers approved by the Board after January 1, 1994.
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Information Availablefrom the Bank

side the Bank with specialized knowledge of specific issues and may
share drafts with them.

Other Documentation

19. Other publicly available sources of information about a country's
economic situation and projects include the Bank's Annual Report, the

Bank's International Business Opportunities Service, and the Monthly
Operational Summary.

20. Reports prepared by the Bank and presented at consultative

group meetings are, with the concurrence of the government concerned,

publicly available after the meeting.

B. Environment-Related Documents

Environmental Data Sheets

21. The environmental data sheets^ prepared and updated quarterly
for each project in the Bank lending program are publicly available

through the PIC.

Environmental Assessments

22. Once the environmental assessment of a "Category A" project,
^°

prepared by the borrower (and, accordingly, the borrower's property),
has become publicly available in the borrowing country and has been

8. For information on other Bank documents that contain environn\ental

information, see also Section C, Evaluation Reports.
9. An environmental data sheet briefly describes the major environmental

issues identified or suspected in the project and issues of lesser scope. In

addition, the environmental data sheet notes the actions proposed to

mitigate adverse impact.
10. A project that is likely to have significant adverse impacts that may be

sensitive, irreversible, or diverse. Public availability of the environmental

assessment in the borrowing country and its submission to the Bank is a

prerequisite to project appraisal. Environmental assessments and

environmental analyses incorporate, wherever relevant, resettlement plans
and indigenous peoples development plans.

80-543 0-95-8
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officially
received by the Bank, it will bemade publicly available through

the PIC."

Environmental Analyses

23. The environmental analysis of a "Category B" project/^ whether

it is a separate document or is contained in a relevant section of the SAR,

is attached as an annex to the PID and is publicly available through the

PIC.^^

Environmental Action Plans

24. Environmental action plans (EAPs) of borrower governments de-

scribe the major environmental concerns of a country, identify the

principal causes of problems and formulate policies and concrete actions

to deal with the problems. An EAP is publicly available through the PIC

once the Bank has officially received it and has obtained the

government's consent to release it.

C. Other Project Data

Evaluation Reports

25. Publicly available reports include the "Annual Review of Evalu-

ation Results" prepared by the Bank's Operations Evaluation Depart-

ment; for selected projects, summaries of evaluation reports ("Precis");

and all Global Environment Facility (GEF) evaluation reports and the

annual Project Implementation Performance Report on GEF projects.

11. Unless, in exceptional cases, the borrower objects. Effective January 1, 1994

for IBRD-financed "Category A" projects. Environmental assessments for

IDA-funded "Category A" projects have been publicly available since July

1, 1993.

12. Compared with a "Category A" project, a "Category B" project is one in

which the adverse environmental impacts are less significant: few, if any,

are irreversible; they are not as sensitive, numerous, or diverse; remedial

measures can be more easily designed.

13. Unless, in exceptional cases, the borrower objects to the release of an

environmental analysis contained in a separate document of the borrower.

EffechveJanuary 1,1994. Environmental analyses of IDA-funded "Category

B" projects have been publicly available since July 1, 1993. Public

availability in the borrowing country and official receipt by the Bank are

prerequisites to appraisal of these projects.
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Procurement Opportunities

26. Information on procurement opportunities is available through
the PID, the Monthly Operational Summary, the Bank's International

Business Opportunities Service, and the Technical Data Sheet issued

after Board approval of a project, which describes in some detail the

items to be financed under the project. A United Nations publication.

Development Business, publishes for each Bank-financed project general

procurement notices for goods and works to be procured through inter-

national competitive bidding as well as services.

Contract Awards

27. Information on major contract awards (a description of the con-

tract, the name and nationality of the successful bidder, and the contract

price) may be disclosed after the borrower has informed the Bank that

the contract has been signed. Major contract award decisions are pub-
lished in Development Business and in the International Business Oppor-
tunities Service.

D. Bank Financial Information

28. Financial statements of the Bank are published quarterly. Au-
dited financial statements as of the June 30 fiscal year-end appear in the

Annual Report. Unaudited statements as of end December or the June
30 audited statements are included in the semi-annual update of the

Bank's Information Statement (prospectus). The statements include a

balance sheet; statements of income, changes in retained earnings and

of cash flows; the amounts of paid in and callable capital; and for the

December and June 30 financials, statements of changes in cumulative

translation adjustment and ofmember subscriptions to capital stock and

voting power, as well as tables showing data on currencies payable on

loans outstanding, on the maturity structure of loans, and on borrowings

(by maturity and currency). Notes to the financial statements include

information on accounting and related financial policies and a summary
description of the Staff Retirement Plan. The over-all borrowing plan is

usually announced publicly at the beginning of the fiscal year (July 1).

29. Other financial data published in the Annual Report or the Infor-

mation Statement include the average cost of borrowings, average inter-

est rate on loans, return on liquid investments and on loans, aggregate
information on consents by member states for release of local currency

capital fimds for lending, and aggregate information on private place-

ments with member countries' monetar)' authorities. Other documents

related to public offerings are released when the laws or regulations
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governing the market require that they be filed with a governmental
agency.

30. Detailed statements of all loans and credits are published

monthly and are available through the PIC.

31 . Information on the finances of IDA is published in the IDA audited

annual and unaudited quarterly financial statements. Replenishment
terms and conditions are published in the Summary Proceedings of

Annual Meetings. Information on current replenishment negotiations is

provided in press briefings at key stages of the process.
32. Estimates of future borrowings are made available to the Bank's

underwriters.

E. Economics and Research

Economic and Social Data

33. Economic and social data on member countries are published in

the Annual Report and in the World Development Report and its Annex.

They include basic population and income data, data on consumption
and investment, and data on flows of public external capital and debt

and debt-service ratios. Regional and global aggregates of country eco-

nomic data and primary commodity trade statistics and historical com-

modity price series are publicly available.

Economic Analysis and Reports

34. Economic analysis supporting a research project which is factual

in nature and does not relate directly to the Bank's decision-making

process may be made available to interested parties.

Research

35. The Annual Index of Publications and the bimonthly Publications

Update, issued by the Office of the Publisher, list the Bank's published
research output, which takes a variety of forms.

External Debt Data

36. Data processed by the Debt and International Finance Division

are publicly available in the standard World Debt Tables (WDT) format

following publication of the WDT. These tables consist of aggregate data

on public and publicly guaranteed medium- and long-term debt and

medium-tenn private nonguaranteed debt (when reported by the mem-
ber country). Data elements include outstanding debt, undisbursed
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amounts, commitments, disbursements, principal and interest repay-
ments, and average terms by type of credit.

37. Aggregate estimates of private nonguaranteed debt (other than

those reported by member countries), short-term loans, and future

borrowing and debt-service streams are publicly available.

F. Administration

Board of Governors

38. The Annual Reports list members. Governors, and voting power.

Summary Proceedings of Annual Meetings contain all speeches related

to the Bank; decisions taken at the Meetings and by mail vote since the

last Meetings; reports of the Executive Directors recommending deci-

sions on such matters as capital increases and replenishments; and

reports of committees, such as the Development Committee.

Executive Directors

39. The Annual Reports list Directors' names, the countries appoint-

ing or electing them, and their voting power. Rules for election are

published in the Summary Proceedings.
40. Most important decisions of the Executive Directors are an-

nounced through press releases or at press conferences of senior Bank
officials. Approvals of individual lending operations are announced

through issuance of press releases and fact sheets providing summary
data on the project or program.

Management

41. Major decisions considered by management likely to be of inter-

est outside the Bank are announced by press releases and other means.

42. Operational Policies and Bank Procedures are publicly available

on request, as are those Operational Directives issued after March 1989

that have not been superseded by Operational Policies or Bank Proce-

dures. Operational Manual Statements issued before that date may be

14. "Operational Policies" are short statements (usually one or two pages) of

policy. "Bank Procedures" spell out the required documentation and common
set of procedures needed to ensure operational consistency and quality. The

Bank is in the process of replacing Operational Manual Statements and

Operational Directives issued prior to 1992 with the above-mentioned

documents.
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made available to the public, upon request, by decision of the Director,

Operations Policy, in consultation with the Legal Department.

Staff

43. Organizational charts and descriptions of positions advertised for

recruitment purposes are publicly available, as is the World Bank Group
Directory, which contains organizational listings.

44. Basic employment data are included in the Annual Report. Gen-
eral information on the Bank's salary structure, the methodology
employed in establishing salary levels, staff benefits, and similar infor-

mation is publicly available. The Bank's broad objectives and strategy in

recruiting, placing, redeploying, and retaining staff are available in

brochures or other documents prepared specifically for publication.

Legal Information

45. The Articles of Agreement and By-Laws of the Bank and the

Bank's agreements with the United Nations and with a number of

United Nations entities are all public documents.

46. After loan and credit agreements are signed and declared effec-

tive, they are registered or filed with the United Nations and are public
documents. Draft agreements prepared for negotiations may be made
available to parties other than the prospective borrower where required,
for example, for arranging cofinancing. Agreements between other par-
ties in relation to a Bank-financed project are released if the parties

consider them public documents or have authorized release.

47. The Annual Report of the Appeals Committee is available on

request. The proceedings of the Administrative Tribunal are held in

public unless exceptional circumstances require otherwise. The
Tribunal's decisions are published. Documents and proceedings related

to external litigation to which the Bank is a party are generally public.

48. Legal opinions prepared for the Board by the Vice President and

General Counsel may be made publicly available by decision of the

Board on a case-by-case basis.
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V. Constraints

49. While every effort is made to keep constraints to a minimum, the

effective functioning of the Bank necessarily requires some derogation
from complete openness.

50. Proceedings of the Board of Executive Directors and committees

thereof are, under the Board's Rules of Procedure, confidential. Thus,

unless disclosure is approved by the Board, documents prepared for the

consideration or review and approval of the Executive Directors, such

as President's Reports and Memoranda of the President for proposed
loans and credits, and Operations Evaluation Reports, are not publicly
available.

51. Some documents and information are provided to the Bank on

the explicit or implied understanding that they will not be disclosed

outside the Bank, or that they may not be disclosed without the consent

of the source; or even, occasionally, that access within the Bank will be

limited. The Bank must treat such information accordingly. A related

consideration is the obligation to respect property rights over documents

held by the Bank but owned by, or jointly with, other parties. The Bank,

as a legal matter, does not publish such documents nor does it distribute

them to the public without permission of the owner of such documents.

52. There is also a need to preserve the integrity of the deliberative

process and to facilitate and safeguard the free and candid exchange of

ideas between the Bank and its members. For this reason, documents
that define the Bank's country strategy, analysis of country creditwor-

thiness, supervision reports and project completion reports are not

publicly available. The Bank also cooperates with various international

organizations, bilateral aid agencies, and private conunercial banks and

institutions in the context of its operations in its member countries. In

this context, documents exchanged with such entities on matters of

common interest which are related to the decision-making processes of

the Bank and such entities are not made available to the public.

53. The above-mentioned principle relating to the preservation of the

integrity of the deliberative process also applies to the Bank's own

decision-making processes. Thus, internal documents and memoranda
written by staff to their colleagues, supervisors, or subordinates are

considered confidential and not publicly available.

13
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54. As an organization involved in dealings on the world's financial

markets, the Bank is required to maintain sound financial management
practices, including the maintenance of utmost prudence in the disclo-

sure of financial information related to its activities. For this reason,

estimates of future borrowings (which are available to the Bank's

underwriters), its financial forecasts, data on individual investment

decisions, and credit assessments are not publicly available.

55. The Bank's Principles of Staff Employment require the Bank to

maintain appropriate safeguards to respect the personal privacy of staff

members and protect the confidentiality' of personal information about

them. Thus, individual staff records and personal medical information,

as well as proceedings of internal appeal mechanisms are not disclosed

outside the Bank, except to the extent permitted by the Staff Rules.

56. Finally, external release of some information may be precluded
on an ad hoc basis when, because of its content, wording, or timing,

disclosure would be detrimental to the interests of the Bank, a member

country, or Bank staff. Disclosure might, for example, adversely affect a

Bank/country relationship because of the frankness of views expressed,

or it might be premature. Information is not withheld solely because it

is negative; the Bank, as an open, technically competent institution

which learns from its mistakes, seeks to provide balanced information,

reporting the failures or disappointments in its operations as well as the

successes.
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Appendix. Field Offices

of the World Bank

Headquarters
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Albania
Deshmoret e 4 Shkurtit,

No. 34

Tirana, Albania

Angola
Rua Alfredo Troni

(Edificio BPC)
C.P. 1331

Luanda, Angola

Argentina
Avenida Leandro N. Alem

628-30, Piso 12
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Bangladesh
3A Paribagh
G.P.O. Box 97
Dhaka 1000, Bangladesh

Benin
Zone Residentielle de la

Radio
B.P. 03-2112

Cotonou, Benin

Bolivia

Edih'cio BISA, Piso 9
16 de Julio 1628
Casilla 8692
La Paz, Bohvia

Brazil

Setor Comercial Sul

Quadra 1, Bloco H
Edificio Morro Vermelho

8 Andar
Brasilia DF 70.399-900,

Brazil

Brazil {continuedi
Rua Visconde de Piraia

No. 351, Sala 1206,

Ipanema
Rio de Janeiro, RJ

22410-003, Brazil

Edificio SUDENE
Cidade Universitaria

Recife, PE 50.738, Brazil

Bulgaria
World Trade Center Sofia

36 Dragan Tsankov
Boulevard

Sofia, Bulgaria

Burkina Faso
Immeuble BICIA
(3^me etage)

B.P. 622

Ouagadougou, Burkina
Faso

Burundi
Avenue du 18 septembre
B.P. 2637

Bujumbura, Burundi

Cameroon
Immeuble Kennedy
Avenue Kennedy
B.P. 1128

Yaounde, Cameroon

Central African Republic
Rue des missions
B.P. 819

Bangui, C.A.R.

Chad
B.P. 146

N'djamena, Chad

China

Building 5, No. 2 Fu

Cheng Lu
P.O. Box 802

Beijing 100830, China

Colombia

Diagonal 35, No. 5-98

Apartado Aereo 10229

Bogota D.E., Colombia

Congo
Avenue Amilcar Cabral
Immeuble ARC (Seme

^tage)
B.P. 14536

Brazzaville, Congo

Cdte d'lvoire

Comer of Booker

Washington and

Jacaues AKA Streets

Cocoay
B.P. 1850

Abidjan 01, Cote d'lvoire

World Trade Center
1191 Comiche El-Nil

(15th floor)

Cairo, Egypt

Ethiopia
Africa Avenue
Bole
P.O. Box 5515
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

France

66, avenue d'lena

75116 Paris, France

15
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Ghana
69 Eighth Avenue

Extension

Northridge Residential

Area
P.O. Box M27
Accra, Ghana

Guinea
Immeuble de I'Archeveche
Face Baie des Anges
B.P. 1420

Conakry, Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Apartado 700

1041, Guinea-Bissau

Hungary
Suba Trade Center

{4th floor)

Naeymezo Utca 44

Budapest 1065, Hungary

India
70 Lodi Estate

P.O. Box 416
New Delhi 110003, India

Indonesia

Jalan Rasuna Said, Kav.
B-10 (3rd floor)

P.O.Box324/JKT
Kuningan
Jakarta 12940, Indonesia

Japan
Kokusai Building, Room
916

1-1, Marunouchi 3-chome

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100,

Japan

Kazakhstan

Almaty Liaison Office

115 Zheltokson Street

Almaty 480091^
Kazakhstan

Kenya
View Park Towers
Monrovia Street

P.O. Box 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Latvia
Kalku Street, 15

Riga 1050, Latvia

Madagascar
1, rue Patrice Lumumba
B.P. 4140
Antananarivo 101,

Madagascar

Malawi
Development House

CapitaFCity
P.O. Box 30557

Lilongwe 3, Malawi

Mali
Immeuble SOGEFIH
Quartier du Fleuve
Avenue Moussa Travele
B.P. 1864

Bamako, Mali

Mauritania
Villa No. 30, Hot A
Quartier Socofim
B.P. 667
Nouakchott, Mauritania

Mexico

Insurgentes Sur 1971
Nivel raseo, Locales 71 y 72
Col. Guadelupe Inn
01020 Mexico City, DF
Mexico

Mozambique
Avenue Kenneth Kaunda,

1224
CP. 4053

Maputo, Mozambique

Nepal
Jyoti Bhawan, Kantipath
P.O. Box 798

Kathmandu, Nepal

Nicaragua
Edificio Malaga
Plaza Espana
Managua, Nicaragua

Niger
Rue des Dallols

B.P. 12402

Niamey, Niger

Nigeria
Plot PC-10 (1st floor)

Engineering Close, off

Idowu Taylor Street

Victoria Island

P.O. Box 127

Lagos, Nigeria

Pakistan
20 A
Shahrah-e-Jamhuriat
P.O. Box 1025

Islamabad, Pakistan

Philippines
Central Bank of the

Philippmes
Multi-Storey Building,
Room 200

Roxas Boulevard

Manila, Philippines

Poland
Intraco I Building

(17th floor)
2 Stawki Street

00-193 Warsaw, Poland

Romania
Boulevard Dacia 83
Sector 2

Bucharest, Romania

Russian Federation

Sadovo-Kudrinskaya,
No. 3

Moscow 123242
Russian Federahon

Rwanda
Blvd. de la Revolution
SORAS Building
B.P. 609

Kigali, Rwanda

Saudi Arabia
UNDP Building
King Faisal Street

P.O. Box 5900

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
11432

Senegal
Immeuble SDIH
3 Place de I'lndependance
B.P. 3296

Dakar, Senegal

Sri Lanka

Development Finance

Corporation
of Cevlon

Building (1st floor)

73/5 Galle Road
P.O. Box 1761

Colombo 3, Sri Lanka

Tanzania
NIC Building (7th floor, B)
P.O. Box 2054
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Thailand
Diethelm Towers

(14th floor. Tower A)
93/1 Wireless Road

Bangkok 10330, Thailand

Togo
169 Boulevard du 13

Janvier
Immeuble BTCI (8^me

etage)
B.P. 3915

Lome, Togo

Turkey
AtaturkBulvari211
Gama-Guris Building, Kat 6

06683 Kavaklidere

Ankara, Turkey
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Uganda
P.O. Box 4463

Kampala, Uganda

Ukraine

Shovkovychna Street, No.
26

Suites 2 and 3

Kiev 252024, Ukraine

United Kingdom
New Zealand House (15th

floor)

Haymarket
London SWl Y4TE,

England

United Nations
809 United Nations Plaza

9th floor

New York, N.Y. 10017,
U.S.A.

Uzbekistan
43 Academician
Suleimanova

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Venezuela
Edificio Paroue Crista 1

Torre Oeste Piso 15-05
Avenida Francisco de
Miranda

Los Palos Grandes
Caracas, Venezuela

Zaire
Immeuble de la

Communaute
Hellenique
Boulevard du 30 juin
P.O. Box 14816
Kinshasa 1, Zaire

Zambia
Red Cross House (2nd

floor)

Long Acres
P.O. Box 35410

Lusaka, Zambia

Zimbabwe
CABS Centre (11th floor)

Jason Moyo Avenue
P.O. Box 2960

Harare, Zimbabwe
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Disclosure of Operatioiial Informatioii

1. This statanent sets out die pFoceduies for tfae

inq>lenieiitation ofpolicies speciBed in die Bank's'

Directive an Disdosure cflr^mmaum (Washing-

ton, D.C.: Worid Bank and Intenmionamnance

Coipoiation, 1993. foitlicaming)' (Disclosure

Directive), widi respea to Project Infonnanon

Doconmts. StafF Appraisal Rqxnts. gray cover

country econamic and sector work reports,

sectoral policy pqiers. and environment-related

documents.

2. Tie Bank's policy on disclosure of informa-

tion applies also to die disclosure of documents

prqjared for projects financed or cofinanced from

trust funds under die Global Environment Facility

(CEF), jnchiriing Montreal Protocol projects

fjicmrfd dmw^ the Ozone Projects Trust Fund.

Specific procedures are set out in BP 17JO,
Annex A.

Project Infmmatiao Doaonent

3. In tandem with the Initial Execative Projea

Sunmiary (lEPS) for an investment operation or

die Tnttiaffng Memorandum (IM) for an adjustment

operation. Bank staff pr^iare die Project Informa-

tion Document (PID). a brief (tmypagct) futual

sutmnary of die main elements of the evolving

projea. The PID clearly indiratw that its coo-

'tents are subjea to dm^ and diat die caapo-
nents described may not necessarily be inchided in

the final project.' Once die FID is reviewed and

i^jproved at the country department level with die

lEPS or draft IM.* a copy is sent to die Public

Information Center (FIQ. thnni^ which inter-

ested parries may obtain Bank documents.'

4. As an investment project devdops. Bank staff

update die PID* and send tlie iqidate to die PIC,

ihrou^ which interested parties may obtam it.

For an operadons. the PID is iqidated before the

Bank's formal project appraisal; for operations in

whidi major dianges are made after appraisal, a

filial revision of die PID is prqnred following

appraisal.

5. If an interested party requests addiriomil

***'*?*"'*»* informadon about a project under prqn-
radoD, the counoy dqiartmem (CD) director

releases factual f^*n«i^i documents, or portions

of such documents, after consuMcg widi the

govemmect to identify any secdons that involve

^nnfi>fw|ri»t material or diat could couipiomise

relatioiis between die govermnent and die Baidc

Staff i^^raisal Reports

6. Eadi Invitadon to Negotiate inchides a state-

ment that it is the Bank's policy to release the

Staff Appraisal Rqiort (SAR) after die Board

qiproves the project The Invhadon to N^otiate
also requests that the prospective borrower's

negotiating team be piqiaied to indicate, during

n^otiadons. any section of the SAR diat is confi-

dential or sensitive, or that could adversdy afEea

rdations between die Bank and the government*

1.

2.

3.

4.

*Biiilc* mclndcs IDA, ssd *lous iu'liinf t credn.

Aho vnSMble as AMS 1.10. ZUrtane on Disdoaat efbfmmmiett (tBtttmmint).
See <B 17.30 for aaple FHH.
For tfieae pnioednrs. we OD 9M, Proeamg efbmamaaLaOaiz, aad Cimtar Op K7/06. QadOmesfor frtparmt

ndfroeeamtA^yBmem Looms OKdCrtSa.

Tbe PIC dab oe^ widi legnegi far ipecific 4<x i in ifin . not Mmte lequeat fcr mfonnitina. TIk RC b detmbed

nii rtiri B Amex B.

See (a 17.S0 far a mnpte i^daiBd FID farn ime«iiiea pfcgecL

to Itae Sodor Mnafv, OpeiiUw PoBey Graup, Ont

wmpnrondpr^yMmnifWoMamti Iktfonmm meomplitu mtf*t
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The Bank and the prospective borrower discuss

fliesc sections during negotiations. Following

negotiations. Bank staff taks into account the

government's comments in preparing the final

SAR. Tli^ incorporate into die Memorandum
and Recommeodatian of die President any infor-

mation removed from the SAR diat may be of

interest to the Board in its decisioiHiiaking pro-
cess. In exceptional cases, if extensive issues of

confidentiality arise, die option of restricting die

release of an appraisal report may be justified on

a project-specific basis by ^ CD director con-

cetned; the R^ional vice president (RVP) and the

Operations Policy Department (OFR) are

iitfonned. The cover of such a report carries a

note indicamig that release is restricted.

7. After Board ^iproval. a copy of die SAR is

transmitted, as pan of die normal distribution, to

the PIC, throng wiiidi interested parties may
obtain it. If any substantial dianges to a projea
that is being inylememed are approved by the

Board,' Bank staffprqiare and transmit to the PIC
a sunmiaiy document (typically two pages long)
diat ejqilains the changes.

Onty Cover Coontry Econoniic

and Sector Woiic Rtports

8. Before Bank staff condua die final review of

each green cover country economic and sector

woik (CESW) report* with die government con-

cerned, they advise the govemment that the

Bank's policy is to make gr^ cover CESW
iqiorts available at the PIC, dmjugh vdiicfa naer-

eaed parties may obtain diem. They also ask the

government to identiiy all confidential infoimation

in the CESW report."* Bank staff then review die

issues raised by the government and modiiy the

Tcpan as apptopiiate. Any deletions or changes

in information or analysis that may be of interest

to the executive directors are presented in a

covering note to the gray cover rqwrt. In excq>-

tional cases, if extensive issues of confidentiality

arise, excqitions to the policy of releasing rqmrts

may be authorized on a case-by-case basis by tiie

CD director responsible; die RVP and OPR are

informed. The cover of sudi a rqwrt carries a

note tnHiratmg diat rclcasc is restricted.

9. A copy of die gray cover CESW repon is

tran«iniw<»rf as part of die normal distribution, to

die PIC, through «^di interested parties may
obtain it.

S»ciaral Fo^tj Papas

10. In prepaiing sectoral policy psqiers. Bank staff

may consult widu and make drafts available to,

interested individuals and groiqs outside the

Bank. When a Board seminar is scheduled to

discuss a draft policy p^>er, the executive direc-

tors may make die draft available to outside

interested parties for review and comment.

However, the final papa submitted to the execu- .

tive directors for approval may not be released."

Sectoral policy pspas approved by the Board are

transmitted by the originating unit to the PIC,

through which interested parties may obtain

them.

Euvinuiiuent-Rdated Documents

Emiromnaital Data Sheets

11. The environmental data sheets prepared as

quarteiiy tqxlates in the Momhfy Operational

Summary for all projects in die IBRD/IDA lending

program are transmitted to the PIC. through
which interested parties may obtain them.

>. See OD YiJOS. fnjea Sapenisiim, pan. 34.

9. Tbete repoip pctode CocnnyEt oimhiw' Mfnwraadt, cooppy
flccnr "T'^f f"**"'*}. SDd pnhhr f t|>fiMime icpofB.

10. Amex C iiMWiiift '""f*** bsgoifc.
li. ^KBlet of nooBQBie tor tfic iaeciB(s ofExBCBBve DvBcns,

icpoits, 1 ^iPi'Ty T^xnts (ncli ss poveny lod piivite

7.

rrrfr-rtr fiirnrrrr"i-'r'rr-TT(r nt]r< t€ftk€ 9Mbf€CB CfftfttWdm
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Environmenxal Assessmatts

12. For all Bank-funded Category A projects, the

Bank advises the borrower in writing'^ diat, in

addition to otiier requirements set fortti in OD
4.01,'^ (a) the borrower is responsible for the

environmental assegment (EA); (b) before the

Bank proceeds to appraisal, the EA must be made

available in the borrowing country at some public

place accessible to affected groups and local

NGOs and must be submitted to the Bank; and

(c) once die EA is released locally and officially

received by the Bank, it will also be made avail-

able at. tit PIC. Once the EA has been released

locally and officially submitted to the Bank, tst

CD sends a copy to die PIC. throu^ wfaidi

interested partiesm^ obtain iL H, in an exceptional

case, dte government objects to broader release of

die EA, staff should not continue with project

processing.** For an IBRD project, the issue of

farther processing is submitted to the executive

directors for comideration.

Environmental Analyses

13. For a Category B project, die environmental

analysis*^ is summarized in an arnux to die PID

and documented in the SAR. Ifdieenvinmmental

analysis for an IDA-funded Category B project

results in a sepazaxt rqxnt, (a) before die Bank

proceeds to appraisal, die separate rqiort most be

made available in die borrowing country at some

public place accessible to affected groups and

local NGOs and must be submitted to die Bank;

and (b) once the separate repon is released

locaUy and officially received by die Bank, it is

sent to the PIC, through ^t^ch interested parties

may obtain it.

Environmental Action Plans

14. Pa11^ staff encourage govemmems to make

their environmental action plans (EAPs)" avail-

able to the public. Once the Bank has officially

received the EAP and has obtained the govern-

ment's consent, the country department transmits

a copy of die EAP to the PIC, throu^ wfaidi

"""wtfd pardes may obtm it.

Effectiveness

15. These procedures take effect on the dates

shown in BP 17.50. Annex D.*^ Requests for

SARs, CESW and environment-related rqiorts,

and sectoral policy papers produced before those

dates are handled individually by the responsible

director in consultation with die government

concerned, 'w^"" the policy in force at the time

die 'jnmmffnrs were qiproved by die Bank or

officially received from a government.

Odier Docnmcnts

16. Procedures governing the release of any
documents not referred to in diis statemenr are

provided for in the Disclosure Directive.

12. Amex C caatus laniple tangnace.

13. SetOOAM.EmiroiimeiaalAssessmaa.

14. ThBpioviaonferlDApn)jemiBflec«spia.2I ofiWdauw»lZMJteoBre«: r^
BoutI on Jimuy 12, 1993. and adopted by tbe IDA Boaid ofGwronon ffrwhirinii No. 174. Match 31. 1993).

13. SotOV^SiUEmimahaoalAstasiiiatt.
16. SetODAXa^EmirmmaaaiAcboKPIaB.
17. AiMi^ p .Wo mrf. iwa ailHi »«« *rfr tMiffiny igqnMg hefcre Ac Pg heakg OBcraiieB.

Tharara lAVCf IMfC for»*tiadamef^aridamti Ihtyanmcinutitimljai tcftke
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Application of the Bank's Disclosure Policy to

Projects under the Global Environment Facility

1. The States paiticqating (the Participants) in

the Global Environment Facility (GEF) have

imticated that activities under the GEF should be

carried out ta a transparent manner, with fiill

information available piuinptly. As die trustee of

die Global Environment Trust Fund and as an

inq>lementing agency of die GEF, the Bank is

accountable to die Particq>ants,
anrf its policy of

openness about projects and odier GEF-related

activity is consistent with dieir wishes. This

timex sets out how die Bank's policy on and

procedures for disclosing operatioial information'

^iply to projects fmaTirrd or cofinanced from

GEF trust fmds, inchiding Montreal Protocol

projects financfd through die Ozone Projects Trust

Fund.'

Disdosore and the Project Cydt

2. A GEF Projea Informatioii Document (GEF-
PED) is prepared fat projects financed or

cofinanced frcnn GEF trust funds. TheGEF-PID,
a ^ai^nl summary of die main elements of tiie

evolving project, gives particular attention to the

environmental issues and concerns die project will

address.^ The GEF-PID serves bodi as die Bank's

decision-making document for GEF-funded

projects and as the information linnrmmt ^at

interested parties may obtain through die Bank's

Public Information Center (PIQ.'

3. When the GEF In^lementadon f^miiinini^

inrhirins a projea in a wwk program for die GEF

Participants' review, it provides die foUowiog
documentation for the Participants' meeting: the

GEF-PID, widi the associated reference sheet of

project selection criteria and reviewers' opinions;

and die Rqjort of the GEF Chairman, which

jpfhiHffg (a) a summary of the status of die

projects in each work program reviewed by die

Participants at earlier meetings, (b) mimnes of the

Implementation Committee meeting for die work

program under consideration, (c) financial reports,

and (d) a siatemrnr by nongovermnental

organizations (NGOs) to the Participants. All the

rim'jiiiipiin for the Particqxmis' ynpning are made

available to the Bank's executive directors,

recipient countries, other development institutions,

and NGOs. The Bank also sends these documents

to the PIC, dirough which interested parties may
obtain them

4. Following the Participants' meeting, any

updates to die GEF-PID and any technical annexes

to die Memorandum of the Director (MOD) are

sem to the PIC, through which interested parties

may obtain them

5. The Invitation to N^otiate inchiries a

statrmnit diat it is die Bank's policy to release die

MOD after the projea is qiproved. Tbe
Invitation to N^otiate also requests dial the

jmw.ji»«mv^fTKP grant rw^iwit'c n^fitiatingT^am
be prqured to indicate, during negotiations, any
section of the MOD that may be confidential or

sensitive, or diat could adversely afiiect relations

1. "Bulk* incindes IDA. Tbe Umed Natkmt Devdopneai Piutiimme (UNDP) and die Uniied NatioiB Eu»iiuuiiiMit

Prosnsiisc (UNAiOi wliicii lojcdicr widi ibe Buk tic die *"y***'"*"""j^ tj*"*
'" f***^^ die ^£F, have dieii owd poucKs

CB dBTlowTc of iufumuuoa.

2. fnctuint af(SFpmifaisdetuhed mOV9J01,PneaiiirafffrIwiesa»emOperaaoniiinderthe<^^
FadStf-

3. See (3 17JO for « napk GEMUD.
4. TkeFICiidentediDBPlTA.AaBBcB.

llarait tfWartdtmka^. Uuy ere moimteaiahly a eampUu i 1 tftht tubftois towmi .
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with the prospective rec^ieoL^ The Bank and die

prospective recipiem discuss fl>ese sections during

n^otiatioDS. Ftallowing n^otiations. Bank staff

take into account the prospective recipient's

canunents in prepaung d>e final document. After

approval of the GEF project, tlie final bhie cover

MOD (exchiding the introductory paiagiaph and

the paragraph puisuant to viiidi d>e Regional vice

president's approval is sought by the director of

the country dq)aitment conceined) is merged widi

the technical aimexes and sent to die PIC. through
which interested parties may obtain the document.

Cofttumced Projects

6. GEF-Bank cofinanced projects follow the

same cycle as freestanding GEF projects, with the

addition diat die GEF-PID for cofiianced projects

inrJndrs all relevant information on the Bank-
fmanr-Mj

aq>ects of tfac pTOjecL* As the GEF-
fimded s^mem of tlie projea advances through its

cycle, any significant dianges in the Bank-

financed part of die projea are reflected in the

GEF-PID and the final bhie cover MOD.

EvaUumon Rq)OTts

7. Two kinds of evaluation reports are sent to

the Bank's PIC, dmm^ \<4iich interested parties

may obtain them: (a) the annual Projea

Implementation Petfoimance Rqwrt on GEF

projects, and (b) the GEF Project Evaluation

Rqxnt, wbatii. is prqnred vpoa project

con^iletiaiL

ECFediveuess

8. Thrsf procedures take effea on October 1.

1993. Requests for GEF project documents

produced before that date are handled individuaUy

by die Global Enviiunment Coordination DivisiotL

Otfier.DwiiiiifiUs

9. Procedures for the release of any documents

not referred to in diis '!W'V^ are provided for

in Directive an Disclosure of Irformaaan

(Washington. D.C.: World Bank and International

Rnance Corporation. 1993, fbtthcoming).

5. Aagt Al coaaiaf nmpte Impaie iat tMt lunimioB id Jhnn iHr

C. ItenDforteBuk-aDnecdpanianafdieprqjeaiitviitabkMpnneijrlo OP fc^BfM limiogfamcHC.

vtatarAttw^KaafWortdBrnktuil. Thtrmammteumitf tifmeatfim
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Sample Notice to Prospective Recipients of

Grants onder the Global Environment Facility

Paragraphfor bmiadon to Negotiau

WiA r^aid to GEF projects, it is the Bank's policy to release the Memonmdum of the

Director (MOD) to interested parties on request through die Public Infonnation Center after the

projea is approved for finandng. Before releasing this npaiu the Bank takes into accoum any

comments made by the prospective grant recipient. Therefore, your delegation for the

forthcoming negotiations should be prq»red to indicate any text or data in die MOD that may
be confidential or sensitive, or that may adversely aSect the relations between the Bank and the

govermnent. The Bank will review your del^ation's comments during negotiations.

cfWortdBoKka^. nqr artaotacocaBidraePiv^ArmasMB ofakcarfyfOlCDKcrtrf.
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Sqitcmbcr 1993

Page 1 of 1

The Public Information Center

1. As of January 1. 1994. the Bank mahiaiiis at

its headquaneis a Public Infoimation Center

(PIC), wliidi serves as the central contaa for

those \iibo wish to obtain information about the

Bank's activities. The public may visit die PIC

(winch includes a reading room); requests to the

fiidlity may also be submitted through the Bank's

Paris. London, and Tokyo ofBces and through
other field offices.

2. The PIC offers dirougfa the Internet netwoit

a coo^lete set of Projea Information Documents

(PIDs) and a catalog of the Bank documents that

are available to the public. Users of Internet

worldwide may seleo and request the HnrummK

they need. PIDs are provided free of charge to

users, either in electronic form or in hard copy.

3. All documents available in Washington are

also available to interested parties through the

Paris office. Users who reguest documents

dirougfa die Tokyo office will be served dirou^
die PIC in Washington. The PiC provides to die

other field offices only the documents specific to

their country, phis policy pq)ers. In Washington.

Paris, London, and Tol^o, users pay a standard

diaige for all hard-copy documents (excqn

PIDs).' At other field offices, documents on the

country where the field office is located are

provided free of diarge to users in that country;

documents on odier countries are obtained from

the PIC at the standard charge. Nationals of a

country that has no field office may obtain

documents on their country free of diarge through

die PIC; documents on other countries cany the

standard charge.

4. The PIC deals only with requests for specific

documents, not blanket requests for information.

5. PIC staff may direa individuals to odier

tnatwnaic that zic available to the public. They
assist operational staff in handling requests
for information. The Global Environment

Coordination Division may also respond to

requests for documents pertaining to projects
fit""'-^ or cofinanced from trust funds under the

Global Environmem Facility.

1. AsofJaaaayl. 1994.tenatodchn|eBUSS15J)0.orteeqiinikaL TUt cfaufcmy be revised 6am liae to tme.

Th*KaroadarawtnprtDandfixrdunida»etcfWorUBimtti^. Tkty tnmaattuuuitt a amipitu t t €fdU SKbf€0$ OPWfw.
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Sample Notices to Prospectire Borrowers

Paragraphfor Invitation to Negotiate

It is tbe Bank's policy to release the project's jfipiaisal npoit to interested parties on request

dmnigh the Public Information Center after the Board q>proves the projea for Bank financing.

Before rdeasing such a report, die Bank takes into account any connnents made by tbe

prospective borrower emyyfjm^ Therefore, your del^ation for tbe fonbcoming n^otiations

should be prepared to pf^jr-t^ any text or data in d>e ^ipraisal iqwrt that may be confidential

or sensitive, or that m^ adversely affea tbe relations between tbe Bank and die govemmem.
Tbe Bank wiU review your dd^ation's comments during n^otiations.

Pamgngth an Economic and Sector WorkRqwrt

This is to advise yon that die Bank's policy is to make available to interested patties oo

request throng die Public Information Cemer gr^ cover country economic and sector reports.

Tbe gray cover version of die [name] report will be released after die forthcoming final review

of tbe report. Therefore, during that review, you diould identify aiiy parts of tbe rqiort that,

in your view, contain confidential or sensitive infoimatioiL The Bank will take your ainiinenB
into accoum in prqnring the gr^ cover version of die rqxirt.

Paragnphs on Environmental Assessment or Anaiysis

Cat^ory A Project

This is to advise you diat {name ofprojea] has been classified as Category A for purposes
of environmental «w<'*cm«^t This is also to advise you ttaat, in addition to other requirements

specified in tbe Bank's OD 4.01, EnvironmentalAssessment, (a) the borrower is reqionsible for

die environmental assessment (EA): (b) before die Bank proceeds to iqipraisal, tbe EA must be

made available in [name ofcountry] at some public place accessible to affected gtaaps and local
- NGOs and must be submitted to die Bank; and (c) once die EA is rdeased locally and officially

received by the Bank, it wiO also be made available at tbe Bank's Public Infotmadon Center.

Cati^ory B Projea

This is to advise yea diat [name ofprojea] has been rlaCTifird as Cat^ory B for purpoces
fif j^niiinnm^ntal »e«»«.<.iii>iii Thk ic »l«n tn mhn*^

ynti
itit m •AArtinp tn nthrr

if^jufPft^ffH^

q)ecificd in the Bank's OD 4.01, EnvironmentalAssessment, die bonower is reqwnsible for the

eovironmental analysis. The environmental analysis is summarized in die Projea Infotmadon

Document, w^iicfa is made availaUe to interested parties. For an IDA-fimded project, if tbe

analysis results in a sqarate repot, (a) before die Bank proceeds to wppmsil, die separate

report most be made available in [name cf country] at some public place accessible to affected

gnxqis and local NGOs and must be tnhminwl to die Bank; and (b) ooce die sepante
eoviranmeatal analysis is rdeased locaDy and oCBdaDy received by die Bank, it wiD also be

made available at die Bank's Poblic Infotmatian Center.

n—mmm>aiMiu mui wrtamaHormtradmtet^'Wm1d»mka^. Jkif mnmrnrntLUimtf a eei^iat itmwit tfttt taHeea anmtd.
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Fkge 1 of i

Disclosure Policy: Effectiveness and Interim Arrangements

1. The Bank's expanded policy on disclosure

of infonnation was approved on August 26,

1993. The individual provisions of the policy
will take effect according to the following
schedule:

(a) A Project Information Document (PID)

will be produced at the same time as

the Initial Executive Project Sununaiy

(lEPS) for each new projea that

reaches the lEPS stage after October 1,

1993. For the remainder of the

portfolio not yet approved (i-e.,

projects beyond the lEPS stage but not

presented to the Board), a PID will be

conq>leted by January 1. 1994. For

projects financed or cofinanced from
trust funds imder the Global

Environmem Facility (GEF). a GEF-
PID will be produced for each project
submitted to the GEF Iiq>lementation
Committee after October 1, 1993.

(b) Consultation with the govemmem on,

and subsequem release of. Staff

Appraisal Rqwrts (SARs) and (for

GEF projects) Memoranda of die

Director (MODs) will take place for all

projects for ^xdiicfa Invitations to

N^odate are issued after October 1,

1993.

(c) Release of country economic and

sector work (CESW) reports

(following consultation with the

government) will take place for all such

reports that go to gray cover after

January 1. 1994.

(d) Release of sectoral policy pqiers wiU

take place for aU such p^>ers approved

by the Board after Jamiary 1, 1994.

(e) Enviromnental assessments for IDA-

fimded Cat^ory A projects and

eoviionmemal analyses for IDA-funded

Category B projects («iien diere are

squrate rqwrts) have been made
a^^ilable to the public since July 1,

1993. The expansion of the disclosure

policy for environment-related

documents to cover all Bank-financed

projects will take effect on January 1,

1994.

2. The Public Information Center will be open to

the public from January 1, 1994. In the interim,

requests for documents will be handled as follows:

(a) The Internal Documents Unit will handle

requests for printed copies of PIDs.

GEF-PIDs, and MODs.

(b) Country departments will handle requests

for SARs and gray cover CESW reports;

when the requests are approved, the

Internal Doosnems Unit will provide

printed copies.

(c) Requests for sectoral policy papers will

be handled by the responsible dqnrtment
director in the central vice presidential

units.

(d) The Environment Department will handle

requests for environment-related

d(¥'jiiiirnTs.

Tkori r-TT|-m—'j^-^- J—
- -f~—'"—• —^ ntyanKM ateauhif eamflat t t €fAt tMbf€Os ccvsnd.
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APPENDIX IV

THE WORtO faANKWC/MWA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
rHe with BP 1 /.M)

BATE: Noventer 24. 1993

TO: St»S Rrripimti of die Opcmioa*] Manual

FROM: las WyuDd, AeOag Piiccm, OFR

txrmmoN: 3«<91/39526

SUBJBCT; BP 17.50, Discloian of OpertaieiuU tnfprmaion

1. br-viaw of (he inponance of aillMrring lo ibe Baak'« dttclomie policy, wc arc Icccpti^
tfao piooednics set out in BP 17.S0 under caatinuani reriew. I diaw jrenr atlouion lo-ihe

foOewing cfaanget in (he piocediiiei set out in BP 17.50.

2. Lqiph of tha Praiaet Titfennaiion Documem . In tespoose to (talT suggcnions, w« have

decided to relax the BP's Units on the lengili of the Piojea Infotmaiion Documem (PID). The

two-page spoci&aiaOQ siiauld be ovated as a mJnitiBBn; the PID may ejipwtd as prcjea
infommion grows during the processing of (he project. The PID may reflea the EPS In its

eodrety. except for any coafldaitial or saisiuvc miurial that could (a) jeopardize rdationft

between the Bank and the govertonciu, ui (b) advciieix alTeci the int^iity of the Bank's internal

dedsionHialdng preoess.

3- EnyifoumfY-Bftnrt Documenis . Staff should note ttai for i Cuegory B project, thc-

euviioiuneotal analysis is *n-*r*'^ (noc nmnnarized in an anoex) (o the PID. For technical

reasons, botrowor-prodaced documeois will nor be made aviiUble on Imcmrt. hence

eovironmeiBal assessments, sepantc cnyiianmenul analyses, and environmental action plans will

be available only in hard copy.
•

4. R«*ettton*g Y\m^ yrf lf«1it*«<His Peoples Development Plant . 1 would like to remind
staff that in accMdance with OD 4.01 Annex a, Ouddiir of Potaittal tsiues for an EA,
eaviionnienta l assenncau and environmental anslytes tliouU. whanevet leievani, incorporara

rcsctdetneni plans and indigftimu peoples developmem plans.

5. Tbese modificatioos to the Banl:'$ disclosure procedures will be iucurpoiaied into

BP 17.S0. Disdosurt of Optmtional Informadoa. when it is revised and reissued.

k&ssn./MJOKS. Karaosmanogiu. Sxndxtiom. ^tem. Tax, Kalantzopoulos (BCC):
Btuno (DECVF). ChOksi (HROVP); Ecdes (CTRVP): EiiAom (TREVP);
Ltan(FPRVP): Husain (LACVP); Koch-Weser (MNAVP). Jayeox (aPRVP):

Kaji (BAPVP); Kasbtways (CFSVP); Mestenget (PAAVP); PIceioaa (DCO):

Rajagopalan (EXCPM); Rischard (FPDVP); Serageldln (ESDVP); .<niihaia (IJIOVP);
Thahane (SECGE); Thalwitz (KCA.VP); Wood (SASVP); El-Ashry, Lausche (ENVDR);
R{RO. Meighet. Abboa (LEG); Adams. Dana-Miira (OPRPG)

Directives Manager's h'lles
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THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

APPENDIX V

File with ODs 8.40 and 8.50 and BP 17.50

DATE: June 20, 1994

TO: Staff Recipients of the Operational Manual

FROM: Jan Wijnand, Acting Director,

EXTENSION: 81490

SUBJECT: Disclosure of Factual Technical Documents

1. The Bank has recently received several external requests for technical information on

projects that have not yet been approved by the Board. It has also received requests for

information contained in the Memorandum and Recommendation of the President (MOP), a

document that under The World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Information^ (the Disclosure

Policy) is not available to the public.^

2. The Disclosure Policy provides for three types of project documentation^ to be disclosed

prior to Board approval: (a) the Project Information Document (PID); (b) environment-related

documents—environmental data sheets, assessments (EAs), and analyses'*
—and (c) factual

technical documents.^ PIDs and environment-related documents are released through the Public

Information Center (PIC) according to procedures set out in BP 17.50, Disclosure of

Operational Information. The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify the procedures for

disclosure of factual technical documents and address the issue of the release of information

about projects that do not have Staff Appraisal Reports (SARs).

Factual Techr.icai Documents

3. The term factual technical documents refers principally to project-related technical

information gathered or received by the Bank from agencies or consultants associated with the

project, the borrower, or the government of the country concerned. The following are examples

1. Washington, D.C.: World Bank. March 1994.

2. Like the MOP (which is used for invesnnent projects), the President's Report for adjustment operauons is

also not made available to the public. See Disclosure Policy, para. 50.

3. Executive Project Summaries (EPSs). whether in initial (lEPS), intermediate (EPS), or final (FEPS) stages,

are not niade available to external users. See Disclosure Policy, para. 53.

4. Borrower governments' Environmenial Acnon Plans (EAPs) are also available to the public through the

Public Information Center once the Bank has officially received them and has obtained the governments'

consent for release. EAs and environmental analyses incorporate, whenever relevant, resettlement plans and

indigenous peoples development plans.

5. Para. 12 of the Disclosure Policy states:

Should an interested party request more technical information about a project on which the

Bank is working, the Country Department Director responsible may release factual technical

documents, or parts thereof, after consultation with the government concerned.
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of factual technical documents that may be made available to the public (according to the

procedures outlined in this memorandum):

prefeasibility studies

feasibility studies, including cost-benefit analyses

site and soil investigations

detailed design studies

financial statements of executing agencies for past fiscal years

descriptive material on the institutional framework

technical studies underlying environmental impact analyses

project-related poverty analyses

Given the Bank's limited experience with the disclosure of factual technical documents, staif

may consider this list as indicative. It is important to bear in mind that the Bank has a

presumption in favor of disclosure; thus the only factual technical documents the Bank does not

release are those that (a) involve confidential material or material that could compromise

government/Bank interactions, or (b) are directly related to internal Bank decision making. If

in doubt, staff may consult with OPRPG.

4. Our response to requests for specific project-related documents of the types listed in

para. 3 depends on their source and nature (e.g., who owns them and whether they have already

been made available to the public by the government concerned);

(a) Technical documents already made publicly available by the government of the

country concerned are disclosed without fiirther consultation with the government.

(b) Technical documents (or any parts of such documents) that are prepared by

project/borrower/govemment agencies or their consultants and are not made publicly

available by the government of the country concerned may be disclosed by the

country department (CD) director after consultation with the country official

responsible for Bank/country relations. Together, they identify any text or data that

are confidential or sensiti\'e or that could adversely affect relations with the Bank.

Before releasing the technical documents or parts thereof the CD director makes

any adjustments necessarv' to deal with matters of concern. In exceptional cases, if

extensive issues of confidentiality arise, exceptions to Jie policy of public release

may be authorized by the CD director for specific technical documents.

(c) Technical documents prepared by Bank staff using material provided by the

government may be disclosed by the CD director after consultation with the country

official responsible for Bank/country relations. Together, they identify any text or

data that are confidential or sensitive or that could adversely affect relations with the

Bank. Before releasmg the technical documents or parts thereof, the CD director

makes any adjustments necessary to deal with matters of concern. In exceptional

cases, if extensive issues of confidentiality arise, exceptions to the policy of public

release may be authorized by the CD director for specific technical documents.

Procedures

5. Most external requests have been individual requests for specific project-related technical

infonnation or for technical documents of the types listed in para. 3. Country department staff
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who receive such requests may release such documents (or parts of the documents) through the

PIC, after consulting the government concerned as described in para. 4 (b) and (c). All such

documents sent to the PIC are accompanied by a cover sheet indicating the country, the project

name and number, and the names of the task manager and a back-up staff member on the

project team.

6. However, there have been a substantial number of blanket requests for project-related

technical information on a few specific projects. Since the quantity of factual technical

documents in these projects may be large, exjserience has shown that it is appropriate for

country departments to take the following steps upon receiving such requests:

(a) Staff prepare a list of the existing factual technical documents (or portions of

documents) for a project.

(b) Staff consult with the country official concerned to identify, from the list, the

documents belonging to categories (b) and (c) in para. 4 that can be released, in

whole or in part, to outside parties.

(c) The country department makes available to the PIC the list and the documents (or

parts of documents) available for release. The documents are accompanied by a

cover sheet as described in para. 5.

(d) Outside parties that request technical information on the project are referred to the

PIC or the relevant resident mission; they may consult the list and request specific

documents.

(e) PIC staff make these documents available to the requesting parties for consultation

either at Bank headquarters or at the relevant resident mission. Users who wish to

obtain copies of selected documents (or parts of documents) may photocopy the

documents, at the PIC, for a fee.

Requests for Documents Following Board Approval

1. Under the Disclosure Policy, the MOP is not made available to the public' .After an

investment loan is approved by the Board, the SAR is made available through the PIC according
to the procedures set out in para. 14 of the Disclosure Policy.' For technical assistance loans

(TALs) and emergency recovery loans (ERLs), which do not have SARs, the technical annexes

to the MOP are no longer bound with the MOP but are instead prepared as a separate document.

The prospective borrowing government is asked to identify during negotiations any portion of

this technical annex that is confidential or sensitive or that could adversely affect relations with

6. See Disclosure Policy, para. 50.

7 Para. 14 of the Disclosure Policy states:

During negotiations the prospective borrowing government is asked to identify any text or data in

the SAR that is confidential or sensitive or could adversely affect relations with the Bank. As

appropriate, adjustments would be made to deal with matters of concern. If. in exceptional

cases, extensive issues of confidentiality arise, the Country Director concerned may restrict

release of the SAR. The cover of any such SAR will carry a note stating that release is

restricted.
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the Bank. As appropriate, country department staff may modify this technical annex to deai

with matters of concern to the government. Once the TAL/ERL is approved by the Boaid,

when an external party requests technical information, the CD director makes the technical

annex available to the interested party through the PIC. As with SARs, if in exceptional cases

extensive issues of confidentiality arise, the country department director may restrict release of

this technical annex.

Role ofOPR

8. For the next six months, while we gain experience with the disclosure of factual technical

information, OPRPG is available to provide advice and guidance if staff require assistance in

interpreting the requirements of the Disclosure Policy. Once we have gained sufficient

experience with the disclosure of factual technical infonnation, we will revise and reissue

BP 1 7.50, Disclosure of Operational Information.

cc: Messrs./Mmes. Karaosmanoglu, Sandsirom, Stem, McHugh, Kalantzopoulos (EXC);

Bruno (DECVP); Burki (LACVP); Choksi (HROVP); Eccles (CTRVP);

Husain (MPSVP); Jaycox (AFRVP); Kaji (EAP\T); Kashiwaya (CFSVP);

Koch-Weser (MNAv'p); Linn (FPRVP); Picciotto (DGO); Rischard (FPDVP);

Serageldin (ESDVP): Shihau (LEGVP); Thahane (SECVP); Thalwitz (ECAVP);

Wood (SASVP); Adams (o/r), Poramier, Datta-Mitra (OPR)

Directives Manager's Files
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APPENDIX VI

SELECTED WORLD BANK
OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVES

Operational Directives (ODs) are statements of

Bank policies and procedures prepared for the

guidance of World Bank staff Currendy, the World

Bank's Operations Policy Department is revising

the system of operational policies and procedures.

As part of the revision, existing Operational

Directives will be replaced by three categories of

documents:

1. Operational Policies: a shon, focused state-

ment of policy

2. Bank Procedures: a common set of proce-

dures for Bank Staff to observe.

3. Good Practices: advisory materia) for Bank

staff.

A majority of the environment and social relat-

ed Operational Directives have not yet been

replaced. Following is a list of selected Operational

Directives that are still in effect as of March 1994.

To ensure accuracy, NGOs should check with the

Bank before citing a specific OD.

OD 4.00, Annex B: Environmental Policy for Dam

and Reservoir Projects

OD 4.00, Annex Bl: Typical Environmental

Effects of Dams and Reservoirs

OD 4.00, Annex B2: The Area of Influence of

Dam and Reservoir Projects

OD 4.00, Annex B3: Sample Terms of Reference:

Environmental Reconnaissance of Dam and

Reservoir Projects

OD 4.01: Environmental Assessment

OD 4.02: Environmental Action Plans

OD 4.03: Agricultural Pest Management

OD 4.15: Poverty Reduction

OD 4.20: Indigenous Peoples

OD 4.30: Involuntary Resetdement

OD 7.50: Projects on International Waterways

OD 8.00: Project Preparation Facility

OD 9.01; Procedures for Investment Operations

under the Global Environment Facility

OD 10.70: Project Monitoring and Evaluation

OD 13.05: Project Supervision

OD 13.40: Suspension of Disbursements

OD 13.50: Cancellation of Loan and Credit

Amounts

OD 14.70: Involving Nongovernmental

Organizations in Bank-Supported Activities

Selected New World Bank Policies or Procedures in

Effect as of March 1994:

Operational Policies

OP 4.36: Forestry

OP 4.07: Water Resources Management

OP 10.21; Investment Operations Financed by the

Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol

Bank Procedures

BP 17.50: Disclosure of Operational Information

BP 10.21; Investment Operations Financed by the

Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol

A CrrzENs' GuTDE To the World Bank's Information Poucy
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APPENDIX IX

DOCUMENT GLOSSARY

A. Project and Sector Investment Documents

Note: Documents 1-4, 9 & 10 are not available

under the current Bank policy, but are included

here for information purposes.

1. Initial Executive Project Summary (lEPS):

This is the first document generated after project

identification. The task manager prepares the initial

executive project summary, which is a "brief self-

contained issue oriented discussion of the project's

objectives, rationale and design" (OD 9.00, June

1991). As the project becomes more developed, the

initial executive project summary becomes an exec-

utive project summary and eventually a final execu-

tive project summary.

2. Executive Project SuminaTy (EPS): The

executive project summary contains more informa-

tion than the initial executive project summary and

becomes more specific over time; the project's risks,

costs, and benefits are quantified. This is the main

decision-making document for Bank management.

Issues covered in rJie executive project summa-

ry and the final executive project summary should

include the following: project description and

objectives, financing plan, and tentative dates for

appraisal, indication of sector importance in the

broader country strategy, project financing, imple-

mentation strategy (including management

arrangements), project sustainability, rationale for

Bank/IDA involvement, project benefits and risks,

environmental aspects, and outstanding issues such

as proposed conditionality.

3. Final Executive Project Summary (FEPS):

The final Executive Project Summary contains the

same information as above and is used to prepare

the memorandum of the President.

4. Memorandum of the President (MOP):

The Memorandum of the President (MOP) evolves

from the executive project summary and is used by

the EDs to decide on the project or program. The

MOP starts with a strategy statement that contains

a review of recent country trends, objectives and

priorities and economic indicators. It also reviews

the Bank's assistance strategy and how the project

or program is linked to macroeconomic and sector

objectives.

The topics covered in the MOP are similar to

those in the executive project summary. The MOP
contains sections on project description and objec-

tives, project implementation (including which

agencies are responsible), rationale for Bank

involvement, project benefits and risks, agreements

that have been reached with the borrower govern-

ment, and environmental aspects. It also contains

annexes on project costs and financing, procure-

ment issues, timetables and maps.

5. Project Information Document (PID): A

Project Information Document is a document pre-

pared for release to the public. It contains basic fac-

tual technical information about a project in prepa-

ration. The PID is prepared at the same time as the

Initial Executive Project Summary. It should be a

minimum of two pages and should be expanded as

the project develops. The PID should contain a

summary of the main aspects of a project includ-

ing: the project's objectives, expected or probable

components, costs and financing, environmental

issues, status of procurement and consulting ser-

vices, studies to be undertaken, implementing

agencies and relevant points of contact'.

6. Factual Technical Documents: Factual

Technical Docimients include the following types of

documents or information: prefeasibility studies, feasi-

biUty studies, cost/benefit analyses, site and soil investi-

gations, detailed design studies, fmancial statements of

the agencies responsible for implementing the pro-

A CiTZENs' Guide To the World Bank's Information Poucy
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Ject, a description of the institutional framework,

technical studies that support the environmental

impact analysis, and project-related poverty analyses.

7. Staff Appraisal Reports: Staff Appraisal

Reports (SARs) are the main technical document of

a project. SARs have four color stages:white cover,

yellow cover, green cover and buff cover. Currendy,

only the final (buff cover) Staff Appraisal Repons

are publicly available.

A white cover SAR is used for review and dis-

cussion leading up to the appraisal mission. After

the appraisal mission is completed, the yellow

cover SAR is written and then reviewed in a meet-

ing with the regional vice-president. Following this

meeting the SAR is revised again to incorporate

decisions taken at the review meetmg, and a green

cover SAR is then prepared for negotiations with

the borrower government.

A SAR may contain the following information:

a description of the project and the sector (such as

the energy or agriculture sector), the institutional

structure of the sector, the legal framework, the

Bank and country goals and strategy for a given

sector, the rationale for Bank involvement, the pro-

ject origin and the status of preparation, legal

arrangements, the financing plan, financing and

other agreements reached with the government,

implementation and monitoring, procurement, the

disbursement schedule, environmental and social

aspects, the economic justification, and project

risks and recommendations. SARs and their annex-

es often contain detailed, technical information.

8. Loan and Credit Agreements: Loan and

credit agreements that govern a specific project or

sector loan are legal agreements between the Bank

and the borrowing country.

9. Project Completion Reports: A project

completion report is an evaluation report wrinen

by the task manager after Bank financing of the

projea has been completed. Project completion

reports are wrinen for all Bank financed projects.

These reports should be a candid assessment of the

project's success or failure, and should provide an

opportunity to assess the lessons learned specific to

the country and sector.

10. Project Performance Audit Report: The

project performance audit report is an evaluation

report wrinen by the Operations Evaluation

Department (an independent office inside the

Bank) after it receives the project completion report

from the task manager. Project Performance Audit

Reports are completed for all structural adjustment

operations and 40% of projects and sector loans.

11. Precis: The precis is a summary of evalua-

tion reports. These summaries contain information

from both Project Completion Reports and Project

Performance Audit Reports.

B. Environmental Documents

12. Environmental Assessment (EA): The EA

is prepared for proposed World Bank financed

"Category A" projects. The EA assesses the envi-

ronmental impact of a proposed project and ana-

lyzes alternatives to the project.

According to OD 4.01, an EA should contain

the following information: executive summary, pro-

ject description, baseline data, environmental

impacts, an analysis of alternatives, mitigation plan,

environmental management and training plan, and

an environmental monitoring plan.

13. Environmental Analyses: The environmen-

tal analysis is a document prepared for a proposed

World Bank financed "Category B" project.

Category B
"

projects may have adverse impacts that

are less significant than "Category A" impacts; few

of the impacts are irreversible. Environmental

analvses contain a mitigation plan with the follow-

ing information'": a summary of the significant

adverse impacts, details of the mitigation measures.
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institutional responsibilities, an implementation

schedule, monitoring procedures, and additional

costs to the project.

14. Nadonai Environmental Action Plans:

The NEAP contains a description of the major

environmental concerns of a country. It also should

identify the principle causes of environmental

problems, and identify concrete actions that can be

taken to deal wdth the problems.

15. Environmental Data Sheets: The

Environmental Data Sheet is a one page Bank gen-

erated document describing the environmental

aspects of a project. It includes a description of

major project components, environmental issues,

proposed actions, project categorization, jusuHca-

tion for the categorization, and the scheduled date

of the environmental assessment or analysis.

C. Country Economic and Sector Work
Reports

16. Country Economic and Sector Reports:

These reports include country economic memoran-

da, and special reports in the area of public invest-

ment programs, financial sector, export policies,

income distribution and labor markets". Many of

the reports are formal and are distributed to the

Board after they are final. Once finalized the report

is given a grey cover and then called "grey cover"

reports. Some economic and sector reports are

informal or confidential studies that do not reach

the grey cover stage and are not widely circulated.

17. Country Economic Memoranda'^: These

reports are required for countries with active lend-

ing programs. The main purpose of the document

is to inform the Board and management of eco-

nomic prospects and issues in the borrowing coun-

try, and to provide a background for dialogue with

the government issues. Country Economic

Memoranda also provide background informadon

and analysis to members of aid groups and other

donors. They also contain a review of economic

developments, a discussion of major economic poli-

cy issues, and a country's medium term prospects.
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NOTES
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1 . The new policy covers projects and programs financed by
the IncemationaJ Bank For Reconstruction and Development

(IBRD) and the International Development Association

(IDA). Tne International Finance Corporation (IFC) is not

covered by the policy.

2. World Bank. "Expanding Access to Bank Information",

August 31, 1993, page 1.

3 This document was issued after the August 26, 1993 Board

meeting on the information Policy and incorporates changes

suggested by Executive Direaors in that meeting.

4. An invitation to negotiate is when the Bank indicates to the

borrower government the date it is prepared to begin loan

agreement negotiations on a specific project or sector loan.

5 A Board Seminar is an informal meeting where Board mem-
bers are briefed by Bank staff on draft policies or other issues.

6. The current Bank information policy on the GEF may be

superseded when the future GEF Council is established. The
Council will decide on both information and participation

procedures for the GEF.

7. Bank Procedures, Disclosure of Operational Information,

(BP 17.50), September 1993, Annex A.

8. Bank Procedures, Disclosure of Operational Information,

(BP 17.50). September 1993, Page 3.

9. The World Bank, "Expanding Access to Bank Information'',

August 31, 1993.

10. OD 4.01 Environmental Assessment, Annex C, point 2.

1 1 . OD 2.00 Country and Economic Sector Work, March

1989.

12. OD 2.00 Country Economic and Seaor Work.
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